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PREFACE TO THE AMERICAN EDITION.

WHAT is the Kneipp Cure?

This question has of late been asked again and again, and more than five thousand letters have been addressed to me during these last few months, soliciting anxiously and earnestly information about the healing and hardening methods of the venerable and humanitarian Priest and Healer, Rev. Seb. Kneipp, in the small village of Woerishofen, Bavaria.

To quote the words of a brilliant Journalist: "Never before has a health-reform, or any other movement made such rapid and sweeping progress in the United States as the Kneipp Cure; not even the popular adoption of the bicycle excepted."

The publishing of a reliable and authoritative popular book of correct and exhaustive information on the subject became consequently a matter of public interest, and the pressing demand is now met by the issue of "The Kneipp Cure."

But one word more as regards my function as Editor of the American Edition. Animated by a deep spirit of veneration and respect for the philanthropic Reverend gentleman I have made but very few alterations and corrections. I have ventured to amend the translation in so far only as it appeared to me indispensable for the better understanding of the American public.

I claim, however, to have effected a great improvement by combining in this edition all pictures and illustrations contained in the many other books on the Kneipp Cure.

In conclusion I give expression to the sincere wish that every reader of this book may be as much benefited by the Kneipp Cure as I have been.  

CH.

New York, November 30th, 1896.
To the Kneipp Verein No. 1 von New York.

Gentlemen:

We beg to inform you that we are about to publish an American Edition of Rev. Sebastian Kneipp's book "My Water Cure," under the title "The Kneipp Cure," at the low price of 50 Cents a copy.

This book will be a faithful reproduction of "My Water Cure" and will contain about 400 pages of reading matter and 200 illustrations. Special attention has been devoted to the editing as well as the illustrating. The editing of the book has been in charge of Mr. Henry F. Charles.

To prove to you that we are in earnest in maintaining that our principal aim in publishing this book at a great risk and at an abnormally low price is the furthering of the Kneipp movement in America, we submit to your approval the following propositions:

10 per cent. of the net receipts of the sale will be handed over to your society for the purpose of spreading the Kneipp propaganda and as a basis for the building of a Kneipp Hospital.

5 per cent. further of the net receipts of the sale will be forwarded to the Rev. Sebastian Kneipp as a contribution to his many charitable institutions.

5 per cent. further of the net receipts of the sale will be sent to Mr. Jos. Koessel, in Kempten, Bavaria, the European publisher.

Our books will be open in due time to the inspection of your Committee on Finance.

Yours truly,

THE KNEIPP CURE PUBLISHING CO.
To the Kneipp Cure Publishing Co.,

City.

Gentlemen:

We are in receipt of your letter of to-day's date and thank you most heartily for your kind offer of 10 per cent. from the net result of the sale of the book entitled "The Kneipp Cure."

The publication of a popular American edition of Kneipp's "My Water Cure" at a cheap price is under present circumstances an absolute necessity in the interest of the people and an act entirely in harmony with humanitarian principles, and the book will help immensely to spread the movement in the United States. The present price of $2, and only in a few instances of $1.50, has been a prohibitory one to the poor people—a class of society for whose special benefit the Rev. Priest Physician has earnestly and successfully labored during all his long life, and without earthly reward.

The fact that Mr. Henry P. Charles, an enthusiastic and educated "Kneippian," has been selected to edit the American edition is an assurance that the book will be correct in every sense of the word.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Vice President—Kneipp Verein No. 1 of New York.

The Committee on Propaganda.
CARCELY ever has a book found its way through Europe and the whole civilized world in so incredibly short a time as the little volume of which this is a translation.

The author in the brief and plain sketch of his life at once endears himself to the reader. From the humble place of his birth we follow him through the toils of his early life: with him we feel grateful to the kind friend under whose hospitable roof the poor traveller found not only shelter but also the longed-for teacher. We, then, accompany him through his college years and witness his indefatigable zeal in the pursuit of his studies, but alas! when about to congratulate him on their prosperous termination, we are suddenly grieved at the saddening aspect of his failing health. Certainly the shortsightedness of human understanding with regard to the plans of Divine Providence cannot be more sorely tried than it was in the poor student's case; but thus it had to be in order to make his life that wonderful illustration of the Apostle's word: "To them that love God, all things work together unto good." (Rom. VIII. 28.)

Finding help nowhere and lacking both physical and mental strength to achieve what he had commenced, the young man was left to spend his time in the royal library. Here one day an old little book attracts his curiosity, he opens it, it treats of water-cures. This moment was to be a turning-point in his life. The contents of the small un-
sightly volume were to be the rough outline of a plan which, in its completion, has become a blessing for numbers of his fellow-creatures who, laboring under more or less grievous disease, were restored to the full possession of bodily health and mental vigor; for as soon as the author in this early period of his life had experienced the salutary effects of water, it seemed but natural to his noble heart to make as many as possible partakers of the benefit he then enjoyed in the sense of undisturbed health. Since his endeavors in this respect had for their sole objects the glory of God and the good of poor sufferers, since he sought neither honor nor any other earthly reward, he was well armed against the temptation to give up a work which, besides adding considerably to the exertions imposed on him by his sacred office, earned for him much contradiction and ingratitude.

For many years had he continued to attend to the cure of human bodies without neglecting the least of his obligations to the immortal souls, before he yielded to the entreaties of thousands who urged him to write down the results of his study and experience of the water-cure and render them thus useful also to those who were unable to profit by his oral advice. His book obtained for him what he had neither aimed at, nor wished for: his name, always pronounced with love and veneration within the limited sphere of his activity as parish-priest, has since acquired more than European fame. The eyes of the whole civilized world look with admiration on the aged pastor of the humble Bavarian village and, attracted by the wisdom of his counsels and the kindness of his heart, numbers of invalids are daily seen to gather round him for help and advice.

I myself have had the enviable fortune of living for nearly two years on most confidential terms with the venerable man. The look of his eyes so penetrating and yet so full of compassion, the unpretentiousness and simplicity of manners displayed in his personal intercourse
with all classes of men, the noble disposition of his heart, the disinterestedness in all his attempts for the good of others, act like as many charms delighting and fascinating everyone that approaches him. The rich and the poor, the prince and the beggar, are all welcomed by the same kindly look, the same loving heart. The artless, I should almost say, the rustic style which characterizes his oral counsels is a peculiar feature also of "My Water-cure." I should consider it a want of filial piety and affection for my fatherly friend and master, were I in my translation to deviate from his principle of simplicity by turning his words into elegant periods.

Moreover was it expressly desired by the author that translations of his book should be complete, correct, and, as much as possible, literal. He wrote "My Water-cure" chiefly for the lower classes, for poor country people who lack either means or convenience to have recourse to medical aid in their maladies, and this circumstance particularly made him fear that want of correctness in translating might be of fatal consequences. Since there has already been edited another English translation which cannot claim to be either correct or complete, I myself thought it especially advisable to produce a literal translation of the thirty-third German edition which has been quite recently thoroughly revised by the author.

This translation has the additional advantage of numerous illustrations representing the medicinal herbs and their essential parts, which will, besides imparting knowledge about the plants, facilitate the work of the gatherer.

The consideration that the master having all means of greater elegance at his command, chose nevertheless simplicity to be the prominent feature of his style, and the fact that in spite of this, two hundred thousand copies of his book have been published, was apt to confirm me in my resolution at the risk of doing even more violence to the polished English language than the author did to his native tongue.
These are the grounds on which I base the hope that my readers will judge kindly about my work. I shall consider it the most desirable compensation for my toils if it will prove of real and lasting profit to all who wish to follow its advice. If they are Christians the venerable person of the author will increase their confidence in his counsels; if they are not Christians they may remember that his heart beats warm for all and that, by making "My Water-cure" known to the world, he wished to benefit all without exception.

For any explanation or detail respecting the contents of this book, apply to the Editor.

ST. D.
BEING a priest, the salvation of immortal souls is the first object for which I wish to live and to die. During the last thirty or forty years, however, the care for mortal bodies has absorbed a considerable portion of my time and strength. This work I have never sought after; on the contrary every patient coming to me is (naturally speaking) a burden to me. Only the thought of Him who came down from Heaven to heal all our infirmities, and the remembrance of His promise: "Blessed are the merciful; for they will obtain mercy," and: "Even a cup of cold water given in My name shall not be unrewarded," was able to detain me from refusing all petitions, no matter who the petitioner might be. The temptation to do so was the more natural, because not profit, but incalculable loss of time, not honor, but often calumny and persecution, not gratitude, but in many cases ingratitude, scorn and insults, were my reward. But God allowed it to be so, and I shall not complain of it. It is easily to be understood that after such an experience I feel not much inclined to write, especially now that I am feeling the weight of old age, and both mind and body long for rest.

Only the constant and impetuous urging of my friends who call it a sin against charity if I do not write down before my death what I have learned by experience, the innumerable petitions of those who have been cured, and...
most of all the entreaties of poor, abandoned and helpless patients in the country, could induce me to make up my mind to write a book on "My Water-cure," almost against my will.

I have had a peculiar affection and care for the poorer classes, the sick farmers who are so often neglected and forsaken, and to them especially I dedicate my little book; therefore the language is plain and clear. I have purposely tried to use familiar language, instead of giving a dry, inefficacious skeleton. If one or the other story is somewhat long, or if repetitions occur, I trust the reader will overlook it on account of my good intention.

It was by no means my intention to oppose any of the existing medical systems, or to attack any individual, or his science and reputation, most certainly not.

Of course, I am aware that only professional men are called upon to publish such things; but I am sure that just such men will be glad to see that even a layman imparts his knowledge obtained by long years' experience. Everyone will be welcome to me who with a sincere heart wishes to correct me or to give me useful hints; but I shall leave unnoticed those who criticize out of party-spirit, and call me a bungler and quack.

My earnest wish has been that a professional man, a physician, would release me of this heavy burden and heavy work, and I should feel so happy if at last these professional men would begin to study the system of hydropathy thoroughly and put it in practice under their inspection; this little work of mine could then be of some use to them. I can give assurance that notwithstanding my sometimes reserved behavior, the sick and suffering people who came to me, could be numbered by thousands and tens of thousands, and I could easily have become rich, and very rich, if I had accepted only part of the sums offered to me for cures.

Many came saying: I will give you $50 or $100 if you cure me. The sufferer looks out for help, wherever he
can find it, and he is happy to pay the physician who has healed him, whether it be with the medicine bottle or with the water jug.

There have been celebrated physicians who practised the water-cures with energy and great success; but they died, and their hints, counsels and experiences were buried with them. May now at last the dawn be followed by a full and lasting morning!

All names given or indicated in this book I can answer for, and on application will be ready to give the addresses in full. It may be that sometimes my expressions are a little harsh; but that springs from my somewhat austere and rough disposition. With it I have grown old, and disguise of my nature would be hard now to me.

I trust the blessing of Almighty God may accompany my little book on its travels. And when one day my friends of the water-cure are told that I have departed this life, I beg of them to send me a refreshing “Our Father” to the place where the physician of physicians heals and purifies the souls.

Würishofen, Railway Station Türkheim in Suabia, October 1st, 1886.

THE AUTHOR.
AD a stranger passed through Wörishofen six years ago, counting the house-numbers as he went along, he might have said to himself: "This is not a bad place, it has a good many buildings." Now, in the year 1894 going again through the same Wörishofen, and counting the old houses as they stood when he last saw them, and the new ones which had sprung up since, he might exclaim full of astonishment: "Well! how has it come about that the new houses are almost outnumbering the old ones? What can have influenced these people so powerfully as to cause them to build so much?" To this he could not obtain a better answer than the following: "Father Kneipp has written a book called: 'My Water-cure', and has sent it out into the world, as a father sends his son. This book has taught and enlightened young and old, rich and poor, high and low, as to how they should make use of water, and how they can by its various applications be cured of disease and be delivered from many ills, or at the very least find relief. On account of this book invalids have come to Wörishofen in increasing numbers from year to year, so that, at last, the available houses became insufficient for their accommodation,—and that is the reason why so many new buildings have been erected."
The book "My Water-cure" has now outlived its fiftieth edition and would like to celebrate its JUBILEE and to cry out to men, especially to the sick: "Learn ye to know water, its application and its effects, and it will bring you help where help is possible!"

As regards me, I can only rejoice and wish from my heart that, in times to come, all the sick may find this relief and help. I particularly wish that medical practitioners would hasten to make proper use of water, this gift of the Creator, and to grant this step-child a place in their households and among their store of remedies.

To the fiftieth edition I give the mission: Take care of the sick that they may be cured! Be a good friend to the healthy that they may not fall ill! And as I, a Priest, offer daily the Holy Sacrifice, so shall all those who come to Wörishofen, together with those who employ the cure at home, be included in my prayers, that they may obtain the blessing of Heaven for their recovery.

Wörishofen, Candlemas-day, 1894.

THE AUTHOR.
INTRODUCTION.

JUST as on a tree no leaf resembles perfectly to another, so also do men’s destinies differ one from the other. If every man were to write a sketch of his own life, we should have as many different tales as there are men. Intricate are the ways twisting themselves in our life in every direction, sometimes like an inextricable ball of confused silk, the threads of which seem to be laid without plan or purpose. So it frequently seems; but it never is so in reality. Faith darts its enlightening beam into the darkness, and shows how all these entangled paths serve wise purposes, and how all of them lead to one end, designed and fixed by the all-wise Creator from the beginning. The ways of Providence are wonderful.

Looking back from the high watch-tower of old age on the past years of my life and all the complications of my paths, they seem to wind themselves sometimes on the brink of the abyss; but they lead against all expectation to the glorious heights of vocation, and finally attain them, and I have every reason to praise the tender and wise ruling of Providence, the more so as the paths which, according to human ideas, seemed to be sad and leading to death, showed to me and numberless others the opening to a new life.
I was more than 21 years old when I left my home as a weaver seeking employment; but, since the days of my childhood, something else had occupied my mind. With unspeakable pain and longing desire for the realization of my ideal, I had awaited this departure for long, long years, as my sole wish was to become a priest.

I went away then, not as was expected to throw the weaver's shuttle, but I hurried from place to place seeking for some one who would provide me with the means for studying. The now deceased Prelate Matthias Merkle († 1881) at that time chaplain in Grönenbach, took me under his care, gave me private instructions during two years, and with indefatigable zeal tried to prepare me for the gymnasium, so that I was able to be received there at the end of that time. It was no easy task and its effects on my body and mind seemed to render all my efforts utterly useless. After five years of the greatest exertions and privations my strength both physical and mental was broken. Once my father came to town to take me away, and even now the words of the innkeeper, at whose inn we stopped, seem still to be ringing in my ears. "Weaver," he said, "this is the last time you will come to fetch your student." A physician in the army, a celebrated man, who at that time was known as a benevolent and generous helper of poor patients, visited me 90 times in the second last year of my studies, and in the last one more than a hundred times. He wished ever so much to help me, but my increasing debility rendered his medicinal knowledge and devoted charity unavailable. I myself had given up all hope long ago, and was expecting my end with quiet resignation. To procure a little amusement and distraction of mind, I used to run over the pages of many books. By chance—I only use this customary but insignificant word, because it is customary; for things never happen by chance—an unsightly little book fell into my hands; I opened it; it treated of the water-cure. I read the book and found in it descriptions of various diseases and the wonderful effects obtained by the use of the water-cure.
At last this was the thought which struck me: You may find your own state described in it. And so it was; my state was represented to a hair's breadth. What joy! What comfort! New hopes electrified my withered body and my still more withered mind. At first this little book was the straw to which I clung; soon afterwards it became the staff which supported the sufferer; to-day I acknowledge it to be the life-boat sent to me by a merciful Providence at the right time, at the hour of extreme need. This little book, treating of the healing power of fresh water, is written by a physician; the applications are most of them extremely rugged and rigid. I tried them for 3 months, for 6 months; no real improvement ensued, but at the same time I did not grow worse and that gave me new courage. I spent the winter of 1849 in Dillingen. Two or three times a week I went to a solitary spot to bathe in the Danube for some moments. Quickly I ran to the spot; more speedily I hastened back to my warm room at home. This cold exercise never hurt me, but, as I thought, it was of no great use either. In 1850 I came to the Georgianum in Munich. And there I found a poor student who was in a much more miserable state than myself. The physician of the institution refused to give him the certificate of health necessary for his ordination, declaring that he would not live much longer. Now I had a dear companion whom I initiated into the mysteries of my little book, and we tried to surpass each other in the practice of the various water applications. In a short time my friend got the desired certificate, and at the present day he is still alive. I myself grew continually stronger, I became a priest and am living as such over 44 years. My friends tell me that they admire the power of my voice and are amazed at the bodily strength I enjoy at the age of 76. The water remained my well tested friend, and who can blame me, if I remain faithful to it also?

He who has been in want and misery himself, knows how to sympathise with the want and misery of his neighbor.
Not all patients are alike unfortunate, and surely he who has the means of regaining health, can easily reconcile himself with a short time of suffering. Such rich patients I have refused by the hundreds and thousands during the first years. But the poor man, who is needy and abandoned, given up by the physicians and no longer helped by medicaments and remedies, has every right to our sympathies. Great numbers of this kind of people are my favorite patients; such poor and entirely forsaken people I have never sent away. It would seem hard, unconscientious, and ungrateful to shut my door upon such poor sufferers, or to deny them the resources which brought me health and strength in my times of need.

The great number of sufferers, the still greater difference of their sufferings, urged me to enrich my experience in the use of water and to perfect the method of applying it.

To my first adviser, the well-known little book, I am always indebted for the introductory lessons I learned from it, but I soon found out that many applications were too rigid, too violent and discouraging for human nature. For this reason people called at first the water-cure a "horse-cure," and up to this day many who abuse that which they do not understand, like to give the name of swindle and quackery to everything connected with the water-cure.

I willingly grant that many applications and exercises of the primitive and still undeveloped water-cure were more suited to a muscular and strong-limbed horse than to a human being covered with soft flesh and stringed with tender nerves.

In the life of the celebrated F. Ravignan S. J., the following incident is recorded: "His complaint, a disease of the throat, was increasing on account of too great exertion, he was a celebrated preacher who practised his sacred office with apostolic zeal in Paris, London, and many other large towns) and soon became chronical.... His windpipe was simply one wound, his voice was entirely gone. He
had to spend two whole years (1846–48) in a state of inactivity and suffering; and cures tried at several places, change of air in the south, were of no result. In June 1848, F. Ravignan was living with Doctor K. R. in his country-house in the vale at B. One morning after Mass, the doctor looked anxious and announced to the assembled family that F. Ravignan felt worse and could not come to breakfast. Then he himself disappeared and went to the patient saying: “Arise and follow me!” “But where to?” the latter replied. “I am going to throw you into the water.” “Into the water?” said Ravignan, “with my fever and my cough? But never mind, I am in your hands and must obey.” A so-called shower-bath was meant, a violent but efficient remedy, as the biographer says. The effect was evident. At dinner time that same day, the doctor triumphantly produced his patient, then remarkably better; and he who was voiceless in the morning, told the tale of his recovery at night.

This, I too, term somewhat of a “horse-cure” which, notwithstanding the good result, I should not like to imitate or to recommend for imitation.

Here I must state that I do not approve of all the applications now in use in the water-cure hospitals; of some of them I even strictly disapprove. They appear to me too strong, and, pardon the expression, too fanatical. Too many things are treated exactly alike, and much too little difference is made, in my opinion, between the various patients, their greater or lesser weakness, their more or less obstinate illness, the more or less advanced devastation and consequences, etc. etc.

It is just in the variety of the applications and in their proper choice, that the master-hand will and must be recognised.

Patients of the different hospitals came to me complaining bitterly: “It is beyond endurance, it is killing me.” But thus it ought not to be. Once a healthy man presented himself to me, asserting that he had been injured by washing himself in the morning. “How did you do
that?" I asked him. "I put my head under the pump and let the icy water run over it for a quarter of an hour!" It would certainly be a miracle, if such an unreasonable man did not entirely ruin himself. We mock and deride such a foolish proceeding, and yet, how many who must be supposed to know how to apply the water reasonably, have acted just as foolishly, in my opinion even more foolishly, and thereby prejudiced the patients against the water for ever. I could give numerous instances which would be just as many proofs of my assertion.

I warn against every too strong or too frequent application of water, for that which otherwise would be an advantage of the curing element, is thereby turned to injury, and the hopeful confidence of the patient is changed into fear and horror. For 30 years, I have tried every single application upon myself. Three times—this I acknowledge openly—I found myself induced to change my system, to loosen the strings, to descend from strictness to mildness, from great to still greater mildness. According to my present conviction, now fixed for 17 years and tested by innumerable cures, he who knows how to apply the water in the plainest, easiest and most simple way, will produce the most profitable effects and the safest results. The various modes in which I use the water as a remedy, are told in the third part of this book, treating of the different diseases. In the second part (see the particular preface), I have given, especially for country people, some remedies to make a family herb tea chest, which herbs, applied interiorly, tend to the same purposes as the water; either to dissolve, to evacuate, or to strengthen.

To every patient consulting me I put some questions so as not to act too hastily and to his disadvantage.

In like manner this little book is bound to answer shortly the following questions:

1. What is sickness, and what is the common source of all sickness?

The human body is one of the most marvellous struc-
tures of God’s creative hand. Every joint agrees to joint, every accurately measured limb to the harmonious whole, combined to an astonishing unity. More remarkable still is the conjunction of the organs, and their activity within the body. Even the most disbelieving physician and naturalist, who “has not found a soul with his lancet and his dissecting knife,” cannot refuse his most just and highest admiration to the inimitable wisdom displayed in the structure of the human body.—This euphony and harmony, called good health, is disturbed by different causes, which we call “diseases.” Such diseases of the body, interior and exterior, belong to the daily bread which most human creatures must eat, willingly or unwillingly. All these diseases whatever their names may be, have their cause, origin, root and their germ in the blood, or rather in disturbances of the blood, whether it be only disturbed in its circulation, or corrupted in its ingredients by humors not belonging to it. The net of blood-vessels spreads its red vital spirit through the whole body, in its suitable way. Order consists in proportion; every too much or too little in the tempo of the circulation of the blood, every penetration of foreign elements, disturbs the peace, the concord, causes discord, changes health to sickness.

2. How is the healing to be effected?

By the tracks in the snow the expert hunter discerns the game; he follows these tracks according as he wishes to hunt a deer, a chamois, or a fox. An able physician soon knows where the disease is, in what it has originated, what progress it has made. The symptoms show him the disease, the latter indicates the remedies to be chosen. Some would say: This procedure is most plain. Yes, sometimes it is, but sometimes it is not. If someone comes to me with frozen ears, I directly know that this has been caused by severe cold; if a person sitting at the millstone suddenly screams, having his finger crushed, I need not ask what is the matter with him. But it is not so easy even with ordinary headache or with diseases of the stomach, of the nerves, or of the heart, which originate not only
in several or manifold causes, but very often in diseases of the neighboring organs, which diseases injure the action of the stomach, the heart, or the kidneys. A straw stops the pendulum of the largest clock; a mere trifle is able to disturb the heart most painfully. But it is precisely in finding this trifle that the difficulty consists, for the examination is often very complicated and mistakes of many kinds are likely to occur. Many of such instances are to be found in the third part of this book.

If I strike the trunk of a young oak-tree with my foot or an axe, it will tremble; every branch, every leaf moves. How mistaken I should be, if I were to conclude that because the leaf trembles, it must have been attacked directly, or touched by something. No, it is because the whole trunk trembles, that the branch and the leaf, as a part and particle of the trunk, do the same. The nerves are such branches of the trunk of our body. "He suffers with his nerves; the nerves are attacked." What does this mean? No, the whole organism has received a shock, has been weakened, therefore the nerves are trembling too.

Cut one thread of the skilful cobweb of a spider, running from the centre to the outline, very cautiously, and the whole net shrinks, and the quadrangles and triangles, spun with a wonderful accuracy and seeming to be measured out with compasses, suddenly form the most irregular and disorderd figures. How foolish it would be to think that this time the spider must have made important mistakes in weaving its silken house. Put the little thread in its place again, and instantly the former wonderful order is restored. The art consists in finding out this single small thread; to fumble about in the cobweb, would be to destroy it entirely. I leave it to everyone to make the application himself, and conclude with the true answer to our question: How plain, uncomplicated and easy the cure is, how it almost excludes every possibility of mistake, as soon as I know that every disease is caused by disturbances of the blood. The work of healing can only consist in one of the two tasks: either to lead the irregu-
larly circulating blood to its normal course, or to endeavor to evacuate the bad juices, the morbid matter, which disturbs the right combination and condition of the blood. There is no further work to be done except the strengthening of the enfeebled organism.

3. In what way does the water effect the cure?

The ink-blot on your hand can be quickly washed off by the water, the bleeding wound is cleansed by it. If in summer-time after the day's exertions you wash the sweat off your forehead with fresh water, you feel quite revived; it refreshes, strengthens and does you good. The mother, perceiving scurf on her baby's little head, takes warm water, and through it the scurf is dissolved.

Dissolving, evacuating (washing off, as it were), strengthening, these three unquestioned qualities of the water, are sufficient for us, and we make the assertion:

The water, in particular my water-cure, heals all diseases in any way curable; for the various applications of water tend to remove the roots of the disease; they are able:

  a) To dissolve the morbid matter in the blood,
  b) to evacuate what is dissolved,
  c) to make the cleansed blood circulate rightly again,
  d) finally, to harden the enfeebled organism, i. e. to strengthen it for new activity.

4. What is the cause of the sensibility of the present generation, of the striking susceptibility for all possible diseases, of which even the names were scarcely known in former days?

Of course, many people would like to dispense me from this question. Nevertheless it appears to me to be of great importance, and I state, without hesitation, that these evils arise from want of hardening. The effemination of the people living now-a-days has reached a high degree. The weak and delicate, the poor of blood and nervous, the sick of heart or stomach, almost form the rule; the strong and vigorous are the exception. People are affected by
every change of weather; the turn of season does not pass by without colds in the head and chest; even the too quickly entering a warm room, when coming from the cold street, does not remain unrevened, etc. etc. Fifty or sixty years ago it was quite different, and where shall we come to, if, according to the general complaint of the thoughtful, mankind's strength and life are decreasing so rapidly, if decay begins even before man has reached maturity? It is high time to see what is wanting. As a small contribution towards remedying such a distressing state of affairs we offer the few simple and safe remedies for hardening the skin, the whole body and single parts of the body. These may be added to the water-applications. These remedies have already been accepted by numbers of persons of all conditions, first by some of them with ridicule, but afterwards practised with trust and with visible success. Vivant sequentes!

Treatises, as important as that about hardening, could be written on food, clothing and airing; this will perhaps be done later on. I am quite aware that my particular opinions will be strongly contradicted; nevertheless I keep to them; for they have been ripened by an experience of long years. They are not mushrooms sprung up in my brain during the night; they are precious fruits, hard and severe perhaps to incarnate prejudices, but extremely relishing to a sound mental digestion. I only want to give some hints regarding the food.

My chief rule is: Dry, simple, nourishing household-fare not spoiled by art or by strong spices; the drink should be the genuine beverage offered by God in every well. Both taken moderately are the best and most wholesome nourishment for the human body. (I am not a Puritan and allow gladly a glass of wine or beer, but without regarding them as important as they are commonly believed to be.) From a medicinal view, after illness for instance, these beverages may sometimes play a part; but for healthy people I prefer fruits.

As regards clothing, I follow the maxim of our fore-
fathers: Self-spun and self-made is the best country garb. First I oppose the striking inequality or rather unequal distribution of clothing, especially in winter time which is a great injury to health. The head has its fur cap, the neck its tight collar, covered with a woollen scarf a yard long; the shoulders wear a 3 or 4 fold cover; for walks a wadded cloak or even a fur-cape; only the feet, the poor neglected feet, are covered as in summer, merely with socks or stockings and with shoes or boots. What are the consequences of such an unreasonable partiality? The upper clothing and wrappers draw up blood and warmth to the upper story, while the lower parts are suffering from want of blood and from cold; headache, congestions, enlargement of the arteries of the head, hundreds of indispositions and miseries become vexed problems.

Further I oppose thick woollen clothing, worn next to the skin, but I approve of the under-clothing made of firm, dry, strong linen, or hemp-cloth. The latter is to me the best skin on the skin which never effeminates it but does the good service of a rubber. The many-branched, hairy, greasy texture of the wool on the bare body (how the wool serves my purposes, is said in the general explanations of my water applications) I look upon as a sucker of fluids and warmth, as a concurring cause of the dreadfully spreading want of blood in our weak, miserable generation. The newest method of wool-wearing in the revised style will not remedy this want nor aid the blood either. Younger people may live to experience this and to outlive the method.—

Now to the airing.—We prefer by far fish obtained from spring-water, or trout from the mountain streams, to all others; fish from rivulets are inferior; those from ponds in moors and marshes, with their disgusting taste, we leave to somebody else. There is likewise moor and marsh air, and whoever inhales it, feeds his lungs with pestilential vapor. A celebrated physician says that the air, when inhaled for the third time, has the effect of poison. Indeed, if people would understand how to provide their
sitting- and especially their bed-rooms, with pure, fresh air, they would prevent many indispositions and many diseases. The pure air is spoiled mostly by breathing. We know very well that 1 or 2 grains of incense strewn on the glowing fire, fill a whole room with perfume, and we know likewise that 15—20 puffs from a cigar or pipe are sufficient to make a large room smell of the smoke. Often the most insignificant thing is enough to spoil the pure air in one way or the other, agreeably or disagreeably. Is not breathing similar to such smoke? How many breaths do we take in a minute, in an hour, during the day, the night? How much must the air become spoiled, though we do not see the vapor? And if I do not air, i. e. purify the bad atmosphere spoiled by carbonic acid, what infected air, what miasms, are streaming into the lungs? The consequences cannot, and will not, be other than injurious.

Like breathing and exhalation, too much heat is prejudicial to the wholesome, pure, vital air, especially too much heating of rooms. The air becomes bad, as the heat consumes and destroys the oxygen, it is rendered unfit for maintaining life and therefore injurious to breathing. 59—64 degrees are sufficient, 68 degrees should never be exceeded.

Care should be taken to air thoroughly all the sitting- and bed-rooms, day by day, in such a way that without trouble to anyone each one’s health may draw benefit from it. Above all great attention must be given to the airing of the beds.

Now I have stated what I considered necessary to be said on these points. It is sufficient to serve as a picture of a stranger who knocks at your door, and whether you admit him friendly or dismiss him unheard, he is prepared for both, and must be contented with either.
GENERAL REMARKS.

The applications of water used in my establishment and described in this first part, are divided into:

- Wet sheets,
- Baths,
- Vapor baths,
- Gushes,
- Ablutions,
- Wet bandages (packages),
- Drinking of water.

The subdivisions of each application are given in the first index. The name and the meaning of strange sounding practices are explained in their proper place.

The applications of water tend to the triple aim:

1) To dissolve,
2) to evacuate the morbid matters, and
3) to strengthen the organism.

In general it may be said that the dissolving is brought about by the vapors and the hot baths of medicinal herbs; the evacuation by the water packages and partly by the gushes and wet sheets; the strengthening by the cold baths, gushes, partly by the ablutions, and finally by the entire system of hardening.

I cannot and will not give particulars here in order to avoid misunderstanding.

As every disease originates as previously stated in dis-
orders of the blood, it is evident that in every case of dis-
ease all the respective applications must be used more or
less dissolving, evacuating and strengthening; further,
that not only the suffering part, foot, or hand, or head,
as the case may be, is to be treated, but always the whole
body through every part of which the bad blood is flowing;
of course the diseased part with preference, the rest of
the body only as fellow-sufferer. It would be partial and
wrong to act otherwise with regard to these two important
points. Many instances in the third part of this book will
justify my statement.

Whoever uses the water as a remedy, according to my
ideas and wishes, will never think the applications to be
for his own whims, i.e. he never will use an application
just because he likes to do so; he will never, like a fool,
take pleasure in being able to "handle, and boast of, and to
rave about many things, about vapors and gushes and
packages." To a sensible man the applications will al­
ways be only the means for the purpose, and if he attain it
by the mildest water-application, he will be happy; for
his task is only this: to help nature struggling for health,
i.e. for her own and independent activity; to obtain this
activity, to loosen the fetters of illness, the chains of suf­
ferring, and to enable nature to do the work herself again,
unprevented, gaily and cheerfully. Is this task finished,
the treatment must cease. This remark is important,
more important still to observe it. For there is nothing
which so greatly brings the water as healing element into
miscredit and bad reputation, as to make applications in
an indiscreet way without measure and reason, a sharp,
strict, rugged proceeding. Those, and only those, I cannot
repeat it enough, who consider themselves to be compe­
tent in the system of water-cures, but frighten every pa­
tient by their endless packages, their vapors almost driv­
ing out the blood, etc., are causing the greatest harm,
which it is very difficult to mend. I do not call this using
the water for healing, but such outrages—I beg pardon
for the expression—I call putting the water to shame.
Whoever has a knowledge of the effects of water, and knows how to use it in its extremely manifold ways, is in possession of a remedy which cannot be surpassed by any other, whatever its name may be. There is no remedy more manifold in its effects, or as it were, more elastic than the water. In creation it begins in the invisible globule of air or steam, continues in the drop, and finally forms the ocean filling up the greater part of the globe.

This ought to serve as a hint to every water-cureist to show him that every application of water can be raised from the gentlest to the highest degree, and that in each case it is not the patient who ought to accommodate himself to the package, the vapor, etc., but every application is to be accommodated to the patient.

It is in the selection of the applications to be used that the masterhand shows itself. The one who undertakes the cure will carefully examine the patient, but not in a startling way. At first the subordinate sufferings will come under his notice, i.e. those diseases which like toadstools, spring up from the interior ground of disease. By them one can, in most cases, easily conclude, where the roots of the disease, the principal evil, is to be found. By means of questioning and searching he will find what progress the disease has already made, what mischief it has done; then it must be taken into consideration, whether the patient is old or young, weak or strong, thin or stout, poor of blood, nervous, etc. All these points, and others besides, give to the mind of him who undertakes the cure, the right picture of the disease; and it is only then, when this is clear and complete, that he goes to the water-apotheca and prescribes according to the principle: The gentler and more sparing,—the better and more effective.

A few general remarks may be given here, regarding the whole of the water-applications.—

No application whatever can cause the least harm, if it is made according to the directions given.

Most of them are to be made with cold water, either
from the spring, well, or river. In all cases where warm water is not expressly prescribed, the word “water” stands for and means cold water. I follow my principle founded on experience: The colder, the better. In winter-time I mix snow with the water for gushes when they are for healthy people. Do not accuse me of ruggedness; for, think of the very short duration of my cold-water-applications. He who has once ventured to make a trial has conquered for ever; all his prejudices are entirely removed.

But I am not, nevertheless, inexorable. To beginners in the water-cure, to weak persons, especially very young or very old ones, to sick people who are afraid of a cold, to such as have not much warmth in their blood, whose blood is poor, or who are nervous, I gladly allow, especially in winter-time, a warm room for their baths and gushes (65 degrees) for the beginning, and lukewarm water for every application. Flies are to be attracted not by salt and vinegar, but by honey.

There are special prescriptions for every warm-water application respecting the degree of warmth, the time, etc.

Regarding the cold-water applications, we must briefly give some hints for regulating the course of action observed before, during and after the application. (In the third part this point is often dwelt upon.)

No one should venture to make any cold application, whatever, when feeling cold, shivering, etc., unless it is expressly allowed in the prescription relating to his case. The applications are to be made as quickly as possible, but without agitation and haste; also with dressing and undressing no delay should be caused by slowness in buttoning or tying up, etc. All this secondary work can be done, when the whole body is properly covered. To give an instance: a cold full-bath, including undressing, bathing and redressing, should not exceed 4—5 minutes. It only needs a little practice to accomplish this. If with an application the time “one minute” is given, the shor-
test time possible is meant; if it is said 2—3 minutes, the cold application is intended to be of more enduring, but not of longer, influence.

After a cold application the body must never be wiped dry, except the head, and the hands as far as the wrist (the latter in order not to wet the clothes when dressing). The wet body is at once covered with dry underlinen and other articles of clothing; this is to be done quickly, as before remarked, so that as soon as possible all wet spots may be shut off from the air. This proceeding will seem strange to many, even to most people, because they will imagine that they are thereby obliged to remain wet all the day long; but let them try it only once before judging, and they will soon experience what this not-wiping is good for. Wiping is rubbing, and, as it cannot be done quite equally over every part of the body and on every spot, it produces disproportionate natural warmth, which is not of much consequence with healthy people, but of very great moment with sick and weak ones. The not-wiping helps to the most regular, most equal and most speedy natural warmth. It is like sprinkling water into the fire; the interior warmth of the body uses the water clinging to the exterior as material for speedily bringing forth greater and more intense warmth. As before said, it all depends upon a trial.

On the other hand I strictly prescribe exercise to be taken (either by working or walking) as soon as the patient is dressed after the application, and this must be continued, until all parts of the body are perfectly dry and in normal warmth. At the beginning one may walk somewhat swiftly, but the speed must be slackened when the patient gets warm. Everyone feels best himself when the bodily warmth has become normal, and when the exercise may cease. People who easily become hot and perspire freely, ought to walk more slowly from the beginning, and for them it is better to walk a little longer, but by no means to sit down in perspiration or when over-
heated, even in a warm room; a catarrh would be the inevitable consequence.

As a rule for all it may be said that the shortest time for exercise after an application ought to be at least 15 minutes. The kind of exercise taken, whether working, walking, etc., is of no consequence.

Concerning those applications which require the patient to be in bed, especially the wet sheets and packages, instructions are given in their proper place, as well as particulars for every special practice. If a patient falls asleep during such an application, he should not be disturbed, even if the prescribed time has expired; for nature itself is the best and most exact alarm here, as in every other great or small need.

If sheets are ordered, they are not meant to be of fine linen, but strong, and if possible of coarse hempen cloth. Poor people might use instead of these worn out bed-tick, a hempen flour-sack, or such like.

For washing the body, which is prescribed often, the best thing is also a rather coarse piece of linen or hemp.

For reasons which I have mentioned briefly in the introduction, I oppose woollen clothing next to the skin, but I prefer woollen material for covering, over the icy water-packages, for example. It produces speedy and abundant warmth, for which purpose it is unsurpassed. For the same reason I recommend feather-beds as coverings with such applications.

The violent rubbing or brushing is entirely excluded from my system; its first purpose, the producing of warmth, is accomplished in a more proportionate and equal way by the not-wiping; its second purpose, the opening of the pores, the increasing of the activity of the skin, is effected by the coarse linen or hemp, and with the advantage that it works not only for minutes like a brush, but day and night without cost of time and labor. When "vigorous washing" is spoken of, it is simply meant a quick washing with water of the entire part under treatment. The main point is to get wet, not to get rubbed.
There is still another point which I should like to mention here. Most people do not like the applications at night before going to sleep, because they get excited, and, as it were, roused from the first sleep by them; others, on the contrary, feel as if rocked to sleep by gentle applications. In general, I do not recommend such applications, but would advise every one to act in this respect according to his own discretion and experience, because every one has to bear the consequences himself.

Regarding the particular instructions for every kind of application, reference may be made to the first part of this book, and for the use of them in special cases to the third part. It is also said there which applications are complete in themselves, and which are only part-applications, i.e. to be used in connection with others; likewise which of the applications (vapors) are to be used with great precaution.

I conclude these general remarks with the wish that by the applications of water many healthy people may become more healthy still, and many who are sick be restored to health. I will now proceed to give a short list of the means of hardening, and then a short treatise on the applications of water in use at my establishment.
MEANS OF HARDENING.

As means of hardening we name:

1. Walking barefooted.
2. " " in wet grass.
3. " " on wet stones.
4. " " in newly fallen snow.
5. " " in cold water.
6. Cold baths for arms and legs.
7. The knee-gush (with or without the upper gush).

1. The most natural and most simple means of hardening is walking barefooted.

This can be practised, according to the different conditions of life and age, in the most manifold ways.

Babies, who are still entirely dependent on others, who are always shut up in the rooms, ought to be, if possible, always without shoes or stockings. Would that I could imprint this as a settled, iron rule on all parents, especially on the all too anxious mothers! Parents who are too strongly prejudiced to agree with this, may, at least, have mercy on the little helpless creatures, and provide for them such coverings for their feet as will permit the fresh air to penetrate easily to the skin.

Children who are able to stand and walk know well how to manage for themselves. Heedless of all human respect they throw away the troublesome, tormenting shoes and stockings and are quite in their delight, particularly at spring time, if they are allowed to run about
freely without them. Sometimes a toe is hurt; but never mind, that does not prevent them from trying again. Children do this quite by instinct, following a certain natural impulse, which grown-up people also would feel, if the over-polished, moulded, nature-destroying civilisation had not oftentimes deprived them of all common sense.

The children of the poor are seldom disturbed in their pleasure; but the children of parents who are rich, or of rank, are less fortunate, and yet they feel the want no less than the poor ones. Once I watched the boys of a high and distinguished officer, and saw how, as soon as they thought themselves out of range of the penetrating eyes of their strict Papa, the elegant little shoes and stockings were thrown over the hedges, and away they ran galloping over the green meadow. Their mamma, a sensible lady, was not displeased at their proceedings, but if, by chance, papa saw his little lords in such an unbecoming attire, at once long lectures were given about duties of rank, about refinement and unrefinement, about feeling and behaving in a manner conformable to one's rank. The children were so deeply impressed by these lectures that the next day they were jumping barefooted in the grass more lively than ever. Once more I say: at least, let the children who are not yet spoiled by refinement, have their enjoyment!

Sensible parents who would willingly allow this to their children, but who, living in town, have no garden or lawn, may sometimes allow them to walk barefooted in a room or in a passage, if only their feet as well as their face and hands may sometimes be exposed to the fresh air to their feet's content, and to move about in their element.

Grown up people of the poorer classes, especially in the country, do not want any admonition; they are used to going barefooted and do not envy the richest townsmen his elegant, high or low, varnished, buttoned boots, torturing, pinching and fettering his feet, nor his fine stockings either.
Foolish country-people with townish manners, who are ashamed to do the same as their equals, punish themselves enough by their self-conceit; let the old-fashioned conservatives cling firmly to the good traditions. In my youth every one in the country went barefooted: children and adults, father and mother, brother and sister. We had to walk miles to school and church; our parents gave us a piece of bread and some apples to eat on the way, and also shoes and stockings for our feet; but these were hanging on our arms or over our shoulders, until we arrived at school or at church, not only in summer, but also in the colder season. No sooner had spring arrived, and the snow had begun to disappear from the hills, than our bare feet trod the ground soaked with waters, and we felt merry, bright and healthy in our exercise.

Grown-up people in towns, especially those who belong to the better, or even to the highest classes, cannot make use of this practice,—that is quite clear, and if their prejudices have reached such a degree that they fear to draw rheumatism, catarrh, sore throat or such like upon themselves, if for a moment, when dressing, their tender feet should stand on the bare floor instead of on warm soft carpets, I shall not trouble them at all. But if anybody really wishes to do something in the way of hardening, what is there to prevent him from taking such a promenade in his room, for 10, 15, or 30 minutes at night before going to sleep, or in the morning when rising? At first, to begin gently, they could do so with their stockings on, then barefooted, and at last, after dipping their feet up to the ankles in cold water for some moments before the walk.

Every one, even the highest in rank, the most occupied in his office, could with good arrangement, good will and true care for the preservation of his health, save time enough to bestow such a benefit upon himself.

I knew a priest who went every year to stay for a few days with a friend who owned a large garden, and there his morning walk was always taken barefooted in the
wet grass. He has many times spoken in glowing terms of the excellent effects of this kind of promenade; and I could name a number of persons of the higher and highest ranks of society, who did not despise his well-meant advice, but tried to harden themselves in the better season, by going barefooted during their morning walks in the solitary woods, or on a remote meadow.

One of this comparatively still small number has owned to me that in former times he seldom spent a week without a catarrh, if it were only a slight one, but this simple practice had entirely cured him of this susceptibility.

One word I dedicate to mothers in particular. I need not say much; for I have already promised them to give some particular hints for a good education of children chiefly concerning the body, if God spares me life and health. It is mothers, before all, who are charged with the bringing up of a stronger generation capable of greater endurance, and with helping to remove the ever increasing effemination, debility, poverty of blood, nervousness, and all such miseries, which enervate and shorten life, and make such a great gasp in the human race. This is to be done by hardening, by making the child accustomed to hardening from its tenderest years. Air, food, clothes, are necessaries for the suckling as well as for the old man; they form the territory for hardening. The purer the air which the child inhales, the better the blood. In order to accustom the frail little creatures as soon as possible to staying in the fresh air, those mothers do well, who, after the daily warm bath, dip the baby in colder water, at such a warmth as if it had been warmed by the sun, or wash it quickly with cold water. The warm water in itself relaxes and effeminates; the cold washing at the conclusion of the bath strengthens, hardens and secures a healthy development of the body. The very inclination to cry will cease at the third or fourth application. This kind of hardening protects the babies from frequent colds and their consequences, and is a relief to mothers who are anxious to prevent these miseries by muffling and wrap-
ping the little creatures in woollen or other stilling materials, which are enough to terrify all reasonable people. In this way dreadful harm is done to the health of the little ones. The delicate little body is inclosed, as it were, in burning woolen ones, and gasps under the burden of bandages and coverings; the little head is wrapped up in such a way that hearing and seeing is impossible; the neck which, above all, ought to be hardened, wears in addition to the others, its own special means of warming, and is through them quite shut off from the outer air. Even then, when the nurse is ready to take baby out for a walk, properly wrapped up, faddling Mamma comes to examine, if not a little corner still remains exposed to the air. Is it to be wondered at under these circumstances, with this want of every particle of understanding for rational hardening, that the number of feeble little creatures snatched away every year by croup, etc., is innumerable? that many families are crowded with weaklings? that mothers are deploring the hectic, spasmodic, or other complaints formerly not known, even by name, but now so common especially with girls? And who could number all the mental infirmities, these empty blossoms and rotten fruits of a body which begins its slow decay even before it has attained its normal development and strength. Mens sana in corpore sano. A healthy soul resides only in a healthy body. A principal condition for the development of enduring health, is hardening in the earliest age. Would that mothers would understand early enough and profoundly enough this their task and responsibility, and then not neglect any opportunity of taking good advice from good sources!

2. A special and extremely effective kind of walking barefooted is the walking in the grass,* no matter if it be wet with dew, rain, or watering. In the third part this means of hardening is mentioned very often, and I can

* Walking in wet grass is far preferable to walking on wet stones.
highly recommend it to young and old, healthy and sick, no matter what other applications they may be using. The wetter the grass, the longer one perseveres in the exercise, and the oftener it is repeated, the more perfect will be the success.

This exercise is generally taken for 15 to 45 minutes.

After the promenade all the improper adherents, such as leaves or sand, must be quickly wiped off the feet; yet the feet are not to be dried, but must be left as wet as they are. Dry stockings and shoes have to be put on, however, without delay. The walking in the grass has to be followed by walking with covered feet on a dry path, at first briskly, by and by in the ordinary measure. The time of so walking depends on how long it takes the feet to get dry and warm, but should not be less than 15 minutes. I urgently call attention to the words “dry stockings and shoes;” for wet or damp stockings must never be worn after an application. The consequences would soon be felt in head and neck; this would not be building up, but pulling down. It may not be out of place to remind young, quick and thoughtless people, not to throw their shoes or stockings into the wet grass, when they take them off, but to secure a dry spot for them, in order that they may bring the damp and cold feet to their proper warmth, later on. This exercise, likewise the walking barefooted generally, may be taken even when the feet are cold.

3. About the same effect as that produced by the walking in wet grass, is produced by walking on wet stones, which is more convenient and easy for many people. Every house or cottage has, either on the ground floor, in the wash-house, or in the bake-house, etc., a more or less spacious pavement, which will be sufficient for a barefooted promenade on wet stones. In a stone passage of good length one can run quickly to and fro; on a little spot of 4—5 stone squares one must tread the stones like the vinedresser does the grapes, or like, at some places, the ba-
ker's apprentice treads the dough. The main point consists in the stones being wet, and the patient not standing quietly on them, but walking at a rather quick rate. To wet the stones, it is best to take a watering-can, or a jug, and make a water-line which is then extended by treading. If the stones dry too quickly, the watering is to be repeated once or even oftener; the coldest water is the best.

In cases where this means of hardening is employed as a remedy, it ought not to exceed 3 to 15 minutes; but the condition of the patient must decide the length of time, whether he is stronger or weaker, poor of blood, etc.; generally 3—5 minutes will be sufficient. When taken simply as a means of hardening by healthy people, this exercise can be extended to 30 minutes and longer still, without doing any harm, and I can sincerely recommend it to all those who wish to begin a solid hardening. Even the weakest and most sensitive need not be afraid to try it.

Persons who are suffering from cold feet, who are inclined to sore throat, catarrh, congestion in the head, and headache caused by it, may try this promenade on wet stones. It would be advisable to mix a little vinegar with the water to be used.

As regards shoes and stockings, and exercise, the same rules are to be observed as with the walking in the grass. Like the latter, it can also be undertaken even when the feet are cold before beginning the exercise.

4. Walking in newly fallen snow produces even greater effect than that of the two preceding practices. I distinctly remark in newly fallen, fresh snow, which forms into a ball or clings to the feet like dust, not in old, stiff, frozen snow, which almost freezes off the feet and is of no use whatever. Moreover this promenade must never be made in cold, cutting winds, but in spring when the snow is being melted by the sun. I know many people who have walked through such snow-water for half an
hour, or an hour, even \(1\frac{1}{2}\) hours with the best result. The first minutes only caused a little struggle; later on they felt no uneasiness or special cold. The regular duration of such a walk in the snow is 3—4 minutes. I emphatically remark, there must be no stand still but constant walking.

Sometimes it happens that all too tender toes, which are quite unaccustomed to outer air, cannot bear the snowy cold and get snow-fever, i. e. become dry and hot, burning and painful, and swell. But there is no cause for fear, it is of no consequence if the dry toes are bathed in snow-water or rubbed with snow, they will heal directly.

In autumn the snow-walk can be replaced by walking in the grass covered with hoar-frost. The feeling of cold is much more painful then, because at that time, at the change of season, the body is still accustomed to the warmth of summer. Even in winter the snow-walk is replaced by walking on stone-squares, soaked with snow-water. The rules for covering the feet, and exercise are the same as in the preceding numbers.

Generally, the verdict upon this means of hardening is: "Nothing but folly and nonsense,"—because people are afraid of catching colds, of rheumatic, sore throat, catarrh, and every possible complaint. Everything depends on a trial and a little self-conquest; one will soon become convinced how groundless prejudices are; and that the dreadful snow-walk, instead of causing harm, brings great advantage.*

Many years ago, I became acquainted with the wife of a higher officer. This energetic mother set a high value on the hardening of her children; daintiness in eating and drinking was by no means tolerated; complaints about the weather, heat, cold, etc., were always censured. As soon as the first snow-fall came, she promised her boys a re-

* I know many physicians who approve entirely of this practice, provided that it is done with due precaution. Those who are inclined to call it too rugged, I wish to remind of the much more rugged use of ice.
ward, if they ventured to go in the snow barefooted. This she did for many years; her children, in consequence, became strong and vigorous, and all their life long they were grateful for this by no means soft way of education. That mother was fully expert in her task.

This, then, is the snow-walk for healthy people. I will mention two cases to show with what success it can be practised in many complaints.

A person was suffering for many years from chilblains, which opened, formed ulcers and gave her great pain. According to my advice she began her snow-walks with the first snow-fall in autumn, repeated them frequently, and the troublesome tumors ceased to torment her.

Not long ago a girl of seventeen came to me complaining of dreadful tooth-ache. "If you would go through the newly-fallen snow for 5 minutes," I said to her, "your tooth-ache would soon vanish." She followed my advice instantly, went to the garden, and 10 minutes afterwards she came back, joyfully exclaiming that her tooth-ache was gone.

The snow-walk ought never to take place, unless the whole body be perfectly warm. When feeling cold or shivering, it is necessary to procure normal warmth, by working or exercise. Persons who are suffering from perspiring feet, wounded feet, open or suppurating chilblains, are, of course never allowed to walk in the snow until the feet have first been healed. (See foot-baths or foot-vapors.)

5. Walking in water. As simple as it may appear to walk in water reaching as far as the calf of the leg, yet even this application serves as a means of hardening: (a) it has influence on the whole body, and strengthens the whole system; (b) it operates on the kidneys; by this many complaints, originating in the kidneys, the bladder and the bowels, are prevented; (c) it operates powerfully on the chest, facilitates breathing and carries gases out of the stomach; (d) it operates especially against head-
ache, congestion, and other sufferings of the head. This means of hardening can be employed by moving the feet in a bath of cold water, reaching over the ankles. It is more effective for hardening, if one goes into the water up to the shins, and most effective of all, if the water reaches the knees.

As to the duration, one can begin with 1 minute, then longer, up to 5 or 6 minutes. The colder the water, the better. After such a practice exercise is necessary, in winter time in a warm room, in summer in the open air, until the body is completely warm. In winter, snow may be mixed with the water. Weaklings may use warm water in the beginning, then by and by, colder, and lastly quite cold water. (See fig. 1.)

6. For the special hardening of the extremities, arms and legs, the following practice is excellent: To stand in cold water up to the knees or over them, for not longer than one minute; then, after the feet have been covered, to put the bare arms up to the shoulders in cold water for the same length of time. It is better still to put arms and legs into the water together; in a larger bath, this is easily done. But one can just as easily stand in the bath and put the bare arms and hands in another vessel, standing on a chair. I like to prescribe this practice after dis-
cases, in order to increase the flow of the blood to the extremities.

To those who are suffering from chilblains and cold hands, this dipping in of the arms is of very good service; but one has to be careful, that the hands (not arms) be directly well dried, as they are exposed to the air.

It is essential that before this practice the body should be in normal warmth (not shivering). If the feet are cold up to the ankles (but not the shins), the arms up to the elbows, this need not prevent the application.

7. As a last means of hardening I name the knee gush. How it is to be applied, can be seen where the gushes are spoken of. It is of special service to the feet, inducing the blood to come to their bloodless veins.

Here I have only to say that the gush on the knees is to be given in a stronger way, if healthy people use it for hardening. This can be done, e. g. by the water-jet coming from a height; by mixing snow and ice with the water in winter time, etc.

This practice can only be undertaken, if the body is warm (not shivering); but cold feet up to the ankles are no impediment. The gush on the knees ought not to be used for more than 3 or 4 days, unless it is taken in connection with other practices. If undertaken for a longer time, it must be used alternately with the upper gush, or the dipping in of the arms (No. 6), the one in the morning, the other in the afternoon.

The means of hardening here mentioned, may suffice. They can be practised at every season, and continued in winter and summer. In winter, it would be well to shorten the application itself a little, but to prolong the exercise after it somewhat. For those who are unaccustomed to them, it would be well not to begin with them in winter, more especially those who are suffering from poverty of blood, interior cold, and who are fuddled, effeminated, and made sensitive by woollen clothing. I do not say this,
as if I were afraid of any harm, but only to prevent people from becoming frightened of such an excellent remedy.

Healthy, as well as weak people, may without hesitation make use of all the applications, both of them observing care and following strictly the directions given. If bad consequences ensue, they are never to be attributed to the applications, but always to some greater or lesser imprudence. Even to consumptive people, with whom the disease had made considerable progress, I have applied No. 1, 2, 3, and 6 with great success. Those people to whom my little book is especially dedicated, need not to be encouraged to hardening. Their state in life, their cases every hour, being of themselves one or other of the means of hardening here mentioned, besides numerous others. They may persevere quietly and not envy others who seem to be more fortunate than they are; for these are illusions, and very often, even mostly, great illusions.

I invite those of my honored readers who perhaps have never yet heard even the name of these things, to give them a small, the very smallest, trial before condemning them. If it turns out in my favor, I shall be glad, not for my own sake, but on account of the importance of the matter. Many storms break out in life upon man's health; happy he who has its (the health's) roots well fastened, deepened and grounded by hardening.
A large, coarse piece of linen (such as used for straw-mattresses does very well) is folded 3, 4, 6, 8, or 10 times lengthwise, wide and long enough to cover the whole body, beginning at the neck. The sheet ought not to end on both sides as if cut off, but hang down a little on the right and left of the body. The so prepared sheet is dipped in cold water (in winter, warm water may be used) well wrung out and then put on the patient lying in bed, in the way described above. A woollen blanket or a piece of linen doubled 2 or 3 times, is laid upon it, in order to close the wet covering tightly, to thoroughly prevent the entering of the air; the whole is covered with a feather-
quilt. As a rule I wrap a rather large piece of woollen material round the neck, to prevent the air entering from above. Care must be taken that the covering up is well done, otherwise the patient would easily take cold.

The wet sheet is applied from forty-five minutes to an hour; if longer duration is prescribed, in order to operate by cold, the sheet having become warm, must be wetted again in cold water.

As soon as the prescribed time has expired, the wet sheets are taken away; the patient dresses himself and takes some exercise, or remains in bed for a short time.

This application operates especially on the expelling of gases detained in stomach and bowels.

This practice, like the following ones, demands that the body be warm.

2. Lying on wet sheets.

To the covering with wet sheets corresponds the lying on wet sheets, which, in case both applications are used alternately, must be applied first. The following remarks are to be made regarding it.

As this application is also to be made in bed, a piece of linen, and over it a woollen blanket, are laid upon the mattress, to prevent it from getting wet. Then the same piece of coarse linen, as used for the preceding application (doubled 3 or 4 times), dipped in water and wrung out, is placed lengthwise upon the woollen blanket, so that it reaches from the end of the neck to the end of the back-bone, i. e. the whole length of the back. The patient lies down on his back, wraps himself up in the extended blanket from both sides, in order to prevent the air from coming in, and then covers himself with a blanket and feather-quilt. This lying on wet sheets is also to be applied for three quarters of an hour; if longer, the wetting of sheets with cold water must be repeated, because its effect, like that of the covering with wet sheets, is produced only by cold. The same rules as given above are to be followed.
This application is especially effective for strengthening the back-bone and the spinal-marrow, for pain in the back and for lumbago. I know many cases in which lumbago was entirely removed by two applications of wet sheets made on the same day.

Also against congestions, in the heat of fever, this lying on wet sheets is of very good effect. In which individual cases it is to be used, and how often it is to be repeated, is said in the part of this book where the diseases are spoken of.

3. **Covering with, and lying on wet sheets used in one application.**

The two applications can be taken one after the other or both together.

The sheet for lying on is prepared as given in No. 2; that for covering, likewise prepared, is laid near the bedside. The patient lies down undressed on the one wet sheet and covers himself with the other. The final covering with blanket and feather-bed is easily done. If there is another person attending, it is well to tuck in both blanket and feather-bed on both sides, to prevent the entering of the cold air. It is important that the blanket, lying under the wet sheets broadwise, be large enough to wrap up both the wet sheets like a bandage.

The duration of this application ought not to be less than three quarters of an hour, and not more than an hour.

Against great heat, gases, congestion, hypochondriasis, and other sufferings it is of very great service.

4. **Compress on the abdomen.**

The patient lies in bed. A piece of linen, folded 4 to 6 times, dipped in water, and thoroughly wrung out, is laid upon the abdomen (from the stomach downwards) and covered with the shirt and finally carefully with blanket and feather-bed.
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The application may be made for three quarters of an hour to 2 hours; in the latter case, it must be renewed after an hour, i.e. wetted anew.

This application is of good service against indigestion, cramps, also where the blood is to be led away from the chest and heart.

For wetting the linen vinegar is very often used instead of water, also decoctions of hay-blossoms, shave-grass, oat-straw, etc.

In order to save the vinegar, a twofold piece of linen may be dipped in a mixture of vinegar and water and laid on the body, and over it another piece of linen, doubled 2 or 4 times, which is dipped only in water. The covering is done as stated before.

I have been asked many times what principles I follow with regard to coverings with ice, bleeding, etc. These I will briefly state.

Whoever wishes to reconcile himself with an enemy, and for this purpose offers him his hand with knitted brows, will find greater difficulty in succeeding than if he met him with a bright face and a joyful heart. It is something similar to this with ice and water. I have always considered the application of ice, especially on the nobler parts of the body, (head, eyes, ears, etc.) to be among the most rugged and violent remedies ever used. They do not help or encourage nature to recommence its work; they force it with violence to do so, and that must revenge itself. Ice-cloths and ice-bags, or whatever the names of those things may be, are entirely excluded from my department. Only imagine these enormous counter-actions: inside the body a burning heat, outside a mountain of ice, and between them a suffering member, the organ of tender flesh and blood, worked on by both. I have always waited with great anxiety for the result of such work, and in most cases my anxiety was justified.

I know a gentleman who was ordered to have ice laid upon one of his feet day and night, for a whole year
long, without any interruption. It would surely take nothing less than a miracle to prevent this mountain of ice from taking away not only all heat, but also the indispensable natural warmth! Nothing was to be seen of the healing of the foot.

But, some one will reply, in many cases it has really done good. Yes, for it may be that the disease could not withstand the means of compulsion. However, what were the consequences? Innumerable persons have come to me who had partly lost their eye-sight, become more or less deaf, others with rheumatics of every kind, especially in the head, or with great sensibility of the head, etc. What was the cause of all this? "Yes, there, and then," I was answered, "the tiresome ice-bag did it; I have been burdened with this complaint for so and so many years." Certainly, and most of them will be burdened with it to their last breath.

I repeat again that I oppose absolutely any application of ice, and I assert, on the contrary, that water, applied in the right way, is able to soften and to extinguish any heat, even the most violent, in whatever part or organ of the body it may be raging. If a fire can no longer be put out by water, ice will do just as little for it; that is easily understood by every one.

I said just now that a regular application of water will bring help. But I do not mean that for instance with an inflammation in the head, it would be advisable to use as many wet packages as there were ice-bags formerly used; 100 ice-bags and packages will not stop the blood rushing to the inflamed spot and thereby increasing the heat. I must try to lead the blood away, to distribute it to the different other parts, i. e. I must make applications on the whole body, besides those on the suffering part. I shall e. g. attack the enemy in the head, first of all at the patient's feet, and then gradually proceed up the whole body.

Nevertheless, the ice is of good service to my water-
cure by indirect use. In summer it cools the water, when it is getting luke-warm.

What is my opinion with regard to bleeding, leeches, and all the different kinds of blood-extractions? Well, I will state it plainly. Fifty, forty, thirty years ago there was seldom a woman who was not bled 2, 3 or 4 times a year; the half-holidays and, of course, the most favorable days were faithfully chosen for this purpose in the beginning of the year and marked in the calendar with red or blue strokes. The country-physicians, the surgeons and barbers, themselves, called their own work in this way, a real butchery. Institutions and convents, too, had their appointed time for bleeding and the strictly regulated diet above all. Congratulations were made to one another after having endured the bloody toils, which may have been no small ones sometimes. A priest of that time assured me that he had undergone this bleeding for 32 years, the process being repeated 4 times every year, and each time he lost 8 oz. of blood, making in all $8 \times 4 \times 32 = 1024$ oz.

Besides this bleeding, leeches were used, and scarifying and other processes practised. Young and old, high and low, men and women, were all well provided for.

How times are changing! For a long time these doings were looked upon as the only and absolutely necessary means of being and remaining healthy! And what is thought of them now-a-days? We smile at and ridicule this false opinion of the old, this false natural-science, to imagine that any man should have too much blood! About two years ago a foreign physician, who was also an active literary man, and who was following a new school, told me that he had never in his life seen leeches.

Many physicians attribute the poverty of blood in the present days, to the former misuse of bleeding. They may be right; however, this is not the only cause of it.

But to the subject! My conviction is this: In the human body everything corresponds so wonderfully, the particle to the part, and every part to the whole, that one cannot
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help calling the organism of the body an incomparable work of art, the idea of which could only originate in the creative mind of God, and the execution of which was only possible to the creative power of God. The same order, the same measure, the same harmony exists between the raise and consumption of the ingredients necessary to the support of the body, provided man himself, reasonable and independent as he is, co-operates with the will of God by rightly using what is given to him, provided he does not overturn the order by misusing it, and so bringing dissonances into the harmony. As this is the state of the case, I cannot imagine how the formation of blood alone, this most important of all processes in the human body, should go on without order, without number and measure, unarranged and immoderately.

Every child, so I imagine, receives as an inheritance from its mother, together with the life, a quantity of material for the formation of blood, call it what you will, which is, as it were, the essence without which no blood can be prepared. If this essence is exhausted, the formation of blood, and with it life itself, ceases. Fading away, decaying, I do not call "living." By every loss of blood, however, whether it be caused by a fall, an accident, or by bleeding, leeches, or scarifying, a particle or part of this stock of blood, of this essence of life, is lost, and in the same measure the body's life is shortened. Every extraction of blood means nothing less than a shortening of life; for life lives in the blood.

The objection to this will be: Nothing is more speedily accomplished than the formation of blood; losing blood and gaining blood is almost one and the same thing.

Yes, the formation of blood takes place with an incredibly wonderful speed; I quite agree with this argument. But excuse me, if I give another one based on experience; it will interest my readers who are engaged in farming, and they will be obliged to confirm it. If a farmer wishes to fatten cattle quickly, he draws a good quantity of blood from them, and after having done so, he feeds them well.
In a short time plenty of fresh new blood is formed, and the cattle progresses and fattens. After three or four weeks, the bleeding is repeated, then good and nourishing food, as well as many strengthening potions, are given. The progress is excellent, and even with old cattle, as much and as nice blood will be found when the animal is killed, as with young cattle. But let us look more closely at this blood. The blood produced artificially, is only watery, weak blood without vitality. The cattle has no longer any strength or power of endurance, and if not soon killed, will get dropsy.

Should it be otherwise with man? Having lived more than 75 years and gained some experience and knowledge of human life, I know that precisely the immoderate bleeding of our ancestors has influenced the capacities, talents, and duration of life of their offsprings. The gentleman mentioned in the beginning of our treatise, who had lost so many ounces of blood, died in the best years of manhood, of dropsy. And if a man (I state facts only) had been bled 150, another 200 times, and had thereby become unspeakably weak and ill, must not the following generation be sickly and frail, inclined to cramps, and other sufferings?

I willingly acknowledge that there can be cases, but only exceptional ones, where an immediate danger is removed by bleeding, other quickly operating remedies not being at hand.

But otherwise I ask every reasonable, impartial person: Which is preferable, to have the thread of life extorted from you piece by piece, or to have the blood distributed by proper water-applications, in such a way that even the most full-blooded has not a too great quantity of blood? How, and by which applications, this distributing is to be done, I have discussed several times in the proper place.

It is generally said that in cases of impending strokes, bleeding is the only means of escape. But I remember, just now, a case in which a stroke had taken place; the
first physician quickly bled the patient; the second one, however, declared that precisely in consequence of this bleeding the patient would die, which indeed was verified. It is not fulness or profusion of blood which generally leads to a stroke, as people erroneously think, but poverty of blood. "He died of a stroke" generally means that the blood having been consumed, life was consumed also. The oil ceased its flowing and nourishing; therefore the glimmering wick was extinguished. Of what useful service the water is immediately after strokes, can be seen in the third part of this book. I will only state here that my predecessor in the office of curate, had a stroke three times, and after the third time, the physician declared that he could not live any longer; but the water has not only saved his life for the moment, but it has preserved him to his congregation for several years.

B.—BATHS.

I. FOOT-BATHS.

The foot-bath can be taken cold or warm.

1. The cold foot-bath

consists in standing in the cold water as far as the calves of the legs or higher, for 1 to 3 minutes.

In diseases the cold foot-bath serves principally for leading the blood down from the head and chest; but it is generally taken in connection with other applications, sometimes in cases in which a full- or half-bath cannot be endured by the patient for different reasons.

When taken by healthy people, it aims at giving freshness, and strength; it is especially advisable for country-people in summer-time, if after a hard and fatiguing day's work, they are unable to sleep at night. This bath takes away weariness, and brings on rest and good sleep.
2. The warm foot-bath

can be taken in different ways.

a) A handful of salt and twice as much wood-ashes are mixed with warm water of 88° to 90° F. Then the foot-bath is taken for about 12 to 15 minutes.

Sometimes, but always by special order, I give such a foot-bath with a temperature as high as 100° F.; but then a cold foot-bath of half a minute's duration must always follow.

The foot-baths are very useful in all cases where vigorous and cold remedies cannot well be used on account of weakness, fragility, want of vital warmth, etc.; as little or no reaction takes place, i.e. the cold water cannot produce sufficient warmth for want of blood.

These foot-baths are suitable for weak, nervous people, for those who have poor blood, for very young, and very old people, mostly for women, and are effective against all disturbances in the circulation of the blood, against congestions, complaints of head or neck, cramps, etc.

They lead the blood to the feet, and have a quieting effect. But I do not recommend them to people who suffer from perspiring feet.

Our country-people like these warm foot-baths, and their effect is acknowledged by the general use of them.

b) A sanative foot-bath is that made from hay flowers.

Take about 3 to 5 handfuls of hay-flowers, pour boiling water upon them, cover the vessel, and let the whole mixture cool to the warmth of 88° to 90° F., the most comfortable temperature for a foot-bath.

It is of no consequence, whether the hay-flowers remain in the foot-bath, or whether the decoction only is used. Poorer people use the whole to save time and trouble.

These foot-baths operate by dissolving, evacuating, and strengthening; they are of good service for diseased feet, especially sweating feet, open wounds, contusions of every

* What I call hay-flowers are all the remains of hay such as stalks, leaves, blossoms and seeds, even the hay itself.
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kind (whether arising from a blow, a fall, etc., or bleeding, or black and blue with blood), for tumors, gout in the feet, gristle on the toes or putridity between them, for whitlows and hurts, caused by too narrow shoes, etc. In general, it may be said that these foot-baths are of excellent service for all feet the juices of which are more morbid, and more inclined to putridity, than safe and sound.

A gentleman suffering to a great extent from gout in his feet, was freed from pain in an hour by one of these foot-baths, together with a foot-package, dipped in the decoction.

c) The foot-bath with oat-straw is closely connected with the preceding one.

The oat-straw is boiled for half an hour in a kettle, and a foot-bath of 88° to 90° F. is prepared with the decoction, which is to be taken for 20 to 30 minutes.

According to my experience these foot-baths are unsurpassed as regards the dissolving of every possible obduration on the feet. They are useful against gristle, knots, etc.; against results of gout, articular disease, podagra, corns, nails grown in and putrid, and against blisters caused by walking. Even sore and suppurating feet, or toes wounded by too sharp foot-sweat, can be treated with these foot-baths.

A gentleman had cut his corn, and the toe became inflamed; an ugly ulcer seemed to threaten with blood-poisoning. The foot was healed in four days by taking daily 3 foot-baths with oat-straw, and applying packages, dipped in the decoction, reaching to above the ankles.

A patient was in danger of having all his toes rotted off; they were swollen and of dark blue color; he, too, got frightened about blood-poisoning; but the foot-bath and foot-packages cured him in a short time.

In many cases I prescribe these foot-baths to be taken like the full warm baths (See respective passage on “The warm full-bath”), changing three times, and concluding with the cold bath.
A constant exception to this rule, however, is made with regard to the "warm foot-bath" of 88° to 90° F. with admixture of ashes and salt, (mentioned under a). The object of this is, to draw the blood more powerfully downwards, and there to distribute it. But, if after this warm foot-bath a person were to apply a cold bath or ablution, to end with, he would thereby drive the blood, which had been strongly led down to the feet, back again; and it would by no means flow again so plentifully to the feet as it had done by means of the warm water with ashes and salt. The first desired effect would in this manner be, at least partly, destroyed, and the aim frustrated. Therefore the warm foot-bath with ashes and salt is never to be followed by a cold one.

d) I wish to mention here a special kind of foot-baths which are more of a solid than a fluid nature. If there is a possibility of using them, do not reject them! I have used them often, very often, with great success. Take malt grains, when still warm, and put them into a foot-bath. The feet penetrate easily into them and soon feel comfortable in the salutary warmth. This bath can last for 15 to 30 minutes. Those who are suffering from rheumatism, gout, and such like, will best find out its sanitary power.

There is one remark to be made concerning all the foot-baths. For persons affected with varixes, the foot-bath ought never to reach higher than the beginning of the calf, and never exceed the temperature of 88° F.

Foot-baths with warm water only, without anything being mixed with it, I never take or prescribe.

II. HALF-BATHS.

In general when speaking of half-baths, I mean such that reach at the utmost up to the stomach of the body when in a sitting position in the bath, but very often they do not go so far. I wanted to have something between the full-baths which offer too much, and the foot-baths
which offer too little. I take the liberty of calling them half-baths.

Their application is threefold:
1. To stand in the water so that it reaches above the calves or above the knees;
2. To kneel in the water so that the whole of the thighs is covered with it;
3. To sit in the water. This third application alone fully deserves the name of half-bath; the water reaches to about the navel.

These three applications, which are always made with cold water, rank first among the means of hardening. They are, therefore, suitable for healthy persons who wish to become stronger still, for weaklings who wish to become strong, and for those in a state of convalescence who desire to get entirely well and strong.

In diseases they should only be taken when especially and expressly prescribed; experiments ought not to be made with them; for in some circumstances they might do harm.

Whenever they are applied, be it by healthy or sick people, it must be always in connection with other applications, and they should never be taken for longer than from one half minute to 3 minutes.

I have practised No. 1 and 2, standing and kneeling in the water, and always with great success, upon such persons who, from different causes, were in thorough decline; with this application they began the water-cure. I will not name these causes, but only indicate that there are many who, in the beginning, cannot bear the pressure of the water in a full-bath, without the most disagreeable consequences. It is just such patients as these that have led me (by their great weakness and wretchedness) to these two applications; their condition required this discrete, moderate and considerate application of water, sometimes for long weeks, until they got stronger and were able to endure more.

With these two practices the dipping in of the arms
up to the shoulders (see "Means of Hardening"), is generally connected, as a second means of hardening. But in addition to this manner of hardening, I use this whole application (consisting of two part-applications) especially against cold feet.

No. 3, the real half-bath, is well worthy of attention; I recommend it most impressively to all healthy persons. The disorders and diseases of the lower part of the body—and their number is legion; their cause in reality but one, want of hardening, effemination—are by this bath suffocated in the germ, or removed where they are already settled. These half-baths strengthen the bowels, and preserve and increase their strength. Thousands and thousands of persons wear one, two, or even more bandages and similar things. Do they get help from them? Many times quite the contrary; by them the effemination, the fragility, is even as it were, forced into the poor body.

Only once try my half-baths, slowly, but decidedly, and the complaints of piles, wind-colic, hypochondria, hysteria, will soon greatly diminish; these diseases which now make their bewildering sport in the diseased and weakened body.

I should advise healthy people to wash the upper part of their body when rising in the morning, and then in the afternoon or evening to take a half-bath. If there is no time for the early washing, they may wash their chest and back in the half-bath.

A few incidents may show how the one or the other of these three applications is to be made in diseases.

A young man had been so much weakened by typhus, that he was quite unable to work. He tried the kneeling in the water every second or third day, first for 1 minute, later on for 2 or 3 minutes. After having done so for some time, he improved from week to week, and became as strong as he had been before.

A person was suffering from violent congestions, which originated in the body (as is often the case). The upper part of the body was washed one day, and the next day
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the kneeling in the water was undertaken. This was repeated for some time and the congestions ceased.

Pains in the stomach, caused by retained wind, are cured in the same way.

The evacuation of such gases, which are so very troublesome after diseases, is quite a special effect of our half-bath.

III. SITTING-BATHS.

The sitting-baths are taken both cold and warm.

1. The cold sitting-bath.

is taken as follows. The vessel made expressly for these baths (fig. 2) or in default of it, a wide, but not deep vessel of wood, tin or zinc (fig. 3) is filled about one-quarter with cold water. The patient sits down undressed in this bath as on a chair; the lower part of the body up to the kidneys, and the upper part of the legs being in the water (fig. 4).

It is not necessary to undress entirely. This bath is to be taken for half a minute to three minutes.

These cold sitting-baths belong, next to the half-baths, to the most important and effective applications for the bowels. They evacuate the gases, help the weak digestion, regulate the circulation of the blood, and strengthen; therefore they cannot be sufficiently recommended against green-sickness, bloody flux and such like complaints,
against disorders in the lower part of the body of the most delicate kind. No one need be frightened at the cold application lasting only for one to two minutes. If taken according to prescription, it can never do any harm.

To prevent colds, to become steeled and hardened against the change of temperature, often so hurtful, it is advisable to take such sitting-baths often, but best of all at night. When awakening at any hour during the night, jump quickly out of the bed and into the sitting-bath, then at once without drying go back to bed again. I wish, however, to caution against a too frequent repetition of this sitting-bath, because by it the blood is too strongly led to the lower parts, and piles are caused thereby; 2 or 3 times a week may be allowed.

Whoever is in want of a sound, quiet sleep at the beginning of the night, who, suddenly awakening at night, cannot go to sleep again, every one in general, who is suffering with sleeplessness, may frequently use this sitting-bath, taking it for one to two minutes. It removes excitement and produces agreeable repose.

A patient, for a long time, could seldom sleep for more than 1 or 2 hours, and, tossing about in bed, he became more and more excited with thoughts of every kind. These baths brought back to him the longed for guest (sleep).

This application is especially recommended to those who rise in the morning with a confused and heavy head, or more tired than when they lay down; also to all healthy persons it is once more recommended most heartily.

2. The warm sitting-bath

is never prepared with warm water only, it is always made either with

a. Shave-grass,

b. Oat-straw, or

c. Hay-flowers.

All these baths are prepared in the same way; boiling water is poured upon the herbs, and the mixture is put on the fire to boil for some time; then the vessel is taken
away, and the mixture allowed to cool to the temperature of 86° to 90° F. (in few cases 100° F.), when the whole is poured into the prepared bath. Such a bath may last for a quarter of an hour; in order not to waste the herbs, I use them for two more applications. The one is made 3 to 4 hours after the first, the other an hour after the second, but both in the cold mixture, for 1 to 2 minutes each.

Such sitting-baths with herbs I allow 2 to 3 times a week at the utmost, many times only alternately with cold baths, in cases where a deep-rooted complaint is to be cured, e.g. bad piles, fistulas at the rectum, disorder of the blind gut and such like. Those who are troubled with ruptures, need not be prevented from the use of these baths on their account.

a. The sitting-bath with shave-grass serves especially and chiefly for spasmodic, rheumatic disorders of the kidneys and the bladder, and for gravel and stone complaints.

b. The sitting-bath with oat-straw is an excellent bath for all complaints of gout.

c. The sitting-bath with hay-flowers is of more general influence and may be used instead of the two others against all the complaints named above, but with less effect. It has always been of good service to me for the evacuation of stagnant matters in the bowels, for exterior swellings, ulcers (erysipelas), constipation, piles, spasmodic and colic-like symptoms (caused by wind).

IV. FULL-BATHS.

These baths also are divided into cold and warm full-baths. Both kinds are useful for healthy as well as for sick persons.

1. The cold full-bath.

can be taken in two different ways, either by the patient standing or lying with his whole body under the water; or, to prevent the perceptible pressure of the water on the lungs, (although there is never any danger attached to it,) he may go into the water up to the armpits, so
THE FULL-BATH.
that the top of the lungs remains free; then the upper part of the body is quickly washed with the hand or with a coarse towel.

The shortest time for such a cold full-bath is half a minute, the longest, which should not be exceeded, 3 minutes.

I shall be obliged to speak of this, my particular view, several times hereafter. Here I will only remark that, about 20 years ago, I was of another opinion myself, that I advised then baths of a longer duration, and supposed that water-cure-institutions could not deviate from the best method.

My experience of long years and my daily practice upon myself and others have long since taught me better. These, my teachers, brought me to the firm conviction that regarding cold-water-baths the right and true principle is this:

The shorter the bath, the better the effect. To remain one minute in the cold-water-bath is wiser and safer than to remain there for 5 minutes.

Whether it be for the use of healthy or sick persons, I reject every bath of more than 3 minutes duration.

This conviction to which innumerable facts have brought me, and which have since then confirmed me in it, explains my own opinion of the rugged applications used in hydro-pathic establishments, as well as on the oftentimes thoughtless bathing in summer time.

As regards the latter point, there are people who once, or even twice a day, remain for half an hour and more in the water. If this is done by able swimmers who move about vigorously during the time, and who can take good, nourishing food after bathing, I have less objection. Their robust nature will soon make up for that which the bath has taken. But to land-rats, who, without real movement, creep about in the water for half an hour like awkwardly moving turtles, such a tormenting bath is not only of no use, but it injures, and if often, too often repeated, it injures much; such baths are relaxing and fatiguing. In-
instead of being useful to nature, to the organism, they harm it; instead of strengthening and nourishing, they consume.

a. The cold full-bath for the healthy,

I have many times received admonitions from known and unknown hands, telling me that I ought to consider how the applications of cold water were synonymous with extraction of warmth, how such an extraction was very hurtful to persons who are poor of blood, and how much nervousness was being increased by it.

I agree with every word, if the too rugged applications described above are meant; but my applications of which we are now speaking, the cold-water-baths, I recommend to all healthy persons at every season, summer and winter, and I assert that precisely these baths contribute in a substantial manner to the maintaining and strengthening of health; they purify the skin; they increase the action of the skin; they refresh, vivify and strengthen the whole organism. In winter these baths ought not to exceed the number of two a week; one is sufficient every week, in some circumstances, every fortnight.

There are still two more points to be mentioned here.

The hardening against the different influences, the changes of temperature, (weather, seasons), plays an important part in keeping healthy. Unhappy he whose lungs, neck or head are injured by every wind, every breeze, who is obliged to consult the weather-cock the whole year round, to see what kind of wind is about. It is a matter of indifference to the tree in the open air, whether there is storm or calm, heat or cold. It braves wind and weather; it is hardened. Let a healthy man try my bath, and he will resemble the strong tree.

One cause of fear and anxiety on account of the cold-water-applications, cannot easily be taken away from many; I am inclined to call it a fixed idea of extraction of warmth. The cold weakens and must weaken, they say, unless a feeling of warmth immediately follows the appli-
cation. Quite true; I agree with them. But on the other hand I assert that, not to speak of the amount of exercise, which according to my principles is regularly and strictly prescribed after every application of cold water, my cold-water-baths do not deprive nature of warmth, but on the contrary they support and foster it. Let me only ask one question: If a weak man, effeminated by a continual sedentary life, and afraid to venture out in winter time except in case of utmost need, is by the baths and ablutions all at once so hardened, that he takes walks in every weather without fear, if he scarcely feels even the sharpest cold, must not the natural warmth have increased in him? Should all that be nothing but imagination and deception?

One instance out of many may be given here.

A gentleman of high position, who was more than 60 years of age, had an excessive aversion for water. When going out, every care was taken not to forget one of his indispensable wrappers; all possible and impossible colds, etc., were of course the consequences of such a forgetfulness.

But above all other parts of his body, this gentleman's neck was so sensitive, that he scarcely knew how to take enough care of it or to wrap it up sufficiently. At last a "Barbarian" gained some influence over him, and with a certain mischievous joy prescribed cold full-baths. The gentleman obeyed. And the consequences? They were exceedingly favorable. Even after a few days the first woollen shirt was stripped off; soon the second followed the first, and by and by the woollen wrappers for the neck shared the same fate. He felt himself so steeled against climate and weather by these baths, that the day on which he was prevented from taking one seemed to him but incomplete. And he took them not only in a non-heated room, but, even in October, during his daily walk, he took them in a river, the cold water of which was more welcome to him than that in the bath prepared for him at home.
The chief questions we have to answer are these:

1. In what condition, in what disposition must a healthy person be, to make use of such cold full-baths with good effect?
2. How long is a healthy person allowed to remain in the bath?
3. Which season is the best to begin this cure for hardening?

The good disposition for the cold full-bath requires chiefly that the whole body be perfectly warm. Therefore a person, who, by staying in a warm room, by working or walking is thoroughly warmed, is in the right condition.

The cold full-bath should never be taken when a person is cold, suffering from cold feet, or shivering; he must beforehand thoroughly warm himself by walking, etc. On the contrary, when in a state of perspiration, when heated (I am speaking of healthy persons,) as it were bathed in perspiration, my full-bath may be taken without the least fear.*

There is scarcely anything so much feared, even by quiet, thoughtful and intelligent men, as going into the cold water, when heated or perspiring freely. And yet, nothing is more harmless. Yea, I venture deliberately to assert, according to my experience of long years, that the greater the perspiration, the better, the more effective is the bath.

Countless persons, who beforehand had thought that with such a "horse-cure" they must immediately get a stroke, have lost all fear, all anxiety, all prejudice after the first trial.

What man, when coming home from work with his face and hands bathed in perspiration, would have the least fear to wash them, perhaps even his chest and feet as well? Everyone does so; for it is very refreshing and

* Whoever is wet through rain, ought not to have anything to do with water; it would do him harm. I also warn against putting on wet clothes after such a bath; they must be quite dry.
comforting. Should not the effect on the whole body, as a necessary conclusion, be the same? Should a thing which is of excellent effect for single parts of the body, which is a benefit to them, be a disadvantage, an injury to the whole?

I believe that the fear of the bad effect of cold baths when taken in perspiration, proceeds from the facts that many persons, who, bathed in sweat, have suddenly come into the cold, or into the fresh air, especially into draught, have sometimes entirely ruined their health for life.

That is quite true. I own still more, namely that many persons in a state of perspiration, have got the germs of serious sufferings by the cold water. But which was to blame, the perspiration or the water? Neither! As with everything else in life, here also it depends before all not upon the "What," but upon the "How", i.e. in my case, how people in perspiration use the cold water. A delirious man can do unspeakable harm with a simple knife. Unreasonable application can turn the best gift to the greatest evil. It is only remarkable that in such cases, it is always the good gift which is condemned, and not the blamable misuse made of it. The whole then depends upon the "How" in application. If any one is obstinate in this matter, he may also bear the consequences, which he has frivolously caused.

Now we come to the reply of the second question: How long may a healthy person remain in the cold full-bath?

A gentleman to whom I had ordered two such baths a week, came to me a fortnight afterwards, lamenting that his state had become much worse; he was like a lump of ice. His appearance was that of a great sufferer, and I could not understand how the water should, all at once, have left me in the lurch. I asked him, if he made the application strictly according to my prescription. His answer was: "Most strictly; I have even done more than what you ordered me to do; instead of one minute, I have remained in the water for five minutes; but then I could not possibly get warm again." During the following
weeks he made use of the baths in the right manner, and soon got back his former natural warmth and freshness.

This single case represents all the cases in which it is supposed that the water has done harm. It is not the water, but the application, which plays its part badly; it is the careless and inaccurate people who are the culprits. But, as is usually the case, the innocent water must bear the blame.

The person who is about to take the cold full-bath, undresses quickly and lies down in the prepared bath for one minute. Should he be perspiring, he sits down in the bath, i.e. he goes into the water only up to the stomach and washes the upper part of his body quickly and vigorously. Then he dips under up to the neck for a moment, goes out of the water immediately, and redresses without drying, as quickly as possible. A laborer may take up his work again; others must (at least for a quarter of an hour) take exercise, until the body is thoroughly dry and properly warmed. It is quite a matter of indifference whether that be done in a room, or in the open air; for my part I always prefer the open air, even in autumn and winter.

Whatever you do, my dear reader, do it rationally, and never transgress the right measure! Moreover the number of applications of a full-bath should not, as a rule, surpass that of three a week.

When should I best begin with these full-baths?

The important work of hardening the body, or which is the same thing, of protecting it against diseases, of making it able to resist them, can never begin too early. Begin at once—to-day; but begin with easier practices (see "Means of Hardening"). Otherwise you would probably lose courage! You may begin with my cold full-bath, as soon as you are strong enough, perhaps after a short preparation, according to circumstances.

This is a very important chapter. Be careful not to try to force anything, immediately, suddenly, with the strongest remedies; this would be, at least, an act of imprudence.
A man, ill with typhus, was advised by his doctor to go into cold water for a quarter of an hour. He did so, but got such a chill afterwards that he naturally would have nothing to do with such a bath in future. He cursed such a remedy. The decision of the competent judge was simply, that after such an experience, applications of water could not be used by that patient any more; besides the patient was already lost. With this sentence of death they came to me. I advised them to try the water again, but instead of a quarter of an hour, to let the patient remain in it for 10 seconds only (in and out); the effect must be different. No sooner said than done, and in a few days the patient was well again.

On such occurrences, I have always to struggle with the suspicion, that the water is purposely applied in such a rugged, incomprehensibly violent way, in order to make people frightened at this wet werewolf, instead of inspiring them with confidence in the water. I am a strange man, I know; therefore such fancies will, I trust, be pardonable in me.

Those who are in earnest, may after the application of means of hardening, begin with the ablutions of the whole body (see "Ablutions"), and take them, provided the washing does not agitate them, at night before going to sleep, or in the morning when rising. At night no time is lost, and also in the morning all is done in a minute. Those who cannot take some exercise either by working or walking directly after the application, ought to lie down again for a quarter of an hour to get dry and warm again. This practice undertaken from 2 to 4 times a week, which is sufficient, or daily, is the best preparation for my cold full-bath. Only try it! The first unpleasantness will soon be followed by a feeling of comfort and ease, and that of which you were afraid before, will soon become almost a necessity to you.

A gentleman of my acquaintance took his full-bath every night for 18 years. I had not ordered him to do so, but
he would by no means give up this practice. During these 18 years he did not have an hour's illness. Others who went into the bath 2 or 3 times a night, had to be detained from it; I had to forbid it to them. If the practice had been hard or insupportable, as people often cry out, they would surely have omitted it.

Those who are in earnest about hardening themselves, about preserving and increasing their strength, should fix their attention on the cold full-bath; but they must not let it rest simply with the resolution.

Vigorous nations, generations, families, have always been true friends of the cold water; and precisely of my full-bath. The more the present age gets the character and name of effeminate, the higher time is it to turn back to the sound, natural views and principles of old.

There are still many families, especially such of high rank, distinguished men, who keep my water-cures as a family tradition, as it were, and a means of education, exceedingly important in the care of health, and who wish to secure it to their race, to their posterity. We need not therefore be ashamed of our business.

b. The cold full-bath for the sick.

It is carefully mentioned in the third part with the special diseases, when and how often this bath is to be used. A few remarks of a more general character may find room here.

A strong nature, a healthy organism, is able of itself to evacuate the morbid matters which try to settle in the body. But the diseased body, weakened by illness, must be helped, in order to enable it to do its work by itself again.

This assistance is often given by the cold full-bath, which in such a case serves as an excellent crutch or staff, as a means of strengthening.

Its chief application, however, is found with the so-called "hot diseases", i.e. with all those diseases which have violent fevers as their forerunners and companions.
The most dangerous ones are those of 120° to 122° F. and above; they take away all strength, burn down, as it were, the cottage of the human body. Many a patient, whom the illness has spared, becomes a victim to weakness. To look on, to wait for what may come of this terrible fire, seems to me to be dangerous and of grave consequences. Of what good are “a spoonful every hour,” or the expensive quinine, the cheap antipyrin, or the poisonous mixture of digitalis, the consequences of which, for the stomach, all of us know? With such fires all medicaments are, and always will be, very insignificant remedies and febrifuges. Of what use lastly are all those artificial intoxicating physics which are administered to, or injected into, the patient, which really intoxicate him, so that he no longer knows, feels or perceives anything?

Apart from moral and religious views, it is indeed a miserable sight to see a patient lying half asleep, or rather half tipsy, with disfigured features, with distorted eyes! Can that do any good? Against such fever-fires nothing can help but extinguishing. Fire is extinguished by water, and so also the fire in the whole body where, as it were, everything is in flames, is best extinguished by the full-bath. If it is repeated at every blazing up, i.e. as often as the heat, the agitation increases (in the beginning of the fever, perhaps every half hour), it will, with early application, soon master the fire (see inflammations, scarlet fever, typhus, etc.).

I was told some time ago that in large public hospitals the bath was often applied to poor patients who could not afford the expensive quinine; I was glad to see in the newspapers lately that, especially in large military hospitals, in Austria, people had begun again to treat certain diseases like typhus with water. But why only typhus? I should like to ask. Why not, with logical necessity, all those diseases, which grow up like poisonous fruits, out of the mushrooms of fever?

Many are in great expectation to see this going on, among them also professional men.
One remark which perhaps belongs more to the ablutions, may find place here. All patients are not able to use the full-bath; many of them are, perhaps, already so much weakened, that they can neither move nor turn themselves, nor be lifted out of bed; but must they on this account resign the application of cold water? By no means. Our applications are so manifold, and every kind of application has so many degrees or steps, that those who are most healthy, as well as those grievously ill, can easily find what is suitable for them. The only thing is to make a good selection.

Those who are afflicted with serious illness, who, on account of excessive weakness are unable to use the cold full-bath, may take the full-ablution as a substitute; and this can easily be done in bed by every patient, even the weakest. How to make it, is explained where the ablutions are spoken of. Like the full-bath they are to be repeated as long as the heat or agitation reaches a high degree.

It is precisely with such grievously affected patients, who are, as it were, chained to the bed, that doubly great care must be taken not to make the great mistake of a too rugged application; it would always increase the evil. I could name a person who was bedridden for eleven years, and who during the whole time, was attended by a physician. Water-cures, too, had been tried, but all in vain. The physician, when he found that this person had been cured by me in six weeks, declared that it seemed to him like a miracle. He came to see me and wished to know what had been done. The whole proceeding was the more incomprehensible to him, as in his opinion there was not the least activity in the body, and all his applications of water had remained unsuccessful. I told the gentleman how simple the proceeding was, and how still more simple the water-applications were. We both acknowledged that a glimmering pine-torch was not to be extinguished by a fire-engine; his water-cure had been too rugged, mine was
mild, slow and according to the capability of endurance of the wretched body.

It has often excited my pity to hear, or to read, how in many institutions and homes, people are chained to their beds for ten, or twenty and more years. They are indeed worthy of pity!

But I cannot understand it and never could, except in some very rare cases. The bible, too, has its patient of 38 years. I am quite sure that very many of the bedkeepers could be helped out of it by the simplest water-applications, if only continued with perseverance and punctuality.

2. The warm full-bath

like the cold one is useful both for the healthy and the sick.

The manner of taking it is two-fold.

The one bath (a) is sufficiently filled with warm water to cover the whole body, and in this the person remains for 25 to 30 minutes. At the end of that time the other bath (b), filled with cold water, is quickly entered, the person dipping in up to the head, but not with the head. If no second bath is there, the whole body is washed as quickly as possible with cold water. This cold bath, or cold washing, must be finished in one minute. The clothes are then put on, quickly, without drying, and exercise taken for at least half an hour, either in the room or in the open air, until one feels quite dry and warm. Country people may immediately return to their work. The water for this first bath must have a temperature of 90° to 95° F., for aged persons 95° to 100° F. It is advisable to measure carefully and accurately with a thermometer, which is easily obtained. But it is not sufficient to put the quicksilver-tube into the warm water, and take it out again at once; it must remain in the water for a while. It is only by the standing still of the quicksilver that it can be decided, whether a sufficient length of time has been taken for the measurement, and if the latter is cor-
rect. Those who prepare a bath, should do it earnestly, being aware of their responsibility. Indifference and carelessness are nowhere less pardonable than in such important services of charity.

The second way to take this bath, is the following.

The bath is filled as mentioned before; but the water has the temperature of 100° to 112° F. With these baths 112° F. should never be exceeded, (when, and in which cases, they are to be applied, must always be said expressly,) but also no lower temperature taken than 95° F.; on the average I advise and prepare them myself with 102° to 106° F.

Those who take this bath go into the warm water not once, but three times, and also into the cold water three times. This is the so-called warm full-bath with threefold change. The whole bath takes precisely 33 minutes; the different changing is done as follows:

- 10 minutes in the warm bath,
- 1 minute in the cold bath,
- 10 minutes in the warm bath,
1 minute in the cold bath,  
10 minutes in the warm bath,  
1 minute in the cold bath.

Without exception the proceeding must always be concluded by the cold-bath. Healthy, strong people sit down in the cold-water-bath, and dip in slowly up to the head. Sensitive persons sit down and quickly wash chest and back* without dipping under. A whole ablution answers the same purpose for those who are too much afraid of the cold bath. The head is never wetted; if it has become wet, it must be dried. Likewise after the last cold bath no other part of the body is to be dried except the hands, and these in order not to wet the clothes when redressing.

For the rest, especially as regards the necessary exercise after the bath, the same rules are to be observed as regarding the first baths.

I owe a few remarks here.

Warm baths alone, i.e. without subsequent cold baths or ablutions, are never prescribed by me. The higher degree of warmth, especially if it lasts and operates for a longer time, does not strengthen, but it weakens and relaxes the whole organism; it does not harden, but makes the skin still more sensitive to the cold; it does not protect, but it endangers.

The warm water opens the pores, and lets the cold air in, the consequences of which are to be seen even in the following hours. The cold baths or cold ablutions following the warm ones, act as a remedy to the latter; (I do not allow any application of warm water without the following cold one,) the fresh water strengthens, by lowering the higher temperature of the body; it refreshes by washing off, as it were, the superfluous heat; it protects by closing the pores, and making the skin more firm.

The same prejudice against the sudden cold following the warmth meets us again here. It is precisely on ac-

* They throw as much water over their shoulders as is sufficient to wash the back.
count of the cold bath following, that the warm one can, 
and must, be given at a higher temperature than is usual, 
or than I myself would agree to generally. The body is 
filled with so much warmth, armed as it were, that it is 
able to stand well the shock of the penetrating cold.

Those who are too much afraid of the cold bath at first, 
may begin with a whole-ablution; they will thereby get 
courage. It depends entirely upon the first trial. Those 
who have once tried it, will never take a warm bath again 
without the following cold one, if only on account of the 
comfort it gives. To many who at first trembled with 
fear, but later on became used to the strange changing 
and liked it, I was obliged to dictate strict limits to pre­
vent the excess of good from turning to evil.

The prickling and crawling sensation on the skin, which 
is strongly felt upon going back to the warm bath, after 
the cold one, especially on the feet, need not frighten any 
one; later on it will seem like an agreeable rubbing.

For these two kinds of full-baths there is no necessity 
of preparations, e. g. to bring the body to the right tem­
perature.

Here, as for all the warm baths, I never, or at least very 
seldom, use warm water alone; decoctions of different 
herbs are always mixed with them.

a. The warm full-bath for the healthy.

If I order warm full-baths for healthy persons, i. e. 
comparatively healthy, (healthy, but weak persons,) I do 
so only in cases where such weakened people cannot make 
up their minds to take cold baths, and solely for the pur­
pose of preparing and ripening them by this warm full­
bath, with the cold one following, for the fresh cold bath.

My principles, and my practice, with reference to this 
are as follows:

I seldom, or almost never, order warm baths for quite 
healthy and strong natures, whose fresh, rosy complexion 
sparkles, as it were, with warmth and vital fire. Nor do
they desire them either, for they long for the cold water like a fish.

But I recommend them for younger people who are weak, poor of blood, and nervous, especially those who are inclined to cramps, rheumatism and such like complaints; and before all others to the mothers of families, who are worn out so early by every possible hardship. Such a bath with 95° F. and subsequent cold ablution, taken for 25 to 30 minutes, every month, would be sufficient for them.

For those who are inclined to articular disease, gout, podagra, two such baths a month would be better than one.

Younger persons should try the cold full-bath in summer time.

To aged, weak people I recommend at least one warm full-bath every month of 95° to 100° F., taken for the space of 25 minutes and concluding with a cold ablution, for cleanliness of the skin, for refreshment and for strengthening. They will feel quite renewed after each bath on account of the greater perspiration (activity of the skin) and the more vivid circulation of the blood.

b. The warm full-bath for the sick.

In which cases of illness the warm full-bath is to be taken, is said where the various diseases are spoken of.

Both kinds are in use, and with due precaution and exactness there is nothing whatever to be feared. These baths aim at a two-fold purpose: In the one case they increase the bodily warmth by a new supply of warmth; in the other they effect the evacuating and dissolving of materials which cannot be removed by the diseased body itself.

The warm full-baths are prepared as:
- Hay-flower baths,
- Oat-straw baths,
- Pine-sprig baths,
- Mixed baths.
The manner of preparing as well as the effect of the two first kinds of baths, have already been mentioned in the description of the warm sitting-bath.

I only wish to repeat a few points for precaution's sake:

**aa. The hay-flower bath.**

A small bag filled with hay-flowers is put in a kettle full of hot water and boiled for at least a quarter of an hour. Afterwards the whole decoction is poured into the prepared warm bath, which is then filled up with warm or cold water until it has reached the prescribed temperature. This bath, the easiest to prepare and the most frequently used, is indeed the most harmless, the normal bath for the warming of the body. Healthy people, too, may take it, whenever they like. In my country there are many such water-men going about, surrounded by the odor of such hay-flowers. The coffee-brown water thoroughly opens the pores, and dissolves materials retained in the body.

**bb. The oat-straw bath.**

A good bunch of oat-straw is boiled in a kettle of water for half an hour, then the decoction is used as above said. This bath has stronger effects than the hay-flower bath and is excellent for complaints of the kidneys and bladder; also for stone and gravel diseases and for rheumatism.

**cc. The pine-sprig bath.**

It is prepared as follows: The sprigs (the fresher the better), small branches, even very resinous pine-cones, all cut in pieces, are thrown into hot water and boiled for half an hour, the rest as above-said. This bath, too, is of good effect against diseases of the kidneys and bladder, but not so strong as the bath of oat-straw. Its chief effect is on the skin, which is brought to activity by it, and on the interior vessels which it strengthens. This fragrant and strengthening bath, is the proper bath for more aged people, as mentioned under a.
dd. Mixed baths.

Mixed baths, I call those, which are made with decoctions of several herbs, when the necessary quantity of any of them cannot be had. I have mixed them mostly with decoctions of hay-flowers and oat-straw, having them boiled together. The oat-straw bath becomes the more fragrant for it. I know it will be said: The baths would be good, but the whole affair is too expensive and too troublesome. This objection of one of my readers would be a just one, if I were to send him to Reichenhall, Carlsbad or any other bathing-place, or if I were to order him to buy the expensive black little bottles with extract of pine-sprigs, and to pour out one half or third of the contents into every bath. But, as it is, nobody has the least reason to complain, to make an excuse, or even to object. Even the very poorest can easily prepare all the baths, and in every case he will then have the purest extract, which is nowhere to be had more genuine and unadulterated.

It was just for the good of the poorer, and not wealthy people, that I have been looking out for these baths, in order that they should not be deprived of the benefit of a bath which is of so great influence on health in many cases. There is no necessity for journeys, but only a walk to the hay-rick, or barn, or at the utmost, to the neighboring woods. Nor, are there, for the baths, other expenses to be made than a few steps or a good word. Every farmer willingly gives hay-flowers and a bunch of oat-straw to the poor; no fir-tree refuses to give him its cones and twigs; a wooden tub is among the household furniture of every one, or in case of need, a neighbor would lend it willingly. This will suffice as regards the expense.

With regard to the trouble, I simply ask: Is it less troublesome to yourself and your relations, if you are thrown on your sick-bed for weeks, or if your neglected, excessively weakened, and never refreshed body slowly fades away? There can be no question about trouble and labor. If any one thinks it too much to fulfill the least of my prescriptions, I can only call him indolent
and lazy. People of this kind would not, indeed, deserve such a bath.


Here I must say a word about mineral-baths, as I have been asked to do so very often. My humble opinion on that point is this:

According to all the principles of my water-cure, I cannot agree with them, because I do not approve of anything forced and violent, whether effected from outward to inward, or directly to the inward. My verdict is, and always will be: The gentlest application is the best, let it relate to the water-cures, or to medicines, etc., and if I can obtain my purpose by one application only, I ought not to make use of a second one. We must help nature, help the diseased, or weakened organism gently, not rigidly and impetuously; we must, as it were, lead the sick body softly and gently by the hand, sometimes assist and support it more firmly, but not urge it too much, not drag and push it; we must not insist absolutely upon obtaining a certain thing by our remedies, but only co-operate with the body in accomplishing its work, and then give up this gentle, and gentlest co-operation, as soon as ever the body is able to help itself to proceed alone.

To give an instance of my system: no doubt it has not escaped any one’s notice, that the everywhere known root and wire brushes, the rubbing cloth, etc., have no place in my water-cure. In former times, I used these things, though only in single cases, but I have since learnt that the water, by itself, without these more or less violent manipulations, (with them, the poor body has, besides all its work, also the trouble of bringing the kneaded, and brushed muscles, and the likewise worked skin, to order again) brings on the best effect, provided that it is applied rightly. According to my system the rubbing is done the whole day, and the whole night, by the rough linen or hemp shirt, which, once more, I heartily recommend.

The name “mineral-bath” already indicates a rigid ef-
fect. All these waters, whatever they are called, or wherever they are running, contain more or less, softer or sharper, salts. Such salt-waters, used interiorly, appear to me—please pardon the expression—like using a rough brush and granulous sand to cleanse or to polish silver or still nobler metal. Silver and gold are delicate and tender. But is it not the same with the interior organs? One breath darkens the silver; rough means of cleansing hurt, injure it. Under such treatment it may become shining, for the brush and sand take away dust and dirt. Yes, only too thoroughly, and the silver vessels will not stand such treatment, or to speak more correctly such misuse, for a long time. I need not explain further, nor say on what sensitive, soft, exceedingly noble metal such waters undertake their cleansing work.

And what does experience say to my assertion?

In large bathing-places the deceased are, for the most part, brought to the cemetery, to their last resting-place, not at day time but at night; not with singing and music, but quite silently in order not to alarm, or to hurt the feelings of the other poor sufferers. But there are many, very many carried there. Every year a considerable number of persons die in most of the different watering-places. "He or she, came here for the first time in such and such a year; it did him much good." But the old complaint came back, and she or he went there again. "In that year he was there for the second time," his relations say, "but it did him less good. The complaint came back in a higher degree, and nevertheless he could not be dissuaded from going there for a third time. He came back visibly stronger; he seemed to be quite cured. But he only came back to die at home." To many the expenses of travelling are spared by an early death at home. This story, and other similar ones, I have been told innumerable times. He who only goes to such places for entertainment's, and for pleasure's sake, need not be afraid about the above said, he only needs to consult his purse, which is subjected to a merciless cure, and most thoroughly pumped out.
Even common people, country people whose head no longer stands on the right place, i.e., on the humble one, who try to imitate the better, the learned, the educated and advanced men, if they do not go to a bathing place (fortunately, they are prevented from doing so by the lightness of their purse) attempt many stupid things. Once a peasant came to me saying: "Well, now, I have found out the best means of purifying the body; it is a kind of medical water, and I take it often."—"But what is it?" I asked him. With some hesitation he owned that he dissolved a spoonful of salt in water and took this salt-water before breakfast. It did him good, he said, and he liked it better than the best mineral water. (Of course, he was an "enlightened man with a consumptive purse"!) I admonished him; but he would not part with his self-invented cure. He continued to drink the salt-water for a while; but then he got disorders of the stomach and indigestion, poverty of blood, and at last he died, worn out and exhausted, in the best years of manhood.

So then, be always contented and reasonable, and never envy the rich and noble man, who seems to be in a better state and to have everything he wishes for. That would be foolish and not Christian like.

Neither ought you to be jealous, if you see weak or consumptive people etc. go for a so-called change of climate to certain places, to Meran, South of France, Italy, or even to Africa; I always think that the best place for a fish is the water, the most splendid home for a bird is the open air, and the fresh nature. To me the most advantageous, the most favorable climate is the place and the country where God’s creative power has formed me. Should the air become too sharp for me, well, then I will try to harden myself; if I fall ill, the water at home will serve me just as well as that of foreign countries. Is it God’s will that I shall die, well, sooner or later it must come for all of us; and, as people say, the earth of the native country is less heavy, and in it the repose is better and more peaceful than elsewhere.
What, then, does experience tell us, concerning such mild and highly situated, airy places, experience which is every year proved anew? I simply put two questions: How many of those who, being really ill, fled there, have come back quite cured? How many have remained in the warmer climates, and have been buried there?

Therefore remain in your own country, support yourself honestly, and wash yourself daily!

V. PART-BATHS.

To the following baths I give the common name of part-baths, because they relate to single parts of the body, but chiefly in order not to be obliged to make still more divisions.

1. The hand- and arm-bath.

The name itself explains sufficiently, and with the complaints concerning them, it will be said when and in which cases these baths are to be applied, if cold or warm, for how long a time, if 2 or 3 minutes or a quarter of an hour; how often they are to be repeated, with which decoction of herbs, etc.

One remark about the application will suffice.—Some one has, for example, a bad finger. I do not treat the finger alone, but also the hand, the arm, the whole body. The bad finger is only a bad fruit of a bad sprig, a bad branch, a bad trunk. If the trunk is in good order, it will supply sufficient and good sap, and consequently the fruit must be good.

The applications, or the improvements of the sprigs and branches, i.e. of hand and arm, are to be accomplished by the hand and arm baths, together with the packages.

It has repeatedly been said in different places, that the head ought not to be wetted. The reason is that country people in particular are not careful enough about the drying, and are therefore likely to injure themselves. As for the rest, it is just the head that is one of the most hardened parts of the body, particularly with men on account of its being exposed to every weather.
Short hair is a great advantage to health, e.g. with a disposition to complaints of the head, also for the care of the skin. Long hair is a nice ornament, a nice gift of the Creator; but it should always be well cared for, kept clean; brush and comb ought not to be spared. Every mother knows what, otherwise, would ensue.

2. The head-bath.

The head-bath belongs to the most important part-baths. It is best taken, cold or warm, in the following way:

A vessel with water is put on a chair, and the upper part of the head (see fig. 6), the proper soil of the hair, is put into the cold water for about one minute, but if it is taken in warm water, for 5 to 7 minutes. Where the water does not reach the hair, it may be supplied with the hand, in order to wet all the hair.

After the bath, the hair must be very carefully dried. And this should never be omitted whether the hair has become wet through the gush or through the vapor. Great care and exactness should be observed; otherwise serious complaints of the head, such as rheumatism, would likely ensue. After the drying one has to remain in the room, or to put on a cap or bonnet large enough to cover the whole of the wet hair, until the skin of the head and the hair are perfectly dry.

Many, especially young country people, do it in a shorter way. They simply dip their head several times into the trough of a pump, like a duck on a pond, or they hold their head under the water-pipe. It does them good. Quite right! Only do not go to any excess (too long or too often) and keep to the rules of thorough drying!

This bath is very good for those with short hair. With long hair, the water cannot penetrate to the skin
so easily, which is the real purpose of the bath, and the
drying takes more time. To such persons I advise the
warm head-bath on account of its longer duration.

Sometimes I order the head-baths against complaints
of the head,—but then always cold and short ones,—yet
mostly to such people with whom the roots of the hair
are the breeding place of all possible smaller or larger ulcers, tetters and dry pimples, a real mine of scurfs and
dust, if not of worst things, which, indeed, ought better
to be concealed under the cloak of night, but by no means
under the hair.

To such I also give warm head-baths occasionally
of longer duration, concluded by cold ablutions.

I wish to draw special attention to these head-baths.
If in the country, in a small house and in a still smaller
room, the little holes for light and air called windows,
are never opened the whole winter long, the air must
become at last so thick that it could be cut through, and
every stranger coming into the room starts back with
horror.

And if a room is never cleansed, never scoured, what
an appearance must the floor have at last?

Can it be otherwise with the soil of the hair, if the
long hair or the two or threelfold wrappers on the head
for half a year or more, never allow a breeze or a sun­
beam to penetrate to the skin of the head, which apart
from this, is naturally concealed?

And if water or soap never do their work there
thoroughly, very thoroughly, what must it become like
at last? There also can arise a morass of crusts, etc., a
rottenness, and many a mother could relate the conse­
quenccs of it.

It is only too true, alas! that the care of the head
is often much neglected. The face is washed every morn­
ing the whole year long, and many people think that noth­
ing else is required. But it is by no means all. I parti­
cularly recommend the care of the head, both to young
THE EYE BATH.
and old, but more especially to mothers, for the sake of cleanliness and health.

3. The eye-bath.

This may be taken either warm or cold. In both cases it is applied as follows:

The face is dipped into the water, the eyes opened, as it were, bathed for a quarter of a minute. After a pause of \(\frac{1}{4}\) to \(\frac{1}{2}\) minute, forehead and eyes are dipped in again. This may be repeated 4 or 5 times. The warm eye-bath (86 to 90 F.) should always be concluded with cold, either by taking the last bath with cold water, or by washing the eyes with fresh water. The bathing water ought not to be warm water alone, but mixed with herbs; half a spoonful of ground fennel or a decoction of eyebright has always served me well.

a. The cold eye-bath has an excellent effect on healthy, but weak eyes; it strengthens and refreshes the whole seeing-apparatus in its interior and exterior parts.

b. The warm (lukewarm) eye-bath is applied to moisten tumors on the exterior eye, and to dissolve and draw out all kinds of thick, purulent fluids of the interior eye.

C.—VAPORS.

The vapors like all my water-applications, operate in the gentlest manner and therefore entirely without harm and danger. Nevertheless the application of vapors requires great precaution. That which cures a sick person, if applied rightly and according to the prescription, may make a healthy person ill, if done with negligence and indifference. For example, if a person immediately after a vapor-bath goes out into the open air without having taken the preceding cooling, he may not only become ill, but mortally ill: The application itself has not done any harm in such a case. I mention this first, not to make people anxious, but careful, and repeat that rightly used, there is never the least danger in the vapors.
Are vapors in general necessary for a cure?

A woman when cleansing her linen, uses warm and cold water. The warm water is intended to dissolve what is to be removed, the cold water to float away the dissolved stuff. A similar process is going on in the cure. In diseases, too, several things, such as accumulations of blood, corrupted juices, etc., must be dissolved and evacuated; this is done by warmth. Then the body must be strengthened and enabled to offer resistance; this is done by cold.

Every body must, therefore, possess a certain quantity, a certain measure of warmth, if its work is to be done rightly.

The healthy body possesses natural warmth in itself, and does not want any supplement.

Every sickly body very soon feels the want of the natural interior warmth; therefore a compensation of some kind must be given. With many patients the packages are sufficient; with others the vapors, these artificial importations of warmth, as I like to call them, are of better service.

In what does the right application of vapor consist?

This question is not easy to answer; I will merely give my experience and acknowledge at the same time that I have changed my method very often.

At first I favored the general practice which gave preference to the whole vapor-baths, and this I followed for 13 years. As, however, during the course of these years, I did not see the expected effects I changed my proceedings. Within three years this occurred even three times, until at last I recognised the present method as the most excellent and most advantageous; and for many years I have practised it with the best results. It is an extremely mild method, very carefully avoiding all ruggedness, by which the vapor is made to operate not simultaneously, upon the whole body, but only upon parts of it.

But here I must go back a little.
About 30 years ago the Russian vapor-baths began to be put in practice in the South of Germany; but as many families were not able to use these medicinal baths, at that time only known in large towns, a substitute was invented for them, (so I think it was), in the form of the well known sweating-closets, which were to serve in a similar way as sweat-producers.

I, too, had such a box made, with a closing door and an opening at the top, through which I could easily put my head. The supply of vapor was given from without; the patient or sweat-wanter sat or stood inside the closet, looking with silent resignation upon the thermometer placed before him.

A dry cloth was wrapped round his neck, to prevent the vapor escaping; wet compresses covered the head in order to keep it cool, while the whole body was in the highest degree of sweating, which took place even after 10 to 15 minutes. The vapor-bath was concluded by a whole shower-bath (a watering can of water) or a full-bath. As often as greater perspiration was desired, I ordered the patient to go into the closet twice, for 15 minutes each time, and to finish up each time with a quick ablution of half a minute's duration.

The manner of preparing these whole vapor-baths seemed to me incomparable; but I could not understand how it was that the results were not equally excellent. In winter-time especially there were great difficulties. Within a few minutes the whole body, being completely enveloped by the hottest vapor, and attacked on all sides with the same violence, was put to the greatest sweating, and thereby acquired a great sensitiveness to cold. To me, at least, it was always very difficult after such a bath, so to protect the whole surface of the skin against the fresh, cold winter-air, that some spot of it did not suffer and so bring on complaints, and sometimes even sharp pains for a longer time.

I tried hard to remedy this defect, and I reflected upon it a great deal.
Just about that time I had reason to go to Munich. It was winter, and I was suffering from a rather bad catarrh. By chance I found a paper in which the almost marvellous effects of the Russian vapor-baths were exceedingly praised. It was there said: “Only try; one single vapor-bath is able to cure the worst catarrh.”—I resolved to make the trial, so I went to the institution, took such a bath, and really, having done so, I no longer felt any trace of my catarrh. But wait! Scarce y 5 or 6 hours had elapsed, when a fresh catarrh, doubly as bad as the old one, which I had left in the Russian bath, took hold of my whole body.

“Why,” I thought and whispered to myself, “this way of taking vapor-baths surely cannot be the right one.”

Not to speak of myself, how could a weak, sick person, perhaps one dangerously ill, make use of such a thing which makes a strong, healthy man shudder? No, for such people there must be another kind of treatment.

All my further investigations and experiments led me to the conviction that the same principle adopted for all my water-applications, is also to be followed with the vapors; namely, that the gentlest application is always the best. The gentlest application I call that which is the most simple and the most considering towards the body. I should never use any vapor (to increase the natural warmth for example), where a small water-application, a gush or a half-bath is sufficient. I should never torment and enervate the whole body by a whole vapor-bath in cases where part-vapor-baths may suffice. Ne quid nimis, i. e. I remain even with the application of vapor in the golden mean. I do not force nature to anything, but help her, support her kindly, and invite her by small remedies to do her work herself, alone and freely.

All my vapors are in truth only part-vapors, i. e. they act directly on parts of the body only; nevertheless, none of them are without influence on the whole body. It is precisely this, which seems to me, the great advantage. The vapors touch, or weaken the suffering part only, and
leave the whole body untouched and unimpaired. The latter remains in its whole vigor, and while the suffering part, attacked by vapor, is in full labor, the body is at rest for a while, in order after a short time to impart some of its vigor to its weakened parts.

Many of my vapor-applications are taken simply as a preparation for the water-applications, to make them practicable and perhaps more effective, or to co-operate in the interior of the body (e.g. by dissolving in the windpipe and the lungs) with the exterior application of water. It is very seldom indeed that one of the vapors is used by itself as a separate whole application.

The necessary precautions with regard to cooling, dressing, and movement, are given with the description of the single vapors.

I must here caution against an illusion.

It very often happens that one of the different vapors, especially that for head or feet, acts in a most favorable way. These vapors, because they are strongly dissolving and evacuating, make the patient feel easy, comfortable, and most cheerful and happy; consequently there arises a danger of misusing that which is good in itself, of repeating the vapors too frequently, and by this, of doing great harm to the health by imprudence.

Modus est in rebus! Only make it a rule and a duty to keep to the right measure!

For good advice I will mention some particular cases.

A person recovering from typhus, or some other serious illness, has still on, or in his head or elsewhere great accumulations. Vapors would be of great service, of course, but only very few, and these lighter hand or foot-vapors, for we have to do with an individual poor of blood and juices. To extinguish a match, I do not require a smith's bellows; a soft breath is sufficient.

It is the same with all persons who are poor of blood. The warm vapors give them comfort; but too many of them would be as so many blood-, warmth-, and life-suckers.
THE ARM VAPOR BATH.

THE FOOT VAPOR BATH.

THE HEAD VAPOR BATH.
But stout, corpulent persons can certainly support a great many vapors and much sweating?

It is very often just this kind of people who can endure them least of all, for the reason that they are poor of blood. With such individuals I am most sparing with vapors, and prepare the packages to operate for good transpiration of the skin. Where the skin is in good order, there is no want of much sweating.

A patient complains of violent pain in his feet. He wishes to apply foot-vapors to his emaciated, spindle-like legs. How foolish it would be to grant his request! Such a poor skinny creature has nothing to spend in perspiring. Give him instead of vapor, half-baths and frequent gushes on his knees.

The vapors I apply are the following:

1. The Vapor for the head.

The application of head-vapors requires some little preparations. There must be a small wooden tub (see fig. 7), more deep than wide, with handles on which the hands can lean, and a well closing cover; moreover, two chairs, a lower one for the tub and a higher one to sit upon, and a rather large blanket to cover the patient.

The said articles being ready, the tub is placed on the lower chair and three parts filled with boiling water, then well closed with the cover and a damp cloth, in order to keep the vapor inside until it is to be used. The patient has the whole upper part of his body bare and dry cloth around his waist to prevent the garments from becoming wet by the perspiration as it flows down. He sits on the higher chair, and leans the palms of his hands on the handles of the tub, the upper body bent over the tub (see fig. 8); then both he and the tub are enveloped with a large blanket, lightly, but on every side, and in such a way that there is not the least opening left through which the vapor
THE COMPLETE VAPOR BATH.
may escape. When this is done, the attendant stands opposite the patient, and lifting the blanket from below, takes away the closing cover and the wet cloth; then the vapor comes forth like a glowing stream and penetrating the head, chest, back, and to the whole upper body, begins its dissolving work.

The attendant must be careful that weaker patients who are subject to pain in their back, are seated comfortably, have good support for their back, etc. On the other hand he should not take any notice of complaints and manifold exclamations, such as: I cannot bear it any longer! I shall get a stroke! etc.

In the first moment one may be frightened by the unusual glowing temperature; but one soon gets used to the tropical climate, and quickly finds some little advantage. At the first shock of the hot clouds it is well to take a more upright position, to raise the head, to turn to different directions, etc. When the patient is more accustomed to it, and the heat is diminishing, the body returns to its prescribed, bent position.

There is absolutely nothing to be feared. Not one case has come to my knowledge, in which the head-vapor, applied exactly as prescribed, has done the least harm. I have applied it to the most different persons, with the most different complaints, but always with a good result. The vapors have never hurt anyone, but those self-wise people have hurt themselves, who without any precaution or rule, did what they liked, not what was prescribed. An application lasts from 2 to 24 minutes. During the
whole of this time the patient ought not only to hold his head over the vapor, but also to open his eyes, nose and mouth as much as possible, and let the vapor stream in as much as he can bear.

Here I am obliged to give some important remarks, which should not, by any means, be overlooked.

The vapor of pure water is not quite favorable to the eyes of some persons, or to the stomach by inhaling it. Therefore I always mix herbs with the water.

First of all I recommend fennel, which has proved of excellent effect.

One spoonful of ground fennel is sufficient for an application. Also herbs of sage, common yarrow, mint, elder, ribwort, and linden blossom, are of very good service. Should you not be able to get any of these, take a handful of nettles or hay-flowers and mix them with the water; these herbs may be despised, but nevertheless they are of good use.

In general the vapor works its effect quickly; with most persons the drops of sweat begin rolling down the forehead even after the first five minutes; but after eight or ten minutes they come forth from all the pores.

But there are patients, generally those who are poor of blood, with little vital heat, with whom the vapor has not such an easy task. Here assistance may be given by taking about the sixth part of a brick, made red-hot, and putting it into the water about ten minutes after the beginning of the application. It gives a violent roar, and the clouds of vapor arise anew more thickly and lively.

Directly after a vapor-bath (which, as well as the following cooling, is always to be taken, in winter, in a heated room), the patient should not venture to go into the open air, without a previous cool ablution, by which the pores opened by the vapor are closed again.

In winter, it is well to walk up and down in a heated room for about half an hour, before going out into the open air. Without this precaution not only a catarrh, but,
according to circumstances, even a serious, mortal illness could be caused. The said cold ablution may be made in different ways. The simplest way, which I especially recommend to weaker persons who depend on the assistance of others, is to wash the patient quickly with a towel and fresh water. With tumors and pustules on the head, eruptions of the head, running ears, in general with complaints which require much evacuation from the head, this kind of ablution is to be applied with the first and second head-vapors. Has this been neglected, the consequences, such as a violent humming in the ears, etc., will be disagreeable, though not exactly dangerous. With the following applications, when the evacuation has been effected in a greater measure, the second kind of ablution, the real upper gush, may be used. The upper gush is given by slowly pouring one or two watering cans of cold water over the vapored parts, with the exception of the head, i.e., the hair; the chest is to be well washed. The further rules are the same as for the gush, i.e., after having dried the face and hair carefully, the clothes are put on quickly without drying the other parts of the body; then exercise is to be taken either by walking or working, until the body is entirely dry and in normal warmth.

If after the head-vapor bath an opportunity presents itself of taking a cold full-bath for one minute at the utmost, it will be well to make use of it.

The effects of this application are very important; they extend to the whole surface of the skin of the upper body, the pores of which are opened by them; then they act upon the internal organs by the dissolving and evacuating of matters in the nose, the wind-pipe, the lungs, etc. Against colds caused by getting wet, or by a sudden change of temperature, against complaints of the head, humming in the ears, rheumatic and spasmodic complaints in the nape and the shoulders, against asthma, against mucous fever not yet advanced, all these being companions of the different catarrhs, the head-vapor is of excellent
Two applications within three days are generally sufficient for a complete cure. If the catarrh is only beginning, one single vapor will remove it, no matter where it may reside.

Whoever has an inflated head, a disproportionately thick neck, or swollen jugular glands, may take two or three of such vapors a week. In cases of inflammation of the eyes, caused by colds, etc., or of bleary eyes, do the same. The latter patient may expect a still greater success, if in the evening of the day on which the head-vapor has been used, a warm foot-bath with wood ashes and salt is taken for a quarter of an hour.

I have applied the head-vapor with the best result in cases of congestions or even after strokes. In such undoubtedly critical cases, people are apt to be deceived and to get frightened by assuming that such a vapor will draw every drop of blood to the head. This fear is entirely groundless. Nevertheless I myself keep to the practice—which in the two above-named cases I recommend to every one—of always reducing the time of application to 15 or 20 minutes, and of ordering a vapor foot-bath to follow the head-vapor as soon as possible.

As a head-vapor bath has a strongly dissolving effect, and as too copious perspiration would likely bring on great weakness, this application ought not to be used too frequently. As a rule the number of two a week should not be exceeded. In rare cases where special dissolving and evacuating are necessary, the head-vapor may be used for one week every second day, but with reduced duration, the minimum 15 minutes, the maximum 20 minutes.

2. The Vapor foot-bath.

The same service which the head-vapor bath renders to the upper part of the body, is rendered to the lower part by the vapor foot-bath. The application is made as follows:

A rather wide and thick blanket is placed lengthwise on a chair, upon which the patient sits down with bare
feet and legs. A wooden foot-bath (fig. 9) is a little more than half filled with boiling water and put before him. On the upper edge of the bath at the handles, two small pieces of wood are fastened, on which the patient can easily put his feet, or instead of these one piece of wood (fig. 10) may be put from handle to handle. Great care must be taken however about secure fastening, in order to prevent the danger of their giving way and scalding the patient's feet. The most simple contrivance would be perhaps to put in the bath a small foot-stool reaching to the edge. When the patient is ready with his feet over the steaming water, the thick blanket is laid around his feet and the tub in such a way as to entirely prevent the steam from escaping, and by this proceeding the warm element ascends, to the feet, to the bowels, and higher. (See fig. 11.)

For these vapors I usually take lighter, boiling decoctions or hay-flowers. The effect of this application, as well as that of the head-vapor, can be increased by putting a hot piece of brick slowly and carefully into the water every 5 or 10 minutes. I say slowly and carefully; for it must never be allowed to fall into the water; the latter would splash and scald the feet. The number of hot bricks as well as the duration of the vapor-bath depends on the higher or lesser degree of the intended effect. Often it is only the soles of the feet which are to be brought into perspiration, e. g., in the case of sweating feet; but in some cases the vapor is used to bring the whole of the legs,
the thighs included, sometimes the abdomen, and sometimes the whole body into perspiration.

I have seen many who by this very simple and primitive application were bathed in sweat, as when subjected to the most violent sweating apparatus with 2 or 3 featherbeds. The mildest application is with one red-hot brick and a duration of from 15 to 20 minutes; but to produce the highest effects of a real vapor-bath, it will be necessary to renew the glowing brick every 5 or 10 minutes, and to extend the time of the application to 25 or 30 minutes.

The vapor-bath is always followed by a cooling application which depends on the extension of the parts bathed in perspiration: If only the feet and legs as far as the knees are sweating, a quick cold ablution with a towel will suffice; stronger persons may take a knee-gush. If the thighs and abdomen are in perspiration, a half-bath is sufficient; but if the whole body, too, is seized with perspiration, then the whole body must also be cooled, either by a half-bath with washing off the upper body, or by a full-bath, or a whole ablution. The rules regarding these applications are to be found in the passages concerning them (baths and ablutions); the rules concerning the proceeding after the vapor foot-bath are the same as those for the head-vapor.

The vapor foot-bath is mostly applied for the manifold sufferings of the feet, e. g., in cases of great, badly smelling perspiration where a dissolving of foul juices is required; of swollen feet, probably caused by accumulations of juices and blood; in cases of cold feet, whose temperature of warmth is at zero, and to which the blood can no longer find its way, as it were. By these vapors new activity is awakened and new life inspired; sometimes, however, they only serve against the different complaints, as necessary preparations for other applications and as means for their success.
Persons suffering from whitlows, nails growing in, etc., who are in danger of blood poisoning on account of wrong treatment of corns, tearing out of nailroots, for example, should quickly apply this vapor.

More increased applications, which are intended to act more or less on the whole body, are undertaken in cases of spasmodic complaints of the bowels, especially when caused by colds, and against headache originating in the congestion of blood in the head.

To individuals poor of blood, who need more warmth pumped into them, before any cold-water application is undertaken, slight foot-vapors have very often been of good service.

As a rule regarding the repetition of this application, the same must be observed as respecting the head-vapor, i.e., it must be given very sparingly. Once or twice a week it is often prescribed, but three times only seldom, for various special cases.

Only one more remark! Many times people have complained of the great trouble of preparing and taking these vapors prescribed by me. But let me ask every well-meaning person: which is the more simple, my foot-vapor or a sweating bath after having taken so many cups of hot tea, a torture of so many hours duration, under so many feather-beds?—a sweating-bath, which is seldom or never taken without the most violent headache and other pains!

3. The close-stool vapor bath.

This vapor-bath is of excellent service, on account of its easy preparation, convenient application and exceedingly dangerless effects. Even those, who are seriously ill, and whom, on account of their weakness, it is very difficult to bring to the desired perspiration, may be brought to it very easily by this vapor.

The boiling mixture is poured into the pan of the close-stool and the patient sits down on the latter; the attendant taking care that the beneficial steam does not escape.
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The hot steam ascends quickly to the body and soon produces more or less profuse perspiration, which often increases to a real sweating-bath, i.e., to a general sweating of the whole body. The application is made for 15 to 20 minutes. If it seems desirable to keep the patient perspiring for a longer time, he is laid down in bed (because sitting might be troublesome, and the effect of the vapor would perhaps not last long enough); the sweating will continue without any special covering. After the vapor a whole ablution, a half-bath with washing of the upper body, or a full-bath, according to the condition of the patient, must conclude this application.

For persons, who are seriously ill, the easiest and least dangerous will be a whole ablution.

The effect of this vapor-bath is of course to dissolve and to evacuate. The evacuations are accomplished in the form of perspiration. I never use water alone for this vapor; the well-known herbs of hay-flower, oat-straw, but first of all shave-grass (horse-tail) are always mixed with it.

Against diseases of the kidneys or stone I use vapors of oat-straw; against spasmodic or rheumatic conditions of the bowels, against ulcers on the bladder, in the first stages of dropsy, such of hay-flower decoction.

The manner in which the vapor is to be used alternately with the cold-water application is explained in Part III, where the different diseases are spoken of.

I have used the vapor with shave-grass decoction with the most striking and astonishing results in all those most painful cases where the urine could not be discharged, and consequently the poor patient was tormented and almost driven to madness and despair by the most dreadful pain. The morbid conditions of the bladder, mostly caused by colds and inflammation, were removed by the hot shave-grass vapor in a proportionally short time, and the organ did its purifying work as before.
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4. Special vapor applications on particular diseased parts.

In many cases the vapors, alternately with other water-applications, are of very good service against complaints of the eyes, the ears, the mouth, the fingers, the hands, the arms, the toes, the feet, etc. Some instances may explain this.

A poisonous insect stings a hand, an arm; the limb begins to swell and to cause violent pain, the inflammation threatens to spread about, etc. Packages on hand and arm together with vapor on the suffering part will soon soothe the pain and bring help. For this purpose the hand or the arm is held over the vessel containing the boiling water.

A wound has been polluted by poisonous matter, and blood-poisoning threatens to set in; no time is to be lost. Quickly prepare a hand- or foot-vapor for dissolving and evacuating.

Someone has been bitten by a dog suspected to be mad. Before a physician and other help is at hand, a vapor will bring at least a provisory help to the endangered person.

Violent cramps are tormenting a patient on certain spots on arms or feet. Do not delay treating them with vapor.

For exterior applications of the above-named kinds I usually take decoctions of hay-flowers.

For eye-vapors a decoction of ground fennel, eye-bright, or shave-grass, does very well, for vapors for the ears, decoctions of blind-nettles, stinging-nettles, or common yarrow; for phlegm in the throat, a decoction of yarrow, ribwort, or nettles.

As regards the time of duration, an application should never exceed 20 minutes; the shortest duration is 10 minutes.

Those vapors which are taken by inhaling, and which are calculated for interior operation, or which concern the eyes or ears, ought to be taken carefully, never excessively warm, and least of all, hot.
The gushes I apply are the following:

1. The knee-gush.

The legs being uncovered to the knees and the clothes kept back as far as possible to prevent their getting wet, the patient sits down on a chair, both his feet standing in a prepared vessel, as if to take a foot-bath.

The gush is given by means of a small watering-can (such as is used in a green-house, which can easily be managed with one hand). The first can is to be poured out more fully and abundantly, and the water is directed at both feet from the toes up to the knees. The following cans are directed in a less strong jet, now higher, then lower, to particular parts of feet and legs, especially to the knee-pans (in the middle, and on the right and left of them) and the calves of the legs in such a way that the water runs down rather proportionately. The contents of the last can are emptied over the feet like a washing off, not being poured out from the small opening, but from the large one. The number of cans used for a knee-gush differs from 2 to 10, each containing from 13 to 15 quarts.

Weak and invalid people experience great difficulty in bearing this shower at first. It is not quite easy to any beginner. I have seen men who, at first thinking one was making fun about this trifle, began to tremble like aspen-leaves and in vain tried to disguise the penetrating effect caused by this water-gush, which came on them like electric shocks. This is the best proof of the electrifying,
refreshing and strengthening power of the knee-gush. For those recovering from illness, for persons poor of blood, all those whose foot-bones do not wear solid muscles, but only thin, miserable flesh-wrappers, I never prescribe more than 2 or 3 watering-cans for the commencement; also for every beginner the first application should not exceed 2 cans. On the following day they may increase them from 4 to 6, bye and bye from 8 to 10. The painful feeling will disappear after 8 to 10 gushes; the next jet is expected with pleasure, with a kind of longing, for the patient feels what a remarkably strengthening effect it has on the effeminate feet.

The knee-gush is given, as a rule, in connection with the upper gush. This will be explained where the upper gush is spoken of. It is not meant, however, that the knee-gush must always be taken immediately after the upper gush.

2. The gush for the thighs

forms a continuation of the knee-gush towards the abdomen, but as thigh-gush proper it excludes the watering of the abdomen. With this shower the thighs as well as the lower parts of the body, are brought under treatment. The first can of water is poured rather quickly over the whole of the legs from the toes to the upper thighs; the following ones may flow over them in a nearly equal manner. Patients who still possess the power, would do better by taking this gush (as well as every
other) in a standing position; they have thereby the advantage of the calves and shins being watered in an equal and simultaneous manner by the water flowing down on them; for an equal and simultaneous watering is by me always looked upon as one of the good qualities of a gush.

The effect of the thigh-gush is the heightened effect of the knee-gush; it could, therefore, always supply the place of the latter. But as substitute it fares as the reserve-men do in public offices; it is seldom applied in my water department. It forms the most natural bridge, the natural transition from the knee-gush to the lower gush, the heightened, increased thigh-gush, thigh-gush in the widest sense of the word. As often as the name thigh-gush appears in the following pages, it is to be understood (I should like to say always) as the increased thigh-gush.

3. The lower-gush

(heightened, increased thigh-gush) is taken by pouring the first can of water on the lower part of the back, beginning at the feet and continuing to above the hips, the following 3, 4 or 6 cans being poured in an equal manner over the whole of the lower part of the body (from the front as well), but especially about the loins and hips. As it extends to the whole of the lower part of the body, it has received the name of "lower gush." Like the thigh-gush, is is more advantageously taken standing. (See fig. 15.) This gush must regularly follow the foot-vapor, unless the half-bath or standing in the water is preferred. The more water is used, and the higher
the jet is allowed to fall, the greater are the effects of this gush. As a rule, the jet should not fall from a greater height than 8 or 9 inches.

4. The gush on the back

forms a continuation of the lower-gush. It is given in such a manner that the whole back, from the neck to the heels, of the person taking the gush, is wetted with the first can of water; the contents of the following 3 to 5 cans are poured out in an equal stream beginning at the neck and continuing down to the lowest part of the spine, and then from the left to the right shoulder-blade. The jet may fall higher or lower, stronger or weaker. The whole of the spine is rather plentifully covered, but it may be remarked that very sensitive and excitable persons should be spared as much as possible, particularly in the beginning. A quick ablution of the chest, abdomen and arms should always accompany or conclude the gush on the back. I say accompany or conclude as the former may be effected by using the water which, when poured out on the back, flows off to the front.

When this is not done, the ablution is taken immediately after the gush. The washing may be spared to the legs by standing during the application, in which case the water flowing downwards serves as an ablution.

The gush for the back works with special strengthening effect on the spine, and aids the circulation of the blood more favorably and powerfully than the preceding gushes.

5. The full-gush.

It extends, as the name indicates, to the whole body from the neck to the feet both sides.
It is to be applied as follows:

The patient sits in the bath, or in a wide wooden, or tin vessel, on a small board, dressed in bathing-trousers or a bathing-shirt. The shower is given partly on the back, partly on the front, with about 4 cans of water. The first must wet the whole body. The following three or more cans are given in such a way, that the jet is directed to all parts of the body, especially to the spinal marrow and the chief sympathetics, i. e., to the nape and both sides of it; then to the pit of the stomach.

This gush may be recommended to healthy, especially corpulent persons.

It hardens, increases the circulation of the blood, strengthens and raises these individuals poor of blood and shy of water, from their excessive sensitiveness.

A person feeling cold or shivering should not take any shower, until the proper natural warmth has been restored, either by exercise or by artificial assistance, e. g., by the foot- or head-vapor. The latter application may be taken in summer and winter time; in winter, of course, in a heated room.

For sickly and weakly people the water not only may, but must be tempered, at least to the temperature which the water in bathing places has in summer time 65 to 72° F).

In the third part of this book where the different diseases are treated it will be explained in which cases, and how often, the full-gush is to be applied. I often prefer it to the full-bath, and order it in those cases where I advise to act in a more effective way, e. g., to persons
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who suffer from rheumatics, by directing the gush on some specially afflicted part.

To patients who require a particularly strong dissolving and evacuating process, I give the following application after the full-gush. The shirt, which has become wet by the gush, is wrung out quickly and well, and then put on as a bandage (see packages), in which the patient remains for an hour, or an hour and a half.

In other cases it is, of course, taken off and fresh linen put on. The patient takes exercise until he feels quite dry and warm.

Only one short remark more. I neither apply nor approve of the showers coming from a height, and therefore falling with force, which are used in many places, or the violent douches. I absolutely cannot understand what may be intended by such vigorous blows on the body with healthy, much less with sick people. To wash the body we do not use a fire-engine; who should think of such a thing?

For a gush these real water-storms are not necessary; because a disease is either curable, and then gentler application will bring on the desired effect, or it is incurable, in which case this rugged treatment would not only bring no help, but very likely harm.

6. The upper-gush.

The patient takes off all the clothing of the upper body, and, to prevent the remainder getting wet, puts a cloth around his waist. The tub into which the water is to run off may stand on a low chair or footstool, instead of on the floor, in order to make the stooping down easier;
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it serves also to spare the head, i.e., to diminish by a more upright position the rushing of blood to it. The patient leans both his hands on the bottom of the tub in such a way that the upper body takes a horizontal position, and the water poured on it can flow down into the tub. (See fig. 18.) The first can extends to the whole back, beginning on the right arm and right shoulder, and continuing to the left shoulder, and left upper arm (a). It serves principally to wet the whole part where the shower is to be given. The second can (b.) as well as the third (c.) are poured chiefly over the great sympathetic on both sides of the seventh cervical vertebra, than over the whole back and the spine, always concluding one part of one of the upper arms. The whole part under treatment must be gushed proportionately 3 or 4 times, the patient receiving, as it were, 3 or 4 editions of water, which flow over the upper body and the chest down to the tub. I advise those who are unexperienced in this to simply pour the water in an equal manner upon the back of the patient so that it forms, as it were, a covering for the back and the latter appears as if covered with a cloth. The head is to be spared as much as possible; but the neck must get a strong gush. If a person has long hair, the head is not to be touched at all; if the hair is short, a gentle and sparing gush on the head is given. With nervous people care must be taken that the spine is not watered too strongly, or for too long a time. The gush would be felt like a piercing knife, and the patient would not be able to bear it, although there is no danger whatever. The attendant gives the jet of water more or less fully, higher or lower, i.e., stronger or weaker, according to the want or purpose. At the same time he must give heed, if the patient complains of special pains at some single spot, and he must see, if, perhaps, there are symptoms of pimples any-
where, of ulcers, accumulations of blood (blue stains), tumors, etc.

The more proportionately the water flows over the watered parts, the easier it is to stand the gush, and the quicker an equal warmth on all spots will be produced.

There are people (especially those who are already corpulent or inclined to stoutness) with whom the reaction does not take place for a long time. This is to be perceived by the skin remaining without color, just as it was before the gush, not reddened by the returning blood streaming to the watered parts. In such cases it will be good to wash the wetted back slightly with the hand after the first can, by this little rubbing the skin is incited to activity. As a rule at the third or fourth gush the entire reaction takes place.

For weak persons one can is sufficient. To beginners 1 or 2 may be given, to those more advanced 2 or 3, to healthy or strong persons 5 or 6 cans. But the feeling of comfort must by no means lead to excess.

After the gush the chest is quickly washed, face and hands dried, the clothes put on without drying, and exercise taken either by walking or working.

The upper gush (if an ablution is not given) must invariably succeed the head vapor-bath. Besides this it is regularly taken in connection with the knee-gush, in which cases it is taken first, the knee-gush following after the entire re-dressing of the upper body. But again I distinctly say that the knee-gush is not bound to follow the upper gush.

Both gushes take a most prominent place amongst the means of hardening; and may be applied to persons of both sexes without the least fear of harm.

I know people who apply both gushes to themselves every morning when rising.

First they take the upper-gush by pouring water down their back by means of a clever handling of a small can, or better still, by turning on the water-tap in a
wash-house or bathroom and letting the moderate jet of water play upon their back. They move under the flowing water just as they please and as it best suits their purpose. Afterwards they direct the stream of water to their knees in the same way; in 5 minutes time it is done and a great benefit bestowed upon the whole body.

Those who object to have the gush given by another person, and yet cannot do it themselves, may wash the upper part of the body with very cold water, then putting feet and legs into a vessel partly filled with water, they may take some water and let it slowly run down the knees and feet. Even with this primitive self-application of both gushes the good effect will be obtained.

7. The arm-gush.

As the legs receive special treatment by the knee and thigh-gushes, so likewise it can often be of very good service to give the arms a special watering, too.

The gush begins at the hands and is directed upwards to the shoulders; it is always given from both sides, and generally one can of water suffices for one arm.
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Sometimes this gusli is ordered and taken simply as a hardening means for the arms, sometimes it is useful for dissolving accumulations of matter in the arms, sometimes to allay inflammations and to ease the pain caused by them, and sometimes to banish rheumatism from the arms. It is a great benefit for those who are poor of blood, and for chlorotic people. Those who have a running spring at their command may hold both arms under it for one minute, and they will surely not be reproached by me with not having chosen a proper arm-gush.

8. The head-gush.

I were to pass by this gush in silence I should not be doing justice to an application which has been of great service to me in cases of complaints of the eyes and ears. This gush is taken by pouring the water over the head and letting the jet play about the ears, on the cheeks and even for two seconds on the closed eyes. At first one can of water is used, afterwards two. It will not be unnecessary to insist again on the thorough drying of the hair after the head-gush.

E.—ABLUTIONS.

The ablutions are divided into whole and part ablutions. I shall here speak of both kinds. The principles regarding the rubbing and not-drying are admitted here also. The chief thing with every ablation is that the water should uniformly and as much as possible equally be applied to the body or to the particular part to be treated. Rubbing or kneading are entirely out of the question. If sometimes a vigorous washing is prescribed a quick performance of the act only is meant. Those whole or part ablutions are the best which are done the most proportionately and the quickest; none should last more than one or, at the utmost, two minutes.

This, I think, sufficiently demonstrates, how greatly my system differs from that of similar institutions, in which
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patients are often subjected to a treatment with cold water for an excessive length of time.

Let me once more repeat the fundamental and universal rule to be strictly observed without exception in every one of my water-departments. No one whose body is not sufficiently warm, who is shivering with cold, should take any cold water application. A transgression of this rule must have fever, catarrh and other complaints in its train.

2. The whole-ablution.

a. The whole-ablution for the healthy.

The whole-ablution extends, as the name indicates, to the whole body (except the head) which is to be washed instantaneously.

It is done in the easiest way as follows:

Take a coarse, rough towel (with the small bathing sponge it cannot be done quickly enough), dip it in cold water and begin by washing chest and abdomen. Then the back is washed which is more difficult to reach; but every one will soon find out the easiest and quickest way of doing so. The ablution is concluded by the washing of arms and legs.

The whole application must be finished in one, or at the most in two minutes. Every ablution of longer duration can be of bad effect. Moreover, care must be taken not to make this application in a draughty place.

Without drying, the clothes are put on as quickly as possible, and exercise taken either by working or walking until the skin is perfectly warm and dry again.

When and how often may healthy people take the whole ablution?

When rising, in the morning, every one washes his face and hands, and at this time the whole ablution would be exceedingly suitable. The temperature of the body is the highest, because the lying in bed has increased it; the washing would be an agreeable cooling, would be refreshing, would drive away sleepiness and make one
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vigorous, lively and fresh for the day’s work from the first beginning. There is no question of loss of time; for the whole ablution takes but one minute, and then work may be taken up without delay.

How many people living in town take a morning walk in spring and in summer! Let them once try the whole-ablution before doing so. I am quite sure, they will not need a second recommendation.

It would not be wise, if those who cannot go for a walk, or work immediately after the whole-ablution, would on that account omit it; for if they were to lie down again for a quarter of an hour, after having taken the application, this would answer exactly the same purpose.

If you can make up your mind to undertake this little exertion every day, or at least every second or third day for some time, you will soon experience what great benefit you have thereby rendered to your body.

If you have no spare time early in the morning, any hour of the day will be suitable for the ablution. Go to your bedroom, to the wash-house, etc., for 2 or 3 minutes, and the beneficial work is done. If only we were not so comfort-loving and shy of water!

The blacksmith, having finished his work, washes his face to cleanse it from soot and coal-dust; the peasant coming home from the field, washes his hands, and in the hot summer-time before every other refreshment he takes a mouthful of water, to rinse his mouth and palate. How wisely both of them would act if, after their fatiguing day’s work, they were to wash away the last drop of perspiration in a whole-ablution! Would that this refreshing and strengthening practice were better known!

But not every one will derive the aforesaid benefit from this ablution at night, for with many it causes a rather unduly excitement of the nervous system. Therefore, try a few times to find out, if you are able to bear it, in which case bedtime will be found the most convenient for such applications.
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I have recommended the whole-ablution, which is a milder application, instead of the full-bath against sleeplessness with the best result.

In winter time I always advise people first to lie in bed for about 10 minutes, and only then when the whole body has become thoroughly warm to undertake the ablution.

b. The whole-ablution for the sick.

It is precisely with sick people that I have learned not only how little profit is derived from rubbing, brushing, etc., but moreover, how much harm is done through it by disproportionate warming, excitation, etc.

Regarding the whole-ablution for sick people the main point to be well observed is, that no part of the body, even including the soles of the feet, be neglected, but that the entire surface of the body be very quickly and as equally as possible touched by the water.

For sick people I always order the ablution to be taken as follows:

The patient sits up in bed, or, in case of great weakness, is supported by someone.

The back is quickly washed, along the whole of the spine; this is done in half a minute, and the patient can lie down again. Then chest and abdomen are washed; those who are not excessively weak, generally do this themselves. In one minute or less, this also is accomplished; in the same manner the arms, and lastly the legs. In 3 or 4 minutes all is over, and the patient feels as if beginning a new life. With good will and kind care this benefit may be afforded to one who is seriously ill as easily as the washing of hands and face. After a few applications the person administering it will find the proceeding an easy one.

Should the whole-ablution really be too much for a person who is seriously ill, 2 or 3 part-ablutions may be applied instead. In the morning, chest, abdomen and arms are washed, in the afternoon back and feet. Or chest and abdomen may be washed in the morning, the back
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in the middle of the day, and the arms and legs in the afternoon.

A careful, quick ablution can never do any harm, even if it is done with the freshest water, which is always the best.

When and how often the whole-ablution is to be taken by patients, is said where the different diseases are spoken of.

I only wish to observe here, that especially in violent fever, and also in cases of diseases accompanied by such fever, e. g., typhus and small-pox, the whole-ablations play a chief part and are always taken instead of the cold whole-baths, when the latter for some reason or other cannot be taken.

The time for the repetition of the ablution is indicated by the increasing heat and the agitation connected with it; according to circumstances it may be repeated every half hour.

I have cured many diseases like catarrh, mucous fever, small-pox, typhus, etc., solely by the use of the whole-ablution.

For weak natures I very often use vinegar diluted with water instead of water for the ablution, not to speak of its more thoroughly cleansing the skin, and opening the pores, it has also a strengthening effect.

It is very often said that the ablutions with wine, spirit, etc. (I except the vinegar) are of extraordinary good effect. I have tried such ablutions very often, and scrutinized them, but the effect was always but the ordinary one, sometimes less than that.

Years ago the French brandy was considered as the "Non plus ultra" of all means of washing; thousands of bottles were sold and bought; but then for some years it was no longer spoken of, and it is only lately that this spirit is making a tour around the world.

Such remedies have appeared at different times like the comets. Oftentimes they drag a big tail after them; but then they disappear for ever. They are not regular, or-
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ordinary stars, shining quietly night after night without interruption and without ceasing. I should like to compare the water with the latter. It operates, and its application will remain, when such "extraordinary" streams have long ceased flowing, partly because they did not stand the test.

My most sincere wish is that the water may open its path everywhere, but especially into those circles which could do so much to make its beneficial effects known to, and appreciated by, all others.

2. The part-ablation

does not relate to the whole body, but to certain parts of it. It is performed with the hand, or with a coarse towel, dipped in water. For the rest the rules are the same as above.

If a finger or a toe, a foot or a hand, or any other part of the body be inflamed—then use the water to extinguish whenever and wherever there is fire.

Detailed particulars regarding the time when such part-ablations may be necessary are given with the special cases of diseases.

F.—PACKAGES.

In the first place we name

1. The head-package.

This can be applied in a twofold way.

The whole head, face and hair, is entirely wetted, so that the water penetrates the skin, but the hair must not drip with water; that would be too much of a good thing. A dry cloth is wrapped closely around the head, so as to prevent the air from entering, leaving only half the forehead and the eyes visible. In less than one hour, even in half an hour, the hair will be dry.

This ablution and covering of the head may be repeated once, twice or even three times. Only be careful
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that the cloth covering the wet head is quite dry when put on. The second and third application should each last half an hour; but before every fresh application the hair must be thoroughly dry.

At the end of the last application accustom yourself to the practice of washing neck and head quickly with cold water, and of drying them as after the morning washing.

A still better way of application is the following, especially in cases where strong secretion of unhealthy matter is intended.

The head is washed as above said. This time the bandaging (packing) is done with two cloths, first with the hermetically closing one, as in the first application, and then with a lighter woolen cloth likewise close fitting. Should the heat in the head be very intense, the under cloth as well as the hair might be wetted.

If the application is to be made for a longer time, the renewing of the wet cloth must not be delayed, at the utmost not for longer than 25 to 30 minutes.

The application is concluded as above said.

Complaints of the head, especially rheumatic ones, originating in colds or sudden change of temperature; scurfs, dry eruptions, small ulcers on the skin of the head may be treated successfully with the head-package.

2. The neck-package.

The milder form of the neck-package consists in wetting the whole of the neck with the hand or a towel, and then bandaging (packing) it carefully, but not too tightly, with a dry coarse linen cloth, going three or four times around the neck, to prevent thereby the penetrating of the fresh air to the wetted spot.

The second way of applying the bandage is by dipping a soft towel in fresh water and putting it around the neck. The wet towel is covered with a dry one, and both of them with a woolen or flannel bandage, or any dry
woolen material, but always be careful about the hermetically closing.

My entire experience compels me to disapprove in general of applications of long duration; they very often bring about the contrary of what was intended: impairment instead of improvement, which very often is the only reason why the applications lose their credit, and the confidence of the public. A patient who is thus frightened and disappointed will scarcely ever be reconciled to the water applications; all the powers of persuasion and conviction will be useless.

I wish to extend this general remark to all the packages.

The packages altogether are specially intended to prevent excessive and irregular streaming of the blood to any particular spot, to draw away the blood from a particular spot, and take away excessive heat, but if the packages are allowed to remain too long, the whole night for instance on the diseased spot, this spot will become warmer and warmer; more blood will flow towards it; at last the heat will become exceedingly great, and by this the inflammation must get worse.

I entirely disapprove of applications of many hours' duration, more particularly of whole nights. According to my system a complete application lasts for one hour, at the most one hour and a half; and every half hour, according to circumstances every 20 minutes, the wet package is to be renewed, i. e., re-dipped in water and put around the neck again. This re-dipping may take place from 2 to 4 times during an application. It is not the same with every patient, but depends on the more or less intense heat which is felt. The feeling of a certain uneasiness and agitation may be the guide as to when the time for changing has come.

Against inflammations of the throat, against difficulty in swallowing, against many complaints of the head, the neck-package is prescribed; at the same time it is well
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to assist its effects by applications on other parts of the body, e. g., on the feet (wet socks) or on the whole body.

3. The shawl.

The shawl is a special application for the chest and the upper part of the back. For this a piece of coarse linen, one, or one and a half yard square, is used. The linen is folded in a triangular form, dipped in water, wrung out, and put on next to the skin as an ordinary shawl. (See fig. 23 and 24.) It is then covered hermetically with a dry wrapper of linen or woolen material. The patient soon perceives an agreeable warmth, the shawl becomes warm, and by and by even hot.

The duration of this application may be from half an hour to one hour and a half, in rare cases for two hours, the latter when a stronger effect is wished for.

In cases of longer duration the renewing, i. e., the dipping of the package, ought not to be overlooked. It should be done after half or three quarters of an hour, usually then when the heat is great and the package becomes warm or hot.

This perfectly harmless package acts in a dissolving and evacuating manner, and is prescribed against congestions, in the first stages of inflammations in the head, feverish catarrhs, phlegm in the throat, in the wind-pipe, or in the chest.

It has always been of the greatest service to females who were suffering from melancholy, or whose mind was
disturbed. In connection with another equally slight application the shawl was quite sufficient to draw the blood away from the overfilled head.

This second application was generally wet socks, foot-packages, or a warm foot-bath with ashes and salt.

4. The foot-package.

This package is always an important auxiliary application, i.e., it is used to assist other applications. We have two kinds of foot-packages, namely:

a. The foot-package proper.

Country people whose time and means are limited take this package in the simplest way by putting on at night a pair of wet socks, and over them dry woolen stockings, and during the time of application they may lie in bed under a good covering.

If you object to this, you may dip coarse pieces of linen, or a linen bandage into a mixture of half water and half vinegar, swathe the feet with them to above the ankles, put a dry covering around (a flannel bandage is the best), and then wrap yourself well up in bed.

The application lasts for one hour, one and a half or two hours, and this time must be spent in bed.

In case of great heat (the application is chiefly intended for the removing of heat, as for instance in case of inflammation of the lungs, or pectoral fever, or inflammation of the bowels) the package must be renewed at every increase of heat.

In all cases where morbid juices are to be extracted from the feet, where the heat is to be taken away, where the blood is to be drawn down from the upper part of the body, this foot-package is of excellent service.

Do not confound it, however, with the foot-bath and its effects! The duration of the foot-bath is much shorter, and, therefore, its effect is more limited. It indeed leads the warmth, the blood, to the feet; but a purification, an evacuation of morbid juices cannot be effected by either a cold or a warm foot-bath.
I must not forget one application of this foot-package. If you are able to bear the water applications at night, put on wet socks before going to sleep; of course, dry ones over them. By so doing you will lose no time; you will sleep exceedingly well, and need not trouble about the time of duration. But remember that when awaking in the night, or early in the morning, the wet socks must be taken off at once.

To country people, who are very tired at night, this foot-package gives very great relief, even more thoroughly than the cold foot-bath.

If you are suffering from cold feet only try this foot-package at night.

I also have often recommended it with success to people with sweating feet, but only after they had taken several foot-vapors.

b. The knee-package.

This package reaching above the knees operates in the same way as the one described under a, but more strongly than the foot-package proper.

The wet-linen package which, when used as foot-package, reaches above the ankles, here extends to above the knees, and is well covered with dry, if possible, woolen wrappers.

The time of duration, as well as the other rules, are the same as for the foot-package a.

I strongly recommend this package for drawing off heat from the upper body, for removing great weariness, and especially for the loosening of tormenting gases.

It is not to be confounded with the "standing in water to above the knees," which is spoken of with the half-baths. That application is only of a strengthening nature, but is powerless to secrete or draw out unhealthy matter.

5. The lower package

is thus called, because it is principally employed against complaints of the legs and the lower part of the body.
It begins under the arms and reaches down over the feet. Shoulders and arms are not touched and must, when the patient lies in bed, be well covered with the shirt or better still with warmer clothing, in order to keep them warm.

The lower package is prepared and applied as follows:

A woolen blanket, as wide as possible, is extended lengthwise on the sheet which covers the mattress of the straw-bed. The linen prepared for the package must be large enough to go around the body twice, in many cases 3 or 4 times, and to reach down over the feet. It is doubled, then dipped in cold water, well wrung out so as no longer to dip, and laid in the form of a rectangle in the bed upon the prepared blanket. The patient lies down on the wet sheet, tucks it in on the right and left side, but in such a way that wet comes on wet, and no part of the body remains uncovered. The blanket, which was laid under the wet linen is then drawn together over this as a protecting and hermetical wrapper; the whole is carefully covered with a blanket and warm quilt. In most cases, an extra covering will be required for the feet. (See fig. 25.)

The matter is not as complicated as it may appear when reading. The whole can be facilitated in this way: The patient being still out of bed, winds the wet bandage around his body, according to the prescription, and then lies down on the extended blanket. In order to accomplish all as quickly as possible and to prevent him from being
unduly exposed to the air, some one else may easily help him to smoothe the wet bandage, to put it right, to fasten the edges, and lastly to cover the patient carefully.

I know many persons who can, without trouble and in the shortest time (that is the main point), prepare and apply to themselves all the larger packages without any assistance.

One remark may find place here, to take away the horror which may have seized many when reading this.

If you cannot overcome your aversion to the cold water, if you have little natural warmth, tender nerves, etc., you may simply dip the bandage in hot water.

For weakly people, for those who are poor of blood, and especially for the aged, I do not exactly order the dipping into hot water, but I always prefer it.

The application of the lower package lasts one, one and a half, sometimes two hours. The feeling of cold which is experienced at first, will soon give way to an agreeable warmth.

Poor country people make a much shorter proceeding of it. They take an old, rather worn out, and therefore less stiff flour-sack, dip it into the water, wring it out thoroughly, and then slip into it to under the arms. In this comical attire they lie down on the extended blanket in the bed, and wrap themselves well up with this and the warm quilt. Hundreds have tried this kind of "sacking." Don't be ashamed of it; the sack will agree very well with you.

The effects of the lower package which is always taken in connection with other applications are various: Warming, dissolving and evacuating. It produces these effects, as has already been said, particularly on the bowels. Against swollen feet, rheumatism and gout, against complaints of the kidneys, flatulence, cramps, etc., it is always used as a valuable auxiliary.

Instead of simple cold or warm water, I very often use decoctions of hay-flowers, sour hay, oat-straw, pine twigs, for wetting the packages. The sour hay is a substitute
The figures show how these packages may be self applied.
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for hay-flowers; both of them are good against urinary diseases, and, in a subordinate way, against gravel and stone complaints.

A decoction of oat-straw has always proved of good effect against gout and gravel; decoctions of pine-twigs, for weakly constitutions, for leading out gases and for removing spasms of the bowels.

6. The short package

is the one most universally applied. It forms a separate application of itself, i.e., it operates on the whole body without any connection with other water-applications. It raises the natural warmth, and on the other hand takes away the too great heat, according as its application lasts for a longer or shorter time.

"This package is worth everything," some one used to say; "it is among the packages what the thiller is among the other horses."

The advantage that every one can apply it to himself, easily and conveniently, has much contributed to its being liked as a general favorite. The short package begins its wrappings like the lower package, under the arms, and ends above the knees. A coarse piece of linen of such a breadth is wetted, wrung out and put around the body closely. A blanket closes the wrapper hermetically, and the warm quilt brings on the necessary warmth. (See fig.)

Weak and aged persons, and in general all those of poor blood, not only may, but ought to apply the package warm.

The whole application lasts, according to prescription, one, one and a half, sometimes two hours.

If healthy people would take a package every week, or
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at least every fortnight, they would entirely prevent a
great number of diseases. It also operates favorably and
in a purifying manner on the kidneys, the liver, and espe-
cially on the bowels, which it purifies from shut up winds,
troublesome gases, retained matters, and superfluous
water. Dropsy, complaints of the heart and stomach,
very often originating in a pressure of gases upwards,
and ceasing as soon as the latter are removed, are un-
known guests to the friends of the short package. I know
a number of such true friends, who sleep many a night
enveloped in it, and enjoy thereby an excellent rest until
morning.

Against phlegm of the stomach, diseases of the heart
and lungs, against various complaints of the head and
throat, the short package finds its manifold applications.
Further particulars are to be found in the third part.

Whenever I am in doubt about a complaint, or if I
want to ascertain the exact seat of the disease, the short
package is always my trusted and best adviser.

Patients whose bowels are weakened, no matter by
what cause, I advise to rub the abdomen either imme-
diately before or after the short package, with lard or
camphor-oil.

Against cramps I sometimes order a single piece of
linen to be dipped in vinegar and put under the package,
next to the skin. For cramps accompanied by a feeling
of cold, warm packages are more suitable.

7. The wet shirt

is an often used and much liked application, which by
its very name sufficiently indicates what is meant by it.

An ordinary linen shirt is dipped in water, wrung out
thoroughly, and put on as usual. The patient lies down
in bed upon an extended blanket, wraps himself up well.
The Wet Shirt shorter than the Spanish Mantle is arranged in the same way.
or is wrapped up by some one else, and then covered with a warm quilt.

I know a gentleman who found even this too complicated. He stood in a bath, covered with his shirt, and had a can of water poured over his whole body. Then he was wrapped in the woolen covers. He could not praise highly enough this “first and best application,” and spoke in glorious terms of how it brought on good sleep, and a happy cheerfulness, made the mind brisk, and refreshed the body.

The patient remains in the wet shirt for one, one and a half, or at the utmost two hours. With regard to its effects I have made the experience that it opens the pores and extracts, like a not too strong drawing plaster, that it appeases, removes congestions and spasms, brings on proportionate natural warmth, and highly improves the general health by its distinguished effects on the skin. I have applied it, with very great success, against dis­temper of the mind, to children suffering from St. Vitus’s dance, and such like cases, and especially against diseases of the skin. If, in the latter cases, strong evacuations were wished for, eruptions such as in scarlet fever, etc., to be brought out, I ordered the shirt to be dipped in salt-water, or in water mixed with vinegar.

8. The Spanish mantle.

This strange appellation is not of my invention, but, being now universally in use amongst the water-friends of mine, I have no reason to look for another name.

The Spanish mantle, called also the large package, is a whole application of itself, like the full-bath and the short-bandage, because its effects extend to the whole organism. Nevertheless in serious and dangerous illness it is always used only alternately with other water-applications.

In what does this greatest package consist?
A kind of mantle is made of coarse linen. It resembles a wide shirt, open in front, and reaching down over the toes; it could also be called a wide, long linen night-gown. (See fig.) This mantle is dipped into cold water, wrung out and put on like a shirt, one part folding well over the other in front. For weaker people, for the aged, for those poor of blood, or afraid of water, the mantle may be dipped into hot water. The bed must be prepared beforehand, so that the woolen covers are ready to receive the cloaked patient. The best way is to spread a very wide blanket, or two smaller ones, broadwise on the mattress or straw-bed. The patient lies down on them, and is then closely wrapped in the blankets and covered with a feather-quilt. (See fig.) It is important that the putting on of the wet mantle and the wrapping up in wool are done as quickly as possible, in order that the exposure to the fresh air be limited to the shortest space of time possible.

Once a patient came to me who was suffering from every possible infirmity. Congestions, hemorrhoids, tormented him, and a faintness of the heart caused him great anguish. He made it a rule to put on the Spanish mantle once, or twice, a week; and after having done so for some time, all the above-named complaints, together
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with others were, as he called it, blown away. From that
time up to this day the gentleman uses the Spanish
mantle as a universal remedy; and as he has not much
spare time he puts it on when he goes to bed, and only
takes it off when awakening during night, or early in the
morning. He had a second Spanish mantle made, of
strong woolen material, which served him instead of the
blankets, and which made the help of others, for the ap-
lication, unnecessary.

The time of duration of an application is one, one and
a half, or at the most, two hours. It depends on the
strength of the individual, but especially on the cor­
pulence. For a weakly country-man one hour, or one
hour and a half, will be sufficient; for a brewer, two
hours may be prescribed without hesitation.

If you wish to know in what manner, and how strong­
ly the Spanish mantle operates, simply inspect the water
in which the package, after the application, must always
be washed most carefully. You will find it quite thick;
you will be astonished, and think it almost incredible,
that this package is able to extract such dirt. I remem­
ber cases where the white linen of the mantle seemed
to be dyed yellow, and no lather, but only the bleaching
on the grass, could give it back its former color.

The Spanish mantle thoroughly opens the chief pores
of the whole body in the mildest (by no means rugged)
manner; it evacuates all dirt, phlegm, etc. I need not say
how beneficially it must, therefore, act on the normal
temperature of the body, and on the general health.

I especially apply this great package in cases of rather
general catarrhs, affecting, more or less, the whole body,
mucous fever, gout, articular disease, small-pox, typhus,
to prevent strokes, etc. You will find it very often men­
tioned in the third part, where the various diseases are
spoken of.

If the mantle is dipped in decoctions of hay-flowers, oat­
straw, or pine-twigs, it operates exceedingly well against
complaints (gout, gravel, etc.) the healing of which is particular to these plants.

G.—DRINKING OF WATER.

Regarding this I can be very brief. I caution against two extremes, i.e., against two views, transgressing the right measure. Some twenty years ago, there were water-drinking matches. He who could master the highest number of pints ("Masser!"), was the greatest hero. A quantity of 4, 6, 8, 10 pints daily was not at all a rarity. Up to this day the thought is haunting about in many a mind, that much water-drinking must make healthy. Yet this idea is to be preferred to the other, which whispers to the heated brain that 3, 4, 5 pints of brown barley-water (beer) would not be too much fluid for the quantity of solid food which a person consumes daily.

To people of the second kind it seems that just the contrary of the above said is right; they do not drink any water for weeks, even for months; for in their opinion the drinking of water does no good; they shun the beer; still less they would take wine, which seems to them but a poisonous spirit. I will try to show that here too the golden way lies in the middle between the two extremes.

Some minutes before the clock strikes, it gives a warning. Has then the great workmaster, our Creator, made something which is only half complete, something which is only a blunder? Or has man brought disorder into His wonderful order? Yes, the latter is the case. The infinitely wise Creator, God, makes the hunger announce itself, when it is time to eat, and the thirst knock, when it is time to drink. The human body, this living clock with the best work, would go without fault, if foolish man would not throw, so to say, dirt and sand and other filth, between the wheels, and thereby disturb, perhaps even destroy, their regular movement.

Tame and wild animals look out for food as often as they feel hungry; they run for the fresh spring to drink
as often as they are thirsty. As soon as they have satisfied their hunger and thirst, they take no more.

Man does just the same if he lives a regular mode of life, whether he be healthy or sick.

Therefore our special and highest principle on this point, a golden principle, which ought to be observed by every one, is this:

Drink as often as you are thirsty, and never drink much!

I know people who, the whole week long, perhaps, do not drink one drop of water; others who, at breakfast, take the usual glass and are satisfied for the whole day. They never feel thirsty; the reason is that by our manner of preparing food a good quantity of water is conveyed to the body daily. Except when caused by great heat in summer, or by such heat as is generally the forerunner of an illness, the real thirst is a rare guest with many people; and to me, at least, it is always a puzzle, how, nevertheless, so many people occasion such real inundations to their poor stomach without any necessity. Such doings cannot, of course, remain unavenged.

Here I must say a word about drinking at table, chiefly during dinner. By country people it is scarcely done, at least, not in any great measure. The matter rather concerns town people and those of higher standing. To drink between eating, is not good, people say. I know many physicians, especially such of the ancient school, who advise healthy people against it, and strictly forbid it to their patients. Whosoever has an observing eye and some experience knows that all those who like much drinking always complain of bad digestion.

That cannot be otherwise. But why?

While the food is being masticated, it is, or should be, mixed, quite penetrated with saliva, which is prepared for this purpose by special organs, the salivary glands.

It would not be wise to swallow anything solid, i.e., to bring it to the stomach, before the important preparatory work of crushing and softening is well done. After
that, the so prepared food is, in the stomach, soaked with the gastric juice. The purer, the better, the more primitive, i.e., unmixed this essential juice is, the better the digestion and its results, i.e., the better also the juices and the nourishment which are prepared by digestion and offered to nature for completing and perfecting the different parts of the body.

If, then, some one takes food and pours a strange fluid, be it water, wine or beer, upon it, this food is no longer penetrated by the pure gastric juice; it is, at least, partly, soaked with the supplied water, beer or wine.

If a person applies this overpouring to his stomach 6 or 8 times during one meal, he, first of all, dilutes the gastric juice in such a way that it is no longer fit to serve as a digestive essence; and he further causes his stomach to be filled, or rather tormented, with a 6 or 8-fold food-mixture. How then can he complain if his stomach cries out with pain, if his digestion is bad, which is so often the case.

In what way is the drinking to be regulated?

If you are thirsty before meals, well, then drink! The thirst announces a want of juices. Moreover, the gastric juices are thick and want a dilution.

At table do not drink at all, or very little, in order that the purest gastric juice may soak and penetrate all, even the last mouthful of food.

If, a good time after meals, the food mixture again wants some fluid to help the stomach to digestion, in other words, if after 1, 2 or 3 hours you are thirsty, you may drink, but moderately.

It is precisely on this point that I have consulted many able physicians; they all perfectly agreed with me, and attributed the multitude of complaints of the stomach, in a great measure, to the transgressions relating to the quantity of drink.

Drink as often as you are thirsty, and never drink much!
Country people do not like the heavy shower of rain; they assert that it is not fertilizing, and does more harm than good to the fields. On the other hand, they assure us that those great morning fogs which wet the peasant’s hat until it drips, are their dear friends, because they bring and promote the “best fertility.”

The body, especially the stomach, requires fluids, in order to dilute its gastric juice, from time to time to augment it, and to become master over all the solid substances. It announces itself every time it is in need; sometimes it knocks gently by a mild desire for water, sometimes it calls and shouts loudly, by a violent thirst. Then you should always listen to it, let the shouting come from a healthy, or from a sick stomach; but never give it more than is wholesome for it; small quantities at regular intervals; in diseases especially, in the heat of fever, rather take oftener, i.e., every 5 to 10 minutes, one spoonful than a glassful at once. The latter would not appease the thirst, but add a new complaint to the existing one.

One example of my proceeding may conclude this passage. A person is suffering from costiveness; the bowels are tormented with great heat, and the poor patient with a violent thirst. He thinks he could drink 2, 3 or 4 glasses of water, one after the other; it seems to him as if it were poured into a burning furnace. That I believe; the mass of water goes to the stomach, and then, without touching the suffering part, or influencing it favorably, makes a quick travel through the body, until it comes out undigested, and even floats away with it a good quantity of the indispensable gastric juice. Instead of the many glasses of water, let the patient take only one spoonful every half hour during one day. He will experience quite another effect: an effect which must necessarily be the result of a rational treatment.

The small quantity of water is soon taken up by the gastric juice, and easily mixed with it. The repetition following every half hour gives more copious juices, which, flowing through the body and bowels, in a normal
way, cooling, softening and dissolving, soon put an end to all stagnation and constipation. Numberless persons have followed my advice in this point, and they quickly found help. Probatum est!

Much has been said and written lately about the effects of drinking hot water (99 to 110° F. as coffee or tea), especially in cases of chronical diseases. I myself have, years ago, obtained good results when prescribing it to my patients. Who would blame, or condemn a person for preferring the warm water to the cold, fresh element! That is simply a matter of taste. I have, however, found by experience that cold, living water, does the same, or even better service. For myself I prefer it to all luke-warm or hot water. Let everyone choose what he likes best!
PART II.

APOTHECA.

"Benedicte universa germinantia in terra Domino!"
"Let every herb of the earth praise the Lord!"

GENERAL REMARKS.

AMONG all the things which I abhor and hate, the proprietary drugs, the trading with remedies which are kept as a secret by their inventors, hold a prominent place.

No one shall ever reproach me with such a thing. Therefore, in this second part, I open all the drawers and cases of my apotheca, and let everyone look into them, even to the last little tea-box and the smallest oil bottle.*

Every druggist's shop contains a great many expensive things; but in mine, there is not much of the extraordinary to be found. This I own quite willingly, and instead of a defect, I consider it a great recommendation for my apotheca.

Nearly all my teas, extracts, oils, and powders are prepared from medical herbs, which were formerly esteemed, but are now very often despised, herbs which are to be had for a trifle, and which our dear Lord has planted in our own garden, in the fields, many of them around our

* The receipt alone of the secretive oil which is used externally in special cases (never internally) has been reserved to prevent misuse. Even if I were to make it known, people would not derive any benefit from it, because the druggist is not allowed to give it unless the receipt is shown each time, and I myself cannot and dare not forward it, as I am neither a physician nor a druggist.
houses, many on remote, unfrequented spots, so that we
can gather them free of cost.

I have written my little book first of all for poor sick
people, for whose benefit, keeping before my eyes the
heavenly reward, I also carry on this troublesome busi-
ness, or, if you like to put it so, to spoil other people's
trade. It was for them that I purposely inquired after
the likewise poor old acquaintances, the herbs, setting
aside many other things. For long years I have examined
and experimented, dried and cut up, boiled and tasted.
There is not one little herb, or powder, which I have not
myself tried and found good. My only wish is that my old
acquaintances may be respected again, at least by one
class of people, the poor.

I have long deliberated before I resolved to add this
apotheca to the applications of water, which in them-
selves are sufficient, lest these remedies which assist the
water by acting inwardly, could be looked upon as a vote
of mistrust in the water.

But there are patients who, from unconquerable fear
of water, would have great difficulty in resolving to make
a course of water-applications, often necessary for some
considerable time. I wished to facilitate the cure for
them, in other words, to reduce the water-applications,
to simplify them, and shorten their duration. This can
and will be done by giving assistance to the exterior cure
(with water) by an interior cure (with remedies).

Those who inspect all the articles of my apotheca, will
see at once that they, like the water-applications them-
selves, have a threefold aim, i. e., to dissolve morbid mat-
ters in the interior, to evacuate them and then to
strengthen the organism. Regarding this, I believe I may
justly affirm, that both cures, the interior and the exte-
rior, harmonize and work together with perfect unity.
I caution people against an illusion.

Whoever thinks that the water-applications ought to
be used very rigidly and harshly, is mistaken.
Whoever is of the opinion that he ought to use interior remedies often and in great quantities, is likewise mistaken. Always and in all cases, keep to the golden principle: the gentlest application, be it exterior or interior, is the best.*

Plants with doubtful effect, like althea, liquorice wood, etc.; with the least unfavorable effects, e.g., on the stomach, like senna-leaves, hops, etc., above all, poisonous plants, I have put aside on principle.**

How good is God!—I cannot help saying it from my inmost heart. He not only makes the earth bring forth all that is necessary for the support of life, for our daily bread. He who in His infinite wisdom has created everything according to measure, number and weight, makes in His paternal love numberless little herbs spring up from the earth in order to bring comfort to man in days of sickness, mitigation and healing to his body convulsed with pain.

How good is God! Oh, that we could recognize it! Let us search for the little herbs, which announce themselves by the smelling bottles attached to them by the Creator, the aromatic wholesome scent; and let us, when gathering them, glorify with filial gratitude our infinitely loving Father, who is in Heaven!

* There are many patients who think that a great number of medicines, pills, etc., must cure them. I remember well a very able physician who ordered as little medicines as possible, and often complained of the foolishness of persons who, against the verdict of the physician, are always crying out for medicines. "When such intolerable fools came and tormented me," he once said, "I gave them pills made of bread with a small, indifferent mixture, simply to give them the smell of chemistry. They took the pills, and when I saw them again, I was sure to learn that these pills, the best they had taken in all their life, had cured them."

** One word about sweets and dainties. When I hear of men tending to such childish things, it makes me feel quite annoyed; if I hear the same of children, I pity the poor creatures, and deplore the shortsightedness or want of watchfulness of the parents. To offer such things to a sick person, would be an inexcusable offence. I absolutely and decidedly condemn all these dainties, whatever their name or reputation may be! The stomach and other parts can be entirely ruined by them.
Our house apotheca must consist of four chief divisions, and some smaller compartments.

In the chief division we put

In the 1st: the extracts,

" " 2nd (the largest): the different teas,

" " 3rd: the powders,

" " 4th: the oils.

In the smaller compartments everything not belonging to one of the said four divisions, is to be arranged in good order.

Also the linen pieces for bandages (always clean and fresh), the cotton wool, etc., may be put in one of the smaller compartments.

The extracts and oils must be kept in bottles; the different teas and powders either in strong paper bags or, which is better, in boxes. (If you order new ones, let them be oval and proportionate, though of different sizes, and put them in ranks like soldiers.) This makes the apotheca a pleasure to look at, and gives it a good appearance, and that is due to it, too. Keep all in a cool but not damp place (to prevent mouldering), and not in a too remote part of the house.

Every bottle, every box, or paper bag must have the name of its contents written very legibly on it. The best way is to put the different medicines of every division in an alphabetic order.

Above all, great order is to be kept in the apotheca. Any one going to it for the first time, must be able to find in a moment every bottle, every tea, etc. Moreover, great cleanliness is required. There must never be found, I will not say a layer of dust, but not even an atom of it on any box; there must not be any stain of dirt or oil hanging down like carelessly combed hair on any bottle, not even on the oil bottle.

Nothing is more dishonorable to a house than uncleanness; mark well as a rule: The estimation of a house rests on the condition of two things. If those things are in good order, the conclusion is that everything else
is in order, too. If the contrary is the case, a less favorable judgment of the inhabitants of the house must be given.

Will you know what things I mean? They are: Apotheca and closet.

The best way to keep the apotheca in good order will be for the mother or a diligent son, or the most cleanly and orderly daughter to take the care and responsibility of it.

They will look upon it as a matter of honor to keep the strictest and most conscientious cleanliness, and will always have a duster close at hand. If they hold this office well, which will be a benefit to the whole house, to all its members, they may joyfully remember the words of our Savior: "Inasmuch as you have done it unto one of the least of my brethren, you have done it unto Me."

At the end of this second part, I have mentioned what should generally be found in such a small apotheca.* Do not keep unnecessary things; by and by one or the other remedy may be added.

Here I wish to say a word about the preparation of extracts, teas and powders.

**EXTRACTS.**

The interior virtues, the healing juices of a plant can be drawn out in various ways. We get the best and strongest in the real so-called extract.

It is prepared as follows:

Choose from the herbs, berries, etc., of which you wish to get an extract, the very best, the ripest, the most perfect ones, and dry them on a wooden board in the open air, but (remember this well) always in the shade, never in the sun. The drying will show you which are not quite perfect for use.

After having well dried the herbs, berries, etc., cut them into pieces, if necessary, and put them in a bottle (wine-

---

* With every medicine it is precisely said in which form it may be used, whether as extract, powder, tea, oil, etc.
bottle). This is to be filled with real corn-brandy—which I prefer to everything else—or, if you cannot get it, with pure spirit or other brandy, closed hermetically, and kept for sometime on a moderately warm spot.*

I have sometimes kept such bottles standing for a year and longer still, and only then poured off the juice of the herbs soaked with the spirit as extract. In case of necessity, you may use it even if it has only been mixed a few days before.

The extracts are taken by drops, in some cases (it is always expressly said) a teaspoonful is given as the smaller dose, and a tablespoonful as the greater one.

TEAS.

The weather being dry, you may perhaps on your way home from the fields, or when going out to look at your standing crops, take a ramble to gather here one medicinal herb, and there another. Those growing on dry ground, or on the sunny hill-side, are to be preferred; the plants gathered in their best blossom will bring you the most excellent, and in your sufferings the most beneficial fruit. Many of the herbs are growing in your meadow or kitchen garden, near your house or your barn. You need only show your ten-year old boy or your little girl what to do, then you will not lose any time by gathering the herbs, and will give pleasure to your children.

The garden and field herbs are to be renewed every year, i. e., fresh ones gathered and the old ones thrown away.

Every mother knows how to prepare tea. For one cup she takes as much of the dried herbs as she can hold with three fingers, pours boiling water into the little pan upon the tea-leaves or blossoms, and lets it boil for some minutes, then she pours out the prepared tea.

* All the herbs, berries, etc. used for extracts, may also be put in wine, as is said at the place relating to them. This wine, however, is only fit for immediate use, not for long keeping.
Prepared in this way tea has the finest taste with the best aroma peculiar to every plant; but it is not the strongest tea.

In my own apothecary the herbs are really decocted for a longer time, thoroughly stewed, so that not a particle of the healing power is lost, but all is caught in the water.

How it is to be taken, either by cupfuls or spoonfuls, is said with every disease.

PODVERS.

The powders are prepared by grinding, or by crushing in a mortar the dry roots, leaves, grains, or berries of the medicinal herbs.

Many patients find it easier to take the powders than the teas. The prescribed powder is strewn like a spice (pepper, cinnamon), on the food or mixed with a drink, so that the patient does not perceive it.

The vessels in which the different powders are preserved must be very carefully closed in order to prevent the dust from getting in.

OILS.

The preparation of oils which are not bought at the druggist’s is specially given with every disease for which they are to be used.

It is precisely by the clean appearance of the oil-bottles that the sense for order, cleanliness, etc., makes itself known.
MEDICINES.

The medicines of which I make use, arranged in alphabetical order, are the following:

1. Almond-oil.

The sweet almond-oil deserves one of the first places among the oils in the apothecary. It operates on various infirmities and complaints internal as well as external ones, in a softening, cooling and dissolving manner.

It dissolves phlegm in the wind-pipe, or in the stomach, and in the latter case it restores appetite and digestion.

In inflammations, especially the dreaded inflammation of the lungs, it cools. Such patients ought to take one teaspoonful of almond-oil, three or four times a day.

When applied externally, this oil is of especial service to those who suffer from various diseases. The almond-oil
is to my knowledge the best anodyne and dissolving remedy for such complaints as humming in the ears, sharp pains in the ears, cramps in the ears, obdurate ear-wax. Pour six or eight drops into the suffering ear and stop it with cotton-wool.

If your hearing is becoming difficult through cold, draught, or rheumatism, pour seven or eight drops into one ear, and on the next day pour the same quantity into the other ear, each time stopping the ear with cotton-wool. After a few days you may wash the interior of the ear with luke-warm water, and you will see the result. It would be better to let a competent man syringe the ear with an ear-syringe.

Tumors with great heat (inflammation) should be rubbed softly with almond-oil; it will cease the piercing pain and cool the burning heat.

The so-called, often so painful "chinks" of country people, wounds originating from sitting, lying or riding, etc., no matter on what part of the body, may be exceedingly well treated by a soft rubbing with sweet almond-oil.

If you cannot get this oil, take salad-oil instead.

2. Althea. (Althea officinalis L.)

Althea. (Althea officinalis L.)

a. Top of the branch (three-eighths of its natural growth).
b. Fruit seen from the back.
c. Fruit seen from the front.

Althea. (Althea officinalis) is much used as tea for colds. I do not like it very much, because it has proved deficient to my expectations. Already when boiling it, you get a clammy mass which in a comparatively short time becomes slimy and thereby—which often occurs—must deprive the patient of all appetite. I never recommend such medicaments. To speak
mildly, herb and root of this althea are somewhat suspicious to me. Therefore I always choose herbs which do the same service without any doubt.

3. Alum.

Alum is corrosive; therefore it is suitable for foul and bad wounds. I have seen how it even prevented a not too far advanced cancer from spreading.

Suppurated, grown-in nails ought to be treated with alum.

The application is as follows:

Alum is either pulverized, i.e., pounded to a fine dust and directly strewn on the wound, or it is dissolved in water, and this solution used in the form of ablutions, on linen wetted with it, is laid on the wound.

When the wounds are quite cleansed from matter and putrid flesh, the alum operates in a contracting, drying and speedily healing manner.

Diluted alum water is a proved remedy for teeth on which putrid flesh with stagnant blood has grown.

It is also already known and used for washing mouth and teeth, or as a gargarism.

4. Anise. (Pimpinella anisum.)

Anise like fennel is to be recommended highly. Its operation on gases (winds) is far superior to that of fennel. In most cases both remedies are mixed together.

The oils of anise and fennel can best be obtained at a druggist's shop. Against the above-named complaint it is sufficient to take four to seven drops on sugar once or twice a day.
Barbadoes Aloes. (Aloe vulgaris.)

Barbadoes aloes (the powder is bought at the druggist's) is of good effect both for interior and exterior use.
One to two pinches of aloe-powder, boiled with a teaspoonful of honey, thoroughly purify the stomach without the least trouble. If the aloe-powder is mixed with that of other herbs and prepared as tea, its effects are still more lasting. The mixture is generally prepared as follows: One pinch of aloe, sufficient elder flowers, for two cups of tea; a small teaspoonful of Foenum graecum, one teaspoonful of fennel. These two cups of tea are to be taken within two days. The effects, which do not consist in violent purging, but only in a copious evacuation of the bowels, appear only after twelve to thirty hours.

An application of aloe with St. John's wort and common yarrow, will be mentioned later on.

Aloe shows the same cleansing power for exterior application, as it does when used interiorly. An excellent eye-water may also be prepared from it for diseased, dim, red-edged, blear eyes, which discharge matter and other dirt. A good pinch of this powder is put into a medicine-glass, hot water poured upon it, then shaken, and the eyes are washed with it, within as well as without. The irritation and burning which is felt at first is of no consequence. Old wounds, putrid flesh, are exceedingly well cleansed and healed by such water. A piece of linen is for this purpose dipped in the aloe-water and put on the suffering part.

If ulcers, or rather the sharp fluids running from them, prevent the formation of new skin on any part of the body, aloe-powder is strewn on the place of the ulcer, thick enough to cover the whole open wound, which is then tied up with dry linen. This is repeated daily. The powder by absorbing the morbid matter forms a solid crust, under which the new skin will soon appear.

Fresh wounds, as well as old ones, are very quickly closed by aloe. Moreover, this clean and cleansing remedy can never bring any harm wherever it may be applied, in an eye or a wound.

Are we then to use even the bark of oak as a medicine? Certainly, be it fresh from the tree or dried.

Young bark of oak, boiled for about half an hour, gives a sanative decoction. A small towel is dipped into it and tied as a bandage around the neck; such bandages give great help to people afflicted with thick throats, and even with a goitre, if it has not yet grown too large and firm, this decoction operates as a most effective and harmless remedy. Complaints of the glands are removed just as thoroughly by these bandages.

Whoever is troubled with prolapses of the rectum, may often take sitting baths with a decoction of oak-bark, and also from time to time an injection of a diluted decoction.

The troublesome and often dangerous fistules on the rectum are dissolved and healed by the decoction.

Also hard tumors, if they are not inflamed, may be treated and dissolved in the same way.

Tea made of oat-bark operates like resin in a strengthening way on the inner vessels.

7. Bilberry. (Vaccinium myrtillus.)

About the end of July it is the children's delight to go to the woods; for then the bilberries are ripe, a favorite
fruit with little people. Old children, too, are fond of these berries. In large towns, in the fruit markets, this black fruit is to be found in basketfuls. Many a student's thoughts wander back to the happy years when he used to gather bilberries with his little sister.

No house should be without a good supply of bilberries, dried and put by for the year. They are of manifold use.

Two or three handfuls of bilberries are put into a bottle, and good, real brandy poured over them. The longer they stand (even for years) i.e., the better they are extracted, the more powerful a medicine will this berry-spirit be. If you are suffering from slight diarrhoea take from time to time some dried raw berries, chew and swallow them. Very often this mild remedy is sufficient. In large bathing places I have seen patients, who, to prevent disagreeable surprises on their walk, were provided by the experienced and thoughtful landlady with such little diarrhoea-stopping pills.

Violent, continuous diarrhoea, accompanied by great pains, sometimes with loss of blood, is stopped by taking a spoonful of bilberry brandy in a quarter of a pint of warm water. The same medicine may be repeated after 8 or 10 hours. Another repetition will scarcely be needed. Show me a more
harmless, and at the same time more effective remedy in a druggist's shop.

The same bilberry spirit, when taken in cases of dangerous dysentery, assists in a most efficient manner the exterior application of water (warm compresses of water and vinegar on the abdomen).

The extract of bilberries is the first and most indispensible among the extracts of our apotheca. It is of good effect in all the above-named cases, and is always the best helper of the bowels.

The dose depends upon the degree of the disease; the smallest is 10 to 20 drops on sugar, the greater about 30 drops, the greatest a teaspoonful, taken in warm water or in wine.

8. Bitter Aloe. (Agave Americana L.)

This plant's home is far away in America. Thence it has been brought to us; and it is not seldom to be seen in the windows of the friends of flowers, standing prominent among all the other plants. It is conspicuous and easily recognized by its very thick, pulpous, and rather long, sea-green and thorny leaves. Blossoms are seldom to be seen on it; but if the effects of the fleshy leaves were known, no florist would certainly let this exotic plant be wanting among his flowers.

The effects are these:

One of these leaves boiled in water and a cupful of the decoction taken, purges stomach and bowels. This plant is also a remedy for liver complaints and for jaundice, if it is pulverized and a pinch of it taken twice a day.

A leaf boiled with a teaspoonful of honey in half a pint of water and taken in small quantities, will take away interior heat, and will prove especially serviceable in cases, where there are blisters on the palate, or a whooping-cough has arisen from the interior heat. A small particle of the leaf, boiled with an eggspoonful of honey, takes away the heat from the eyes, if they are
Bitter Aloe.
(Agave Americana L.)

a. Flower,  b. receptacle after the time of flowering,
c. cross-section (less than its natural growth).

Thoroughly washed with it. If you have hurt yourself, or have got an ulcer on any part of your body, the application of this leaf will relieve you, for it is an excellent remedy.

Worm-wood boiled with aloe drives out the bad watery matters, from which dropsy is likely to originate, moreover, it improves the stomach.

On account of its many good qualities I advise every lover of flowers to give this plant a place among his flower-pots.

9. Black-thorn-blossoms. (Prunus spinosa.)

Black thorn-blossoms are the most harmless purgative, and should be found in every apothecia in the first and most easily accessible row.

How often one feels in the stomach, the bowels, the whole body, that a speedy purgative would be good, even necessary, one looks and sighs for an easy remedy, and it could be found so easily.
Take some Black-thorn blossoms, boil them for one minute, and take one cupful of this tea daily, for 3 or 4 days together. It operates gently, without any disagreeableness and trouble, but nevertheless thoroughly. I can strongly recommend this tea as a purifying and strengthening remedy for the stomach.

10. **Bog-bean** (*Menyanthes trifoliata*)
is a plant growing on marshy soil and generally near flowing water. Where the water cannot find an outlet and forms smaller or larger puddles, this march-plant grows
among other sour grasses. It has three leaves and a very bitter taste; therefore it is called in German: "Bitterklee" or bitter-clover. This herb gives an excellent tea for the stomach; it operates well on the digestion and prepares good gastric juices.

Bog-bean.

(Menyanthes trifoliata L.)

a. Ripe fruit. b. cross-section of the same. c. the same bursting (everything twice to six times its natural growth). d. cross-section of the seed (six times its natural growth). e. part of the flower (twice its natural growth).

Bog-bean, distilled with brandy, produces the so-called bitter-spirit, which has the same good effects.

11. Bone-dust. (See chalk dust.)

I always prepare three kinds of powder from this bone-dust. The first is the so-called:

a. Black powder.

I take the sound bones of healthy killed cattle, and expose them to red heat until they are burnt to coals. These black bone-coals are finely pounded, and the exceedingly simple and harmless black powder is ready. The second kind I keep is the so-called:

b. White powder.

I burn the bones to chalk, i.e., so long until they have the appearance of fresh burnt chalk. It is indeed chiefly chalk that I can get then; for the admitted salts or other stuffs are by far the smallest part. The calcined bones are
pulverized, and thereby I obtain a powder resembling chalk-dust; it is the so-called white powder. The third kind I call

c. Grey powder.

One part of white, one of black powder, one part of triturated white incense-grains mixed together make a powder of a greyish color, hence the name.

If you read my remarks about chalk-dust, you will understand why the powder of bone-coals plays a part, and a very important one in my apotheca.

Its effects are most striking if it is used after serious illnesses or by patients who are much weakened, whose strength is in a very low state. In many cases I myself have been astonished at the results.

Perhaps you may wonder why I prepare three different kinds of powder from the same bones. These three kinds of powder correspond to the different degrees of weakness from which the patients are suffering.

Convalescent people whose whole organism needs strengthening, even children who, like crippled little forest-trees live a miserable existence, and whose strength, no one knows why, is not increasing according to their age (to this class belong especially those children who are suffering from the so-called rickets), take the black powder every day, either in water or in their food, one or two pinches of it.

I give the white powder to patients with whom it is evident that the machine works but slowly or lazily, that the digestion and the formation of blood are out of order, that many parts of the body get but sparingly and irregularly what is necessary to them for growth and development, that particularly the framework is shaking like a decayed brickwork and threatening to tumble down. Like a mother who gives the baby such food as is suitable to its mouth and stomach, I serve, so to speak, the poor hungry bones with bone-dust, in order to keep them together. The grey powder, as the admixture of incense
shows, is especially to be given to such patients or convalescent people, whose interior vessels are in a state of great weakness.

Now, my dear reader, you know the secret of the black, white and grey powders, of which many, very many patients could tell you, and about which there has been so much guessing and disputing.

Believe me, by these powders alone I could have become a rich man! I abhor and condemn by principle the secrecy with remedies, and I fully agree with those who brand and condemn it as a sham and quackery.

My remedies have no need to shun the brightest daylight. Let every one examine and choose the best!

12. Bran.

How incomprehensibly we act in many points, is to be seen clearly by the treatment of the bran. Every servant girl gives the bran to the pigs, the bran, which, I should like to say, is more wholesome and nourishing than the flour itself. A housewife would act much more reasonably, if she would keep in her own custody the nourishing and wholesome bran, and impart this precious, nutritious and healthy remedy to her weak children.

Weak, convalescent people and children, like best the food which is easily digested. The weakest nature will be able to digest a decoction of bran, the extract, as it were, of the fruit itself.

Take bran from wheat or rye and boil for three quarters of an hour in water. The patient takes half a pint of this drink twice a day. White bread, dipped into this sweet juice, will be found very enjoyable.

I scarcely know a better drink for children and old people; they will always be thankful for the refreshment.

Would that all of us tried to become more simple, more natural and more easily satisfied! May God grant it; for much depends upon it.
A mother who takes care of her apotheca not only picks the pretty roses from the wild rose tree (Rosa canina), but she also carefully gathers the so-called hips, and this not only for making sauces, but also for sanitary purposes. She will search with still greater zeal in her own garden or elsewhere, if there is any one in the family suffering from gravel or stone in the kidneys or bladder, these dreadful and painful diseases. She knows that brier-tea will ease the pain and purify the affected parts.

I know a very old gentleman who in former years had suffered much from gravel and stone, and often did not know what to do, or where to seek for help. This tea was recommended to him, and he got so accustomed to it and so fond of it that for years past the usual cup is never allowed to be absent at night before going to bed; he likes it better than a glass of the best wine.

"These are my spirituous liquors," he said; "this is the oil which keeps the almost stopping machine of my old body working from day to day."

The husks are taken from the hips; then dried and the tea prepared from them.
14. Camomile. (Matricaria chamomilla.)

Camomile tea is used for colds, especially if they are attended by fever, for gripes, cramps, strong congestions, etc.

The little bags with camomiles, which are so useful for warming in various cases, are so well-known and liked in every house that it seems quite unnecessary to say anything further about them.
15. Camphor. (Laurus Camphora.)

The application of camphor is generally known and used. It operates in a softening, alleviating and lenitive manner.

It is used as camphor-spirit and camphor-oil.

Camphor-spirit is prepared by dissolving a piece of camphor, as large as a hazelnut, in half a pint of spirit and is only used externally as embrocation for contusions, sprains, rheumatics and spasms.

Many people use it as a strengthening remedy for the limbs, they are quite right in doing so.

Camphor, pounded with olive-oil, salad-oil or almond-oil until it is dissolved, is called camphor-oil. It is an excellent remedy for rheumatism and pains in the back; it also soothes the violent pains caused by the various kinds of rheumatism and similar tumors and cartilages.

Camphor.
(Laurus Camphora L.)
a. Stem (one-third of its natural growth), b. corolla (three times its natural growth), c. corolla extended (three times its natural growth), d. stamen (six times the natural size).

Caraway (Carum carvi) see Fennel.

16. Centaury. (Erythraea centaurium).*

What remarkable names were given by our forefathers to many herbs! And this was because they well knew their value. Our herb, therefore, must have been highly

* In German it is called "Tausendguldenkraut" that means a herb of a thousand florins worth.
valued by them. Its use is already indicated by its very bitter taste.

Tea from centaury evacuates the gases retained in the stomach, drives away useless and unhealthy acids, assists and improves the gastric juices, and operates advantageously on the kidneys and liver. It is the best remedy against heart-burn.

Whosoever is suffering from disturbances in the blood, especially from poverty of blood, or too strong circulation, etc., will obtain relief from the centaury.

17. Chalk-dust. (See bone-dust.)

Who has not noticed how fowls and domestic animals swallow grains of chalk or mortar?

And who has not heard how it is necessary to hide the chalk in school, as many a child would take it away and eat it like sugar, with a passionate delight.
Should not the chalk indeed be infused to man in many cases? The above-mentioned occurrences lead to mature reflections. I have used great quantities of chalk myself and advised others to use it; and the results were remarkable, i.e., extremely favorable.

The chalk contains lime, sulphur and other substances, or rather let us say building materials, which are necessary to the human body especially for building up the bone-frame, this splendid and wondrous building of the most able architect.

With weak people the building might perhaps be a failure or be wanting in solidity; there is, as it were, no good lime to join sand, stones and everything else together.

To such persons, even to very weak children, I give a pinch of chalk-dust once a day, in water, or in their food. The dust, having neither taste nor smell, can be taken without difficulty.

Whoever is suffering from a weak digestion, who in general cannot grow and strive properly in spite of every care bestowed upon him, may try every day the indicated pinch of chalk-dust.

“Here gypsum has been strewn,” was written by Franklin in large letters on his splendid flourishing clover-field with such or at least similar chalk-dust. Such and such a person has been chalked, I could say of many patients who fell into my hands.

But before all other patients I recommend this white dust to chlorotics; they ought to take daily not only one, but two pinches of dust, one early in the morning, the other at night. By this white powder their own white color will soon be transformed into a healthy, bright red.

Still more effective than chalk-dust is bone-dust.

18. Cloves.

Clove-oil operates in a similar manner as almond and salad-oil, with which it is also frequently mixed.

It has proved of special service to me against foul gases, and bad, foul juices in the stomach.
19. Coal-dust.

As a rule four to six drops of clove-oil are taken on sugar once or twice a day.

Coal-dust is always made of charcoal. The finest and best is that obtained from linden-wood, which is prepared even by many druggists. If linden-wood cannot be had, any other charcoal will do. The coal just taken out of the fire, is the most effective. To obtain the above-named coal-dust, it must be thoroughly pounded.

After diseases which have strongly affected the digestive organs, this coal facilitates the work of convalescence a great deal. It may sound strange, but it is true! The easiest way to take it in such cases is with milk and a little sugar. The quantity may be a small tablespoonful daily; it can be taken all at once or in two portions.

Consumptive persons may take daily at different times two pints of milk with a tablespoonful of coal-dust mixed with each pint.

It is of especial effect against diseases of the liver. The powder is then also taken with milk.

This powder strewn on suppurating, discharging ulcers, once or twice a day, dries them up, and thus assists and hastens the formation of a new skin.

20. Cod-liver oil.

An able physician of the army once expressed himself to me thus: "With cod-liver oil great mischief is done, and the use of bad cod-liver oil has often been followed by very grievous consequences. There are islands where
it is of use as a remedy for scrofulous complaints, but on the whole I reject it.''

Of course, no one is bound by this opinion. For my own part I never make use of cod-liver oil: for I do not consider it a remedy, and as I am afraid of bad cod-liver oil as food, I replace it by other kinds of nourishment, which are far more effective.

21. Colt’s-foot. (*Tussilago Farfara*.)

The creator has made many plants which are so little esteemed or even despised by man, that every one seems to find pleasure in treading them under foot. This is

*Colt’s Foot.*

(*Tussilago Farfara L.*)

the fate of colt's-foot, because it is generally looked upon simply as a weed. But those who know this plant esteem it highly, and take care of it as an excellent remedy.

To purify the chest and the lungs it is advisable to drink tea from colt's-foot. Asthma and coughs can be removed very easily by the remedy, especially if an inclination to consumption exists. You may put these leaves on the chest, either in a piece of linen or without it. They extract the heat, stop feebleness, and remove fevers. They have an especially good effect on open wounds; they remove the heat, the redness, and draw out the injurious matters.

The leaves are most effective against sore feet, when the spots look black and blue, and are strongly inflamed; they take away the heat and the pains; if laid on the sores repeatedly, they are an excellent remedy. Therefore the colt's-foot is a superior remedy for inflamed wounds, erysipelas, and similar complaints. These leaves can also be used interiorly, if dried in the shade, pulverized and taken two or three times a day. A small salt-spoonful is a dose; it may also be taken with the food.

22. Common Elder.

In the good old times the elder-bush stood nearest to the house, but now it is in many ways displaced and rooted up. It ought to stand near every house as part of the household, as it were; or if cast aside it should be brought back to its post of honor, for every part of the elder-tree, leaves, blossoms, berries, bark and roots are all efficacious remedies. In spring time vigorous nature strives to throw off matters that have gathered together in the body during winter. Who does not know these states, the so-called "spring-diseases," such as eruptions, diarrhoea, colic, and such like?

Whoever wishes to purify juices and blood by a spring course of medicine, and to get rid of injurious matters in the easiest and most natural way, let him take six or
eight leaves of the elder-tree, cut them up small, like one
cuts tobacco, and let the tea boil for about ten minutes.
Then take daily during the whole course one cup of this
tea, fasting an hour before breakfast.

This most simple bloodpurifying tea cleanses the ma­
chinc of the human body in an excellent manner, and
with poor people it takes the place of the pills and Alpine
herbs, and such like which now-a-days are found in fine
medicine chests, and which have often very strange effects.
This course may also be undertaken at any other time of
the year. Even the withered leaves make a good puri­
ifying tea.

Common Elder,
(Sambucus nigra L.)
Who has not eaten cakes made with elder flowers, the Suabian so-called "little cakes"? Many people bake them just at the time when the tree is shining in its white spring-adornments, and they say these flower-cakes are a protection against fever. I know a place which is often visited with the ague, and there in spring you will see these elder-flower or fever-cakes on every table. I have never examined this minutely and critically; let those people remain in their faith, for such fare is good and wholesome.

Elder-flowers also purify, and it would be good if in every home-dispensary a box of dried flowers were kept. Winter is long, and cases can occur in which such a dissolving and perspiration-producing little remedy may prove of excellent service. Harm can never be done by it.

From organisms in which dropsy has commenced, elder-root prepared as tea, drives out the water so powerfully, that it is scarcely excelled by any other medicament.

The berries which in autumn are often boiled and eaten as porridge or marmalade were highly esteemed by our forefathers as a blood-purifying remedy. My lamented mother undertook such an elder-flower course every year for a fortnight to three weeks. This was the chief reason why our ancestors forty or fifty years ago had at least two elder-trees planted before their houses. As the higher classes now-a-days travel, and often to distant lands, to make use of the expensive grape-cure, so our parents and grand-parents used to go to the elder-tree which was close at hand, and which served them so cheaply and often much better than the expensive grapes. Some years ago, I was among the Austrian Alps, and saw there to my great joy how the elder-tree was still honored. "Of that," said an old peasant to me, "we do not let a single berry go to waste." How simple, how sensible! Even the birds, before they commence their annual tra-
vels, seek out everywhere the elder-trees in order to purify their blood and strengthen their nature for the long journey. What a pity that man, on account of art and affectation, no longer feels or takes notice of all these natural instincts, "the sound mind!"

If the berries are boiled down with sugar, or better still with honey, they will prove especially good in winter time for people who have but little exercise and are condemned to a sedentary mode of life. A spoonful of the above preserve stirred in a glass of water, makes the most splendid cooling and refreshing drink, operates on secretion of the urine, and has a good effect on the kidneys.

Many country people dry the berries. But whether these dried berries are boiled as porridge, or stewed to eat, or eaten dry, in all forms they are an excellent remedy against violent diarrhoea.

Because the exceedingly good services rendered by the elder-tree are no longer remembered, this faithful and formerly so highly esteemed house-friend is in many ways rejected. May the old friend be brought once more to honor.

23. Common Nettle. (Urtica dioica L.)

The common nettle is the most despised among the plants. Many delicately nerved souls are stung and burnt on hearing the mere name of it. Are they right? I heard lately that a herbalist, I believe in Bohemia, wrote a whole pamphlet on nettles and their importance. He starts on the right path again. I perfectly agree with him! Nettles are indeed for the connoisseur of the greatest value.

Fresh nettles, just gathered, dried and made into tea, loosen the phlegm in the chest and lungs, cleanse the stomach from matters gathered there, which they expel chiefly by means of the kidneys.
The roots of the nettle operate even more powerfully than the leaves, whether they are used freshly dug up in summer, or dried in winter. Dropsy in its first stages can be cured by tea made from nettle roots.

Common Nettle.
(Urtica dioica L.)
a. male plant, b. female plant (half its natural growth), c. male flower,
d. female flower, e. the latter opened (magnified).

Those who have bad blood should in summer eat frequently nettles boiled like spinach. In Italy the people are especially fond of herb soups. Herb dumplings made with nettles are nourishing and wholesome. Let those who are suffering from rheumatism and who can no longer find any remedy for it, rub or strike the suffering part with fresh nettles for a few minutes daily. The fear of the unaccustomed rod will soon give way to joy at its remarkable healing efficacy.
24. Cowslips. (Primula officinalis L.)

Only the dark yellow cowslips are valuable for the house apotheca. Their perfume already betrays that a special healing fluid must be hidden in each tiny chalice. If you chew two or three of these little funnels you will soon feel what medicinal contents they hide. Whoever has an inclination to articular diseases or is already afflicted with this infirmity should drink daily, for some considerable time, one cupful of cowslip-tea. The violent pains will give way, and gradually disappear altogether.

25. Dwarf Elder. (Sambucus ebulus L.)

On the borders of woods, especially in parts which have been thinned, the dwarf elder may be seen standing above three feet high, bearing in July the great white umbellar blossoms, and in autumn the splendid, heavy, and bright umbellar grapes.

Tea prepared from such roots expels the water, and purifies the kidneys, it is therefore of extraordinary effect in cases of dropsy. I know sev-
eral cases in which the rather advanced disease has been entirely cured by such tea.

Also against other complaints in the abdomen, springing from bad juices, it operates well; it removes the juices through the urine.

Dwarf-elder tea prepared from the powder has the same effect.

For one cup of tea, which should be taken in two doses at different parts of the day, a pinch of this powder will be sufficient.

Late in autumn the roots are gathered and thoroughly dried in the air, and then the dried roots themselves, or the powder made by crushing them, are kept in the house dispensary.

26. **Eyebright.** (Euphrasia officinalis L.)

As a reward, and out of gratitude for its faithful services, our forefathers gave this little herb the pretty name of "Eyebright" (in German, "Augentrost" = Eyes' comfort). Often when no other remedy would help, this little flower gave to the eyes the last comfort. I have very often recommended it, and with good results.

When the aftermath harvest is half-ripe about August, you will find this salubrious little herb on almost every meadow. It is often disliked by the farmers on account of its crowding out the forage plants with its plentiful growth. Both the dried and the powdered leaves are used as a tea and as powder. The eyes are
well washed with the tea two or three times daily, or little pieces of linen are dipped into it and fastened over the eyes by means of a bandage during the night. It will cleanse the eyes, make them clear and strengthen the sight.

According to my practice, I let the patient make interior use of the powder at the same time, by taking daily a pinch of it in a spoonful of soup or water. But this does not exhaust the healing power of the little herb. It might also be called the stomach comfort. On account of its innate bitterness, its tea is good as stomach bitters for regulating the digestion and improving the juices of the stomach. Just give it a trial, dear reader; the little herb will not be niggardly with its comfort to you.

27. Fennel. (Foeniculum officinale All.)

The fennel corns must not be wanting in any homedispensary as the complaint for which they bring help so frequently occurs; I mean the colic with its attendants, the spasms. The mother quickly boils a spoonful of fennel in a cup of milk from five to ten minutes, and gives the potion to the patient as warm as possible (never too hot that the inside may not be burnt).

Its effects are mostly very good and very quick. The
quickly spreading warmth eases the spasms, the colic abates, and disappears.

Exteriorly there should be, as is given in other places, a warm compress of water and vinegar (in equal quantities) laid on the abdomen.

Fennel - powder, sprinkled as spice on the food, removes the gases from the stomach and the lower regions.

The powder is made by roasting (drying) the corns, and then grinding them in an ordinary coffee mill. Fennel oil is obtained at the chemist’s. Fennel, used as eye-water, does not appear as anything new to many a reader who has been cured by it.

Half a tablespoonful of fennel-powder is boiled with water and the eyes are washed with the decoction about three times a day.

The eye-vapors operate in a still more cleansing and strengthening manner.

I always add one or at least one half spoonful of fennel-powder to the water used for the head-vapor; in this manner every head-vapor serves as an eye-vapor at the same time.
Similar effects as from fennel are obtained from anise and caraway. Oftentimes two or even all of these three medicinal corns are mixed, ground together and used.

28. Fenugreek. (Foenum græcum.)

Of the seed of this plant a powder is prepared with which many of those who use my water-applications are well acquainted. They appreciate, and make use of it. The powder is quite harmless and may be used without the least fear.

On the inside it works as a cooling remedy in fever. In throat complaints, with great heat in the throat, the tea affords a good gargle. A teaspoonful of the powder
is sufficient for a middle-sized cup of tea, which is either drunk or used as a gargle during the day (every hour or oftener, one tablespoonful).

As to exterior application Fenugreek is the best of all remedies for dissolving tumors that I know of. It works slowly, painlessly, but lastingly and thoroughly. It is applied in a manner similar to linseed; the powder mixed with water is boiled to a paste, and put on the suffering part in linen rags.

In cases of wounds on feet these poultices heal the inflamed margin of the wound, and prevent the formation of putrid flesh as well as blood-poisoning.

Fœnum graecum can be bought at every druggist's.

29. Gentian. (Gentiana lutea L.)

The yellow gentian is found particularly on the mountains, but you can easily and with very little cost get trustworthy people to gather it for you. Before all, I advise you to prepare extract of gentian. The gentian roots are for this purpose well dried, cut small, and then put into bottles with brandy or spirit.

This extract is one of the best stomachics. Put six to eight table-spoonfuls of water into a glass, and pour in twenty to thirty drops of extract; take this mixture daily for some time. The good digestion will soon be indicated by a no less good appetite. If the food is felt to lie heavy in the stomach, and is troublesome, a little cordial made with a
teaspoonful of extract in half a glass of water, will soon stop the disorder.

Gentian is likewise very good for cramp in the stomach. When, after a long journey, during which for days together eating fares badly and drinking still worse, people arrive at their destination dead tired and almost ill, a tiny bottle of gentian tincture taken by drops on sugar, will render excellent services.

Nausea and attacks of faintness are removed by taking a teaspoonful of tincture in water; it warms, enlivens, and brings body and mind to peace again.

Gentian utilized as tea renders similar services. Either the cut-up root or the gentian powder itself are boiled and the decoction taken as tea.

30. German Leopard's bane.
(Arnica montana L.)

Arnica is renowned throughout the world as a superior medicinal plant. It is beyond my comprehension why this fact is disputed by so many who could testify its truth, or ought to do so.

As tincture of arnica is so well known, and in such general use for the washing of wounds, for compresses, etc., it does not seem necessary for me to say anything further about it. The tincture is not expensive, but any one can easily prepare it himself. The blossoms are gathered at the end of June or the beginning of July, and put in brandy or spirit. In about three days the tincture may be used.
31. Grains of resin or incense.

As the drops fall from a burning candle, so resin often drips from the bark of the fir or the pine-tree. Any one going into the woods in summer or autumn can see these drops, looking like suspended tears, white as wax, clear as honey, and fresh as spring water.

Resin is the blood of the fir and pine, and when such powerful trees are wounded, they often bleed profusely. This resin which adheres so firmly, and to all appearance contains precious granulous matter, must surely have a special healing power. Five to six of such resin globules or resin-tears about the size of a pea, taken daily for some time as pills, strengthen the chest and operate in a remarkably strengthening manner on the interior vessels. I knew a very weak priest who used to take a good quantity of this resin fluid every day. "I owe the strength of my chest," he often said, "to this strong syrup."

Those who do not live where these resin pills can be obtained may take instead of them grains of incense of the white kind. Incense is only a superior resin. Six to eight of such grains are a good cure for the chest. The fear of not being able to digest these little resin stones, as a flighty imagination might call them, must not alarm you; nature can work such goods very well indeed.

32. Honey.

The former generations maintained that young people should by no means take much honey, it being too strong for them; on the contrary, old people were "helped on their legs again" by it.

I have made manifold use of honey, and have always found its effects excellent. It operates in a dissolving, purifying and strengthening manner.

It has long been used as an admixture with tea for catarrh and obstructions of phlegm.

Country people know well how to apply honey ointment for exterior sores or ulcers. I strongly advise those who are not skilful enough to treat such sores with water,
to make use of this simple, harmless and effective remedy rather than of any other smearing stuff. The preparation is most simple. Take equal portions of honey and white flour, and stir them well together by means of a little water. Proper honey ointment should be solid, not liquid. Honey is also a good interior remedy for different lesser complaints. Smaller ulcers in the stomach are quickly contracted, broken, and healed by it. I would not advise honey to be taken by itself, but I strongly recommend it taken mixed with a suitable tea. Without admixture this superior extract operates too strongly; before it has passed the throat, it has made it already quite “rough.”

If on account of catarrh, or any other similar complaint, swallowing becomes difficult, let a teaspoonful of honey be boiled in a cup of water; by so doing, every singer will obtain the best and sweetest gargle.

Even if a drop happens to go down, there is no need to be afraid of injuring the stomach, or of poisoning.

The purifying and strengthening honey-water for the eyes is well known. Boil a teaspoonful of honey in a cup of water for five minutes, and it is ready for dipping in the linen for the eyes.

I know an old gentleman above sixty years of age, who prepares his daily table-wine. He puts a tablespoonful of pure honey into boiling water and lets it boil for a while, and the drink is ready. It is said to be wholesome, strengthening and relishing. “I owe my health and my vigorousness in my old age,” said he, “to this honey-wine.” May be! This much I know from my own experience (I have prepared a great deal of honey-wine, seen a great deal of it drunk, and sometimes drank a glass of it myself): it is dissolving, purifying, nourishing and strengthening; and it is good not only for the weak sex, but for the strong sex too. It always reminds me of the honey-mead of the ancient Germans.

To these unadulterated beers, as Tacitus relates, they attributed their health and their great age. Whoever as
a true son of our ancient fathers feels so inclined, can find the recipe for this now unused drink further on.

33. Juniper. (Juniperus communis L.)

Who does not know the Juniper-berry? Juniper, when used for fumigation, spreads an agreeable odor through the rooms and passages, and improves the air. I am no friend of the so-called "fumigation" with sugar, vinegar, etc., for I do not see how one can speak of fresh air there. But if it is a question of disinfecting a room in which a patient with an infectious disease, or a corpse has been lying, or at the time of infectious illnesses to purify the air by fumigating, then I always like such juniper-vapor. It thoroughly destroys all fungi, and whatever the volatile infection and disease-bringer may be called.

Juniper works with similar effects upon the interior of the human organism. The berries fumigate, as it were, the mouth and stomach, and ward off contagion.

Those who are nursing patients with serious illnesses, as scar-
let fever, small-pox, typhus, cholera, etc., and are exposed to contagion by raising, carrying, or serving the patient, or by speaking with him, should always chew a few juniper-berries (six to ten in a day). They give a pleasant taste in the mouth, and are of good service to the digestion. They burn up, as it were, the harmful miasms, exhalations, etc., when these seek to enter through the mouth or nostrils.

Those who are suffering from a weak stomach, may try the following little course with juniper-berries.

The first day they should begin with 4 berries, the second day take 5 berries, the third day 6, the fourth 7, and so increase by one berry every day until the twelfth, on which they will take 15 berries; then they may continue for five days longer taking each day one berry less. I know many whose stomach, filled with gases and thereby weakened, has been purified and strengthened by this simple berry-cure. Juniper berries have been noted since olden times as a remedy for stone and gravel, and for complaints of the kidneys and liver; also in all cases where foul gases, foul, watery and slimy matter are to be removed from the body. Not only the berries, but also the young shoots of the juniper bush are made use of for tea, in the first stage of dropsy, and also as purifying medicine.

The oil is best bought from the druggist. The tincture can be made at home with wine, brandy, or spirit.

I would not praise the father or mother of a family, who were certainly very careful and diligent in preserving their meat and vegetables with berries from the juniper bush, and were punctual and careful in fumigating their dwelling with the same, but who allowed their body, the dwelling of their soul, to lie in dust and dirt. They ought to apply such a fumigator for this much more important dwelling, at least a few times in the year.
34. **Knot-grass.** (Polygonum aviculare L.)

There grows a little plant quite unnoticed, generally near houses, but especially on farms, and also along the edges of lanes; it bears the name of knot-grass. It is so called, because on every joint there is a little knot. This herb, the stem of which has many sprouts, reaching a length of twenty inches, or even more, works with great effect on stone-disease, if one or two small cupfuls are taken daily.

A gentleman had for years together great pains in his kidneys, and from time to time sand and gravel passed away. He drank this tea for several days, and related that hundreds of larger and smaller stones were discharged, and thereby the pain also disappeared. As this plant expels gravel from the kidneys and bladder, it also operates in a purifying manner on the liver, stomach, and chest. This little herb cannot be sufficiently recommended.

35. **Lavender-oil.**

Lavender-oil is sold at any druggist's. It should not be wanting among the home-remedies.

Five drops taken on sugar assist the digestion, and give a good appetite.

Those who are troubled with wind, with headache caused by rising gases, or with nausea, take this oil as given above. I have often used it with the best results for those afflicted with mental derangement, and I maintain that, in very many cases, the cure depends upon the removal of the gases, which have especially bad effects on the brain. In my opinion much too little attention is
generally paid to these gases in the treatment of such patients.

Those who have ever suffered from flatulency know what a dreadful part these raging winds play in the body.

Against loss of appetite, congestions, giddiness, and all the many different sufferings of the head, the dose indicated in the beginning of this paragraph will afford great relief.

36. Limetree-blossoms. (Tilia grandifolia and parvifolia Ehrh.)

It is almost solely the elderly people of the old school who still gather the once so well liked limetree blossoms. They are quite right, and need only remain conservative with regard to their old custom.

Lime-blossom-tea together with elder-blossom-tea are the best known teas for producing perspiration. Concerning perspiration,
as it is usually carried on, I have my own particular opinion, which is not at all in its favor. On the other hand, I willingly use the blossoms for the vapors which produce and supply the place of perspiration.

Lime-blossom-tea has excellent effects on such complaints as old coughs, obstructions of the lungs and wind-pipes, troubles of the abdomen, which have their origin in obstructions of phlegm in the kidneys.

Instead of the limetree-blossoms, I use the St. John's-wort with or without admixture of common yarrow; see St. John's-wort.

37. Linseed. \((L\text{inum usitatissimum } L.)\)

Linseed poultices are everywhere known, and in general use. The effects obtained by it (cooling, softening, dissolving,) are the same as those of the Foenum graecum. I prefer the latter as it seizes the enemy with more vigor and energy.

38. Mallow. \((Althaea rosea L.)\)

Among the flowers in the garden, mallow must not be missing. When the good creator painted its blossoms, so pleasing to the eye, he poured a drop of medicinal sap into the paint for every little leaf.

Mallow-blossoms, especially those of the black mallow, prepared as tea, cure throat infirmities, and loosen the phlegm on the chest. These blossoms are generally mixed with those of the mullein.
For vapors, whether for inhaling, or particularly for ear-vapors, the mallow proves of great service.

(Mentha piperita L., and Mentha aquatica L.)

Pepper-mint and water-mint are both fit for use, and have very little difference in their effects. I prefer the water-mint whose effects are stronger.

The mints are counted among the principal remedies for strengthening the stomach and assisting the digestion. Their spicy scent already indicates that this little herb must occupy an important place among medicinal plants.

If those who are suffering from violent headache, bind mint across their forehead, they will soon experience relief and ease.

A cupful of mint-tea, taken every morning and evening, assists the digestion and gives a fresh and healthy appearance.

The powder renders the same service if one or two pinches are taken daily in the food or in water.

People weakened by illness, seized with palpitation at every trifle, suffering much from nausea and frequent
vomiting, should frequently make use of mint-tea and mint-powder.

Mint-tea prepared with half water and half wine, and a cupful taken daily for several days, takes away a bad breath.

Peppermint.

(*Mentha piperita* L. et *Mentha aquatica* L.)

Mint-decoction, prepared with vinegar, stops blood vomiting.

Mint, prepared in milk or tea, and drunk warm, removes abdominal pains.
Would that every housewife would give this noble little plant (together with the rue) a corner in the garden! They would reward the little trouble by the refreshing perfume which they so generously exhale at every touch.

40. Mistletoe. (*Viscum album* L.)

This parasite, which thrives particularly well on old trees, is nevertheless an excellent medicinal plant, and I cannot impress it strongly enough upon mothers to make acquaintance with this plant.

It is of especially good effect on the blood. Flux of blood is stopped by the tea from mistletoe. I could give a list of cases in which a single cup has been sufficient for this purpose.

Also for other disturbances in the circulation of the blood this plant and its perfectly harmless tea may be made use of.

Shave-grass may be mixed with mistletoe in equal quantities; also santala, a red powder, serves well for admixture; see "Santala."

41. Mullein. (*Verbacum Schraderi* Meyer.)

The blossoms of the mullein, or wool-flower are carefully gathered by country people. They know that they are very effective in winter-time as a gargle, and produce a still more effective tea for complaints of the
throat, catarrhs, phlegm on the chest, and for difficult breathing.

I once again warmly recommend such tea.

As a rule I mix the blossoms of the black mallow with the blossoms of this plant (in equal quantities); such tea works in a still more powerful and dissolving manner on the loosening of the phlegm.

42. Oats. (Avena sativa E.)

A thorough boiling extracts the strengthening substance of the oat-grain; barley may also be treated and used in the same manner. Such a drink, nourishing, easily digested, and cooling for interior heat, is an excellent
nutrient, a real cordial for convalescent persons who have been excessively weakened and exhausted by small-pox, typhus, and other similar diseases. How often do I lament that just for such poor creatures, (who need before all new, healthy blood) every possible kind of drink is prepared, except such drinks as these!

Oats.

(Avena sativa L.)

a. Panicle (one-half to one-third of its natural growth), b. pedicel (natural growth), c. glume (half again its natural growth), d. anther (four times its natural growth), e. pistil (six times its natural growth), f. fruit enclosed by the glume, g. inside of the fruit without glume, h. outside of the same, i. vertical section of the same, j. cross-section of the same.

The preparation is simple. A pint of oats are washed six to eight times with fresh water, then put into a quart of water, and boiled down to a pint. Two spoonfuls of honey are afterwards mixed with it, and the mixture is again boiled for two minutes.
When the country people have wounded themselves at their work they seek quickly for ribwort leaves, and do not cease squeezing until they have forced a few drops out of the rather stubborn leaf. This sap they either put directly on the fresh wound, or else they moisten a little rag with it, and place it on the wounded part.

If the leaf refuses its medicinal sap, and only becomes soft and rather moist with rubbing, they place the soft leaf itself on the wound. Is there any danger of blood-poisoning in this proceeding? The ribwort knows nothing of that. Such a dressing is the first, but sometimes the best necessity-dressing; for the healing of such wounds progresses rapidly. The plant sews the gaping wound together as with a golden thread, and like rust never gathers on gold, so all putridness and proud flesh flies from the ribwort.

The effects of this plant on interior parts are not less advantageous. Would that hundreds of people would gather these medicinal leaves in spring or summer, crush them, press the sap out of them, and drink it! Numberless interior complaints, which shoot up like poisonous mushrooms out of the impure blood and the impure juices, would not arise. Those are wounds which, truly, do not bleed, but
which are in many ways more dangerous than bloody ones.

The dried leaves of ribwort yield likewise a splendid tea against interior phlegm-obstructions. The newspapers often bring us long praise about the excellent effects of ribwort, and still longer ones on the ribwort-juices prepared in this, or that place.

Many buy such things at a dear price. My dear reader! be your own gatherer, preparer and apothecary! You need have no fear. Of one thing you are certain: you will get genuine wares.

With the dried leaves of ribwort, lungwort (Pulmonaria officinalis L.) can be well used in equal quantities.

44. Rosemary. (Rosmarinus officinalis L.)

Would it not be a shame if this spicy herb escaped the attention of the gatherer for the household apothecary?

---

Rosemary. (Rosmarinus officinalis L.)

a. Stem (one-third of its natural growth), b. flower seen from a side, c corolla seen from a side, d. the same extended, e. the same seen from the front (one-fourth of its natural growth), f. fruit.
Rosemary is an excellent stomachic. Prepared as tea, it cleanses the stomach from phlegm, gives a good appetite and good digestion. Whoever likes to see the medicine glass, this comforter in illness, shining on his table, let him fill it with rosemary-tea, and take from two to four tablespoonfuls morning and evening. The stomach will soon become sensible, i.e. will not stick fast much longer in phlegm.

Rosemary-wine, taken in small doses, has also proved an excellent remedy against heart-infirmitities. It operates in a sedative manner, and in cases of heart-dropsy it works strongly on removal through the urine. Such wine renders the same service in dropsy in general.

Against both complaints, three or four tablespoonfuls, or a small wine-glassful, of this pleasant drink are taken daily, morning and evening.

The preparation of this wine is exceedingly simple. A handful of rosemary is cut up as small as possible, put into a bottle, and good, well-kept wine poured upon it; white wine is preferable.

Even after half a day's standing, it may be used as rosemary-wine.

The same leaves may be used a second time.

45. Rue. (*Ruta graveolens* L.)

The excellent effects of this noble sanative plant are unfortunately by far too little known. The plants speak to us through their scent. How clearly and impressively does the rue announce its good will to man, for whom it was created in order to help, to ease different sufferings; just as if each little leaf were a little tongue.

Would that we always understood this speaking! The rue operates, no matter how and where applied, in a powerful and strengthening manner.

If only a little leaf is chewed, its effects are at once felt on the tongue. Its taste also refreshes the whole mouth; this effect of it is lasting like that of sweet-smelling incense filling a house. Against congestions of blood in the
head, feelings of pressure on the head, and giddiness, tea made from rue acts in an excellent manner; it is not less effective against difficulties of respiration, palpitation, and all abdominal complaints (cramps, etc.), which have their origin in the weakness of the whole body, or in particular organs of the body. I particularly recommend this tea to all those who have an inclination to the above named weaknesses, to cramps, hysteria, etc.

Rue. (Ruta graveolens L)

Rue put in spirit, may be taken instead of the tea for the complaints mentioned, ten to twelve drops on sugar, twice (at the utmost) a day.
Rue-oil is likewise taken. The preparation of the latter is as follows: the dried leaves of the rue are crushed and put into a glass; then fine salad-oil is poured upon them, and the glass is put in a warm place for some time. Afterwards the oil is poured off and taken in drops, the dose being the same as for the spirit.

46. Sage. (Salvia officinalis L.)

Those who have a garden near the house, will not forget when replanting it, the pretty ornamental sage plant. I have often seen the passers-by take a leaf and rub their black teeth with it. This proves that sage has a cleansing power.
Old, suppurating wounds, if washed with a decoction of sage, will quickly heal.

Sage-tea will remove phlegm from the palate, throat, or stomach.

Sage, boiled as tea in wine and water, purifies the liver and kidneys.

The said effects are stronger when wormwood is mixed with sage (in equal quantities), and the mixture prepared as tea.

Powder from this medicinal plant, sprinkled on the food like pepper, sugar or cinnamon, operates against the given complaints in the same manner as the tea.

47. Salad-oil.

Salad-oil is that kind of oil which is used in the preparation of food, especially salad. It is generally called either sweet-oil or salad-oil. The pure, fine olive-oil is a superior kind of the same oil.

Read over what has been said about almond-oil; only when this cannot be had, salad-oil may be used instead. If there is only a small supply of almond-oil, salad-oil may be mixed with it.

The here named salad-oil ought to be pure Provence-oil, or at least pure rape-oil. The manner of using it (how and where) is the same as that for almond-oil.

48. Santala.

Santala or sandal is a red powder from the sandalwood tree, serving for red dye; it can be bought from every druggist.

I always mix this perfectly harmless remedy with mistletoe-tea, by adding two pinches of sandal to a tablespoonful of mistletoe leaves, thus increasing the effects of the mistletoe-tea. See “Mistletoe.”

49. Sauerkraut.

Sauerkraut is well known to every German as pickled cabbage. It may also find its place here as a remedy.
In cases of hurts, burns, and such like accidents, against great heats, etc., a poultice of fresh sauerkraut (just taken from the tub) will be of excellent service.

I refer to the disease in question.

Sandal. (Pterocarpus santalinus L)

a. Branch (one-third of its natural size), b. corolla, extended, c. pistil.

The remedy is the more noteworthy, particularly for country people, the easier and quicker they have it at hand.

50. Secretive oil.

There are cases where so many morbid matters have gathered in the body that it is exceedingly difficult to dissolve them entirely and lead them out. The difficulty does not consist in the doubtful capabilities of the water or of the different applications, but rather in the question: would not the necessary practices to be prescribed,
and the tediousness of such a course frighten away such patients, especially those of a weak nature, and thus frustrate all endeavors? This thought has occupied my mind very much, and my experience has constantly urged me on to new and earnest consideration.

It then occurred to me that many an internal complaint suddenly disappeared, as soon as an eruption showed itself on the skin.

Could not, so I asked myself, such an eruption be brought about by artificial means? In other words, could it not be possible by some means or other to help the morbid matters, concealed in the inside of the body, to break through, to entice them out to the surface of the skin, and so relieve the water-cure of a good deal of its work?*

After long seeking, I found an oil which renders this service in an excellent manner, in many cases with remarkable results. It is not, as has been said, absolutely necessary for cure, it is no "conditio sine qua non;" the water can do the work alone. But the oil aids and furthers considerably the often very difficult work of the water. The oil is only used externally, and solely in those cases in which by this means the morbid matters can be led out in the easiest and most advantageous manner. The effects are entirely harmless, but thorough, penetrating to the very interior.

The manner of application may be illustrated by a few examples.

Someone complains about his eyes; they are inflamed; they run a great deal, and cause acute pain. In this case, I gently rub the surface of the skin behind the ears, in order to warm it a little, and then softly put three or four drops of such oil on the warmed spots. After half an hour the patient already feels the effect, a slight stretching of the skin and burning; about twenty-four hours innumer-

---

* Patients who have visited hydroptic institutions, assure us that the appearance of an eruption is regarded as a sign that the whole course will have the desired effect.
able little pustules filled with matter appear, which increase according to the quantity of morbid matter to be extracted. They afterwards dry up and fall off in crusts. If the first attempt fails, i.e. if the oil does not act within the space of thirty hours, the next day a few more drops are put on the red places. The effect will surely not fail, and the poisonous matter, which caused the inflammation in the eyes, will be secreted at once. To many persons afflicted with eye-infirmities, the said oil has brought relief within one to two hours, and within a short time the eyes were clear and healthy.

Violent tooth-ache torments another patient: the gums are swollen, the jaw pains as if it were broken, the most painful excitement tortures the whole head. As in the first case, a few drops of our oil are rubbed behind the ears, or on the back of the neck. The result must be a favorable one.

It is a peculiarity of the oil that in the first and more concentrated task of extracting it wounds the oiled spots, but as soon as it has done its duty, it heals them quickly and well.

I do not in the least consider the oil a secret remedy; I have communicated its ingredients to many a trusty friend. But in order to prevent misuse or mistakes of different kinds, I have thought it better not to publish the recipe.

51. **Shave-grass.** (Equisetum arvense L.)

The manifold and excellent effects of this medicinal herb cannot be too highly estimated. It not only cleanses the house-utensils, for which it is considered a first class polisher by all house-wives, but it also heals the internal and external infirmities of the human body.

On old injuries, putrid wounds, on all, even gangrenous ulcers, or caries, shave-grass operates in an extraordinary manner. It washes away, dissolves, burns out, as it were, all that is injurious. The herb is used either as decoction
for ablutions, bandages, vapors, and compresses, or it is wrapped up in wet cloth and laid on the suffering part.

Shave-grass.
(Equisetum arvense L.)

a. Underground stem, b. fertile stem, c. cone, d. spore (considerably magnified), e. upper part of the sterile stem.
Further particulars are given in Part III. The services rendered the internal parts by the shave-grass are still more manifold.

Its tea purifies the stomach. A cupful is taken from time to time (not daily). It eases the pains caused by gravel- and stone-disease, and above all relieves the sufferers who have difficulty in discharging their urine. For this it stands alone, is not to be replaced, and is invaluable.

Shave-grass vapors, specially for this disease, are here only just hinted on. Exactly such diseases are frightfully painful—and so frequent! Take particular notice of the simple herb, which may be had without any trouble whatever! Such patients should take daily a cupful of shave-grass-tea, together with the required external application.

For bleedings, blood-vomiting, it counts among the first and best teas. Those who vomit blood should take it without delay. I know cases in which after four minutes even a perfect cessation took place.

In cases of violent bleeding at the nose such tea is drawn up through the nostrils. It operates in a contracting manner, and its effect is soon felt. Such as are visited with hemorrhages, I recommend to drink daily one or two cupfuls of this tea.

There should be a sufficient supply of shave-grass kept in every home-dispensary, so that in times of need, which often occur suddenly, it may be quickly at hand.

52. Silver-weed. (Potentilla anserina L.)

The silver-weed grows best, as its German name (Gänsefingerkraut) implies, where the geese like best to be. It is found in the vicinity of houses, on commons, and along the roads.

People have named it, after its mode of operating, cramp-herb.

Tea made from silver-weed is an excellent remedy in attacks of cramp, in the stomach, abdomen, or elsewhere. Even in cases of tetanus—in so far as this can be worked
upon—this little herb renders very good service. At the commencement of the attack, or better still, when symptoms of the cramp first appear, the patient should be given three times daily very warm milk (as warm as possible) in which such herbs (as much as can be picked up with three fingers) have been boiled as for tea.

A greater effect may be obtained if at the same time as the tea is taken a poultice is made of the boiled herbs and laid upon the afflicted part.

No mother of a family should omit to gather and dry a sufficient supply of such herbs. She knows herself how painful such frequently occurring spasmodic attacks are, and how it gives her still greater pain if she sees her dear ones suffering without being able to help them.

53. St. John's-wort. (Hypericum perforatum L.)

St. John's-wort, on account of its great effects, formerly bore the name of witch's-herb. Now-a-days both itself and its services are quite forgotten.

This medicinal herb has a particular influence on the liver; its tea is an excellent remedy for it. A small admixture of aloe-powder increases the effect, which can be observed chiefly in the urine; whole flakes of morbid matters are sometimes washed away with it.

Head complaints arising from watery matters or obstructions of phlegm in the head, or from the gases rising to the head; stomach spasms, slight obstructions of phlegm on the chest and lungs are healed at once by tea made of St. John's-wort.

Mothers, who are caused a great deal of trouble and
anxiety by their little bed-wetters, could tell us much about the strong effects of such tea.

If St. John's-wort is not to be had, common-yarrow (Achillea millefolium L.) may be used in all the given cases.

54. **Strawberries.** *(Fragaria vesca L.)*

What joy for children when they bring the first basket of strawberries to their parents, their pastor, or their teacher! What enjoyment when the first dish of strawberries (with or without wine) is brought on the table as dessert!

Not only the fruit of this little plant, but the leaves also are gathered by many a mother returning from her hard work, full of care for her weak little ones; for tea from strawberry-leaves, that she knows well, is an exceedingly good and cheap nourishment.

How does she prepare this tea? She takes as many dried strawberry leaves as she can pick up with three or four fingers, pours about half a pint of boiling water on them, and then covers the pot closely. After fifteen minutes she pours the tea off, and she has pure strawberry leaf-tea. Then she
mixes with it hot milk, a little sugar, and the drink is ready.

If the mother were to take wood-roof (Asperula odorata L.) instead of the third or the fourth part of strawberry leaves, the tea would gain in taste and value.

The strawberries themselves as a strengthening remedy are by no means to be despised. To convalescent persons, who feel great weakness and enervation after serious diseases, they are given together with other nourishment.

Those who in summer take daily for some time, e. g., half a pint of milk mixed with a quarter of a pint of strawberries (as is often done in the South of Germany), or a piece of good rye-bread with a quarter of a pint of strawberries, twice a day, will soon feel their exceedingly beneficial effect. If the strawberries are preserved like cherries, etc., the above course may be undertaken with the best results even in winter.

In cases of great internal heat strawberries render great service even to invalids in summer. What a splendid refresher can be prepared with them for the poor sufferer parched with thirst!

Similar portions of strawberries are often recommended to those afflicted with gravel and stone disease; those suffering from liver complaints could even take as much as a pint daily at different times, and such as are affected with an eruption arising from morbid blood half a pint both morning and afternoon.

It is remarkable how the earth offers to man just this fruit in such abundance. Would that our understanding
and gratitude corresponded at all times to the loving bounty of our Creator!

55. Succory or Chicory. (Cichorium intybus L.)

The succory (Wegwart in German) waits on every path for him who desires to gather it for his dispensary. It is also called "sun-whirl" as its leaves are always turned to the sun. When you look at it, the good succory, with its half-starved looking stalks and entangled leaves, it seems like a "rough-head" among all the other plants. Only the color of its blossom, rather brighter than that of the corn-flower, brings it in some degree into reputation and respect again.

Appearances are often deceptive; and so it is with the succory, for its interior is golden.

Tea made from succory removes phlegm from the stomach, takes away the superfluous gall, purifies liver, milt and kidneys, and leads out the morbid matters through the urine. For this end two cups of tea are taken daily, for three or four days, the one before breakfast, the other in the evening. The same may also be taken in order to restore the stomach

---

Succory, or Chicory. (Cichorium Intybus L.)

a. complete plant, b. underground stem, c. flower (natural growth), d. pistil, e. fruit (magnified).
when it has been upset by any kind of food, etc., and to assist the digestion.

For cramps in the stomach, also for painful inflammation on the body, a poultice made by boiling the herbs and flowers and then wrapping them up in a cloth, is laid on the stomach or painful places. This is renewed two or three times daily.

The herbs are very often put in spirit. Decaying limbs are restored by this spirit when rubbed well with it about twice a day.

The roots as well as the other parts of the plant are useful for the given medicinal purposes. They are rooted up most easily in rainy weather.

50. Tonic laxative I and II.

Forty or fifty years ago it was customary at an exactly given time to be bled, at another, a term carefully noted in the almanach (a certain quarter of the moon), to take the yearly or half-yearly purgative. How times, opinions and people who form them, change!

Even in our days many people will not give up the idea that, from time to time, the stomach needs a thorough cleaning out.

One could laugh if it were not, in all earnestness, most lamentable. In truth, if those of a regular, simple, and healthy mind reflect on the conduct of certain people, I feel almost tempted to say, of whole classes of society, and on the food and drink which they take, then indeed the above idea is not unfounded.

If the dreadfully tormented and sinfully overstrained (because overloaded) stomach could give a sound, it would cry out and call for help against that kind of unreasonable malefactors! But as it is, it must "swallow" all, and thereby certainly be miserably ruined.

Therefore, first of all I recommend a reasonable mode of life, a worthy treatment of the laborer which lays the indispensable foundations for all further work. Thus only
will and can this faithful and diligent worker, the stomach, remain healthy.

Should unexpectedly—it may easily occur—a misfortune happen to it also, I advise most decidedly against drastic (too strong) purging; I reject all purgatives which operate violently, let them be called by whatever name.

By purging surely nothing else is understood than striving to produce a more copious evacuation of the bowels, without injuring the health and bodily strength. But this can be done in so simple and harmless a manner! The herbal remedies do not, so to speak, seize the stomach as an enemy, but as true friends they walk arm in arm with it, supporting it, and raising it to proper activity. They only offer it their juices as means to assist its own means of digestion (juices of the stomach).

For a long time I have selected from among the different plants those which having the most excellent particular effects, still only when their particular healing virtues act collectively “viribus unitis” (with united powers), efficaciously assist the stomach, i.e., when weakening it by thoroughly dissolving and removing all morbid substances, they strengthen it at the same time that it not only does not suspend its work for a single hour, but does not even grumble and complain about it.

I think I have found the remedies and their mixture. Both kinds of tea shall be no secret; on the contrary, I wish that very many use them, and prepare them for the relief of others.

The first recipe is this:

Take two tablespoonfuls of pounded fennel, two tablespoonfuls of crushed juniper-berries, one tablespoonful of Foenum graecum, one tablespoonful of aloe-powder; mix them all well together, put the mixture in a box, and keep it in a dry place. The remedy operates after twelve to thirty hours. The tea is taken generally at night before going to bed; a small cupful is a dose. One teaspoonful of the mixture is sufficient for a cupful; it is boiled for a
quarter of an hour, then poured off and drunk either cold or warm, with or without sugar.

Strong persons may drink a cup of the tea on two succeeding days.

Weaker patients would do better to divide the cupful for two or three days, so that they take four to six tablespoonfuls like medicine every evening. Without any uncomfortable feeling, they will experience its effects.

With many who make use of this tea, it will be entirely without result, although they feel its active work in the interior. The police seek, but sometimes find no thief. The tea seeks; but where there is nothing to find and remove, it leaves all else in peace, and thereby does not cause that great and lamentable weakness, which otherwise always follows purging.

In the same manner as upon the evacuation of the bowels, this tea operates also on the urine. Even great obstructions of phlegm on the chest are removed by it.

Cases have often occurred to me in which after tedious diarrhoea, difficult to stop, this tea has removed the remainder of the impurities, and the deepest and most lasting peace followed the internal revolution. One small cupful drunk during the day in three portions, is quite sufficient.

The second recipe for this tea is the following:

Two tablespoonfuls of pounded fennel, three tablespoonfuls of crushed juniper-berries, three tablespoonfuls of powder from dwarf-elder-roots, one tablespoonful of Fœnum graecum, one tablespoonful of aloe-powder.

This tea does not exclude purging effects; still its districts are (instead of the stomach and bowels) more the kidneys and bladder; it drives the morbid matters out through the urine. Those who feel uneasiness in the abdomen (in the vicinity of the bladder), or difficulty in making urine, burning in the bladder and the kidneys, those who are in the first stages of dropsy, may calmly use this second tea. In the application the same rules are to be observed as with regard to the first recipe.
57. **Valerian, common.** *(Valeriana officinalis L.)*

That something especial must be hidden in Valerian is proved to us by the cats, which are so attracted by it that they roll themselves among it.

We use only the roots, which are either cut up for tea or pounded for powder, and which (both as tea and as powder) are taken in small quantities only.

Valerian-root relieves head complaints, and removes spasms in a similar manner to rue; it operates upon both complaints as it removes their principal cause, viz., the gases.

58. **Violet.** *(Viola odorata L.)*

This pretty little fragrant spring-flower shall fill our apotheca also with its salutary perfume.

When, in the beginning of spring-time, the children get bad coughs in consequence of the frequent changes in the weather, the anxious mother boils a handful of green or dried violet leaves in half a pint of water, and gives the children two or three spoonfuls of such tea every two or three hours. (The roots of the plant may be used too; but they must be crushed before boiling.) Adults are
cured of whooping cough by taking a cup of this tea three times a day.

It likewise relieves the cough of consumptive people and assists in loosening the phlegm. It serves as a medicine and should be taken as such, i.e., three to five tablespoonfuls every two or three hours.

This tea serves further against headache and great heat in the head. A piece of linen is moistened with violet-leaf-tea and bound across the forehead; or better still, the head, especially the back of the head, is washed with such a decoction.

For a swollen throat this tea is a tested gargle; at the same time the throat-bandage may be applied, dipped in the decoction instead of pure water.

Violet.
(Viola odorata L.,

a. Plant in natural growth, b. flower, c. flower from a side, d. and e. fruit.

Those who suffer from difficulty in breathing, which, however, is more the result of gathered gases and morbid
matters in the stomach and bowels, should undertake a little course of violet-tea, i. e., they should drink daily for some time two larger or smaller cups of this tea.

Crushed violet-leaves bound as a compress on inflamed tumors have a cooling effect; if boiled in vinegar, they will heal gout.

Rejoice at the fragrance and the lovely blue color of many a little bunch of violets; but keep also a little supply of this medicinal herb in your home-dispensary, that it may still breathe its fragrance for those who are sick, at a time when the little spring-flower has long since faded!

59. **Wild Angelica.** (*Angelica silvestris* L.)

There grows on damp meadows, or wet woody places a plant with a stalk from about twenty to forty inches high. The stalks are hollow, and the lads like to make whistles of them. This plant bears the name of Angelica. It is, like many others, not known in its sanitary effects on the human body.

If any one has taken unwholesome or half-poisonous food, tea made by boiling its roots, seeds and leaves, is an excellent remedy for removing these injurious matters.

As the blood is prepared from the different kinds of food, and as these are not all good and wholesome for the system, this tea leads the bad matters out of the blood again.

How often does it happen that an uncomfortable coldness takes possession of the stomach! A cup of tea made from such roots, brings more warmth to the stomach again. It is best to divide such a cup
of tea into three parts, and to take the first in the morn­
ing, the second at noon, and the third in the evening.

If there are morbid matters in the stomach and bowels, or if gripes are caused by gases, this tea is again an efficient remedy, especially if half wine and half water are taken for the tea.

Thick phlegm on the lungs and chest, heart-burn, phlegm in the wind-pipes, are by this tea especially and very easily removed.

The angelica can be highly recommended as an excellent home-remedy, and country people ought to gather a good quantity of it, for the whole year, in their meadows and woods, dry it in the air, and keep it in a dry place. These roots, seeds and leaves, well dried, may also be made into powder, and a good pinch of such a powder taken twice or three times daily will supply the place of the tea.

I caution those who have little knowledge of plants against gathering angelica lest they should carry home hemlock (poisonous plant) instead. I was urged to give this warning by the fact that cases of such dangerous mistakes have repeatedly occurred.

60. Wormwood. (Artemisia absinthium L.)

Wormwood ranks among the best known stomachics. It leads the wind out of the stomach, improves the stomach juices, and so effects a good appetite and good digestion, whether it is taken as tea or as powder.

For a bad smell from the mouth, if it proceeds from the stomach, worm-wood is of excellent effect.

Whoever is suffering from liver complaint (melancholy), let him take the little box of worm-wood-powder instead of his snuff-box, and put a pinch of its contents into his first spoonful of soup, or sprinkle it like pepper on his food once or twice a day. The decreasing yellowness of
the skin will soon show the improvement of the gall, and the patient, whose breath has been, as it were, laced up by the foul air and often still more foul juices—real dung-hills of the stomach—will breathe more freely again.

Wormwood can also be used as a tincture, which may be preserved for a long time. As a single little corn of incense glimmering on the charcoal will fill a whole room with perfume, so a little leaf of wormwood is sufficient to give a bitter taste to the contents of a whole spirit-bottle, —a sign of the virtue of the tincture and its effects.

Travellers who are much troubled with indigestion and nausea should never forget to take with them as a faithful companion their little bottle of wormwood tincture.

Wormwood-tea, used as eye-water, has often rendered the best services in eye-complaints.
## CONTENTS OF A LITTLE HOME-DISPENSARY.

### I. TINCTURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Of</th>
<th>Arnica</th>
<th>Bilberry</th>
<th>Gentian</th>
<th>Juniper-berries</th>
<th>Rosemary</th>
<th>Succory or Chicory</th>
<th>Wormwood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### II. TEA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>Althea</th>
<th>Bark of oak</th>
<th>Bog-bean</th>
<th>Brier</th>
<th>Blackthorn blossoms</th>
<th>Camomile</th>
<th>Centaury</th>
<th>Colt's-foot</th>
<th>Common elder</th>
<th>Common nettle</th>
<th>Common yarrow</th>
<th>Cowslip</th>
<th>Dwarf-elder</th>
<th>Eyebright</th>
<th>Juniper-berries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### III. POWDERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>Alum</th>
<th>Aloes</th>
<th>Colt's foot</th>
<th>Dwarf-elder</th>
<th>Eyebright</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### IV. OIL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Of</th>
<th>Anise</th>
<th>Camphor</th>
<th>Fennel</th>
<th>Juniper-berry</th>
<th>Rue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Further</th>
<th>Bone-dust</th>
<th>Chalk-dust</th>
<th>Coal-dust</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Of</th>
<th>Eyebright</th>
<th>Fennel</th>
<th>Fennugreek</th>
<th>Linseed</th>
<th>Mint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Further</th>
<th>Sandal</th>
<th>Valerian</th>
<th>Wormwood</th>
<th>Wild angelica</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Of</th>
<th>Almond-oil</th>
<th>Oil of Cloves</th>
<th>Lavender-oil</th>
<th>Salad-oil</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Recipe for the preparation of bran-bread.

Get your miller to grind your wheat together with the bran. Millers, as a rule, do not like to do this for well known reasons,* therefore the flour returned from the mill should be well inspected.

Of this flour take 2, 4, 6 or 8 lbs. (according to the number of persons for whom the bread is going to be made), put it in a kneading pan, and make it into dough with hot water. Put the dough in a rather warm place, where it should remain during the night. Neither leaven, nor salt, nor any other spice must be mixed with it.

The next day little loaves, or rolls, are formed out of the dough, and baked in an oven heated as for ordinary bread; they are left in the heat for an hour and a quarter to an hour and a half.

* Those who on account of larger consumption of bran-bread are able to buy one of the grinding-machines especially made for this purpose, will be best off; they can never be cheated. — I knew a professor in Tyrol, who had a serious stomach complaint, and as he could only take the smallest quantity of food, his strength became very much reduced. He was advised to get such a little machine and take bran-bread. He, at once, ordered one from Vienna, and was himself the miller and the donkey too! He ground his own wheat, and his wife baked the bread for him. He became so healthy and his stomach with him, that the latter henceforth refused its services to no kind of food whatever.
As soon as the bread is taken from the oven, it is thrust into boiling water for 3 or 4 seconds, then put at once into the oven again for a short time to dry.

I learnt this latter manipulation from a Trappist Prior, who said that he had long tested the baking of such bread in different ways, and had found that this manner of baking was the best, as thereby all the nourishing substance, in particular the sugar substance, is drawn from the bran.

I know many who have eaten this bread with particular liking, who eat it still, and say that it renders excellent and special service for complaints of the stomach, digestion, and particularly for hemorrhoidal complaints.

There are others whom I have known, who at first found this tasteless and unspiced bread remarkably insipid, but afterwards they have taken it with an almost passionate liking.

The bread is kept in a cool place and, should the crust be too hard, covered with a damp cloth.

The strength-giving soup.

Of this I am convinced: if the soup is known and used, a great number of miserable people can be made happy.

The strength-giving soup is not only to be recommended on account of its extraordinary good nutritious substances, but also because it is very cheap and easily prepared.

A gentleman of position, who became acquainted with it, bought of a farmer two great loaves of black bread. (The black bread, as is well known, is prepared only from rye-flour, so carefully ground for the country people, that only a little of the bran is wasted, and consequently all the nourishing substances of the rye are used.) This gentleman ordered the two loaves of bread to be cut up in small slices, put on tin plates, and placed upon the hot hearth, in order to dry them as much as possible. Dried
quite hard they were pounded in a mortar to a coarse powder. If he wanted a strength-giving soup, he stirred two or three spoonfuls of this bread-powder in boiling broth, and put in very little, or no spice; he also used but little salt. In two minutes the soup was ready. It has a pleasant taste, gives good nourishment, and causes no, or at least, not much gases.—Instead of broth, the gentleman often took milk, and when this was boiling, he stirred the bread-powder. In two minutes this soup, too, was ready. The latter soup is even greatly superior to the former, because milk contains more nourishing substances than even broth.

If the gentleman happened to have neither milk nor broth, he ordered water to be boiled, and stirred the bread-powder in it while boiling, then a little spice and beef-dripping was added. This soup also deserves the name of strength-giving soup.

One day this gentleman entered a house where the farmer’s wife was baking bread made out of spelt, which is similar to wheat. (This grain, too, is ground by the country-people with all possible care.) He bought two such loaves, and proceeded as with the black bread. Then the bread-powder obtained was mixed with that before named, and he had soup made from this admixture in the same way, as was explained before. He, thereby, obtained six different kinds of soup, which are also different in strength-giving property.

This strength-giving soup is particularly excellent for very weak children, because it is easily digested, very nourishing, and causes no gases. It is also to be recommended to young growing people, to improve the blood through the poverty of which the body suffers so much.

This strength-giving soup is, further, good for invalids, because it brings much nourishing substance to the weakened system. Lastly, it is especially to be recommended to the aged. When the teeth fail for well masticating solid food, one should keep to this soup. There ought
to be no family into which this strength-giving soup is not introduced. I once recommended it to a person in high office, who afterwards assured me that he knew no more wholesome, or more nourishing soup.

Preparation of Honey-wine.

(Very recommendable for the healthy and the sick.)

The ancient Germans had little or no wine. The brown beer was unknown to them, because there was no such thing. Their food was very simple, and yet nevertheless they were a powerful race; they attained a great age and enjoyed an extraordinary health. They attributed this great age and this extraordinary health to the "mead" (honey-wine). It is a great pity that this good drink is so little known, and that its place is now occupied by the everywhere-known brown beer, which is often so much spoiled by art that it can no longer be considered a wholesome drink. In the larger works on the breeding of bees recipes are generally given for making honey-wine. But the complaint is often heard, that one has tried to follow these recipes, but has never arrived at a good result.

I generally prepare it as follows: I have from 60 to 65 quarts of soft water put in a very clean copper vessel. When this has become rather warm, about 6 quarts of honey are stirred in it, and then it is left to boil quite gently for an hour and a half. From time to time the scum is removed from the top. When the time for boiling has expired, the honey water is emptied out into tin or earthen vessels, and when it has cooled (to a temperature a little higher than that of water heated by the sun), it is put into a thoroughly clean cask. The bung is put on, but not fastened. If the cellar is rather warm the fermentation begins after five to fifteen days. After about fourteen days fermentation, this new fermented honey-wine is drawn off into another cask. The dregs, of course, are left behind. In the second cask, the fermentation lasts from ten to fourteen days, and when the wine becomes quite calm, so that nothing more is heard in the cask,
then the bung-hole is closed. After three or four weeks, it will be clear and fit for drinking. It is then drawn off into bottles, and these are well corked and put into sand, it will effervesce in a few days rather strongly. This beverage is very cooling, and is therefore liked by those ill with fever. When sick people cannot drink either beer or wine, such honey-wine is a cordial for them. But it is also a good drink for the healthy; it ought, however, to be drunk in small quantities only, otherwise it causes disgust.
THE following cases are no imaginary ones. They are tales of human misery which rest on facts, and I am ready to guarantee for every name mentioned.

It is perfectly well known to myself that this part of my book has many defects, and that my list of diseases is by no means a complete one. This must be attributed in part to want of time; in part to my intention to give hints and instructions on symptoms of, and remedies for, diseases in a popular manner, certainly the most suitable one for those readers to whom I wish to address myself before all others.

I selected among the various diseases those by which we are visited most frequently, and the individual cases of the different illnesses were again chosen with a view to make this part of the book as instructive as possible. Whether the execution of my plan quite answers my intention, I will not decide myself; but I think that whoever reads this book with good will and without prejudice will be able to discover at least some good in it.
With regard to the repetitions, which occur frequently in this part of the book, I must add that they were made for the sake of clearness, which, although always of importance, is particularly so, when the various applications are spoken of.

Diseases are crosses, dear reader! Every one of us will sooner or later have to bear one of these crosses, perhaps unto death. We are allowed to lessen the weight of these our crosses, or did not the Prophet tell Naaman, the Syrian, to go and wash seven times in the Jordan that he might be cleansed from his leprosy?

May the Lord bless my intention to alleviate the burden of many a cross-bearer!
COMPLAINTS IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER

Abscesses.

INFLAMMATION is an inseparable companion of the various sores. Wherever fire breaks out, people hurry to the place. A somewhat similar gathering takes place as soon as the smallest spot on the surface of our body is inflamed. One blood globule tells the other and the curious ones that obey the calling are soon burnt themselves. If a small ulcer has been formed on the toe, be it not larger than a lentil, the pain of it is felt not only in the whole toe, but in the foot and the leg. These painful inflammations always remind me of a match which, when lighted in the dark, sheds brightness over a large space.

Ann has a very bad thumb. There is little to be seen; the thumb is swollen a little and is of a darker red hue than the other fingers. Not only the thumb, but even the shoulder pains dreadfully. Mind, in a short time, her whole body will be suffering. Ann's father thinks that something must be the matter. Yes, certainly, there is something the matter.
The girl wraps her thumb well up, and has now been waiting 3 to 6 days for what might ensue. The thumb swells, the hand too. A big abscess begins to form; the girl feels acute pain in her finger, arm and body: it seems to her as if a juggler was playing with knives in her arm. Only after a long time the matter will be entirely removed, and the thumb healed.

What ought the girl to have done? As soon as she felt the pain, not caused by any accident, she ought to have done what her mother uses to do when she wishes to put out a small flame on the hearth. A gentle application of water might have suppressed the evil in its germ.

If it is not the hand only but also the arm that pains, the inflammation can no longer be compared to a small flame which may be extinguished by a mere sprinkling of water. Must the girl now hold her arm under the spout of the well to put out the fire? By no means! There is not only heat to be cooled, there are also poisonous matters to be dissolved and thrown out.

The suffering part is wrapped up in an arm-package (piece of linen dipped in cold water), and this package is to be renewed, viz., to be re-dipped in water every time it begins to be hot. The finger must indeed become "a bad finger," viz., the abscesses must burst, but all that has been extracted by the package need not turn into matter and it is, no doubt, a great advantage if the abscess only swells to the size of a hazelnut instead of that of a walnut.

If the feeling of uneasiness extends to the whole body, prescribe for some time the daily application of the Spanish mantle, and the general health will soon be restored.

One kind of abscesses is well known under the name of whitlow. The ill treatment to which such fingers are frequently exposed, affords new proofs for the foolishness of men. They behave as if they had completely lost their common sense. Every one knows a new ointment which will infallibly cure the finger, and where the ointments
end, superstition begins to do its part of the work. I know of people who use as a remedy in such cases a living mole which they keep in their hands until it dies, believing that their whitlow will cease to torment them as soon as the poor animal's life is gone. After much ointing, smearing, talking, the healing process ends with the bursting of the abscess and a profuse discharge of matter which is, of course, nothing but the happy result of the ointments used and of the death of the mole.

Can there be greater foolishness than this?

What is a whitlow? Nothing else but an abscess, to be treated in the way prescribed to the above-mentioned girl. Since this kind of abscesses generally appears when much unhealthy matter has accumulated in the body, the cure ought to extend to the whole system. The local treatment consists in the hand- and arm-bandage.

The finger is swathed in a threefold piece of linen previously dipped in a decoction of shave-grass to prevent the affection of the bone; hand and arm are wrapped in a twofold bandage dipped in a decoction of hay-flowers. This bandage is to be renewed as often as increased pain or heat is felt. The whole body is worked upon by the Spanish mantle and the short package which should be alternately applied, every day for one hour. After the first week the application of packages may take place every second or third day. I recommend cautiousness with regard to upper and lower gushes which ought not to be applied, before much dissolving and evacuating has been effected. As soon as the finger is "mature," viz., shows a blueish hue and becomes soft on one side, it should be opened at once, and there is no reason for fear if blood flows out along with the matter. This blood would otherwise have turned into matter and if it is spared this process the healing of the finger is accelerated. Fear about opening an abscess too soon is out of place where water-applications are used; it may be well founded, however, when an abscess is treated with ointments.
There is still another way of healing whitlows which, for the sake of its being shorter, I have often applied myself. The hand and the arm up to the elbow are bathed in an infusion of hay-flowers, 2 or 3 times daily for half an hour. The bath should be warm, but by no means hot. The above-mentioned packages for finger, arm and body are applied in addition to the baths.

The thumb of Andrew, a gardener, was in a terrible state. Dreadfully swollen, the whole finger was without skin resembling a mass of raw flesh covered with matter. The bone was to be seen in several places.

The physician had declared that amputation would be inevitable. I examined the hand and said to myself: If I could only save that poor man's hand.

Then I reflected and came to the following conclusions. The visible bone (and that was the principal thing) has an appearance of soundness and seems in no way affected. The dreadfully swollen disgusting thumb is like a cesspool in which the body pours its good-for-nothing juices. These acrimonious matters increase the suppuration, destroy the flesh and poison everything. Therefore, I must work on the half corrupted thumb, and still more on the body that it may cease to kill its own member. My reflections were followed by action. The thumb and the whole hand were wrapped in a bandage dipped in hay-flower and shave-grass infusion (both kinds of herbs were boiled together); this bandage was renewed 4 or 5 times a day. The sick body received daily a short package and 3 times a week the Spanish mantle. To the finger, I applied daily diluted alum-water to wash away matter and dirt.

Four weeks had not passed when finger and hand were saved. A new thumb began to form around the bone which was, indeed, not affected. The new thumb had, the nail excepted, an entirely normal appearance. The man could attend to his work as formerly and lived many a year after.
Paul has been stricken by apoplexy. The right side of his upper body is paralyzed, his mouth dreadfully distorted, his right eye sunk in, the eye-lid stiff, his voice broken, all his courage gone. The physician, who had been called immediately, declared that nothing could be done and that the patient should daily drink some "Bitterwasser" (mineral water impregnated with some neutral salt). This prescription did not satisfy the patient, he began directly to try water applications, and in 12 days he was well again. This happened 13 years ago, and the robust, although elderly, gentleman delivered his lectures for many a year after.

How was this cure effected?

As soon as the work of a watch is disturbed in its order by a fall or a shock, a stand-still takes place. May be none of the little wheels is injured, but perhaps there is something between them that hinders their course, or they press and prevent each other from keeping their regular pace. The disturber ought to be expelled, the little workers reconciled in order to make every part serve the purpose of the whole. In the same way the human body is sometimes troubled by inward disturbers of peace, perhaps by one of those conglomerations which occur especially in advanced years, when the wheels of the work, viz., the organs are rather worn out. Mouth, eye or tongue, these delicate wheels are not injured but have been pushed, as it were, out of their proper place. Expel the disturber, and order and peace will soon be restored. I will try to assist you in the proper proceeding.

A head-vapor followed by a gush will do its dissolving work in the upper part of the body, a foot-vapor will produce the same effect in the lower part. The patient should then take a warm bath followed by a cold ablution. This application, besides working in a dissolving manner, will diminish the determination of blood to the head. As soon as the conglomerations are thus removed and
the circulation regulated, it will be good to proceed to the oiling of the machine which is done by a nourishing, strengthening fare—not too much at a time, however. Strong wines, spirits, and spices ought to be avoided as well as mental exertion and agitation.

A pastor was stricken by apoplexy. One hand, one foot, one whole side of his body was totally paralyzed, voice and consciousness were also gone. Remedies were applied for several days, but without success. The physician declared that the one side would remain paralyzed as it was and that a second stroke was likely to follow the first and put an end to the poor gentleman's life. I thought that in this case an experiment with water could do no harm. The cold foot and arm were vigorously washed with cold water; two warm foot-baths with vigorous washing of the feet and 4 ablutions of the upper parts of the body were the applications of the second day. On the third day we perceived that there was still feeling and life in the two paralyzed limbs. This gave us courage. On the fourth day we applied a lower package to the awkward body and put the feet twice into a warm bath with salt and ashes. We continued in the same manner for a fortnight. Then the patient began to assist us with the healthy hand and foot and showed to his own great satisfaction that he was able to lift the paralyzed hand a little. For the following three weeks whole-ablations were applied alternately with head- and foot-vapors, weekly one of the vapors and daily one ablation of the upper and lower body. New life seemed to animate the body that had been so suddenly struck down; the appetite increased. The applications for the next three weeks were: every week one warm bath followed by a cold one, one head-vapor, one foot-vapor, and 3 half-baths with ablation of the upper body (during 1 minute). The cure was completed by upper and lower gushes applied alternately with the Spanish mantle. It was indeed no easy work, but the gentleman recovered his former health insomuch as to be able to say Mass daily, and to
sing it occasionally, to visit the sick, and to attend to his correspondence. His tongue, however, had been affected so much that a difficulty in pronouncing certain words always remained and rendered him unable to preach. It is now 10 years since, and the pastor still lives and enjoys good health.

A man, 45 years old, was stricken by palsy. The right hand and foot were completely paralyzed and without any feeling; appetite was wanting entirely. The patient took daily ablutions of the upper body and the feet; the water used was warm and mixed (in equal quantities) with vinegar. Three times a day he took 30 drops of extract from wormwood, sage, and bog-bean. After a fortnight normal warmth and feeling had returned to hand and foot, and the man was able to walk in the room. The appetite increased, the paralyzed side recovered its strength, and after a few days more, the man was perfectly well again. It is worthy of notice that this man had indulged in the drinking of brandy, and that the stroke must be attributed to this cause. To secure a complete cure and recovery of strength 8 to 10 baths of a decoction from oat-straw or pine-twigs should be taken, the temperature of the bath being 99—104° F., the duration of it 20 minutes. As usual the warm bath is to be followed by a vigorous cold whole-ablution, or a half-bath with washing of the upper body.

Some general remarks about strokes may find a place here. Whenever a person has been stricken by apoplexy and is partly paralyzed, recourse should be had to cold washings immediately. Back, chest and abdomen should be vigorously washed twice to four times daily. Salt or vinegar may be mixed with the water. In the same way feet and arms must be washed in order to distribute the blood equally to all parts and produce sufficient warmth in them. All ablutions must be performed as quickly as possible, their duration should never exceed one minute.

If the effects of the stroke are only slight ones, and
the patient is able to sit up, the best application will be
a head-vapor (for 20 minutes) succeeded by a vigorous
washing of the upper body. After an interval from 4 to
6 hours, a foot-vapor (also for 20 minutes) should be ap­
plied, followed by an ablution or lower gush. Then
the above-mentioned ablutions may be made use of.

I caution against the application of the larger pack­
ages in such cases, the natural warmth is too weak and
cannot be roused by these stronger remedies. I know of
a case in which a physician attempted to cure the patient
by swathings. The first package did good; but after the
second one had been applied, the person remained cold,
and the whole body assumed a blueish hue. Only appli­
cation of warmth could bring him round again.

Another instance: A man is stricken by apoplexy. One
side is completely paralyzed as well as the tongue. The
patient is unconscious. So he remains for ten days. The
physician who attended him declared that nothing could
be done, and that a second stroke would soon follow. The
first application which I prescribed in this case was the
head-vapor. The sick man was lying in bed; a basin half
filled with boiling water (a few handfuls of hay-flowers
had been added), was placed on a stool near the bed; the
patient was laid near the edge of the bed and his upper
body, which was exposed to the vapor, covered with a
blanket. In ten minutes the man was bathed in perspi­
ration and continued so for 15 to 20 minutes, the water
running down in drops. Thereupon the upper body and
the head were vigorously washed with fresh water and
vinegar and laid to rest. On the same day the washing
was once repeated but without vapor-application. On
the second day a foot-vapor was applied (for 25 minutes),
the patient being still unconscious. Profuse perspiration
of the whole body was effected by this vapor, which was
followed by a whole-ablution. On the third and fourth
day respectively we applied head-vapor and foot-vapor;
on the fifth day consciousness returned and the patient
was able to move his paralyzed limbs. On the next three
days a whole-ablution with water and vinegar was taken twice a day. Then the patient partly recovered his voice, but three weeks passed before he could speak freely again.

From this time the patient began to make use of 3 applications: a) whole-ablution, b) covering with wet sheets and c) lying on wet sheets, alternately in the morning and in the afternoon. In a few days the patient felt so much stronger that a knee-gush could be applied every morning, and an upper-gush every afternoon. Besides these applications whole-ablutions were taken and as soon as the patient could walk, this application was substituted by half-baths, and upper-gush with knee-gush.

The effect of the cure was so good that the man, even now after twelve years, is perfectly able to attend to his business.

Asthma.

A gentleman relates: "I am 46 years old. For 20 years I have suffered from asthma. I have consulted several physicians; they declared my disease to be incurable and prescribed some remedies to relieve me a little, but without any result. I thought myself doomed to bear this heavy cross to the end of my life. Especially during the night my difficulty in breathing reached sometimes such a degree that I spent whole nights at the open window, exposed to the cold of winter. Such attacks lasted several days. To add to my affliction, I lost all appetite and felt my strength go so fast that I could not but expect to be soon delivered from all earthly sufferings. At last God had mercy on me. The book "My Water-cure" came into my hands as a helper in great need. In 8 days I was cured. It is hardly to be believed how water can effect so great a change in a man's system in the brief space of 8 days. The applications were: 1) Upper gush, then knee-gush, walking in water; 2) gush for the back, thigh-gush; 3) sitting-bath, upper gush, half-bath; 4) upper gush, gush for the back, walking in water; 5) half-
bath, upper gush, sitting-bath; 6) full-bath, upper gush; 7) thigh-gush, upper gush. Moreover I walked barefoot in the grass, daily for 1 to 2 hours. It was summer, and I felt better from hour to hour."

A priest makes the following statements: "I am well built and have always been healthy and strong; for nine months, however, I have been so obstructed with phlegm that I have great difficulty in breathing, and when I have to cough, I fear to suffocate. I had formerly an excellent, sonorous voice, and now I can scarcely make myself understood; I feel also so tired that I am hardly able to walk. Several physicians whom I have consulted declare my disease to be catarrh of the wind-pipe or catarrh of the chest."

Applications: Daily three or four times an upper gush and twice daily walking in water to above the calves of the legs, this to be continued for 4 days. During the 5 following days, two upper gushes, 1 gush for the back and 1 half-bath daily, besides these applications the shawl was used 3 times a week, and walking in water took place daily. After these 5 days the patient took a half-bath, a gush for the back, an upper gush and a knee-gush daily. These applications were continued for a short time and effected the secretion of a great quantity of matter. Day by day, the patient's appearance improved, his breath became easier, his voice clearer, his temper more cheerful. His complaint had been chiefly brought on by too warm clothing and want of exercise.

Bed-wetting.

Not only children of both sexes, but also grown up people are often afflicted with this complaint. It is a pity that such unfortunate children are often treated with cruelty or that remedies are applied such as those advertised almost in every newspaper. I was once told that in an institution for children the bed-wetters were punished every night before going to bed. No wonder, if fear and anxiety prevents the poor creatures thus treated from
falling asleep immediately; but this is not all, they will afterwards fall into a deeper sleep, and the dreaded accident is sure to happen. The cause of this unpleasant complaint is weakness of the system; if the latter is braced, the former will soon disappear.

I advised 6 children, from 8 to 13 years old, to walk for 3 to 5 minutes in a bath with so much water as to reach the calves of the legs and then to take brisk exercise either in the room or the open air. After 5 days only 2 of the 6 wetted their bed, in a few more days these also were cured. After the walking in water they made every time use of the arm-bath, holding their arms in cold water which was of great efficacy not only against the defect in question but also against their unhealthy appearance. The applications prescribed for children will suffice for adults as well. Only when the juices of the blood are much affected through weakness, it is advisable to take a cupful of tea from common yarrow, half of it in the morning, the rest in the evening.

For the applications the coldest water proved the best. I made an attempt with warm water in such a case, and the result was increase of the complaint.

Births.

A young woman had given birth to 3 dead children. Her sadness and discouragement became extreme when the physician declared that she would never be able to bear a child alive. I consoled her and gave her hope if she would make use of water-applications in order to strengthen her system. She began with the easiest means of hardening, accustomed herself by and by to stronger ones, until she kept at last to half- and full-baths. Within three years she bore the happy father 3 healthy and strong children.

A woman was ill of typhus; the headache made her almost despair. Her relations brought her from the town to the country that she might there die quietly. The poor woman was about to become mother. I was con-
sulted and prescribed short packages which were applied directly. The headache abated. For the sake of security the relations of the patient sought the advice of the physician who had attended her, about the short package. His verdict was that the first package would cause an untimely birth. Unfortunately for his advice, six packages had already been applied, when the message reached us. The patient became quite well again herself and gave birth to a healthy child.

Bladder, catarrh of the.

A gentleman relates: "I am 30 years old, for 3 years I have been afflicted with a catarrh of the bladder; I attribute this complaint to over-exertion and especially to undue retention of the urine. In the beginning I still attended to my ordinary occupation, although under great pain, until I broke suddenly down at table with weakness and pain. For 4 months I kept my bed and became so miserable that I resembled a skeleton; the weight of my body being reduced to 92 pounds. The physician prescribed Wildungerwasser (mineral water), of which I drank no less than 100 bottles, and sitting-baths. A violent catarrh of the stomach and bowels added to my sufferings. In spring things went on better. In summer my pain was bearable, although very great at times; my urine was very often, almost daily, of a dull color. In winter my pains always increased and in summer I became better again.

In the winter of 1877, the pain in the bladder grew more violent, the urine became always more scanty and dull, and I had to keep to bed for 3 weeks. My strength was going so fast that it was believed consumption would soon bring me to my grave. The lower parts of my body were always cold, and I was shivering in a very well warmed room dressed as I was in 5 pairs of trousers and 3 pairs of stockings. The physician only prescribed keeping warm and several kinds of mineral water of which I took 150 bottles. At last, encouraged by many, I resolved
to go to Woerishofen, as soon as the weather would permit."

The patient looked very ill and emaciated, but he did not cough. I gave him hope for recovery. On the third day already the color of his face had improved, the pain decreased, the urine became profuse and clear and after 4 weeks the patient declared: "Now I am again the cheerful and healthy man I was formerly—this has been effected by the water."

The result was extremely good. A physician who had made bladder complaints his special study, declared the gentleman completely recovered and was greatly astonished on seeing the result of the cure.

The applications were: In the beginning sometimes a nightstool-vapor with a decoction of shave-grass; then for 3 weeks upper gush and walking in water in the morning and in the afternoon, later on daily sitting-baths and upper gush alternately; besides this, tea from shave-grass and juniper-berrries.

**Bladder, complaint of the.**

A teacher says: "My disease has been declared by physicians to be nervous irritation of the bladder and the bowels. For 15 years I have suffered more or less from difficulty in making water. In spring this year the disease appeared in an unusually high degree. Sometimes I had to discharge my water 15 to 20 times a night. The considerable sediment contained salt-crystals and later on mucus. I was also afflicted with winds, constipation, a feeling of chill and trembling (especially of the lower body) during the night, sometimes with convulsions in the legs. Complete loss of appetite and sleeplessness rendered me very weak."

The applications were the following ones:

1) every night whole-ablution (for which the patient got up after lying in bed for some time);

2) one day a short package, the other day a shirt dipped in warm salt water;
3) daily a cupful of tea from shave-grass, in which 20 crushed juniper-berries had been boiled; all this to be continued for 3 weeks.

In a short time appetite and sleep returned, and one symptom of the disease disappeared after another. There remained only debility and pain in the leg. Against these we applied:
1) an upper gush in the morning;
2) a knee-gush in the afternoon;
3) a half-bath from time to time.
The last symptoms of illness soon disappeared.

Blood, decomposition

On my return from a journey I visited a parish-priest of whom I had heard on the way that his end was expected. I entered and found the gentleman sitting in an arm-chair. He gave me the following account of his sufferings: I have 25 holes and wounds in my body. You see in my face 5 little plasters; of these I have 20 on my body. The little pustules form quickly and contain a brown fluid. If I put on a plaster it will stick to the pustule for a day and, when taken off, some putrid flesh will come off with it. In this manner I have suffered for months, and I fear there is no longer help for me. More tormenting even than the wounds on my body is for me a foul taste in my mouth which is disgusting beyond description. If you, dear brother in Christ, have some advice for a wretched man like me, give it speedily. I prescribed 4 to 6 spoonfuls of tea from sage and wormwood to be taken every 2 hours to remove the bad taste from his palate. Then I left him, convinced that I should only see him in Heaven.

Five days after this incident, a messenger brought me the news—not of the priest's death—but that the tea had effected the desired change in the priest's taste, and that he even felt appetite for food. He now asked me for a remedy which would complete his cure. I prescribed a whole-ablation to be taken daily for a fortnight, the wash-
ing to be performed as quickly as possible. Again the news arrived that the patient's health was improving and the appetite increasing. I now advised him to make use of the Spanish mantle and the whole-ablation alternatively, every day for some weeks. After a fortnight the priest said Mass for the first time after a long interval. From that time he took every week a hay-flower-bath (95° F.) to conclude with a cold whole-ablation, and every day cold half-baths (with ablution of the upper body) alternately with whole-ablations. The good priest's recovery was a perfect one, and he lived for 24 years after this cure cheerfully attending to his office as pastor.

A man comes and reports: "For 2½ years I have been ill, and nobody can help me. Two years ago both my feet swelled and became quite blue up to the knees. Two holes formed on each foot, out of which ran much matter and blood. When the feet became a little better the right arm swelled, became likewise blue and holes formed on it. The arm is now better, but I have a tumor and pains in the back. Sometimes my abdomen is swollen, and I feel great pain there. But much worse than my bodily complaints are my mental sufferings. People say that I sometimes speak confusedly. If I were allowed, I should have committed suicide long ago. They also say I was bewitched. Whether this be true or not, I cannot become more wretched than I am."

I prescribed: Boil oat-straw, dip a flour-sack in the oat-straw-water thus obtained and slip into the sack, as you would in a pair of trousers up to the arm-pits. Then have yourself wrapped in a blanket, and remain so for two hours, after which you can go to work. The second day dip a coarse shirt likewise in such hot water, wring it out, and put it on, then the blanket, as the previous day. The third day you take a short package dipped in oat-straw-water, for 1½ hours. Thus continue for a fortnight. After this time the tumors had disappeared, one foot was cured, the other one had still a little hole; the appetite came back, and the peasant had to make use of one of
the 3 applications every third day. After 3 weeks, body and mind were completely restored.

**Blood poisoning.**

A house-wife had scratched her finger a little, and not minding the trifle went to bed without examining the injury; it seemed her too unimportant. In the night she wakes up, feels cramp in her finger, great nausea and a tendency to vomit. The injury was on the left hand, and she felt pain and cramp in the right foot. The hand, and the arm up to the elbow swell, become of a bright red, and within 10 hours the excessive pain extends over the whole arm. The veins up to the elbow swell and become dark-colored. There was no physician in the village, and there was evidently the greatest danger.

Boiling water was poured over hay-flowers, and in these hot hay-flowers the whole arm was wrapped up. The arm, wearing the bandage, was then laid in the hot hay-flower-water for eight hours. These hay-flowers acted like a drawing plaster on the whole arm and drew the poisonous matters out of the blood. This incident shows how necessary it is to procure speedy help in cases of blood-poisoning. Perhaps in 1 or 2 hours this house-wife might have been dead. It is worthy of notice that even the tongue of this poor woman had already a blueish color. After 36 hours the skin on the palm of the hand was so completely detached from the flesh that it could have been stripped off. As soon as the cramp in the finger ceased, the nausea was gone.

Joseph killed a cow, and, by accident, wounded his own thumb with the bloody knife. He paid no attention to it until he began to feel excessive pain, and his hand swelled so that he could scarcely move his fingers. The heat increased, and before long yellow and blue spots appeared on finger and hand. A physician gave him some remedy with which the hand was to be washed and bandaged. But the pain, which had got hold of the arm up to the elbow, became more unbearable than ever; the poor man
felt that the inflammation inside was making continual progress.

I was sent for, and having examined the case, I prescribed vapors for hand and arm 4 times a day, each one of ½ hour's duration. During the time when the arm was not exposed to the vapors, it was wrapped up in boiled hay-flowers (to above the elbow).*

Every 2 hours, i.e., as often as the pain increased, the package was renewed. This proceeding brought not only relief, but complete cure. The spreading of the inflammation ceased on the evening of the first day, and after 4 days the inflammation was entirely removed.

A gentleman cut his corn which was inflamed. In a few days the inflammation made so rapid a progress that he could no longer doubt about blood-poisoning having set in. Many, who had some experience of the matter, thought him lost. The patient took daily 2 foot-baths of boiled hay-flowers (these being left in the water for the bath) and daily the feet were wrapped in cloths dipped in a decoction of shave-grass (every hour to be re-dipped in it). These packages were to be applied several times a day, each time for 2 hours. Since there appeared other symptoms of blood-poisoning (sickly appearance and want of appetite), general appplications were added to the above-mentioned partial ones. A lower package of 1½ hours' duration and ablution of the upper body were applied daily.

In a few days the gentleman was out of danger, and in 10 days he was perfectly well again. He took daily 2 cupfuls of tea from wormwood and sage (both herbs mixed).

Such small foot complaints require great precaution. I know of no better preservatives than walking barefoot

* Hay-flowers are soaked with boiling water, then squeezed and spread on a cloth. On this the patient puts his arm and has it wrapped up in such a manner that it is quite surrounded by the damp warm hay-flowers.
(be it only in a room, e. g., 15 or 20 minutes before going to bed) and frequent cold foot-baths; for weak persons the latter may be lukewarm. Great care for the cleanliness of the feet is an important means for the preservation of general health.

A stout parish-priest tried to give his thick throat a normal shape by means of iodine, prescribed by a physician. In order to produce the desired effect in as short a time as possible and get rid of his goitre he was rather extravagant in the use of iodine. In a short time the strong gentleman emaciated so remarkably that he lost half the weight of his body. The physician gave him up, because the iodine had poisoned his blood.

In such cases the Water-Pfarrer is always good enough to make up for other people's imprudence. I wish this remark to be regarded as a mere joke which I write down without the slightest feeling of bitterness! The patient took warm baths with a decoction of pine-twigs (95—100° F.) followed by a cold, but quick ablution; he lay on, and was covered with, warm sheets; there were further applied to him: the upper and lower gush, the lower package dipped in a decoction of pine-twigs, every day two applications in the given order. Besides this, he walked barefooted in the dewy grass.

He took daily a saltspoonful of chalk-dust or slacked lime dissolved in ½ pint of water, to be divided into 2 to 4 doses, likewise daily 1 or 2 spoonfuls of Provence-oil whilst he lived on simple, nourishing household-fare. Also in this case the water did excellent service.

**Blood vomiting.**

Whenever blood is spit or vomited, it is of the greatest importance to ascertain whether it comes from the lungs or the stomach. It is sure to come from the lungs when it is thrown up in a fit of coughing like phlegm, and when it is foamy and of a bright red hue; if the blood is coagulated and of a dark brown color and the evacuation resembles ordinary vomiting, it may be concluded
that it comes from the stomach. Blood vomiting is always frightening and requires great precaution, since it is infallibly accompanied by a greater or lesser danger. If the blood comes from the stomach, who knows, what little vein may have been injured, if and when the vomiting will take place again. Carelessness might have serious consequences. Therefore the injury ought to be healed as speedily as possible.

Blood vomiting from the lungs is by far more dangerous and should be attended to immediately.

For both kinds of blood vomiting tea of shave-grass is, on account of its contracting property, an efficacious remedy. If the blood flows from the nose, such tea ought to be drawn up by it; if it comes from the mouth some spoonfuls of such tea should be taken every 2 or 3 minutes. As a rule it stops the bleeding quickly. The tea should be taken for some time after the cessation of the bleeding. I do not know of a single case in which shave-grass has failed to bring about the desired effect.

If a person is repeatedly troubled with blood vomiting, the causes of the complaint should be investigated. It is then either the lungs which are affected and the patient is consumptive, or a too strong rush of the blood to the head takes place (s. congestions), or the bleeding proceeds from ulcers on the stomach.

In passing by, I will say a few words about the bleeding of the nose. Many people have frequently bleeding at the nose and do not mind it at all, because they feel "well" after it. Yet their state is not a normal one, and sooner or later a severe disease is sure to ensue. Poverty of blood, weak blood and their attendants: anxiety, fear, unpleasantness of various kinds are the inevitable consequences of this frequent loss of blood. I do not approve of the various ways in which people attempt to stop bleeding at the nose. There are some that pour water over the neck of the patient, others try to stop the bleeding by suddenly frightening him, etc.
The only thing to be aimed at, seems to me the regularity of the circulation. The blood which overfills the head ought to be drawn down to the abdomen and the feet, which, with such people, are generally poor of blood, and it is just this poverty of blood that will cause many complaints later on.

The following water-applications will prove of excellent effect in this leading downwards of the blood: in the beginning a warm foot-bath with ashes and salt, for 15 minutes twice or three times a week; walking on wet stones, likewise twice or three times a week, and 2 or 3 short packages. When the system has thus been strengthened, upper and lower gushes and half-baths with ablution of the upper body will render very good service; one of these applications will be sufficient for the week.

There is one kind of bleeding of the nose which is not only serious, but really very dangerous. A girl of 15 bled to death within 2 hours. The blood flowed from the nose as if discharged through a pipe, and the bleeding only ended with the girl's death.

A girl of 16 years of age discharged through the nose 3 basinfuls of pure blood within 1½ hours. The increasing paleness and drowsiness seemed to indicate her approaching end. At 2 o'clock a.m. I was called to prepare for her death. All home-remedies had been unavailing; a physician was not to be had. Without delay, I had the contents of half a watering-can poured over her head, the other half over the upper part of her back. The bleeding ceased almost instantaneously. The girl lay for several hours quiet but on account of her weakness more or less unconscious. She had scarcely recovered herself a little when the bleeding of the nose began again. The gush was repeated and had the same effect. In order to gain new strength, the patient took 2 or 3 spoonfuls of milk every half hour—appetite and thirst being entirely wanting. After 2 days she began to take strength-giving soups alternately with milk, but in very small portions. The upper gush was taken daily. The bleeding did not return
and a very good appetite made itself felt instead. In about 6 weeks the patient was quite well again, but although her appearance was as healthy as formerly, the girl felt the consequences of the attack (great internal weakness) for not less than 6 months.

**Bloody flux.**

A father comes and reports the following: "My wife has had bloody flux for some time and is dying; she may be dead when I come home. There is no medical help for her. Is there no help at all?" My advice was the following: the woman should take 2 to 3 spoonfuls of tea from shave-grass every ¼ hour, later on 2 spoonfuls daily. She should put a cloth, dipped in half water and half vinegar, on the abdomen; the cloth ought to be renewed every 20 minutes and applied for 2 hours. The flux soon ceased, and the woman had to make use of the compress only twice after the first application and each time for ¼ hour only.

To repair the loss of blood, she took 2 tablespoonfuls of milk every hour besides the ordinary household fare. After 4 weeks this woman was able to do the work in the house as before.

I must, however, remark that such applications should only be resorted to in cases of need, until a physician can be had.

**Bowels, complaints of the.**

A priest, 45 years of age, asserts:

"For more than 25 years I am suffering from an obstinate costiveness, and for some years, too, from stomach complaint. About 8 years ago I undertook a cold-water cure, which improved the stomach, but the costiveness remained. In the year 1885, disease of the kidneys came on with surplus formation of urine acidity and formation of gravel, against which the doctor ordered a grape cure and after this a ten days' course with Glauber's salt, which courses, however, brought as a consequence a very violent catarrh of the bowels. After having undertaken every possible cure in vain, it was declared that my di-
sease was incurable, that I could be relieved, but not cured. I was tormented with sleeplessness, want of appetite, lassitude, heaviness in the legs, dislike to work, pain and pressure in the vicinity of the kidneys, and costiveness in a high degree, with swelling and stretching of the abdomen, with a sensation of chill in my feet and great heat in my head, whilst the other parts of my body perspired easily and profusely. In this state I made up my mind to try the cold water, against which I had been so much warned.

The following was prescribed for the gentleman:

Daily an upper gush, a gush for the back, a sitting-bath, besides, according to need, a half-bath, knee-gush, walking in water. But the Spanish mantle operated the most powerfully, and has become a dear friend to this gentleman. After a course of 12 weeks’ duration, his digestion was perfectly regulated without any special diet, the bodily weight had gained 30 lbs.

**Bowels, inflammation of the.**

An overseer reports: "For years I have suffered from violent, almost unbearable pain and cramps in the bowels. I can scarcely eat anything without pain and succeeding diarrhea. I have taken a great deal of medicine, but obtained only little relief for a short time." The appearance of this man in his best years, is very sickly. He is emaciated, pale, and his eyes are dull. What could bring him help?

1) This man took 3 sitting-baths weekly;
2) He washed chest and abdomen vigorously with water and vinegar every morning and evening.

In 4 weeks the poor man was freed from his sufferings. He had also taken 12 drops of wormwood extract in warm water, twice daily.

**Brain, disease of the.**

A brewing-master of about 33 years of age has been suffering greatly for 11 years. In May, 1877, one morning as he rose from bed, he fell suddenly prostrate half insen-
sible and remained in this state for 2 hours. This attack was the precursor of serious typhoid fever which lasted six months. Great giddiness with vomiting and faintness tormented him daily. The giddiness began with a beating in the brain; then it threw the man to the ground, often full length. This state continued mostly from 5 to 10 minutes, and returned daily 5, 8 or 10 times. After these six months he was able to work again, but only for 2 months. Thereupon the attacks set in again so frequently and with such force that he was obliged to keep his bed for 8 months. In the course of these 11 years, he was every year 6 or 7, even 8 months confined to his bed. The disease increased to such an extent, that, when he was not in bed, the attacks of giddiness and falling returned every two or three days, especially after any mental exertion, after quick motion, at every quick turn of the head. The attack always announced itself by a beating in the head, and if he were able quickly enough to cling to a table, or in the open air to a tree, it shook him and threw him hither and thither until at last he fell to the ground. He did not lose consciousness, but his sight was affected.

For 9 years the attacks were always accompanied by vomiting which ceased since the last year. The whole time, for above 10½ years, the unhappy sufferer felt a constant pressure on his head as if a heavy weight were lying there. For 5 years he has had a continual humming in the ears and a difficulty of hearing with his right ear. He was scarcely ever able to sleep at night until one or two o'clock on account of a feeling of weight and fullness in the head, and this for 9 years. From May, 1866, to October, 1887, the man was, with a very slight interruption, bedridden. He took a whole host of medicaments from the 14 doctors who attended him in the course of his long illness, several of whom declared him incurable.

Most of them gave the opinion that through a former hurt on his head—a cask had fallen on it—the skull was cracked, and since then a splinter of bone pressed upon the brain, thereby causing all his sufferings.
In my opinion, there was an extraordinary strong flow of blood to the head, and the following applications were prescribed:

Upper gush, walking in water, gush for the back, thigh and knee-gush, foot-vapor as well as the Spanish mantle. The result of the five weeks' course, from July 28th, to September 2nd, was a particularly excellent one. Even on the fifth day, the patient declared himself free from the pressure on the brain.

On the second day he had an attack after rather long mental exertion (letter-writing),—it was the last. From day to day his health improved to his great joy; the next four weeks he felt as “born anew, so free and so light in his head,” and his sight relieved, too. For these five weeks he slept the whole night through. The man is overjoyed, and returned, as it were, to life. At home he had simply to continue daily with one of the above applications.

**Brain, inflammation of the.**

The blood has always a determination to those parts where an inflammation has arisen. It speedily flows to these heated spots and leaves other parts, and especially those at the greatest distance from the inflammation, more or less bloodless. When the brain is inflamed, the blood must be led to the extremities, but also the inflamed part must be worked upon. The applications are the following: Feet and legs up to the knees are to be bandaged in cloths dipped in water mixed with vinegar. Should the feet be very cold, the cloths might be dipped in hot water first, but as soon as they become hot, cold water is to be taken for renewing the compress. The hands and arms should be likewise bandaged at least to the elbows; then, the patient may lie on wet sheets. After ¾ of an hour the cloth must be re-dipped in cold water. If the heat does not give way, these applications should be continued. A twofold coarse cloth dipped in water and laid on the abdomen will greatly assist the
other applications in leading the blood downwards. As a more direct application to the affected part a wet cloth may be tied around the forehead or around the neck. The latter application is almost more efficacious; both have to be renewed every ¼ hour. The shawl also does good service in such cases, but it, also, must be renewed every ¾ of an hour. These applications, when used alternately, will prevent the fever from attaining a high degree, and the inflammation will be quickly removed. Fresh water is the best remedy for interior use, but not more than 1 or 2 spoonfuls should be taken at a time. An infusion of Foenum graecum may also be taken instead of water.

Burns.

A peasant's house burnt down. The peasant burnt his face and hands in such a manner that he was not to be recognized. The physician put several plasters on the injured spots. From the fingers and from half the arm skin and flesh hung down in strips. Almost despairing with unspeakable pain, the unfortunate man longed for death to come and release him. The physician declared the recovery of the patient an utter impossibility.

The absence of the pastor of the parish, in which the accident occurred, proved providential for the poor man. I was called to his bedside, and on seeing him in his intense suffering, I tried to find out a means of relieving him in order that he might die quietly. I had all the stiff, sticky little plasters removed, then I quickly stirred with a pen the raw white of an egg, linseed-oil and sour cream to a paste which was applied to the suffering parts in such a manner as not to allow the entrance of the air. Over the paste I put worn out, wet linen rags, and over these again a dry cloth. After every 2 hours the dry cloth was gently removed, and the damp cloth carefully moistened again to prevent the so painful sticking of it to the wounds. In the morning and in the evening the moist cloth, too, was removed and a layer of fresh paste added to the old one. It is incredible in how short a time the
patient was cured. The first application already had the effect that the fearful pain gave way and the cramps, the approach of which had been announced by the well-known ominous writhing, were prevented.

As internal cooling remedy, the patient took one spoonful of salad-oil twice daily. Under the paste which closed the wounds completely to the air, the new skin formed remarkably quick. The strictest cleanliness—after the first few days the matter was washed away with lukewarm water several times in the day—helped to promote the cure which was almost accomplished after fourteen days. The physician himself declared this patient's recovery almost a miracle. He had never believed in the possibility of healing such injuries.

A man-servant was grievously injured by a camphine-flame. One half of his upper body was so terribly burnt that one arm, half the chest, and one side of the head were covered with black, yellow, and red spots, and the skin could be everywhere stripped off. He offered a dreadful sight, and the unfortunate man suffered agonizing pain. Exactly the same treatment as the above mentioned saved him and gave him back to his vocation and his master.

Protection from the outer air, dampness of the cloths applied, regularly renewed application of the cooling paste, and great cleanliness are the chief requirements for, and conditions of, a rapid cure of burns.

Sauerkraut (pickled cabbage) is a good house-remedy for slighter burns. It must be fresh from the tub and is packed around the injured part. Also the water produced from Sauerkraut by pressure, may be employed in a similar manner. Some prefer scraped potatoes, others linseed-oil. All these little remedies are good.

A cook had the misfortune of scalding her hand and her arm up to the elbow with boiling water. Medical aid was immediately on the spot, but in spite of the most careful treatment the wound did not heal for weeks. Now the person had recourse to the remedies prescribed
by me which alleviated her pain almost instantaneously and eventually effected her complete cure.

The applications were: 1) The whole wound was painted with the white of an egg and oil, and bandaged with a wet cloth; for the first few days the bandage was renewed twice daily. 2) Injurious juices and dirt were extracted by a package of infused hay-flowers. During the cure several ulcers formed. To heal these, a decoction of Foenum graecum (or fenugreek) was applied. By means of these remedies which were alternately made use of, hand and arm were completely cured.

Cancer.

A very frequent disease of the present time is cancer. There is hardly a part of the body which may not be destroyed by cancer, or cancerous injuries. If it happens that this evil has already spread, I dare not attempt anything with water; blood and juices are already too corrupted.

Cancer is hereditary, especially if blood and juices of an individual are already disposed to that kind of decomposition. I knew a married couple who visited a cousin suffering from cancer in the tongue. Without any misgiving they were both terrified as they perceived the horrible ravages of the dreadful disease.

Within three days the half of the woman's tongue had swollen in a morbid manner, and the man's underlip became inflamed and sore. "We have caught the disease," they came lamenting to me. I tried to encourage them; for they were frightened to death, and did all I could to dissuade them from their firm assertion. At the same time I advised them on the one day to wash out their mouth, especially the affected part, with alum-water about four times, the second day to repeat the washing with aloe-water, besides taking every second day a head-vapor, and alternately with the head-vapor to put a bandage around the neck.
The two persons were quite cured of the disease. I myself could never have believed that terror alone could have the effect of giving so frightful a disease. I heard later that a doctor had really said that they had caught the disease.

I have treated several cases of cancer in the first stages, also smaller advanced cancerous injuries. They are easily cured. All applications aim solely at the purification of blood and juices.

Caries.

A gentleman of position got a bad toe; he thought the nail had been a little hurt, and did not consider the matter worthy of any further attention. In the meantime the toe became inflated, and made it necessary to call in a doctor, who, during several weeks, prescribed different remedies. The toe was all right, he thought, although the inflammation had gained in extent, the whole foot was greatly swollen, and he could neither stand on, nor walk with it. The patient suspected nothing until one day two little bones came out through the skin. Then he began to mistrust his foot and all those who had until now considered and pronounced it quite excellent.

The gentleman knew me and asked me to inspect it. Caries had set in. I at once ordered shave-grass to be boiled in water, and the foot as far as the swelling reached, to be bound in cloths dipped in the decoction. Within quite a short time the swelling and the still small caries were removed; the foot healed up again, and its master used it as before.

After about a year the unfortunate disease announced itself again, this time on the other foot, and indeed just on the big toe again. During the healing the patient experienced on his other foot a continuous pain similar to that which he had felt before the appearance of the first attack. The healing of the toe progressed in the meantime and was at last declared complete and successful, although the cut and healed toe remained half as
thick again as it should have been and rather red. The energetic gentleman could walk and work, and what more would he have? As one who does not keep the truth behind a mountain, but always speaks his mind straight out, I was shunned and questioned no further. That was agreeable to me, for my reply would have been: the disease is partly, but not entirely removed. The consequence will be, that sooner or later the caries will penetrate further. I had not deceived myself; for so it happened. How had this foot to be treated? Necessarily both feet must receive treatment at the same time, so long, until no spot of particular redness is to be seen, and not the least pain is to be felt. They are to be treated with foot-packages dipped in a decoction of oat-straw, in such a manner that the feet are wrapped up a few times daily, and the packages reach a little above the diseased and painful places.

The perfect and real dealing will not take too long a time. How is it then that in our case the caries should have settled itself just in the feet? Why not, e. g., in the hands or arms?—This gentleman had formerly had a serious and tedious illness, which left a great weakness behind it, especially in the feet. Possibly morbid poisonous matters lay there. One thing is certain that, with the then convalescent gentleman, the feet on account of the hard work (they alone always carry the body, and often what a body!) could never properly recover, and so as the weaker part, easily succumbed to the attacks of the poisonous matters.

The gentleman is still living. He must take great care if he does not want to be visited again by caries. At the least sign, he would do well by following my friendly and well-meant advice, and not delay with the compresses of shave-grass or decoction of oat-straw. Sero venientibus ossa! The gentleman is a latin scholar, he will laugh and understand me. They who do not know Latin need not rack their brains, or let their hair turn gray because, against my usual custom, I have, this time, not trans-
lated the foreign words. I pass over other cases of cured caries, as they concern younger persons with whom, in the beginning of the disease, the cure is easily and quickly effected.

Catarrh.

Most catarrhs owe their existence to a rapid transition from the open air or a cold room into a well-heated room. Also draught, to which one has been exposed, may cause catarrh. It generally makes itself felt by a sensation of contraction in chest, throat, and nose. It is a feeling as if there were a little dumpling in one’s throat. If this swelling is overlooked, it settles and spreads. Great susceptibility for catarrh is caused by effemination of the body through too warm clothing. It would not be difficult (I say it boldly) to remain free from every catarrh if the body was to be hardened, not “barbarously” but reasonably, as emphatically recommended in other passages of this book.

What must we do in order to be spared?

An example shall show it us. I have been walking for an hour at a rather quick pace. It is pretty fresh, as the peasant says while rubbing his hands; we have 20° below zero. Immediately I enter a room where the thermometer shows 68° above zero. This change of temperature amounting to 88 degrees cannot remain unavenged. It would have been better if I had walked slower for the last 20 minutes and remained in the cool hallway for some minutes (taking some exercise) before entering the warm room. In this manner the heat of the body would have been decreased and the perspiration arrested. To make the change of temperature completely harmless, I might have walked up and down for a while in the heated room itself.

If you feel the consequence of your imprudence, the little dumpling in your throat, return to the open air and take some exercise. This will dissolve and remove all superfluous matter in your throat within half an hour.
Hoarseness is nothing else but catarrh extended to the organs of speech. The silver-bell, when tied up, gives no sound. The most sonorous voice is mute when the organs of speech are swollen. Remove the catarrh, and its companion, the hoarseness, will follow it without hesitation.

On this occasion I insert a remark about coughs which will render good service to many. There are people who have a tendency to cough a great deal. Every trifle, e. g., the tickling of the fresh air in their throat calls forth this barking. Such people cough for years without the slightest pain. This disposition is generally inherited from the parents and therefore difficult to remove. This kind of cough is of no consequence, whether it proceeds from the throat, or from other organs. Such people may derive comfort from the German proverb: He who coughs for a long time will live for a long time. Other hereditary defects are not so innocent in their consequences, but well worthy of attention, as consumption, phthisis, etc.

There it wants acting on the maxim: Principiis obsta! Meet the first beginnings decidedly, but with all prudence and precaution. A slight catarrh, in a family where phthisis is hereditary, can, like the bark-bug, which ruins the strongest pine-tree, destroy the most vigorous constitution. Therefore be careful! By prudent treatment even hereditary defects may prove without serious consequences and not destroy altogether the hope for a long life.

Chlorosis (Green-sickness).

The whole body derives its strength, the formation and growth of its parts and its capacity of endurance from the blood; good and sufficient blood is, therefore, the first condition of health. He who has good blood enjoys good health; he who has much blood is enduring, and where little or bad blood is prepared, there is a liability for all possible diseases.
Good, wholesome air, much light, nourishing food, and suitable exercise are essential for the formation of good blood. If these necessary conditions are wanting, the blood will fail, and if the blood is not sufficient in quality, unhealthy blood will be formed.

Poverty of blood can also be caused by loss of blood through wounds, by bleeding, etc.

He who is poor of blood is also sick, or at least ailing.

Those who suffer from chlorosis (or green-sickness) offer a true picture of the effects of poverty of the blood. The face is pale, white, often yellowish, brownish; the lips and gums are especially livid, and in the whole person weakness, emaciation, want of vital heat, drooping stature prevail. Further consequences are: palpitation, heavy breath, especially when mounting stairs, headache, pains in the back, fainting-fits, cramps and bad digestion. Such people have frequently a strange craving for unsuitable food.

Persons afflicted with this illness should be in the open air as much as possible and if they are in the room, this should be but sparingly heated. Their clothing should be only moderately warm and not closely fitting the body, in order that air may penetrate everywhere.

The food of such persons should be good and digestible and consist chiefly of milk, good bread, bread-soup, and simple farinaceous dishes; they should eat but little at a time. From 2 to 4 spoonfuls of milk taken frequently are the best food for them since the juices of the stomach are scanty and much food at a time cannot be digested by them. Exercise and work in the open air (provided that the patient's strength is not overtaxed) will aid the formation of blood.

The water-applications suitable for such persons are: To take a whole-ablution from bed 3 or 4 times a week; to stand in water to above the calves of the legs for one minute; directly after this the arms, too, are held in water, about twice or three times a week.
If the chlorotic person is very weak and has very little vital heat, warm water should be taken in the beginning for the ablutions as well as for the baths; the water may also be mixed with salt or vinegar. To promote appetite it will be very good to take 2 or 3 tablespoonfuls of wormwood-tea, 3 times daily. An excellent remedy against chlorosis is pulverized chalk of which a saltspoonful in 4 to 6 spoonfuls of water should be taken twice daily.

As soon as the general health of the patient has been improved through the above mentioned applications, half-baths may be taken twice or three times a week instead of ablutions and foot-baths; upper gush and knee-gush, if not used too often, will also render excellent service.

Poverty of blood in a child: A mother brings a boy, 5 years old. The boy is stout, well built and has a good stature, but his face is so pale that he resembles a corpse rather than a healthy child. The child has neither courage, nor appetite, nor strength, in a word the child is so poor of blood, and its whole organism so inactive that it seems an old man. Several physicians have attended to the child, but nothing has brought it relief. Two physicians ordered much wine to be drunk, but the condition of the little patient remained the same since the child felt a great repugnance for wine as for all other food. What is to be done here?

1) Every day the child should put on a shirt dipped in a decoction of hay-flowers.
2) Every day the whole body of the child should be washed with water and vinegar.
3) The boy should, if possible, walk barefooted in the room; he should also go out in the open air. His food should consist in simple household-fare, chiefly in water and milk (but always in small quantities, 2 to 3 tablespoonfuls), this to be continued for a fortnight. After this time:

1) To walk daily in moderately cold water to above the calves of the legs, for 3 to 5 minutes.
2) To take a whole-ablution with water and vinegar, daily.

3) To put on a shirt dipped in salt water or in a decoction of hay-flowers, once or twice a week.

These applications are to be continued for a fortnight and after this time to be made use of half as often.

Cholera.

How much dreaded is cholera! Six years ago several countries were visited by this terrible epidemic and numberless where those who fell a victim to it. To protect a country against inundations dykes are erected and rivers regulated. When a forest is on fire, ditches are digged to prevent the destroying element from spreading. Such a dyke and ditch against cholera, this terrible foe of human life, is water. It saves us from danger and surrounds those by whom it is rightly applied with a dyke or ditch.

With regard to cholera the prevailing maxim is: If profuse perspiration is produced, the patient is saved; if not, he is lost.

One night I was called to a poor maid-servant. She had vomited 20 times, and just as many times she had made use of the close-stool. The physician lived at a distance of 6 miles. The poor girl wanted to be prepared for death; for she felt herself that her death must be at hand. Her hands and feet were as cold as ice; her face pale, her cheeks sunk, the symptoms of imminent dissolution were there. I directly sought to produce perspiration, seeing that on the effect of this procedure everything depended, life or death. The housewife brought speedily two large coarse sheets. I dipped them in hot water, folded and wrung them out, and with this almost hot compress chest and abdomen were covered. Underneath, on the skin, a single cloth dipped in hot vinegar was laid. The wet hot compress was covered and closed to the air by a feather-quilt as warm and as heavy as the patient could bear. Violently did the heat pene-
trate into the body, and in 15 minutes the whole body was warm; when 20 minutes more had passed, the perspiration rolled down in pearls from the face. I had the compress redipped in hot water. In a very short time the cramps ceased and with them the vomiting and the sensation of sickness. To meet within the heat working from without, the patient took a cupful of hot milk with fennel (one spoonful of ground fennel boiled in milk for three minutes). Profuse perspiration being thus produced, the girl was saved.

The time of convalescence is in such cases of the greatest importance. The convalescent should lie on wet sheets, for an hour daily, and be covered with wet sheets for the same time daily. For the first application the sheets should extend to the length of the spine, for the second they should cover chest and abdomen. The patient just spoken of, did so and was cured in ten days. A second case was treated in the same way and with the same result.

As soon as the symptoms of this disease, violent diarrhoea, vomiting, cramps, etc., appear, the person so affected should be put to bed. Country people are often too severe against themselves in this respect; this is want of prudence. As interior application a warm drink may be given. If cramping pain sets in, or the feet become ice-cold, a warm compress should be applied to the abdomen, for not longer than about three quarters of an hour. For the same time the patient should be laid on wet sheets. As often as the cramps return, the compresses may be repeated. As soon as heat and perspiration set in, the patient is saved.

Great precaution with regard to food and drink should be used until health is completely restored. Of the usual simple fare the lighter kinds of food should be chosen. The best beverage is milk which is a remedy at the same time.

When cholera rages in a place, be not over-frightened, but trust in God. Wash chest and abdomen vigorously
with cold water every morning and every evening, chew 10 to 12 juniper-berries daily, and if you cannot have these, buy pepper-cakes; for 5 cents you will get a good many of them. Five pepper-cakes, taken twice a day, will warm the stomach, assist the digestion and lead out gases.

Cholerine.

Almost in every place there are some cases of cholerine every year. Cholerine is cholera in a diminutive form, a very unpleasant guest, though not so much feared. Its attendants are violent diarrhoea, vomiting and sometimes more or less violent cramps.

My applications for cholerine are exactly the same as those for cholera, modified in number and degree according to the stages of the disease. I had once no less than forty persons afflicted with cholerine under treatment and, with all of them, the happy result was complete cure.

Colic.

Colic accompanied by diarrhoea or sickness often appears suddenly without any apparent cause. It may be caused by cold, by over-heating or by some particular food or drink.

A patient of this kind should be put to bed without delay and a warm cloth (perhaps also a hot-water bottle)* put on the abdomen, then he should be covered so as to prevent the entrance of the air. As a lenitive the patient should be given half a pint of milk in which fennel or caraway-seeds have been boiled. This simple household-remedy will be sufficient.

Regarding the diet of the patient, as long as he continues in this condition, the food should be very simple and very digestible, with very little salt and spice. Water

* Poor people will find a substitute for the hot-water bottle by making a brick hot and rolling it up in a woolen cloth.
and milk are the best beverages for such patients; water and wine (mixed) can also be recommended.

**Congestions.**

An officer lamented in the following manner:

I suffer from heavy breath, cramps in the neck and very violent headache. Often I spend whole nights sleepless on account of congestions and pain in my head. No evacuation of the bowels takes place unless it be produced by remedies. Moreover, I have much cramp in the chest, and sometimes it extends to the bowels and causes me great suffering. I know not how to protect myself against the cold; my hands and feet are generally cold. My station in life is a pleasant one, but I am constantly tormented by these sufferings. I went to several bathing-places, but obtained no relief. I was formerly corpulent, but now emaciation has taken the place of corpulence. If the water brings me no help, he concluded in a sad tone, I shall be lost.

The treatment was the following:

1) The patient walked barefooted in the grass and on foot-paths every morning and evening for some time. This brought him indescribable relief and led the blood off his head.

2) Two short packages weekly.

3) Once the Spanish mantle.

To promote the evacuation of the bowels, he took for several days a spoonful of water every half hour, and if there was greater difficulty, he took every hour a spoonful of warm water in which a piece of aloe as large as a pea and half a spoonful of sugar had been dissolved.

**Consumption.**

Like a serpent in the grass or among stones lying in ambush for its prey, consumption often begins to do its destroying work in some part of the system before it shows itself openly. Its beginning is a decomposition
which takes place in some part and by formation of matter spreads and destroys organs of the body. The chest, the lungs, the pleura, the abdomen, the intestines, the kidneys, the throat, the windpipe, the larynx, the noblest and most important organs may be thus affected. Wherever such a decomposition takes place it is quickly followed by disturbances in the circulation. A person afflicted with this malady is like a tree whose leaves fade before the time. Sun and fresh air are of no avail there. The same may be said of a consumptive person. The blood, this fluid on the condition of which life depends, decreases like the sap of a decaying tree and the patient resembles a light growing weaker and weaker and becoming eventually extinguished through want of nourishment.

If consumption is so far advanced that an organ has been almost destroyed by it, then all human help is idle; but if it has only commenced to affect one or the other part of the organism, cure by water is easy. It is a sad thing that the symptoms just of this disease seem of so little consequence. The patient coughs a little, the cough causes no pain and is not even accompanied by expectoration. If the cough is worse from time to time, the patient considers it a slight catarrh which comes to trouble him sometimes, but which will soon be over again. Even if the body begins to be more languid and a decrease of strength is distinctly felt, there are always excuses. This time the catarrh lasts a little longer, but still the person attends to duties. At this stage of the illness, a person has generally already suffered more than he himself believes. Blood and the juices have decreased, and the decomposition has gained in extension.

If, then, the patient seeks for help, it is generally too late, and remedies applied at this period will often but serve to shorten his life. I say all this to caution people against neglect of so-called catarrhs. In cases of advanced consumption I do not even attempt to cure by
water* (I declare this also to all such patients who consult me); for their nature is too much weakened as to take up the combat with the fresh water.

The symptoms of advanced consumption are: frequent coughing, much expectoration, heavy breath, and want of appetite. As long as the phlegm swims on the water (make the experiment) there is no need for giving up all hope; if it sinks, hope for human help is generally in vain. The patient should resign himself to the will of God and should quietly prepare for his last hour.

On the other hand I can prove by many examples that water is the best and safest remedy in the first stages of consumption. It refreshes and revives the languid body by working like oil poured between the wheels of a machine; it produces a quicker circulation and infuses new life into the weakened organism. Moreover, it winnows the bad juices as a sieve does the poppy-seed by throwing off what is injurious. The applications, however, should never be such as effect violent dissolution and evacuation. Strengthening of the organism must be the chief aim in order that invigorated nature itself may throw off injurious matters. Any application which is likely to weaken or destroy the vital heat should be carefully avoided. That would be promoting the disease.

Only very short applications must be used. I would not venture to make use of an application extending to the whole body, if there were symptoms of rather advanced consumption.

If the disease has its seat in the upper part of the body, the upper gush followed by the knee-gush will be of excellent service (the latter to be applied for half a minute only). If the weather is favorable, walking barefoot in wet grass is a practice surpassed by no other; it brace the system, and there is not the least reason for fear of its doing harm. Walking on wet stones is also...

* Countless experiments have always led to the same result, the condition of the patient can be relieved, but he cannot be cured.
good; it draws the blood downwards and effects a quicker circulation and, therefore, promotes the formation of blood in general. I will say one word more about the diet of such patients who are, more than all others, met with the command: "Eat and drink well." The simplest fare is the best, no ardent spirits, no spiced or sour food should be taken.

The best diet for consumptive people is that which is most suitable for children and most conducive to their growth.

It is remarkable that such patients have a particular craving for salt so as to put it on their bread, to dip the meat in it; they also have a special liking for sour and spiced food. I regard this as one of the surest signs of the malady, and for me it has often been the decisive one.

I recommend milk as preferable to all other kinds of food, but if taken only without change of diet, it will soon turn distasteful to the patient. Strength-giving soups are also to be recommended, the preparation being sometimes altered, even if the sick person should have a particular liking for one kind. Simple farinaceous food without complicated or artificial preparation should also hold a prominent place in the diet of a consumptive person. The beverage which is least apt to cause repugnance is water, perhaps mixed with a little wine. Curdled milk is also good. I never recommend beer or wine.

In the more advanced stages of this illness the patient often suffers from violent fever accompanied by profuse perspiration and followed by a sensation of chill. He may be relieved by a vigorous ablution of back, chest and abdomen.

A schoolmistress had been treated by a celebrated physician for a long time, but without result. At last she was no longer able to teach, and being dispensed from her duties, she obtained a pension for nine months. When this time had elapsed her condition was not much better, and the physician declared her incurable and
therefore unable to follow her vocation. Some friends advised to try the water-cure, and she took lodgings in a village near my parish. The patient was almost unable to walk 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) miles, so great was her weakness. She used water-applications according to prescriptions, and after five weeks she was completely cured. She applied to the government in order to obtain her former office as teacher, but nobody would believe her cured. She presented herself in person to the Minister (President of the Committee for Education) who was astonished at seeing her healthy appearance and still more at the fatal epithet “incurable” in her certificate. She has now been teaching for ten years since and enjoys the best of health. What disease the physicians had found in this patient, whether decline or consumption, I don’t know. The symptoms were those of consumption. Her brother had died of this illness, and sufferings similar to hers had preceded his death. It was high time to arrest the disease, but the water has arrested it. The remedies prescribed were: to be much in the open air, to walk frequently barefooted in the dewy grass in the morning, baths, beginning with the lightest and ending with the strongest, always cold. As interior remedy she took tea from herbs; her food was the simple strengthening household fare of the country people.

A gentleman of position reports: I was never very strong and never enjoyed so much health for a short time as many a person during his whole life. I could, however, finish my studies and attend to my vocation till about two years ago. Then a change took place. Wherever I went I met with ominous looks, and sometimes I heard my friends whisper to each other that I would not have to live much longer. The thought of death is no strange guest to myself since I cannot close my eyes to the symptoms of its approach. My strength has gone as well as the healthy appearance. The appetite, this best barometer of health, shows that my vital strength is fast giving way.
I suffer severely from difficult breath, still more from a cough, the sound of which is really frightening. The doctors declared me consumptive. They have given me up, but advise me to go to Meran where the climate is milder. (Poor fellow, I thought, won't they even let you die at home?) On my journey to Meran I heard of the effects of water and inquired if it could be of any avail for my broken constitution. You can try it, was the answer. The beginning was not easy. I wore very warm clothing, and yet I felt always chilly. Now I was told that I must gradually disaccustom myself from woolen underclothing and part first with my flannel shirt, then with a woolen scarf which I wore around my neck. I was wondering what effect a clothing which was rather cooling than warming would have on my illness and the cold water made me shudder. The practices by which I was initiated into the course of applications were very moderate and very cautiously applied. On the third day already I could leave off one of my woolen shirts, on the sixth day I sacrificed the second, and, after a few days more, I parted with my woolen scarf.

Through the water-applications I got a very pleasant sensation of vital heat which increased from day to day; the difficulty in breathing disappeared, the cough, too, gave way. The improvement of my humor kept pace with that of my bodily health. The course of applications lasted five weeks. Against all expectation, I was now on the way not to eternal repose, but to new life, as it were. I thanked God, my Creator, for the restoration of my health as well as for having given us so effective and so easily obtainable a remedy as water. Would I could make it known to all men and exhort them all to appreciate the water and its effects. How many sufferings would they escape on their pilgrimage through life, how much better would they fulfil the duties of their vocation!

You will be desirous, dear reader, to know what applications I made use of. Like a young shepherd whose
constitution is hardened by many a shower, my upper body received two gushes daily. First the jet played on my back for half a minute only, after some time for one minute. Daily I walked in the wet grass and on wet stones. According to the general prejudice, I feared that all possible complaints would ensue; but I soon took the greatest pleasure in it. Winter was at hand, and snow fell. I walked for a minute in the freshly fallen snow. The result was more favorable than I expected. I was allowed to repeat this practice frequently, and I can assure every one afraid of water, that I never felt so thoroughly warm as after these snow-walks. The feet burn for two or three minutes on account of the snowy cold; but, then, a warmth develops which makes one forget the snow. In a few days I was able to continue my brisk walk in the snow for ten minutes or a quarter of an hour. It was just the walking in such snow which brought on an extraordinary increase of strength, and which greatly diminished my difficulty in breathing. Of catarrh there was not the least idea. If somebody had told me about this practice before, I should have thought it madness and the ruin of health. I continued walking barefoot for a fortnight, then the applications were limited to upper and lower gushes applied in a more vigorous manner, twice daily. After three weeks my system was regulated again, and in three more weeks I had entirely recovered my former strength. Instead of going to Meran in order to die there, I returned to my dear home to attend to my vocation with renewed vigor.

A man comes and relates: "There is something the matter with my throat and my chest. It began with a very bad catarrh, then I lost my voice almost entirely; for weeks I felt violent burning in throat and chest, and I have often attacks of fever. I have had several physicians and have inhaled a great deal. The result was always a little relief, but no perfect cure. Now I am emaciated, and for a long time I have not been able to work."
My feet are always cold, my appetite is better than formerly.

Applications: 1) A knee-gush or walking in water twice daily; 2) an upper gush in the morning and in the afternoon daily; 3) to drink two small cupfuls of tea from foenum graecum daily; 4) a cold sitting-bath for one minute every second day. These applications to be continued for three weeks.

Costiveness.

If there are many people who frequently suffer from diarrhoea, there are a far greater number who are tormented with costiveness and, therefore, must seek help in remedies which certainly operate on the bowels, but the end of which is, in most cases, destruction. One can boldly say: The longer one uses such remedies, the more the whole constitution suffers. Who could name the innumerable remedies which are applied for purging and for assisting the evacuation of the bowels? I know a man who is renowned far and wide for his laxatives. What did he do? He very frequently took goose-dung, boiled it and with this decoction served his honored customers. There are other instances I could give, if desired! But still that concerns chiefly the "stupid country-fellows." The genteel world is treated otherwise. Innumerable bottles with different mineral waters are driven daily through the body, and indeed they do effect the most copious evacuations. A patient once brought me an enormous quantity of quicksilver which he had just taken from the closet-chair. It had been given to him as a laxative. How many Morison's pills were taken at my time, and how many people found an early grave through them! There is scarcely a disease that is operated upon and tried in so many ways and so un成功fully as constiveness. And in most cases the consequence is, that, the more and the longer the remedies are taken (and at last there is no evacuation without a laxative), the greater will always be the difficulty. A man, entirely forsaken by
medicine, complained to me, that not one day passed by, on which he was not obliged to apply an injection or some drastic remedy to obtain the necessary evacuation. So far had he been brought by these tiresome remedies (a), and the man was not near 40 years of age.

It is a great improvement in the medicine of our time, that all violent medicines have been scouted, and many doctors—it must be said to their credit—have chemically analyzed hundreds of so-called secret remedies and exposed the deception to all reasonable people. Nevertheless this ghost of secret remedies still creeps into a thousand families and does mischief.

When the evacuation of the bowels is irregular, in most cases the whole organism is not in order, not only the stomach or some other particular part; and I am of the firm conviction, which a great number of cases have always confirmed, that again the water is the surest and most harmless remedy to be found on the earth. It helps by being applied internally, and by being permitted to operate externally.

One of the first questions which the doctor puts to the patient is: are the bowels regular? If this is so, one has the first sign of health; if they are irregular, it is the sign of the commencement of an illness, and if this evil is not remedied, the patient goes to meet an illness, sooner or later, perhaps an early death.

When no rain has fallen for a long time in summer, the earth becomes dry and splits. When the necessary moisture, the fluids are not properly worked up in the body, and heat arises somewhere, dryness with its unavoidable results sets in likewise in the body. Already many years ago refuge was sought in water, in drinking of water for the curing of this disease. I myself have known people who drank from six to ten pints daily. Was that a good thing? It was too much of a good thing, and the greater number of these boasting heroes did themselves more harm than good. The body could not long endure this water-torture. My principle is: who
operates in the mildest manner with water effects the surest and best of cures.

Those suffering from costiveness should take from breakfast to midday, every half hour, a spoonful of water. They will obtain greater effect by this small quantity than if they took half a pint, or more, at once. In the afternoon also the patient can take a spoonful of water every half hour or every hour. This constant, though sparing pouring operates in a cooling manner and increases the juices. Besides this the patient may drink water, when he is thirsty. A great number of teas which are obtained from plants very easily found will serve the same purpose. Who does not know the blackthorn-blossoms? Their tea operates excellently. Tea from elderflowers is cooling, dissolving, and takes away the internal heat; if three or four grains of aloe are mixed with it, it is a cleansing, cooling, dissolving and leading off remedy; six to eight elder-leaves gathered green in spring and summer time and boiled as tea, are likewise cooling. Half a cup is drunk in the morning, and half a cup in the evening. No house-apothecary should despise this harmless little medicinal plant, especially as Almighty God, the chief doctor and apothecary, lets it grow for all of us gratuitously.

To the internal application of water should be added external ones. The patient, when rising or when going to bed, washes the abdomen vigorously with a handful of water. This remedy is most simple and nevertheless operates well, for many (weaker natures) it is sufficient. Those for whom this application is too easy may, from time to time, pour fresh cold water on the knees for one to three minutes (knee-gush), an excellent application for producing the moving of the bowels.

If this is not sufficient and great heat is in the inside, the patient should, a few times in the week, lie on wet sheets; covering with wet sheets is also of good effect. In the same way a cold sitting-bath operates powerfully; it may be taken twice or three times in the week. A cold
full-bath, if taken for a very short time, is not to be despised. All the named applications will arouse the sleeping organism, animate it, bring it into new activity, strengthen it. The wheels are oiled anew, the whole machine runs well again, and the desired effect will surely not be wanting.

Nothing surpasses the harmless and sure water-remedy, and what is easier than to drink water, to wash with water?

In this place, there is still a word to be said about emetics. The drastic purging with minerals and poisons, whether it be in the form of powder, pills or anything else, appears to me against nature. But still more against nature is all that is taken to cause vomiting, alas! often again poison. Such an ill-treated and martyred creature affords a pitiable sight.

It will be noticed that I have not given the well-known and generally used purgatives, such as rhubarb, senna-leaves, Epsom-salt, Glauber's salt, etc. And the reason? These in themselves harmless remedies are nevertheless too strong for me; help can be obtained by milder means. No one would chase a gnat or a flea with a gun. Much more do I decidedly reject all the insufferable emetics, whether they are called water-ematic, or tartar-ematic, or bear any other kind of title. If one must vomit—and there are such cases—then do as the farmer did: when he felt a great inclination to do so, he put his finger down his throat and was soon relieved. With strong inclination for vomiting, operate only on the regularity of the bowels. My strongest remedy for this is the "Tonic laxative." This tea has the peculiarity, that while it effects a copious evacuation of the bowels, it will also stop diarrhoea (try it with half a cupful!). It seeks after the morbid matters in the body and leads them out. If there are no more in it, if all have been removed, its operation ceases of itself. Therefore the twofold effects. Quackery—many will say disdainfully! But whether they do, or do not, it is all the same to me. The fact remains the same.
That is just the reason why the powerful laxatives are so weakening, so bad and injurious in their results, because they do not drive out the morbid matters only, but everything without distinction.

The battle begins and ends with the overthrow of the juices which are most precious and necessary for the propagation of bodily strength. Who has not already experienced this himself? Therefore the great weakness, the quick and enormous decrease of strength after the partaking of a powerful laxative. How foolish! How pregnant with consequences! Sapienti sat! Injuries make one wise or at least ought to do so.

**Cramps.**

I was called to a sick person whose whole body was trembling so violently that she was thrown about on every side; the patient could not speak herself, but her mother related: "My daughter has always a dreadful headache, a great oppression on the chest and in the neighborhood of the stomach; hands and feet are always ice-cold and wet with a greasy perspiration. My daughter has been married for nine months; for ten weeks she was quite well; then this state began in a slight degree, and has been increasing to this height. She cannot eat and at the most only takes a few spoonfuls of plain broth or coffee. Everything which doctors gave her, and also injections applied to force her to sleep, only made her condition still worse."

To this patient I gave the following advice:

Twice daily to put her feet, and as far as the calves of the legs, into cold water, at the same time washing them with a sponge or towel; directly afterwards to put hands and arms up to the shoulders in cold water for one minute, washing them also at the same time; then hands and feet must be put under the warm bed covering; every morning and afternoon the patient must take about twelve camomile drops (see apotheca) in six or eight spoonfuls of warm water. As nourishment she
should take three or four spoonfuls of milk from time to
time, or drink malt-tea; it is especially recommendable
to take the milk and malt-tea alternately.

After twelve days this person was so far advanced that
an appetite set in for the usual household fare; the
cramps had disappeared, and the oppressive pain in chest
and head had ceased; the headache had gone, hand and
feet were warm.

The further applications were: every second day to
put the feet into cold water as above; twice in the week
to take a warm foot-bath with ashes and salt for fourteen
minutes, and once a week to rise from bed to take a
whole-ablution, and directly to go back to bed again.
Instead of camomile-drops she took wormwood and sage-
drops, each time ten to twelve drops in water; the pa-
tient was so far restored that she was able to go to
church again, and to attend to her household work, and
needed, in order to become perfectly healthy and strong,
only to wash twice a week with cold water; half-baths
would be of more powerful service still.

Croup.

A father comes and laments that his daughter, four
years of age, has croup. "The child," he says, "has it just
like the three other children who died. They died sud-
denly; this child will do the same. The girl can now
scarcely breathe and ceased to cough because she is no
longer able to do so. Her head and body are swollen.
What shall I do? It will take me four hours to fetch the
doctor and till then my child will not live." The answer
was: "Good father, go home directly, and get some hot
water mixed with vinegar, dip a towel in the mixture,
wrangle it out, and put it around the child's neck. Cover
this swathing with a dry cloth, and leave the compress
on the child's neck for three quarters of an hour. Then
dip the cloth again in water and vinegar. Continue this
for six hours, wetting the compress every three quarters
of an hour anew. Then take the compress off and cover
the neck lightly. Hereupon apply to the child a short package for which you may use the same towel redipped in water and vinegar. Over the short package put a dry cloth and cover the child well, but do not put too much on her. Thus the child is to rest for one hour. After an hour remove the cover and let the child lie in bed with her usual covering. Should there be heavy breath or cough after six or eight hours, you can renew the neck-package and put it on for one or two hours. If the cloth becomes very hot and the child feels great difficulty in breathing, dip the cloth in afresh. You will experience the effect.”

The father did as he had been told and after thirty hours the child, who had been thought lost, was quite well again. In this case the cure could also have been effected by dipping the cloth in very cold water (mixed with vinegar in equal quantities) and renewing it every three quarters of an hour. If this application had proved insufficient, its effect might have been increased by a foot-package reaching to above the calves of the legs.

Debility.

A blacksmith, forty-six years old, came and complained: “It is now two years since my hands have become so weak that I can hardly manage the hammer. As my arms have lost two-thirds of their strength, they have also lost more than half their thickness; otherwise I am pretty well. Only for the last half year I have felt my feet also getting much weaker, and they pain me, too, particularly towards evening. The appetite is pretty good, but not so much as formerly. At the small of my back I often feel a powerful strain.”

The veins on the thin hands are scarcely seen; it is evident that the arms are not nourished, therefore the weakness, stiffness and cold. Accumulations of blood in the nape and its vicinity may be the cause of the blood not being able to flow in all directions.
His Holiness, Pope Leo XIII., receiving in audience Rev. Seb. Kneipp, and conferring upon him the distinction of Secret Chamberlain.
The blacksmith held his arms in a bath of hay-flowers for an hour daily, and once at another time of the day for two minutes in cold water, besides this the shawl was applied three times weekly. Thus he continued for a fortnight. Even during this course the arms became firmer, the veins swelled, the accumulations were dissolved.

After a fortnight an upper and a lower gush were taken daily, a warm hay-flower-bath, and a cold-water-bath for the arms, twice in the week. The man continued with these applications and became again able to do his work. He also took during the course twenty drops of wormwood-extract in warm water daily.

Decline.

We often see people become corpulent in a comparatively short time. It is the well founded opinion of many that such persons will not live much longer. There are others, men, women, and children who suddenly begin to lose their strength and healthy appearance. The remarkable side of the matter is that such persons do not feel any particular suffering. They generally complain about languor, bad humor, and either very great or very little appetite. If help does not step in soon, such half-withered plants die gradually, or may be an acute illness suddenly brings on the end. Sick people of this kind seem to me—to use a picture from every day life—like a house in the building of which bad material was employed and which begins to decay before its time. He died of Bright's disease, people say. This is only a different designation for what I call the breaking down of a friable, weak body. Good eating and drinking is of no avail there. Throw a tubful of mortar on the wall of a decaying house and every sensible person will smile at you. Decline differs from consumption in as much as the latter disease affects one particular organ, be it the lungs, the chest, the larynx or any other organ from which it proceeds and spreads, whilst the former consists rather
in a general dissolution, in a ruin of the whole body. Decline has been supposed to originate in the kidneys, in the abdomen; but in most cases a decision as to its origin is impossible; the surest signs have often proved deceptive, when the dissection of the corpse revealed the real cause of the disease.

A rather corpulent gentleman enjoyed the best of health. His mode of life and his diet were well regulated. Suddenly he observed that his corpulence and his strength were giving way. He suffered from giddiness and was hardly able to stand without support. Six weeks had scarcely passed when he had lost 72 lbs. in weight. The tall, handsome man of late tottered and staggered about, reminding one of a broken reed or a withered tree. All medical remedies were of no avail; the patient looked forward to his approaching end with certainty, but also with great sadness. He was a dear acquaintance of mine, but when he came to see me, I did not recognize him. I had great doubts about the possibility of recovery; I advised him, however, to make a last attempt with water.

Nature which was occupied in destroying itself had to be strengthened, the progress of the disease to be checked.

The patient walked barefoot in wet grass or on wet stones twice or three times a day. Every other day he lay on wet sheets and was covered with wet sheets, once a week he made use of the Spanish mantle. These applications were succeeded by the following: weekly, two half-baths, one short package, lying on wet sheets and covering with wet sheets. After some time the half-baths were replaced by full-baths, cold ones for one minute and warm ones with twofold change, one of each kind to be taken in the week; he likewise took a whole-ablation once a week. To complete the cure and prevent a relapse I prescribed a cold full-bath, and an upper gush with knee-gush, to be taken every week and the Spanish mantle, to be applied from time to time. The patient had been used to drink from four to five glasses of beer daily, their number was
reduced to two; I further ordered the diet to be simple and nourishing.

At the close of the first week, an improvement was already noticed in the condition of the patient; after eight weeks he could attend to his duties. He continued to increase in strength and corpulence and is, to this day, a healthy, portly, and strong man.

A mother lost in a few weeks her blooming appearance and all her strength. She was generally believed to be doomed to die shortly since all medical remedies remained without effect. In her distress she had recourse to water.

Twice a week she put on a wet chemise and enfolded herself in a dry woolen covering in which she remained for an hour; she also took two half-baths in the week and continued both practices for a fortnight. Her health improved. Instead of the former applications she now made use of the short package and the whole-ablution from bed, applying each once a week. Complete health was given to the mother and the healthy mother was restored to her rejoicing children.

Sufferers of this kind are often apt to take too much food. Since this cannot be manufactured in juices, blood, bone, flesh, etc., by weakened nature, such consequences as abnormal formation of muscles, conglomerations of blood or juices must necessarily ensue. The well calculated water-applications dissolve and lead off injurious matters, regulate the circulation and strengthen the whole organism.

Another cause which may bring on decline is the following. Food is taken and, without profiting the body, evacuated again. The organs are weak, inactive, and unable to work. In this case, too, great disturbances must arise in the body, and its health must be undermined. Cut the roots of any plant, and it must die. The organs resemble the roots. The water strengthens and refreshes them.

How many young people are now-a-days walking about with sick bodies, real walking corpses. I wish with all my
heart that they may find the source of help and health at the right time.

**Delirium tremens.**

A man 36 years of age had drunk much beer, eaten little, and so had lived pretty well on beer alone. For a short time after drinking it, he always felt very strong, but as soon as the beer-vapor had gone he complained about enervation.

Delirium tremens had already developed so strongly that even young people noticed that he was no longer right. At the same time he complained particularly much about rheumatic pains, spasms and occasional headache. Although the passion for drinking is extremely difficult of cure, nevertheless this patient had a good will, and wanted to be freed from his misery, no matter at what sacrifice. Within three weeks the following applications perfectly restored him: Every day he undertook two or three applications in the following order: First day, a) upper gush and knee-gush, b) standing in water, walking in water and putting the arms in water, c) gush for the back. Second day: a) half-bath, b) upper gush with knee-gush. Third day: a) sitting-bath, b) upper gush. Fourth day: a) half-bath, b) full-bath. He thus continued until he was cured; all morbid conditions ceased, the appearance was perfectly improved, good appetite had come, and the passionate desire for drink had entirely disappeared. It must be emphatically remarked that, during the course of applications, many eruptions appeared on various parts of the body by means of which the poisonous matters where removed.

**Diarrhoea.**

There are people who get diarrhoea without any special cause. The repetition can be regular, e. g. at particular times, once or twice a year, or it can be irregular. Those seized with it feel quite well both before and after the attack. The regular diarrhoea is caused by a strong nature throwing off all the accumulated superfluous matters.
How calmly a man can work when a safety-valve is on the steam-boiler. How calm one may be, when nature like the boiler throws off what is too much and unwholesome!

Against this kind of diarrhoea I have nothing to prescribe; on the contrary, I give a warning not to wish to do anything against it.

Generally these attacks occur in autumn or spring, and it appears that the air, the temperature is of good influence and assistance.*

The irregular diarrhoea which appears with, or without, pains is more worthy of notice. It is a warning for such people that morbid matters have accumulated in their body, which, if they are not removed, frequently occasion destruction. Indeed experience teaches that people afflicted in this manner suffer from some organic defect, that they generally die early or at least never reach a particularly old age. Often diarrhoea is the forerunner of a serious illness. To effect its cure, before all, the bowels must be operated upon, but always alternately with applications for the whole body. Sudden stopping of diarrhoea is never to be recommended; the foul matters should be gradually removed and the interior organs so strengthened that nature may not allow such foul matters to form without trying to get rid of them at the right time.

For the interior, tea is taken made from wormwood with sage, from centaury with sage, or from common yarrow with St. John's wort, one or two small cupfulls daily, or six to ten juniper-berries are taken daily. All the above mentioned remedies assist the digestion, increase the stomach-juices and, at the same time, contain nourishment.

If the diarrhoea is violent and of longer duration, half a spoonful of bilberry-spirit should be taken (in warm

* Those who read the newspapers know what part the blood-purifying pills, herbs etc. play, especially in spring and autumn, but to some extent at every season. I should never recommend such things. Those who will absolutely take something (and there are such people), let them take once a week on the one or the other day, every half hour a table spoonful of fresh well-water for 5 or 6 hours. This remedy assists nature, many others may as well destroy it.
water) twice daily. As external application three or four compresses on the abdomen weekly, each time for 1½ hours and a short package likewise weekly, will be sufficient. (The compresses should consist of a fourfold cloth dipped in water with vinegar, or in a decoction of pine-twigs and laid or bound on the abdomen.) This is continued for a fortnight. After this time there may follow one or two half-baths with washing of the upper part of the body weekly, and also one or two whole-ablations weekly; for the latter application the patient should rise in the night. This should be continued for the three or four weeks following in order to increase the strength of the whole body. If then it were made a rule never to let a week pass by without taking at least a whole-ablation or a cold half-bath with washing of the upper part of the body, the whole organism would become stronger and healthier, and the diarrhoea (unless it has a deeply rooted cause) would not return.

A man of 48 came and complained:

"I have constant diarrhoea, already this morning I have been troubled seven times while on the journey; at home one to six times daily. I have been suffering from this complaint for nine months." The appearance of this man was very good, neither thin nor too stout, the color fresh. This patient took:

1. Every morning and every afternoon an upper gush.
2. Every morning walking in water, and every afternoon a knee-gush.

The effect of these applications was that after five days the bowels were moved for the first time. He had taken nothing except six to eight juniper-berries daily. But why, many a reader will ask, were these applications given here? They are so entirely different from the usual ones. Answer: Because this man looked healthy and strong, his eyes also looked fresh and well; this was a proof that there was still good natural strength; if, then, this is supported, and still more warmth produced by the water-applications, the internal evil will soon be removed by the
natural strength itself. I would recommend as further applications: twice or three times a week a half-bath, or just as often an upper gush with knee-gush.

A gentleman, 48 of age, says: "For many years I have had diarrhoea with very little interruption; I have tried all kinds of diet; I have taken a great deal of medicine, also used many household remedies, have been sent to several bathing places, but—all in vain. The diarrhoea is particularly violent when I drink, whether it be water, beer or wine. Very dry food suits me best. But because everything goes from me too quickly and too little digested, I have never got any strength; and if I am not quite emaciated, my muscles are nevertheless without strength."

The applications were the following:
1. twice daily an upper gush,
2. once daily walking in water, and
3. once a knee-gush.

In the second week:
On the one day, upper gush and walking in water, the next day, half-bath.

After these two weeks the patient felt stronger, fresher, and better, but the diarrhoea remained.

In the third week he had:
1. daily a fourfold cloth dipped in water mixed with a little vinegar laid on the abdomen for 1½ hours;
2. the one day upper gush and gush for the thighs;
3. the next day half-bath and upper gush.

After this week the action of the bowels was entirely changed.

A further week:
1. every day a half-bath;
2. every second day a cloth on the abdomen, as above.

For the further preservation of health and strength, the following applications proved sufficient:
1. every week two half-baths, and
2. every week once or twice a wet compress on the abdomen as described above.
For internal use were applied:

a. Wormwood drops,

b. Juniper-berry berries alternately.

Some one might ask why just this succession was observed in the application.

The reply is:

The applications of the first week, begun from above and below, sought to strengthen the body;

Those of the second week strengthened both the body in general and the internal organs;

Those of the third week operated chiefly on the strengthening of the stomach and bowels.

In this way the whole body was repaired. The applications of the fourth week embraced the whole organism in all its parts, and so in this case, too, the cure was a successful one.

Diphtheria.

Those who are seized with diphtheria must take care:

First. To loosen the accumulated morbid matters as soon as possible. Second. To operate upon the whole constitution, that the irregular flow of the blood and juices, shown by the barometer of the fever, may be restored to order again. Such a patient should be given first the head-vapor, and after every twenty to twenty-four minutes the whole body should be washed. After six to eight hours he should put on the shawl for one and a half hours, redipping it in fresh water every half hour. Then the patient should take a foot-vapor, directly afterwards a half-bath (quite cold) with washing of the upper part of the body. The time given to the latter applications should be one minute at most. Then follows the shawl for one and a half hour, as given above. When these applications have been undertaken, they should be repeated from the beginning, allotting one to every half day. At the same time the patient must diligently gargle his throat with shave-grass-tea, at least four to five times daily. The dreadful disease will very soon disappear.
All the given applications are perfectly harmless.

If the patient (this is a general rule) is at rest at night, if sleep comes on, he must, by no means, be disturbed. For good sleep is a proof that nature is returning to order (to rest) again, and its strengthening effects assist the applications in obtaining a good result.

Here it may be remarked that, if during any application for which remaining in bed is prescribed, the patient falls asleep, he must never be awakened. When the application has had its effects, the patient regularly awakens by himself.

A father came to me and reported: "My child, eleven years old, cannot swallow at all, and for three whole days can scarcely breathe. He is full of heat and is delirious. I have put a wet cloth around his neck, but he does not get any better. What shall I do that the child may not suffocate?" The lamentations of the grieved father and still more the failure of the application induced me to accompany him to the sick-bed. There lay the child, a picture of misery, to all appearance lost. For there were already signs which hardly allowed a thought of recovery. Well, let us venture a trial in God's name! Every half hour during one day, the back, chest and abdomen were well washed with cold water. As the fearful fever heat would not give way, there was applied to the abdomen nothing further than a cloth dipped in cold water. On the following day the father came again and said: "The child is already able to swallow a little, but on both sides of the head the cheeks towards the jaws are swelling rather greatly. His speech is scarcely to be understood; yet I am unspeakably glad that the little one can talk again." The father was advised to bind up the swellings with a cloth dipped in water mixed with vinegar, and to renew this compress every half hour.

Besides this the child should be washed, as stated before, chest, back and abdomen as often as he felt hot and restless. On the third day the little one was out of all
danger. The washing was continued for a short time, as often as the heat began to increase.

Gargles with tea made from Fœnum græcum (one teaspoonful of Fœnum græcum boiled in half a pint of water, and often given by spoonfuls to the child sitting in bed) had excellent effect. Tea from mallow, common yarrow, mullein, would render the same service. Three or four teaspoonfuls of salad oil taken daily is also very good. This takes away the internal heat remarkably quick.

The child was saved and, at the present day, enjoys excellent health.

Dropsy.

When the rain continues for a long time and the sun shines but little, in many places the water does not sink into the earth, neither is it evaporated by the sun. Then there form little pools of water which later on become sour and foul, and are of bad effect on the plants which grow near them.

Almost the same thing happens in the human body at the time dropsy commences, which is most frequently developed in those organisms whose blood and juices are too watery, which no longer possess any normal, any life-nourishing blood. All the organs and constituent parts of the body feed upon the blood; it is the source of power and strength from which each draws that which it needs for its purpose. But from a bog, from unhealthy puddles, from morbid blood nothing strength- and life-giving can be taken, hence the flabby flesh, the inactive bowels, therefore the accumulations, all sure forerunners of dropsy.

The complaint can be detected even by external signs: young people suddenly appear old (he or she, people say, has quickly become old), the complexion fades, the muscles and nerves, like broken strings, hang withered on the bones, little bags of water already form on different parts of the body, particularly under the eyes. You have only to touch them, and the water globules spring from under
your fingers. The whole body soon shows a number of such little bags, just as if it were begging for good blood; but it only receives water.

There are different kinds of dropsy. If the accumulations arise between the skin and flesh, we have skin-dropsy. If the bowels in one or in several places are like a sea, as it were, this is called dropsy of the bowels. If the blood-pump of the body, the heart, is flooded with water, it is called dropsy of the heart, etc. Dropsy also arises readily after many diseases, and then, as a rule, all is over before long. For very many it has been a messenger from death and the grave, or it was, as it were, the last big wave that foundered the bark of life, already a wreck. It appears particularly after scarlet fever, if this has not been thoroughly worked out, if poisonous matters still remain and the weakened body has not strength enough to throw them off. The whole body then begins to swell.

If dropsy has already spread, reached a high degree, then in most cases nothing can be done on account of deficiency of blood. In the beginning (with not yet advanced decomposition) help can be obtained very quickly, if one strives to pump out the foul water from within and from without at the same time.

Some examples shall make this clear.

The whole body of a peasant woman about forty-eight years of age begins to swell; she is scarcely able to walk. The enervation is already great, breathing a great burden. I advised her immediately to put rosemary in wine and daily to drink two wine-glassfuls of this rosemary wine, altogether about half a pint. The wine strengthened her exceedingly, as she said, and drove out a great deal of water. Externally she used daily for several days the short-package for an hour and a half; for a longer time (about four weeks) daily two half-baths of one minute with washing of the upper part of the body. The peasant woman got well and was able to attend to her work entirely and unhindered.
A boy has had scarlet fever, and according to everyone's opinion grew strong again. The whole body swelled. A shirt dipped in salt and water worn for an hour and a half each day according to prescription for three successive days, perfectly cured him.

A woman, fifty-four years old, became dropsical. The feet and the body, so I was informed, were frightfully swollen. Two pinches of dwarf-elder-root powder were put into a pint of water and left to brew for three minutes, the patient then drank this tea at two or three intervals. Besides this she had daily for three days a lower package for one hour. For the following ten days the package was applied every second day, and the fourteen days following again every third day.—The patient recovered perfectly and that even after three weeks. I learned later that the water went off in great quantities as urine.

Dwarf-elder has always proved the best internal remedy for dropsy of the belly,* as rosemary has done for pectoral dropsy and dropsy of the heart.

An excellent external application in cases of dropsy of the heart is lying on wet sheets and covering with wet sheets once daily. Internally two glasses of rosemary wine are drunk daily.

The body of a young man, thirty-six years of age, swelled within eight days in a remarkable manner. Head, neck, hands and feet showed swellings and under the skin a quantity of water. For eight days he put on the Spanish mantle twice a day, for nine days further once a day, the last ten days after every three days. "I have become quite a Spaniard," the man said laughingly, "the climate, although not particularly Spanish, has done me good. I am quite restored."

One remark I must not forget here, as it is just in this disease that every beginner with water could easily deceive himself and others.

* As a household remedy juniper-berries will do, boiled and drunk as tea. This tea operates well but always too weakly; the effects of dwarf-elder-root are much more powerful and lasting.
In cases of dropsy the water must never be applied warm, neither in the form of vapors, nor of warm baths. The evil would thereby gain ground in an extraordinary manner, as the warm water causes only inactivity and languor, and the torpidity of the organs, their inactivity is one of the worst features of this disease. The coldest applications are the best here; but they must never be used for too long a time or in any other way than that prescribed; where there is weak blood, there is little vital heat.

A man reports: "My whole body is already rather greatly swollen. The doctor says I am getting dropsy. I have taken a great deal against it, but I get worse from day to day. My left leg, particularly the thigh, is very much swollen. The right leg, too, begins to get thicker. I have great thirst; if I drink beer, it gets worse still, and water does not help either. Must I die or is there still help for me?"

I replied: "Use the following: 1) Every day an upper gush and a knee-gush; 2) three times a week a short package, the cloth being folded from four to six times, for an hour and a half; 3) every night rise from bed, and take a whole ablution and then return at once to bed without drying. Continue thus for three weeks, then send a report."

This was very favorable. Thereupon I ordered the following applications:

1) Every week three half-baths for one minute; 2) every week three gushes for the back; 3) twice the Spanish mantle for one hour and a half; 4) daily to drink one cup of tea made from crushed juniper-berries and a little shave-grass, boiled for ten minutes. This to be drunk during the day in three portions.

After six weeks the patient was perfectly well again. Besides sleep the best appetite and full strength returned again. This declaration was sent to me three months after the course of applications. The man is fifty years old.
Dysentery.

Dysentery is a sister of cholera. They resemble each other very much. This disease begins as a rule with dreadful spasms in the bowels, violent diarrhoea accompanied by bloody flux from the rectum.

The quickest way to cure dysentery consists in the application of a twofold cloth which is dipped in very warm water and vinegar, and laid on the abdomen. A small glass of bilberry-spirit will be of great effect on the interior; this spirit is easy to prepare and should not be missing in any house-apotheca. Twice a day two tablespoonfuls of this spirit should be taken in hot water; the refreshing drink will be relished by the patient. If he is not better on the second day, the compress on the abdomen should be renewed and the same dose of bilberry-spirit taken.

Joseph lay in his bed bent like a worm. Sometimes the spasms turned him round like a globe. He screamed with pain. The stools contained more than a pint of blood. Two spoonfuls of bilberry-spirit taken in the morning and in the afternoon cured him in a short time.

Anna, a woman of more than fifty years, moans in terrible spasms. Diarrhoea accompanied by much blood made her fear that her case was cholera in its worst degree. The vinegar-cloth on the body and the bilberry-spirit in the interior have restored her in one day. If bilberries cannot be had, milk in which fennel has been boiled will also render good service.

Ears, diseases of the.

Who could enumerate the manifold causes in which diseases originate and the various ways in which diseases work upon individual organs causing them to suffer even when the original disease has disappeared. The more delicate an organ, the more injurious is the disease that affects it, and the more difficult the cure of the same. One of the most delicate organs of the human body is the ear, and very often the sense of hearing is lost through illness or through a disorderly mode of life.
A mother comes and reports: "My daughter has had the scarlet fever of which she has been well cured. Since that time she has never been quite well. Now she complains of this, then of something else, but the hardest thing to bear, is that she has lost her hearing almost entirely. All remedies applied have had no effect."

This girl has not been cured entirely, and the hard hearing is but a consequence of it, which might just as well have laid hold of any other part of the body. If the girl is cured of all injurious consequences of the scarlet fever, her hearing will be restored to her. We have therefore to work upon both the hearing and the whole system.

By the following applications the best result will be obtained: 1) To put on a wet chemise for an hour and a half. 2) To put on a shawl for an hour and a half (to be re-dipped in water after the first quarter of an hour). During these one and a half hours each foot to the calf of the leg is wrapped in a towel dipped in warm water — foot-package, for one hour and a half. 3) To rise from bed, take a whole-ablution, and go to bed again without drying, special attention being paid to the back of the head and the ears. 4) To bind a piece of linen dipped in warm water on the ears and the parts near them for two hours; the bandage to be re-dipped in water every half hour. 5) To take a head-package (see packages).

These five applications should be made use of for some time, every day at least one application. A warm oat-straw bath (95 to 100° F.) taken for 25 minutes every week would also be of good effect. It should be followed by a quick ablution with cold water to brace the system. These applications will restore thorough health to the weakened body; the warm packages on the ears may be continued for a longer space of time.

Ears, humming in the.

A person had very often loud humming in the ears, weak nerves, trembling of the hands and feet, pale complexion and sunken eyes. This person had been attended
to by several physicians. The one said the humming in the ears came from the nerves, the other attributed it to a suppressed cold in the head, the third declared it a contraction of the tympanum, etc.

Applications: 1) Walking in water for two to four minutes daily, then exercise in a warm room or, weather permitting, in the open air. 2) Every other night whole-ablation from bed with water and vinegar. 3) Twice a week the shawl for one hour.

To be continued for a fortnight or three weeks. If further applications are required a whole-ablation may be applied once a week and walking in water every second day.

Epilepsy.

I never let this kind of sufferers give a report of themselves. I simply ask them how long they have been afflicted with this disease, if they, each time, perceive the attack and its symptoms, how old they are, if the mental powers are still fresh or already in a very low state.

According to my conviction this disease also has its principal seat in the blood, whether it be caused by poverty of blood, morbid blood, corrupted blood, or irregular circulation of the blood. My opinion is supported by the often recurring facts that the enticed eruptions on the skin, as it were, the evaporations of the blood, have always brought such patients lasting and certain help, that further these so-called incurable people are always known by their being puffed up, their blue color (these are accumulations of corrupted blood).

If the answers to my questions are favorable, which occurs, as a rule, with young people at the age of eight to twenty years, I look upon the so-called “falling-sickness” as a spasmodic condition similar to St. Vitus’s-dance, and as curable. I have been able to bring help to very many, even to such as had inherited the disease from their parents.
If particularly the question regarding the perception of the signs of the attack is answered negatively (a sign that the powers of the mind are gone), if the evil is old, and has caused more or less imbecility, then the poor sufferers, who happily never feel their misery deeply, have nothing to expect from me.

According to these principles I have ever arranged the manner of treatment, which always aims at improvement of the blood and the regulating of the circulation of the blood.

Before all I sought to lead the patients to hardening, particularly to going barefoot very diligently. In summer I occasionally ordered them to take a cold bath, never longer than one minute, in winter this bath (lasting one to two minutes) was warmed a little. Besides this they had once a week a wet shirt, dipped in salt water.

The eruption, which through the last application often made its appearance, was treated according to the rules given in their proper place (see Eruptions). I have always strongly advised young people to accustom themselves to simple, sensible, not effeminating clothing, and especially the girls to give up the blameable, unnatural and disease-bringing lacing up. Their daily food must be plain. All spirituous drinks, as wine, beer, etc., and also coffee, must be carefully avoided. Their work should never be above their strength, but always suitable to their abilities.

Eruptions.

Under this head I class all those innumerable and undefinable impurities of the skin that often come and go the same day or the same night. Little importance is generally attached to them, nevertheless, they become sometimes very troublesome and torment the chest, back, arms, legs, or other parts of the body. For years this burden may be borne without causing any particular illness or even any particular trouble. Yet, I know persons who were afflicted with attacks of insanity every time, when the eruptions disappeared, and I remember two
cases where raving madness set in, in consequence of sup­
pressed eruptions. Applications such as indicated for
etter and ulcers enticed the eruptions out again, whereby
those mental disturbances were immediately removed.
These trifles are indeed not to be trifled with. They may
have serious consequences, when neglected, especially in
matters of cleanliness. Besides mental disturbances, con­
sumption, liver and kidney complaints may ensue; for
these destroying fellows will do their devastating work
wherever they take root.

Every one tormented in this manner should, as long
as he feels none of the above mentioned consequences,
make use of a few easy water-applications, such as the
whole-ablation, the Spanish mantle and the short pack­
age. It would prove sufficient if one ap. were
taken every third day. There is no reason for fear if the
eruption seems to increase after one or the other of these
applications. This is an excellent proof of their effect
and ought to encourage their continuation.

Who follows this advice will surely see that the result
of the whole cure will be as good as that of every single
application. Every impartial person may judge for him­
self whether it be better to use for such cures those horrid
and abominable ointments called beauty-milk, wonder­
balsam, etc., or the pure, clear water. What stuff may
they contain, those ointments now-a-days advertised in
every newspaper? Many a gentleman and many a lady
would blush with shame if it were known to their noble
relations and acquaintances that they, too, were found
among the quacks. But such considerations, I know,
are of no avail. The world has ointed, and the world is
ointing. “Mundus vult decipi,” i. e. the world will continue
ointing and smearing. “Habeat sibi!”

A farmer relates: “For more than two years I have an
eruption on my face and on my whole body. Sometimes
there is not much of it to be seen, sometimes more. I am
otherwise healthy; but if this eruption grows in extension,
as it seems to do, I don’t know what fate will befall me. I have used many and various remedies, but all in vain."

Applications: Weekly two warm oat-straw-baths with two changes, every time fifteen minutes in the warm bath and one minute in the cold bath or vigorous whole-ablation. 2) Three times a week, whole-ablations, with cold water either from bed during the night, or in the morning when rising. 3) Daily a saltspoonful of white powder, as described in the apotheca. This to be continued for three to four weeks, after which time a whole-ablation or a half-bath should be taken once or twice a week.

Erysipelas.

“My husband is getting erysipelas; his face is swollen and as red as fire; he has violent fever; the red color spreads over the whole face; there are blisters in many places, and he is screaming with pain”—these were the complaints of a wife. I ordered a shawl to be dipped in warm water and put on the patient for three quarters of an hour; then the cloth should be re-dipped in fresh water and put on again, the same should be done a third and fourth time. Three to four hours after, a fourfold cloth should be dipped in fresh water, wrung out well and laid on the abdomen for three hours; the cloth should be renewed (re-dipped in fresh water) every hour. Three hours after the removal of the compress, the patient is laid for an hour on a cloth which has been dipped in cold water, wrung out and folded several times. These three applications can be thus alternately renewed until the heat is cooled and the injurious matters led out of the body. To the suffering parts of the face nothing is applied except washings with lukewarm water from time to time, when the extension of the skin is too painful. If the patient is very thirsty, water or sugar-water is always the best drink, but it should be given in small portions. Another course of water-applications for the cure of erysipelas is the following:
Twice daily the shawl should be put on the patient for three hours (re-moistened every hour); during the rest of the day back, chest, and abdomen or, which is better, the whole body should be washed with water and vinegar, every three quarters of an hour; the duration of this washing must not exceed one minute. When the fever begins to decrease, it will be sufficient to undertake an ablution every two or three hours, later on once a day. In the beginning warm water mixed with vinegar is to be used, later on fresh water only. The swelling on the face may only be washed from time to time and with lukewarm water. By these two courses of applications many have been completely cured from erysipelas.

Josephine, 22 years old, healthy and strong, is seized with violent fever. Her exterior is full of heat, interiorly she feels chilly and cold; she suffers from great thirst, and has no appetite. As often as the heat was great, her whole body was washed in the beginning with warm water, then with cold water; this was done for three whole days. Then the cold gave way, the whole head was swollen, and the erysipelas appeared in an unusually high degree; the face showed large blisters, and the mouth was greatly swollen. For four days the ablutions were applied from six to ten times a day; also the shawl was put on twice a day; twice warm, then cold. After three days, Josephine began to perspire profusely and continued so for two days; then she was cured. The ablution was taken twice a day during the time of perspiration. The perspiration came by itself, and the ablutions promoted it a great deal. The whole cure lasted eight days; the patient took no medicine whatever. To the head nothing was applied; only during the last three days the face was washed with lukewarm water, twice a day.

Erysipelas is caused by a poisonous matter which gathers between the skin and flesh and seeks to escape through the former. Feet, arms, head, any part of the body may be affected by it. Wherever it appears, the skin is extended as if ready to burst. Sometimes erysipelas causes
great pain before it appears on the surface of the body. At its breaking out little blisters containing a brown fluid form in great numbers; they are so poisonous that whole portions of the skin are destroyed by them. Erysipelas may be dangerous and even cause death, and this is generally the case when instead of appearing on the outside of the body, it poisons the blood, the flow of which is especially attracted by the inflamed part. It often happens, too, that erysipelas although developed on the outside, leaves its original place and seeks another in the interior. These cases mostly end fatally.

I knew a man-servant who had erysipelas on the arm. He attached no importance to the complaint, calling it a woman’s disease. The erysipelas disappeared, but took root in the brain and the patient died soon after.

I also knew a priest who had erysipelas on a foot. What remedies he applied, I do not know. The erysipelas disappeared, and the patient thought himself liberated from his enemy. But before long the unpleasant guest reappeared, this time on the upper arm. Again it sought another place and attacked the head. Within four days the priest died.

Every one who has carefully observed cases of this illness, will be able to tell of many a case where neglect of it was revenged by an early death.

In the cure of erysipelas, the first care must be to prevent its wandering from one place to the other. On the spot where it first appears, its spreading ought to be hindered, and the poisonous matter led off. Also the afflux of blood to the affected part should be prevented by all means.

Whoever has erysipelas on the foot should take a short package. This will extract those matters which would otherwise increase the inflammation. After the short package, the leg upwards of the affected part may be likewise bandaged. Erysipelas can also be worked upon on the spot. This is done by putting on the fiery place a soft, worn out, linen cloth which has been dipped in
warm water. The wet cloth must be covered with a dry woolen one. This compress will dissolve and lead off the poisonous matter.

If somebody gets erysipelas on the arm, he may, as in the previous case, prevent its spreading by the application of a short package. Then he should put on the shawl which ought to be renewed in proportion to the heat. Here also the affected part may be brought under immediate treatment.

If erysipelas affects the head, covering with wet sheets will lead the poisonous matter downwards and a neck-package will soon diminish it. When these applications have been made use of, the affected part itself may be treated first with warm water, until the greater part of the unhealthy matter has been led off (which is manifested by a decrease of the swelling and redness); then with cold water. These applications consist in linen-compresses or packages; if the head is the suffering part, the head-package is applied.

Eyes, cataract of the.

An official brought to me a boy of nine years who had diseased eyes. Both pupils were so badly affected that the poor boy could hardly walk alone. "How do you come to me?" "My child," the father replied, "has been in a medical establishment for diseases of the eyes, but he was dismissed and declared to suffer from incurable cataract. That is dreadful: to be blind at the age of nine!" The one eye was already so dull that the pupil could scarcely be distinguished; it was utter darkness for the little one. On the other eye, there lay a cloud which covered all but a narrow strip of the once so bright eye.

At the first sight of the boy, I had noticed that not his eyes alone were suffering. The whole of his little organism was weakened, so miserably enfeebled that whoever saw him could but think: that child is ill through and through and, as it seems, declining fast. There was
no appetite, no life, the body emaciated, the skin dry and scurfy. Let us first seek to cure the body, perhaps the eyes will, then, cure themselves.

I began after having first removed the spectacles hitherto worn by the little sufferer. The boy walked as much as possible barefoot in wet grass or on wet stones; back, chest, and abdomen were vigorously washed once or twice daily. After some time the ablutions were replaced by half-baths, then by full-baths, never for more than one minute's duration. Whilst the course of these applications was going on, he also had from time to time a package or a wet shirt dipped in salt water and applied for an hour and a half. All these applications aimed at infusing new life, new activity into the body, i.e. to cure and strengthen it.

As special remedies for the eyes, i.e. for their cleansing and strengthening, I employed several eye-waters. First I used aloe water (a saltspoonful of aloe powder boiled for a few minutes in half a pint of water); with this the eyes were well washed, three to five times daily. Aloe dissolves, cleanses and heals. Later on I used alum-water (two saltspoonfuls of alum mixed with half a pint of water); with this the eyes were vigorously washed, three or four times daily. Alum is corrosive and cleansing. Later still I took honey-eye-water (half a spoonful of honey boiled for five minutes in half a pint of water) to wash the eye three to five times daily. The boy began to thrive so well that his strength increased from week to week; his appearance became fresher and healthier, and in the blooming face shone the bright eyes to the immense joy of his parents. His eyesight is as good as that of his companions and nobody would believe that the child had ever been so wretched.

I am firmly convinced that the impaired eyesight was only a consequence of the more impaired body. It is but natural that there should be diseased eyes where the whole organism is diseased. A decaying tree bears blighted leaves, but when the tree again is able to put
forth fresh sprouts, it will soon be adorned by new leaves and blossoms.

**Eyes, catarrh of the.**

A celebrated military physician said to me about 30 years ago: Catarrh is a disease from which every possible malady may spring, as mucous fever, nervous fever, typhus, dysentery, consumption, etc. It is, therefore, of the greatest importance to be armed against catarrh, and this should be done by reasonable hardening of the body. He who has a catarrh ought not to rest until it is perfectly cured.

If total blindness is one of the greatest misfortunes that can befall man, the various complaints of the eyes, which are so often its forerunners, are certainly well worthy of notice. We have only two eyes. What an irreparable loss is it therefore, if only one of them refuses its service: Be careful, and guard both of them well! There are sufferers from complaints of the eyes of every age, but little children, and especially school-children, are most frequently troubled by them.

The source of the complaint is mostly to be sought in the body. A healthy body throws off superfluous fluids by means of perspiration, respiration and in other ways. Marvellous is the working of this most wonderful of machines. A different process takes place in the diseased body. The fluids which are not secreted by the enfeebled organism collect in the body, in the head, or elsewhere. If they gather in the head, they generally choose the eyes for their outlet. The secreting fluids are corrosive, the eyes, however, and all parts of them extremely delicate. This accounts for the violent burning regularly caused by the secretion of the fluid. This burning is also a sign that the eye and its parts are affected by this acrid secretion. Whenever this fluid finds no issue, the eyes become inflamed, they often become red, and the weakened eye can no longer bear the light. Cure is impossible unless the fluid is secreted as soon as possible. The eye and its parts
are healthy in themselves, the corrosive matter alone causes its disease.

There are some persons suffering from diseased eyes who can scarcely see at all, or they see everything through a veil or a mist, as it were. Others have an impression as if flies or gnats were flying about before their eyes; others again see fiery bunches and other things. All these evils flow from the same source, they are all blossoms of the same poisonous plant; they all originate in the same poisonous matter. Remove this, strengthen the affected eye, and it will be cured. An example will explain this.

Little Antonia, five years old, looks very pale. Her face is puffed up, her whole appearance unhealthy, her eyes inflamed, and she can no longer bear the light. She also suffers from want of appetite and sleeplessness, and cries a great deal. What is to be done? Every day the child should be bandaged from the arm-pits downwards, the bandage being previously dipped in lukewarm water in which oat-straw has been boiled. Should the bandage be applied at a time when the child usually sleeps, she will soon fall asleep. If she does so, let her rest until she awakes; if she does not go to sleep, or awakes soon, she should remain in the package for an hour. This process is to be repeated daily for a week. In the second week a warm oat-straw-bath (86 to 90°) should be prepared in which the child must remain for fifteen to twenty minutes. In the last minute the contents of a small watering-can of not too cold water should be poured over the child, and then she should be dressed immediately. This refreshing gush is of the greatest importance after a warm bath for all children. The warm bath dissolves and leads off unhealthy matters; the cold gush closes the pores and strengthens. The first time the child will cry and lament, as children use to do, but as soon as it has gone through the process a few times, it will, encouraged by its mother, gladly enter the bath. This bath is to be repeated every second or third day. The child will soon
feel fresher, stronger, healthier; the eye, too, will become clearer. Should the careful mother wish a remedy more directly for the eye, she may take a piece of alum as big as four barleycorns, dissolve it in a quarter pint of water and wash the eyes of the child three to four times daily with it. After the removal of the evil, the mother should not neglect to wash the child once a week in the aforesaid manner and to give it a bath, likewise once a week.

If the little patient is not five years but only five weeks old, the careful mother must not be frightened if I recommend the same package and the same bath also for this very little one.

Little Anthony, four years old, is scrofulous, has eruptions on the head and about the mouth, his eyes are inflamed. His mother always thought the child would die; he suffers, but dies not. The little one should have put on a shirt dipped in salt water; then the mother should take him to bed and envelop him in a blanket. If she does this every day in the first week, every second day in the second week, every third day in the third week and once in the fourth week, and if she gives little Anthony a saltspoonful of powdered chalk in his food or drink, the boy will get well, and the mother will rejoice in the health of her child.

Bertha goes to school but looks very poorly; she has almost every week "bad eyes," wherefore she cannot read. The eyes are quite red and cause violent burning. The child should put on a wet chemise six times within ten days, and if this application is not sufficient in its effects, the mother should prepare baths of about $86^\circ$ F. mixed with a decoction of pine-twigs. The warm bath should always be concluded by a cold gush. As eye-water she may use aloe-water (a saltspoonful of aloe put in a glass and poured over with hotter water) with which the eyes are washed three times a day. The latter remedy heals the inflamed eye and strengthens it.

William, a boy of nine years of age, had diseased eyes. He could no longer read and scarcely distinguish persons,
the poor little one was more than half blind. His parents had spent about a hundred dollars for the cure of these eyes but without result. The whole body of the child was just as impaired as the eyes. His hands and feet were always cold, his stomach without appetite, his body emaciated, his stature drooping and depressed. Wretched are not only the eyes, wretched is the whole little man. Blue spectacles were openly confirming my statement.

In four months William was restored to perfect health of body and eyes. The little one had to take two warm baths weekly. Four times weekly I had a shirt dipped in cold salt water and put on him. He remained in it for an hour or an hour and a half. Moreover I let the boy walk barefoot in wet grass or when it was raining. After the first four weeks William took three to four baths of 62° F. every week; the baths were of only one minute's duration and always followed by exercise. They were continued for several weeks. The boy also washed his eyes twice daily with alum-water (a saltspoonful of alum in a quarter pint of water). As the body revived and recovered his health, the eyes, too, became better. At last they shone in the blooming face of the boy as if they had never suffered from the least disease.

Christina, 24 years old, has a fresh and healthy appearance but is always afflicted with complaint of the eyes. She has too much blood in the head, too little in the feet, and therefore always cold feet.

Christina takes every second day a lukewarm foot-bath with ashes and salt. This draws the blood from the head downwards. Three times a week she takes a half-bath (one-half minute) reaching to the armpits. She is much barefoot when working. The determination of the blood to the head is diminished, ceases gradually, and the disease of the eye disappears.

Agatha comes and complains: "For three years I have been tormented with violent headache so that I often could not sleep for whole nights. My feet are constantly cold; when the headache gives way a little, I feel such a
pain in the back that I am quite stiff. I have consulted many physicians but none could help. For the last half year my sight has become so weak that I can scarcely see the houses. If it goes on like that, I shall soon be blind."

Agatha made use of the following applications:
1. Twice weekly she put on a wet chemise dipped in salt-water, enfolded herself in a blanket and remained so for an hour and a half.
2. Twice a week she took a short package which had been dipped in a decoction of hay-flowers (warm) for an hour and a half.
3. Daily she had a knee-gush for one minute, followed by exercise. These applications were continued for two weeks.

In the third week she took daily in the morning an upper gush and a knee-gush, in the afternoon a half-bath, she also walked in water for three minutes daily; she continued in the same manner during the fourth week. After the fourth week the determination of the blood to the head disappeared, her sight was restored, because the cause of the complaint was removed; her feet were warm, in a word, the patient was cured.

As further applications Agatha took three half-baths weekly to brace the whole system.

**Fever.**

Anthony comes into the room and reports: "I had to make such an effort to mount the stairs. My strength is entirely broken; I have fallen down twice. I have also a fearful headache, I am sometimes as cold as ice and then very hot again. Sometimes I feel a piercing pain as if lightning was darting about in my body. I have noticed it for some time; but it is now five or six days since I feel worse and utterly unable to work."

Application: Go home, Anthony, and lie down in bed at once; as soon as you are quite warm, wash your whole body with cold water and, without drying it, go to bed
again. In the same manner wash every two hours, and when you begin to perspire profusely and have done so for half an hour, wash again.

Anthony comes on the third day and reports: "I feel much easier. I have perspired profusely several times. The sensation of cold and heat has disappeared, the headache, too, has ceased. Appetite is coming back again; I feel well, but tired. Anthony took about ten whole-ablations during a fortnight, and then he enjoyed perfect health. He is about forty years old."

Giddiness.

A priest, in his best years, felt a continual decrease of strength, especially in his legs. Only with the greatest effort he could walk for a quarter of an hour, and even such a walk caused him a feeling as if his legs were broken. Moreover he suffered so much from giddiness that he could not stand for any length of time without leaning on some firm object. If he wanted to turn at the altar, he was always obliged to hold himself by it. Whenever the sensation of giddiness decreased, he felt great pressure on the chest and an anxiety as if he was about to be stricken by apoplexy.

The patient used much mineral water and medicaments, but without any result. His appearance was very good, his appetite also, but he did not sleep well.

Prescription: For three weeks he walked daily much barefoot (in grass, on wet stones, and in water up to the knees); he had in the beginning daily two upper gushes and a knee-gush, later on half-baths, and baths taken when in perspiration. At the conclusion of his course he made an attempt to walk twelve miles in one day which he did without fatigue. He now felt quite well and disposed to cheerfully fulfil the duties of his vocation.

A gentleman, 74 years old, reports: "I suffer a great deal from dizziness, and I sometimes feel great pressure on my head; my feet are often cold, and whenever my head is free from suffering, I experience great discomfort
in the abdomen. Unless remedies are applied, no evacuation of the bowels takes place. The book The Water-Cure has induced me to ask if at my age water-applications could be used with success. If not, I am resigned to my fate, but if water can still be applied, I shall go into the cold element like the youngest.”

In three weeks the old gentleman was so well that he repented of having given up his office to another.

The applications were as follows: First day: To wash the upper body in the morning with water and vinegar and afterwards take a knee-gush; in the evening a warm foot-bath with ashes and salt, for fourteen minutes. Second day: In the morning upper gush with one can, immediately after, walking on wet stones (for five minutes); in the afternoon: a cold sitting-bath for one minute. Third day: In the morning, to walk in water, for two minutes, directly after to hold the arms in water. In the afternoon an upper gush, towards evening a sitting-bath. Fourth day: In the morning walking in water up to the knees, for three minutes; immediately after to hold the arms in water, for two minutes; in the afternoon a gush for the back. Fifth day: In the morning a gush for the back, in the afternoon a half-bath, for one minute. In this way the latter stronger applications were continued. The giddiness disappeared entirely, the bowels became regular, the injurious gases were removed, the normal warmth returned: thus the machine was in order again. The old gentleman enjoyed henceforth the freshness of youth and the best of humors.

People will be surprised at the fact that to this aged man not more than one warm application was prescribed. The reason was that he still possessed pretty much strength and vital heat; else he would have been advised to take whole-ablations from bed with warm salt-water or with vinegar and water in order to increase the vital heat. Old people prefer the cold water as soon as the temperature of their blood has been raised by warm ablations, and the first trial has been given to cold ones. They
see that the effect on the vital heat is much sooner obtained by cold applications than by warm ones.

A priest, 78 years old, suffered so much from giddiness that he could no longer look upwards nor was it safe for him to walk; he was rather corpulent. His whole appearance made the impression that the poor old gentleman was lacking sufficient vital heat. Although it seemed as if water could be of no avail in this case, his appearance changed in an astonishing manner, he seemed to have become young again, the giddiness disappeared as well as his fear when walking; the aged gentleman was like a lamp which, having received a fresh supply of oil, begins to burn anew.

If a very aged person reads this, he probably will want to know what was done to him. Answer:

On the first day his whole body was packaged from under the arms, the cloth having been dipped in hot water, in which hay-flowers had been boiled; this for an hour and a half. In the afternoon an ablution with vinegar and water, quite warm. On the second day: in the morning a foot-vapor, for twenty minutes, directly hereafter a quick shower of fresh water; in the afternoon a whole-ablution as on the first day. On the third day: a head-vapor (twenty minutes) with following upper gush. On the fourth day: in the morning a cold upper gush followed by a knee-gush; in the afternoon a wet shirt, for an hour and a half. On the fifth day: in the morning a warm foot-bath with ashes and salt; in the afternoon, upper gush and knee-gush. Henceforth only cold applications were used, viz.: in the morning, upper gush and knee-gush; two hours later, walking in water and arm-bath; in the afternoon, only upper gush. If these applications have been continued for six days, it will be sufficient to take a whole-ablution from bed once or twice a week. At home the patient had only to walk in water and to take an arm-bath twice a week, and to take a sitting-bath once a week; the latter could also be taken warm.
The only internal remedy applied was tea from fennel, common yarrow, and sage.

**Gout.**

If you go into the "Allgäu" (district in the southern part of Bavaria) in autumn, you will see now and then people manuring the field. Lately they have invented a new method which is quite apt to rouse the indignation of any true farmer. They do not distribute the food to the hungry soil in an equal manner, as it was formerly done, but with an unheard-of carelessness they give two or three portions to one clod and let another starve the whole year long. The whole work resembles the work of a mole. There must be in spring foul swamps, on which this ill-concerted prodigality has produced a luxuriance which looks strange enough beside other spots where stunted and crippled stalks accuse the owner of, and punish them for, the stepmotherly treatment which they experienced.

This picture will assist me in conveying a true idea of what gout is.

Food has to do the same work in the human body that manure does in the field. Is there anything like equality with regard to quantity and quality of food in the various stations of life? Do not many enjoy superabundance while numberless others have 365 days of fasting every year?

What must be the inevitable consequence if a person supplies his field (his body) with so much food that poor nature cannot master it? The bones want sulphur and lime for their structure. What must be the consequence if the body by means of very nourishing and strengthening food is supplied with so much building-up material as would suffice for the construction of two or three other bodies? What must be the outcome? Swamps (thick blood) will form in one place, bogs (bad juices) in another, and the bones will be encumbered by heaps of sand, lime, and stones.
The ankles swell, become inflamed and cause lasting and dreadful pain until these cartilaginous knots are burnt, as it were, by the pain itself or by other means. And in spite of so much suffering the poor corpulent gouty person is scarcely pitied by any one. That is not becoming a Christian, yet it sometimes appears to be very natural. People say: he has had the enjoyment, let him now also bear the consequences of it. Poor people, however, are also sometimes afflicted with gout; even the poorest are visited by it. Once a poor, but very industrious domestic servant presented himself to me; he suffered from gout in its highest degree. The reason was that he had entirely neglected the care of his health from too great zeal for his service. Broken bellows do not pump the air into the pipes of the organ, but out of the holes. Weakened, unhealthy organs are often productive of tumors instead of sound flesh.

Gout may also be caused by over-exertion, dampness and cold. Gout in a high degree torments many, gout in a lesser degree torments numberless persons. With some it has its seat in the toes, with others in the head, with some in the extremities, with others again in interior parts of the body.

People who are simple and not too much weakened, who obey cheerfully and do not shrink from every little pain I cure willingly and mostly very easily. With regard to podagrics of the nobler kind, I never give way to delusions. They are a cross for me and, as a rule, not to be cured by water; for they do not obey because they are bent under the double yoke of effeminacy and dread of water, else they would be curable as well as all others afflicted with gout.

A gentleman of high rank had suffered from violent pain in his feet for about four weeks. His acquaintances called him jokingly a new member of the confraternity of podagrics. Sweating cured him for this time. But the following year the complaint returned, and he had to keep in his bed for twelve weeks. There was much burn-
ing and as much sweating; but this water alone did not cure him a second time. He consulted me and declared that he was ready to do everything, if only that fearful disease did not return. In a few weeks the principal part of the cure was over. The swellings disappeared under the various water-applications and later on the patient repeated one or the other practice from time to time. The complaint has not troubled him for some years since. The reader may learn the applications from the following case.

A priest sent me a message, letting me know that his feet were burning as if containing real fire and that his condition drove him almost to despair. I advised him to have hay-flowers boiled, squeezed out of the hot water and put on a linen cloth; into these hot hay-flowers he should lay his feet and tie the warm hay-flower-package around them. After two hours the hay-flowers were to be re-dipped in the infusion, squeezed out and put on again. It is of no importance whether the hay-flowers are cold or warm for this renewed application. The sick priest continued thus for some days. After the first few hours the chief pain already ceased and in two or three days the patient was completely free from pain.

If hay-flowers cannot be had, oat-straw may be used in the same way instead. This grass is also of excellent effect in such complaints.

I beg to call the attention of the reader to the fact that in the cure of gout I seek to effect the cure especially by warming or rather dissolving.

I must in this place caution against a delusion. As soon as persons afflicted with gout feel no longer any pain, they believe to be perfectly cured. It would be a great mistake to discontinue the water-applications as soon as the pain has ceased. The foot-packages must be followed by at least some applications in order to remove from it all unhealthy matter. The Spanish mantle put on twice or three times a week will render excellent service for the first three weeks. For the month following
some warm baths with decoction of hay-flowers or oat-straw (changing three times) are recommended.

A workman was seriously afflicted with gout. He went three times a week into the sack which had been dipped in a hot decoction of oat-straw; moreover, he took every week two baths with a decoction of pine-twigs (104° to 110° F.), changing three times and two cold whole-ablations from bed. After three weeks he was pretty well cured; he continued, however, for some time to make use of the sack twice in one week and of the warm bath once in another week. He was soon able to take up his work with renewed strength and has attended to it ever since.

A well-sinker showed me the swellings on his fingers and his toes which, so he said, were sometimes burning in an almost unbearable manner—the complaint had been brought on by dampness.

Every other day he took the above mentioned warm bath, every third or fourth day he went into the sack; these applications completely restored the man in a short time. During the night his hands were packaged with boiled hay-flowers.

A poor father got a piercing pain in the joints. He did not know whether it proceeded from gout or from another cause; he only felt dreadful pain which rendered him unable to attend to his business.

It was just the time of haymaking. I advised him to go on his haystack, which was then fermenting, to make a hole in the hot hay, to lie in this hot hay hole and to cover himself with hay so as to let only the head look out. He did so, and after a quarter of an hour he was swimming, as it were, in perspiration. The peasant ascended his haystack and descended into the hay-bath six times within ten days and was completely cured.

I should not advise every one to do this; but only he who has experienced it, knows the extraordinary dissolving virtue of such a hay-vapor. Very old and deeply rooted diseases can be led out by such a harmless vapor.
The hay-vapor will be most effective if it is immediately followed by a cold half-bath with ablution of the upper body. The latter application is exceedingly strengthening.

Two gentlemen of high rank improved their health so much by fifteen of these hay-vapor-baths that it seemed to them incomprehensible how by such simple means and in so simple a manner a recreation of the organism could be effected.

I venture to say that rheumatism in its weaker forms and cramps, generally remains of severe diseases, can be cured by two to four of such hay vapor-baths.

You see, my dear farmer, what treasures your house encloses. It only requires a trial. In summer when you return from the field, throw a few handfuls of hay-flowers in hot water, and let it cool. Such a foot-bath will draw every sensation of fatigue out of your limbs.

And whenever you feel something like burning or a piercing pain, be sensible. You give the wholesome herb every day to your animals. Let your own body, too, profit by its salutary virtue.

An innkeeper reports: "I have often such racking pains in my head, especially when the weather changes, that I am unable to attend to my business. Sometimes I feel the same pains also in the back and in the thighs, and when they descend into my feet, I can no longer walk. If I drink a glass of beer, the pain makes itself felt in the head directly. For months it has been impossible for me to do any work, and life itself has become a heavy burden to me."

The applications were the following: 1) Weekly two warm oat-straw-baths, 100° F., for half an hour, followed by vigorous washing or a short cold-bath; 2) Every day an upper gush and a knee-gush; 3) Every week three whole-ablutions, as rapid as possible, either when perspiring or from bed; 4) daily in the morning and in the evening a cup of tea prepared from five or six finely cut
elder-leaves, boiled for five minutes. In four weeks this innkeeper was so completely restored to health that all his acquaintances declared his appearance being that of a much younger man than he really was. In order to prevent the disease from attacking him again he had to take the above mentioned full-bath every month and the whole-ablution once or twice a week.

A tradesman comes and reports: "Both my feet are greatly swollen, quite stiff, and I am never without pains; sometimes I cannot sleep for one hour during the whole night; especially in the extremities I feel violent pain; my arms are also quite stiff; I have appetite, but whenever I take something, it inflates me that I can scarcely breathe; I can hardly walk and especially when getting up in the morning I am so giddy that I hardly know where I am. I have been attended by many physicians, have taken a great deal of medicine, but, in my opinion, my condition has become worse, and I have often wished for death."

The patient looked pretty strong and resembled much more a well-fed brewer than a tradesman, although he only took simple fare and did not drink much. He is about 50 years old. The physicians had declared fatty degeneration of the heart to be the cause of his sufferings.

In five weeks the patient was freed from his many complaints and enjoyed perfect health. What was it that cured him?

1. His feet were packaged in hay-flowers for two to three hours, first every day, then every other day, and later on every third day. 2) Every second day, and later on every fourth day he put on a shirt dipped in a decoction of hay-flowers. When the swelling on the feet had almost entirely disappeared, the patient was given an upper gush and a knee-gush every day. He also took half-baths. These applications were continued for five weeks.
Hemorrhoids. (Piles.)

Hemorrhoids (commonly called piles) may be inherited or proceeding from certain modes of life. People who lead a sedentary life generally, and learned men especially, are often troubled with this complaint. The peasant who lives on a simple fare and never sees meat except on Sundays and Holidays, who drinks milk and apostle's wine (water) instead of beer and strong wines, who daily works hard in the field and at home, knows this complaint scarcely by name.

Hemorrhoids are a troublesome, though in the beginning and sometimes through life, harmless disease. The itching and burning is very painful, but more painful still is the effect of the complaint on the mind; they cause irritableness and depression. There are cases in which they embitter life in a most terrible manner and almost cause insanity.

Indifference and neglect are here out of place; great care should be taken to prevent the disease from increasing and from assuming a malignant character.

But what are hemorrhoids, and how are they formed? Every reader has, no doubt, seen a turkey cock and the fleshy bags hanging from its neck like empty pockets. If the cock is in a passion, the bags become filled with blood and resemble red globes. Such globes, such bags filled with blood or mucus are the hemorrhoids, whether they appear in or on the body, whether they be bleeding or blind hemorrhoids.

The veins are elastic tubes. The more the blood flows irregularly to one place, the more the veins become extended, and they become so particularly, where the blood collects and forms little blood-pools, as it were. Small knots form, and these are filled with blood. From time to time these knots burst, and their contents consist in brown mucus, frequently, however, in pure blood. The bursting of the piles is a relief for the patient; when filled and in great number they cause much trouble and pain.
Rev. Seb. Kneipp lecturing to the patients about his famous cure.
The more numerous the piles are, and the more frequently they burst, the greater is the injury caused to the parts where they originate. It is therefore not seldom the case that incurable ulcers, cancer of the rectum, etc., are the sad consequences of neglected hemorrhoids.

The sufferings caused by the hemorrhoids are often increased by little worms (ascarides) that form inside the rectum. If there are great numbers of them, they seriously injure the rectum and occasion ulcers.

The treatment of hemorrhoids with water is easy and in most cases effective. The number of those cured by water-applications is very great, and I may add that in all cases the result was a happy one.

We shall first attack the ascarides, these leeches of the rectum. They betray their presence by a sensation of pinching, biting, gnawing, and itching inside the anus (the same feeling, however, always accompanies the refilling of the knots).

Take one, two or three cold-water injections in quick succession, and let the water flow off again. As soon as the cold water enters the rectum, the ascarides interrupt their destroying work, like the leeches, when salt is applied to the bleeding spot; when then the water flows off again, it washes them away. If this proceeding is repeated twice or three times (it may take place twice or three times weekly) many of them, sometimes all, come away.

If only the hemorrhoidal knots have to be treated, it is important to remember that the blood which has a determination to a certain part of the body must be led off, that vessels which are too much extended must be contracted, that impurities must be evacuated.

To effect all this the following application will render good service: A piece of linen is dipped in very cold water and prepared in bed as for the lying on wet sheets; the cloth must be so long as to reach from the neck to over the anus and so wide as to cover the back. On this compress lie down for three quarters of an hour, and repeat
the application three or four times weekly. If the cloth becomes warm before the three quarters of an hour are passed, it should be wetted afresh. A further very recommendable application for such patients is the cold sitting-bath, which should be taken three or four times weekly. It may be repeated twice or three times during one day or also during one night when taken from bed, the duration never exceeding more than one or two minutes. If any one afflicted with piles makes use of one of these applications for one or two weeks every three months, he may be assured that if a complete cure be not effected, the evil will be at least prevented from increasing. Those who think these applications too troublesome can expect no further advice from me.

With regard to food I want to call the attention of the reader to one point to which, in my opinion, generally too little importance is attached. Many persons afflicted with piles have begun to eat bran-bread instead of ordinary wheaten bread, and they assert to have obtained great relief from this kind of diet. I wish this bran-bread were eaten not by some individuals only, but by all, for many reasons. I am sorry to say that the bran-bread has already shared the fate of many other articles of food; it has been adulterated. In a large town abroad, I once found bran-bread (the true bran-bread is very heavy) just as light as ordinary bread. I cut the loaf and discovered that it was ordinary bread, the bran having been strewn on the surface only. The recipe for preparing bran-bread has been given in the second part of this book.

Head complaints.

A gentleman of high rank had a head complaint of a very peculiar kind. The headache began regularly at 7 a.m. and lasted till the evening; it was so painful that he could not even read light literature, far less was he able to attend to his correspondence. At the setting of the sun the pain ceased, and he was sure to spend a pain-
less night, unless he had had some mental exertion during the previous day. The spot where he felt the pain was on the left side of the forehead and had the size of a fifty-cent piece. The headache affected the whole body in such a manner that the gentleman's appearance became always worse and with the healthy appearance his strength also went. The most celebrated physicians were consulted, an establishment for water-cures had also been visited, but without any apparent result. The physicians sent the patient to Meran for a last attempt, and thence he returned, apparently cured, to his native city. His relations rejoiced at his recovery, until the next morning punctually at 7 o'clock the old unpleasant guest returned and took post in its old place. Lamentations filled the house as the sad news spread, that news which seemed to destroy all human hope. The gentleman was advised by some of his acquaintances to have recourse to my water-cure, and an attempt was resolved upon. The patient looked very ill and was rather emaciated. After having given a description of his sufferings, he added that he was seldom without catarrh, and that he had very little vital heat. All this had been attributed to an accident with which he had met in the previous year. "Whatever be the cause of my sufferings," so he concluded, "you know all about them, and you must cure me."

The sickly appearance, the low temperature of the body, the susceptibility for changes in the atmosphere, the emaciation, all these symptoms were as many credible witnesses which accused not the painful spot on the forehead, but the whole system of lacking health and strength. My prescriptions were given accordingly. The whole organism was operated upon, the local complaint was not deemed worthy of a single application. The simple means of hardening with some ablutions such as described in the first part of this book effected the cure, i.e., regular circulation of the blood, good digestion, uniform perspiration, and with these increase of vital heat, better appearance, in a word, complete health. It is always the
old story which, however, cannot be told and re-told often enough.

The correctness of my opinion concerning the head complaint was proved by the result. In about six weeks the whole system was restored to health, nor did the much feared pain in the forehead ever return at the usual hour. The water gave the cure of this particular spot (without any particular application) in the bargain.

A gentleman reports as follows: "For six to seven years I suffer from a headache which renders the performance of the duties of my vocation very difficult and almost impossible for me. I often lost courage entirely. I feel pressure on the head and have a sensation as if something was swimming about in a fluid. Every step I take when walking increases my headache. As soon as I become warm through walking or working, I feel as if I were intoxicated. Eight times I have had colic of the kidneys caused by stone in the same. Twelve physicians whom I consulted about the pains in my back have not been able to ascertain the nature of my illness. Only one of them relieved me a little. I have pains in the kidneys when I eat anything sour, or when gases accumulate, when I walk for a longer time and become warm; when I stand or sit for any length of time I feel pain directly. Sometimes I feel a great heat in my whole body, at other times I feel chilly again. In summer I suffer more than in winter. Formerly I suffered much from lethargy. I was healthy, very strong and well built, when I was younger; but for the last twenty years I have been so wretched that I believe nobody could be more so. I have also been to a medical establishment and obtained some relief, but no cure."

The applications were: 1) daily twice an upper gush; 2) daily walking in water and knee-gush. Moreover the patient had from three to five gushes on the back weekly, sitting-baths frequently; he walked in the grass and on stones and took tea from juniper-berries, rose-hips and shave-grass, but only for some time two cupfuls daily.
In four weeks the man was restored to health and now, after six months, it can be said that he is in the full possession of perfect health, of bodily strength, and mental vigor.

A man reports: "I am 35 years old, have a constant headache and sometimes such a sensation of weakness that I can scarcely bear it any longer. I have also pains in the chest and in the back, but most of all in the nape of the neck where I feel a constant cramp-like contraction. I have lost a great deal of my hair and if it continues falling out, I shall be perfectly bald in six months. My feet and hands are generally quite cold, and I have no appetite whatever."

Applications: 1) Wet shirt dipped in salt-water; 2) three times weekly a whole-ablution from bed during the night; 3) three times weekly a wet shirt; 4) daily a salt-spoonful of white powder.

After two months this man presented himself and declared that he was perfectly cured, that there remained a slight pain only in those parts where he had suffered most. The weight of his body had increased by ten pounds.

Two gentlemen, musicians, report as follows: "We both have the same complaint; we suffer from constant headache, it is sometimes almost unbearable. We have little sleep and are restless during it. Congestions and giddiness almost drive us to despair. Our hands and feet are quite cold." Both of them were more than 50 years old.

For twelve days these companions of suffering used the following applications: Every day twice upper gush and knee-gush; one day a half-bath, the other day a gush on the back; moreover once a week a head-vapor was taken. After these twelve days both were restored to health and assumed again the duties of their vocation.

In order to preserve their health and gain new strength, they made use of one of the means of hardening daily and took a half-bath twice weekly. According to the latest news, they continue in good health.
A gentleman from Hungary comes with the following statements: "For more than a year I am unable to attend to my vocation on account of violent headache and great giddiness. Over the whole body I feel intense itching and burning, which often deprives me of my sleep. In consequence of my complaint I feel melancholic and uneasy."

After a few weeks he was completely cured by the use of the following course of applications: 1) Upper gush directly followed by walking in water; 2) a half-bath daily. In the second and third week, three times a half-bath, daily upper gush and knee-gush; 3) later on full-baths and upper gush with walking in water.

Heart complaints.

In our times, which may indeed be called times of excitement, there are innumerable persons who are said to suffer from diseases of the nerves, the stomach and the heart. Heart, stomach and nerves are the scape-goats to which most complaints are attributed. If a person has enjoyed good health for twenty or thirty years, if he, so to speak, never knew where his heart was and all at once begins to feel ill, it is ridiculous to assume that it is a heart complaint that afflicts him, or perhaps even an organic incurable defect of the heart. My experience—and I have treated innumerable cases of this kind—teaches me that real defects of the heart are comparatively rare. Among hundred cases in which persons believed, or had been declared to be afflicted with heart disease, there were surprisingly few of whom this could be said in truth. The heart was one of the soundest organs with many of these persons, but there were other unhealthy conditions which influenced the heart and caused it temporary suffering. The healthiest cat will scream if you pinch its tail. The best clock will cease going if I take out its weights, but in this case it would be foolish to say that the clock is bad. The soundest heart can be impeded, disturbed in its activity if an enemy inside throttles it, as it were. This enemy must be sought, the draw-back removed, and
the last symptom of a heart complaint will soon disappear. It always rouses my indignation when I hear people say: heart complaint, heart complaint! People are alarmed without a reasonable cause, and new excitement is added to that already existing.

A man, still in his best years, told me he had a defect of the heart, the physicians having declared that the heart was too much extended. I inquired if he had ever been ill.

He answered negatively but added that he had an eruption under the knee. That was enough for me. Vigorous nature itself had here digged a canal through which it secreted unhealthy matters. I had only to aid it in its work, i. e., to cause the injurious matter to be evacuated as soon as possible. The heart was not worked upon at all. The patient told me that as often as the eruption increased in dimension, he felt his heart greatly relieved and that whenever the eruption disappeared fearful palpitation of the heart set in. All this brought grist to my mill. The man received weekly two short packages, one lower package, one Spanish mantle, and one foot-vapor. The Spanish mantle worked in a dissolving and evacuating manner chiefly on the lower body. The lower package completed the work of the short package, and the foot-vapor drew the still existing unhealthy matter powerfully down. In about three weeks the body secreted much, and I hope all unhealthy matter. The heart complaint had disappeared. Since there was neither a defect of the heart before the above mentioned symptoms first showed themselves, nor after the cure of the sick body, am I not right to conclude that there has never been a defect at all?

One night I was called to a mother who was unable to speak on account of extremely difficult breath. The palpitation of the heart was so violent that the motion could be seen on the blanket and that the beating could be distinctly heard at a little distance. The patient had a sweet taste in the palate and was in great fear of meeting her
death by hemorrhage from the mouth, her mother having died of such an attack the same year. The physician attending her declared her sufferings to be caused by various complaints but, in the first place, by a defect of the heart. Hands and feet of the patient were quite cold, and she was continually tormented by a tendency to cough.

Cold hands, cold feet, unusually vehement palpitation of the heart. What does this reveal? All the blood must have left the extremities to seek its original home, the heart, and thence it wants to escape again. Hence the beating and hammering as if it wanted to force the bolts and gates of the heart.

In five minutes the violent palpitation was considerably diminished by the application of a twofold wet towel on the abdomen. The blood which is easy to guide, was soon led away from the heart, and after ten minutes the beating of the heart was calm; the heart, the seat of the principal defect, was cured already. The patient now began a course of water-applications. On the first day she undertook two whole-ablutions in bed, on the second day she put on the Spanish mantle, on the third she had a head-vapor, on the fourth a foot-vapor. She continued the applications in the same succession for some time. The abdomen was the last to listen to reason, it had been the chief leader in the nightly attack. Its obstinate resistance, however, was at last overcome by water, and everything was right again, quite right, the heart not excepted, which, as far as I know, remained healthy ever after.

A gentleman of position had been indisposed for years and could only with difficulty attend to his affairs. A peculiar anxiety increased his sufferings. The least incident caused him palpitation, excitement, alarm. Those who lived with him had to be very cautious in communicating news; for sensations of joy or sorrow were always followed by irregularities in the pulsation of the heart. In summer as well as in winter the rooms had to be heated, and it required constant attention to keep them in the right temperature. The most celebrated physicians were
consulted, and they all agreed in the opinion that the patient, besides suffering from affection of the liver and lungs and from hemorrhoids, had an organic defect of the heart and that he would meet his death by a stroke. The gentleman died. On account of his peculiar complaints the corpse was dissected. And what was the result of the dissection? Lungs, liver and heart had belonged to the soundest organs of the gentleman, but a mass of fat had formed around the heart and a layer of the same substance in the chest. The gentleman had died through want of blood. The blood had been entirely absorbed by the formation of muscle and fat. One of the physicians, who were present at the dissection, on relating to me the fact, added: "In this case science has been thoroughly deceived."

A girl complains: "Whenever I walk fast or get frightened, whenever I hear tales of misery or misfortune, I feel a great depression about the heart, and it beats so quickly that I always fear to die suddenly. At the same time my hands and feet become cold, and in the heart I feel great heat. I have a heart complaint; I was told so also by several physicians." A heart complaint, of course, what else could it have been?

If a child sits at the house-door and a big dog comes the child screams, jumps up, flees frightened into the house and calls: "Mother, mother!" And if the poor heart is frightened through an accident, the heart cries out and jumps up in violent palpitation, and the blood flows from the house-doors of the body, from the extremities into the house, into the heart which beats then even louder and cries out so that it can be heard at a distance. What is there astonishing in this, and where is there a heart complaint? The girl should first of all leave off all unnecessary and hurtful clothing and muffling and then commence to make use of the lighter means of hardening. The delicate being will, then, cease to be frightened at the barking of a dog or at the whistle of the locomotive. She should hold her arms in cold water and stand in cold
water to above the calves of the legs for one minute three times daily; these are excellent strengthening remedies. These applications should be continued for a week. Then the patient may be washed from bed three times weekly, and once a week she should take a half-bath up to under the arms with quick ablation of the upper body (one half minute). These practices occupy the second week. In the third and fourth weeks two upper and two lower gushes should be applied to the patient daily. The latter practices must be followed by brisk exercise in order to restore the vital heat. In six weeks the girl was well, and all fears about defects of the heart were washed away.

A young lady comes and asks for help. She reports as follows: “I have passed the examination in music and obtained a first-class certificate; for six years I have taught music in a convent school. I suffer so much from headache that I can scarcely bear the sound of an instrument, be it the organ, the piano, or the violin. Even the alters-bells cause me a piercing pain in the head. The physicians attribute my sufferings to a disease of the nerves and of the heart. Had I been healthy, I should have been received in the convent, but now I am not only unable to follow my religious vocation but even to earn my bread, and I suffer unspeakable bodily and mental pain.” I replied: “I cannot help you, you must seek help elsewhere.” To her question why I treated just her so harshly, I replied: “A town lady like you with such linguistic and musical accomplishments will probably not do what I require; otherwise your deplorable condition is curable.” She answered resolutely: “In order to become well again I shall do whatever you require.” And she has kept her word. I sent her for ten days with the maid-servants in the field—it was in March—where she was to walk barefoot. Daily she had a warm foot-bath and an upper gush to accustom her to the cold. After six days she knelt daily in water reaching to her stomach instead of the foot-bath. She worked in the field for the sake of exercise, as much as
practice and strength permitted. After ten days the young lady returned to a benefactor who had supported her during her studies and also advised her to try the water-cure. She continued all the practices, even the work in the house and field, which she now liked. Instead of the violin and music books she now used spade and rake. In proportion as the body grew stronger, the nervous and heart disease disappeared. After four months there was not the slightest symptom of any malady whatever, and the young musician enjoyed the freshness and health of her infancy.

A student of theology came and asked my advice saying that he was suffering in many ways and among others from a heart complaint. He wished to become a priest but with so much headache, such palpitation of the heart, and all the pressure and anxiety which accompanied it, there was no hope.

I advised the patient to harden his body in a reasonable manner, which would do him no harm since he was well built. After some weeks he resumed his studies, became priest, and for health and strength he was surpassed by few of his companions. Every morning the young gentleman walked for half an hour in the dewy grass, daily he descended in the water up to his stomach and washed his upper body at the same time. When rainy weather prevented him from his favorite walks in the woods, he substituted some easy work at home for the out-door exercise. Later on he used profuse upper gushes, one or two daily alternately with half-baths to brace his system. Head and heart complaints disappeared as his bodily strength increased.

**Hoarseness.**

A girl, 11 years of age, had lost her voice for several months and only with great effort could make herself understood in a croaking manner. Her color was quite white, her eyes blueish, her body emaciated and without all strength. There was neither vital heat nor appetite except for a little beer or wine.
In two months the girl was completely cured and strengthened, and this was the result of the following applications:

1) Twice to four times daily she walked barefoot in the grass.
2) Two or four times weekly she put on the shawl.
3) Four times weekly she took a sitting-bath.
4) During the last three weeks when the weather was warm she took three baths in water warmed by the sun, each week.

Her diet consisted in simple household-fare, especially in milk, which was taken by tablespoonfuls every hour, for half a day.

According to the news arrived, the girl enjoys now perfect health.

A priest suffered from hoarseness every year from October to May. He tried everything, consulted several physicians, but in vain. The complaint remained the same for fourteen years. At last he had recourse to me, and in a short time he found the desired help.

The gentleman had to stand in water to the knees daily; at the same time he held both his hands in water. Moreover he had to take whole-ablations generally when rising in the morning, or during the night when waking up. Already after twelve days the complaint from which he had suffered for years, disappeared and in the sixteen years since past he has never had a relapse.

Another proof of the thoroughness of the cures effected by water.

Hypochondriasis.

I always feel the greatest compassion for hypochondriacs as well as for cranky people. How often do you hear people say: "Well, he is a hypochondriac, he is a crank!" A cheap and worthless saying. These poor people who are so much ridiculed, whose feelings are hurt so frequently are greatly to be pitied. Whenever I have to attend to hypochondriacs (I observe the
same rule with regard to the cranks) I ask myself: Was this hypochondriac once a normal human being? Was there a time when he thought and worked like other rational men? If I receive an affirmative answer to these questions, it would be foolishness on my part to think that this man is in good health, and that he torments himself and others merely for the sake of the pleasure he derives from doing so. On the contrary, I must admit that a change has taken place either in his body or his mind, i.e., that he must be very ill. Restore him to his former healthy condition, and he will cease to be a hypochondriac. Just the ablest persons who are much given to study are most frequently afflicted with this kind of mental disturbance.

In my opinion, the root of hypochondriasis, like that of any other mental disorder, is to be sought in the body, in the diseased body. Only a cure which proceeds from this point of view will be sure and successful. The treatment of such patients must tend to rouse them from indolence, to strengthen their weakened system, to restore the organs to their former activity; in a word, to promote the circulation of the blood, and the hypochondriac will soon be cured.

I knew a man of extraordinary talents. For many years he lived happily in his vocation doing with easiness and enthusiasm as much work as two others. Suddenly he became hypochondriac in such a degree that he had no longer the least care about his duties, shunning and fearing everything and flying from all society.

Instead of obtaining help and compassion of which he was so much in need, he was told daily and hourly that he was just a hypochondriac and that there was no help for him. Must not such treatment cause the greatest depression in the poor patient?

It is remarkable that this gentleman had already visited two establishments for water-cures and thereby only aggravated his sufferings. The applications had been too
drastic and only apt to promote the destruction of his half-ruined body.

It was just this case that afforded me another proof of the efficacy of gentle applications. That such a complaint as this cannot be cured in a few days is obvious.

Those who observe the ordinary rules of health (rational food, clothing, ventilation, recreation, cleanliness) will never become hypochondriacs and when symptoms of the illness first appear, it is easy to destroy it in the germ.

The most suitable water-applications for hypochondriasis consist in whole and part-ablations, in half-baths, especially sitting-baths, in short packages, and finally in cold full-baths.

Two more remarks may find a place here. It is the ruin of our time that spirituous drinks are held in such estimation, that even young people are in the habit of drinking strong wines; such stuff can only do harm to our present weakened generation. People should strive to remain sober and simple and many a complaint which only of late made its appearance on the stage of diseases would soon disappear behind the scenes.

Another draw-back to health is, that so many want to live almost exclusively on meat, that the excellent food prepared from milk and flour, which gives the best blood and the best juices without acrimony, is so much despised and avoided. That is unnatural and must be of serious consequence. Only the teeth and stomach of the beasts of prey have been formed and adapted for flesh only. Man, for whose sake everything else was created, has had a wider range of food allotted to him.

Inflammation.

A little boy scarcely able to walk sees his mother strike a match and light the fire. He wants to imitate her and contrives to get one of those wonderful little wood splinters. He succeeds, and the little culprit lights a great fire with the little match. The whole house burns down and everything in it.
How many lie in the churchyards in whose bodies a little spark of morbid matter, as it were, was lighted; the spark became a flame. The blood flowing from all sides to the inflamed spot afforded fresh fuel. Perhaps no proper means were employed to extinguish the fire, and the wretched habitation of the human soul burnt down.

Thousands of animals are thus destroyed every year. Thousands of men perish in the same manner. And how quickly this is often accomplished! Your throat has caught fire, it is inflamed. A rough draught comes and serves as bellows; it blows the fire on, the veins supply it with fuel, and in a few hours your whole throat is on fire. Is it not so? What is to be done? What do people do when there is a fire? They give the alarm and seek to save whatever can be saved. If there is time to do so, they remove from the fire everything combustible, and then they continue spouting water on the fire. These hints we should understand and profit by them.

As soon as inflammation appears in any part of the body, the afflux of blood to this spot should be impeded, the not yet inflamed blood should be saved. In the same manner the inflamed part should be worked upon, in order that the blood there collected may be diverted and led off.

One night, not long ago, when I was just going to sleep, the wood in the stove began to burn. (The fire had been laid for the next day.) How unpleasant, I thought, this crackling wood will deprive us of our best sleep. My companion was sharper than I. "Not the crackling," he murmured, "but my rest I will have." And what did he do? He took the wood, piece by piece, out of the stove, not minding that some of the pieces were burning already. It is clear enough that soon there was no longer a fire to trouble us with its noise.

Now let us return to the inflammation of the throat. Just feel the patient's feet whether they are not as cold
as ice. The blood seeks the spot where there is most heat. It must away, as it were, from the feet to the fire in the throat. Swathe the feet in linen rags dipped in water mixed with vinegar. Soon you will feel great heat. The foot-package draws the blood down and thus deprives the fire of some of its fuel. Then seek to lead the blood further into the lower body. This is done by a compress dipped in water mixed with vinegar and laid on the abdomen. Re-dip it in water as often as it becomes hot. More combustible matter is withdrawn from the endangered neck by this second package than by the first. And now you can attack the neck itself, the seat of the fire. Dip a cloth in the coldest water and put it around your neck, but do not let it become hot;* renew it as soon as it becomes warm. If you allow it to become hot, more heat will be produced in the throat, and the blood which was partly led off will flow in the direction of the neck again and fan the inflammation afresh. Whoever understands this last point well, will soon be able to judge for himself when and how often the compress has to be renewed.

Influenza.

This disease is by no means a new one; it is the same kind of catarrh which has long been known under the name of "Grippe." With regard to this illness people used to say that the patient must take great care of himself during the time of convalescence, lest another disease might follow the first. People in the country who were afflicted with it generally kept to their bed, took two to four cups of hot tea, covered themselves well so as to produce profuse perspiration, and in two or three days they were well again and no fatal consequences had to be feared.

* My 30 year’s experience gives me a right to the following assertion. Every one who applies a Priessnitz compress for a whole night will make the unpleasant discovery that the inflammation is increased by it rather than diminished. This is generally attributed to a defect in the way of bandaging; the result, however, has a deeper cause. See neck-package.
Water has often proved the best remedy also in this illness. If influenza appears the patient should take a whole-ablution (cold water mixed with a little vinegar) every hour. After the second or third application he will begin to sweat, and through this the morbid matters will be removed. I know of a peasant who began to take the ablutions at seven o'clock in the evening and continued them till the following morning when he was perfectly cured. If tea from St. John’s wort and milfoil, or sage and wormwood is taken in addition to the external application, the cure will be even more speedily accomplished. Instead of ablutions, half-baths (of two seconds’ duration) might be taken as often as the fever increases.

Anastasia reports: “A year and a half ago I had influenza and have not been well ever since. I have used much medicine, but without any result. I was formerly pretty strong, but I have now lost one-third of my weight; I seldom feel appetite and never sleep, I am almost unable to attend to my duties. What is there to be done?”

Answer: 1) Every night take a whole-ablution from bed to promote the vital heat; this will open the pores and produce perspiration.

2) Every day take a gush on the back and an upper gush. These applications effected the dissolution of the unhealthy matters and their evacuation by means of sweating; every third day a short package was applied which tended to produce the same effect in the lower body. Twelve days after these applications the patient was considerably better. Several smaller and larger ulcers formed through which the morbid matter was led off. Further applications were made use of to brace up the system, and after four weeks the patient was completely restored.

Why had she not been entirely cured before? Answer: Although many remedies were used, there was none which dissolved and evacuated the morbid matter in the whole body. The medicaments which were taken went
through the whole body, but what had collected between flesh and skin was left untouched by them. This had to be removed by perspiration. Thus our ancestors were right when they sought to cure influenza (under its old name) chiefly by profuse sweating.

Insanity.

How fearful it must be when the night of insanity spreads its dark wings over the human mind, when man seems no longer man and bears more resemblance to the irrational creature than to the supreme Creator to whose image he was made. Fifty, forty, thirty years ago, cases of insanity were rare; now-a-days their number increases in a terrifying manner. The medical establishments for the insane, however numerous they may be, are overfilled. Outside great cities whole suburbs are built for the purpose of lodging these most wretched of human beings. Besides those that have completely lost the use of their intellect, there are thousands who suffer intensely from greater or lesser disturbances of the mind and receive comparatively little help. In truth, I may say that a great number of these unfortunate people had recourse to me for relief and cure, and that I always felt a particular love and care for these comfortless people. They were generally unable to attend to the duties of their vocation, although their mental derangement had not reached such a degree as to make them fit for the mad-house. Unspeakable, innumerable, and manifold are the torments of these wretched people. Some of them hate their formerly cherished vocation, others will no longer fulfill their religious duties. Fear and hatred of their fellowmen has taken hold of some, hatred of their own person and others; they wish to commit suicide, etc. The minds are of so many different descriptions as the poor individuals themselves.

In all cases of mental disease which I treated during thirty years I have found out the cause of the derangement
which was either hereditary or proceeding from bodily ailment,* or sometimes from the patient’s mode of life.

I caution against a delusion to which people are often subject with regard to insanity. Their heated imagination makes them see supernatural conditions and diabolical influence where there is nothing but a wretched body affecting the poor mind. Even in cases in which it seemed evident that Satan had taken possession of the patient, the simple cold gush drove him out.

In my whole practice there has not been a single case in which natural means, rightly employed, have not effected the cure. I cling firmly to faith and to the supernatural as to a life-boat, and God forbid that I should give up as much as one atom of my convictions, but on the other hand I would never offer a handle to the enemies of faith and so make faith itself an object of derision.

Those whom this concerns will understand me. An example: A brother brings his sister who declares that the evil spirit is dwelling in the middle of her chest, that she knows a great deal about him whilst he knows all about her, even her most secret thoughts, that she is completely ruled and guided by him. She further asserted that her brother was a fool, the curate being more stupid still and the physician the most stupid of all. Why? “Because they always say I must put on another head, do away with my follies, and obey them. If the devil has taken possession of anybody,” she concluded, “one is no longer master of one’s own head.” It is not to be told in how violent and wild a manner the poor girl raged against the aforesaid three individuals.

Had they only been silent (since they knew before whom they were speaking), they would not have caused

---

* "Mens sana in corpore sano" says the proverb of the ancients. "A healthy mind only dwells in a healthy body." Here it may be considered how great an influence the country has on its people, the palace or the poor damp cottage on their inhabitants. Should it be otherwise with regard to soul and body who are moreover so closely connected as to form one whole?
so much excitement in the patient, and my task would have been easier. With such patients everything depends on the manner of treatment. Instead of contradicting her, I only said: "Yes, indeed your inside is in a bad condition." This answer satisfied her, and I had won her over to my side. Her answer showed that my reply had inspired her with confidence. "If anyone will not believe that I have the devil in me," she replied, "he will not be able to drive him out."

This confidence means to me as much as: the patient is already half cured and my work more than half done. The girl took what I gave her; she punctually applied the water according to prescription. In six weeks she was perfectly cured. It will be interesting for many to hear what was the matter with this person. Her looks were wild, her features sunk, her hands were cold, her feet colder still, she felt a heavy pressure on the chest and in her stomach a repugnance to every kind of food. All her blood, so it seemed, had flown to the chest. My first task consisted in regulating the circulation, in restoring equal vital heat and activity of the whole organism. To this effect the patient stood in cold water to above the calves of the legs, twice for two minutes every day, then she took a brisk walk to thoroughly warm her feet. The arms up to the shoulders were treated in the same manner. Twice a day she had back, chest and abdomen vigorously washed with water mixed with vinegar. For this ablution she lay in bed. These comparatively easy applications were continued for a fortnight. The violent agitation gave way, although the devil was still active in the confused head. Her features began to revive. After two weeks the patient commenced to make use of the lower package alternately with half-baths (only for one half minute and followed by ablution of the upper body) and the Spanish mantle; these three applications were continued for about three weeks. After the third week the applications were limited to one whole-ablution and one short package of one hour, weekly. Thus the supposed
devil was driven out, and the excitement was changed into
great calm and undisturbed peace.

Poor parents brought their boy of ten years of age and
reported as follows: "As often as the bells ring for
church, the boy begins to rave and to utter the most
horrible blasphemies such as we have never heard before.
He continues cursing as long as he sees a person on the
way to church. Then he ceases. As soon as the first
person leaves the church after service, he begins to swear
and continues as long as he sees any one come from
church. Whenever we pray, he curses; when we cease
praying, he also stops cursing. Father, it is really dread-
ful. Nothing has yet brought him any help, and speaking
to him makes him worse. He once took hold of his mother
with both arms as with claws and shook her so violently
that nobody would believe a boy to possess so much
strength. Physicians have been consulted, but without re-
sult. He was also blessed by a priest, and on that occa-
sion he cursed more dreadfully than ever."

The boy had a very strange appearance: a livid com-
plexion, distorted features, and his hair standing on end
like a hedgehog's spines. I ventured to touch his hand
whereupon he was about to spring at my face. Two
priests who had seen him in this terrible condition said:
"Whoever believes in possession by the devil must say:
Here it is."

I treated the complaint from the beginning as a natural
one, nor was I deceived; in six weeks the poor child was
completely cured. The boy had to put on a shirt dipped
in water (with some salt) for one to one hour and a half
daily. He likewise took a whole-ablution of water with
vinegar once daily. Both applications were continued for
a fortnight. In the third week he put on a shirt as afore-
said on one day, the next day he had a warm bath (95° F.)
for half an hour, followed by a cold one (one half minute),
the third day he took a whole-ablution. He continued to
make use of these practices alternately during the third
and fourth week. In the fifth and sixth week one wet
shirt, and one warm bath with rapid cold ablution, respectively, were sufficient to complete the cure.

The cure was quickly accomplished. The perfectly cold boy became warm again, the lost appetite returned, and he relished his meals chiefly prepared from milk and flour. The devil was blown away, as it were.

Perhaps some of my readers will ask: "Why does not the pastor apply gushes to such patients since in our madhouses maniacs are especially treated with douches?" In my humble opinion a sportsman who wants to induce the fox to leave his hole would not do well to stand at the entrance of it and discharge his gun there. It would be more advisable to invite the fox by means of a fowl or a sucking pig placed before his hole. Now listen, dear reader! Where there is a disease, there is also injurious matter. To dissolve and evacuate this means enticing and catching the fox. A douche, however, does not dissolve, nor does it evacuate. When the dissolution and evacuation of morbid matters has been accomplished then a light douche has a meaning and then I, too, agree with its use.

Four years ago a girl came to me and reported as follows: "My brother has been in a madhouse for more than a year. He was pronounced incurable. Now I have some of the symptoms which preceded my brother's disease. I have been in a situation till now, but I had to leave because I am unable to work. If I get no help, I shall soon follow my brother to the madhouse."

On various questions which I put to her, she replied that her appetite was constantly changing, being sometimes good, sometimes entirely wanting, that she suffered from a racking pain in her limbs which whenever it gave way was followed by severe pain in the chest, that more than half of her thick long hair had fallen off. It was evident that very bad juices were the cause of the girl's condition, and that the surest sign of their evacuation would consist in a renewed growth of the hair on the half-bald head.
The patient made use of the following applications: Daily the wet chemise dipped in salt water or water mixed with vinegar, likewise daily lukewarm half-baths with vigorous cold washing of the upper body (duration one minute). It was summer. Every day she walked much barefoot with good result, especially in the dewy grass. She continued these practices for three weeks. Then she took warm baths followed by cold ones, the lower package (the patient used a sack) dipped in an infusion of hay-flowers. The whole cure lasted three months. Then the patient was completely restored, and her hair grew more luxuriantly than before. The person married later on and enjoys good health to this day.

A pastor greatly respected and loved by his parishioners came to me and told me that he felt discouraged on seeing himself unable to attend to his duties. This condition which was accompanied by great sadness, bad temper and inability for study, had induced some of the pastors in his neighborhood to take the poor gentleman to a medical establishment where he remained for several weeks. On his return he was quieter but not cured. He asked me what he should do, whether to leave his parish, or to remain where he was. The gentleman had that healthy appearance which so often deceives in such cases and causes so many rash, unjust, and uncharitable judgements.* Looking at him more closely, one could notice that his eye was dull, his color pale, his hair withered. The applications were of three kinds: head and foot-vapor, cold upper and lower gushes, frequent walking on wet stones or standing in water for three to four minutes. After some days he began to take warm baths alternately with cold upper and lower gushes. On the sixth day a blueish eruption appeared on the whole back. The more

* It is the same folly to judge from a person's corpulence that he or she indulges in eating or drinking too much (such sorely tormented people are generally the most easily satisfied) as to judge from the healthy appearance of a mentally diseased person that his or her sufferings are only caused by worry about their health.
this eruption came out the more the patient felt relieved. When the morbid matter was all led off the pastor was well. The whole cure lasted fourteen days. With new courage the zealous priest returned to his parish.

Itch.

This horrible complaint can cause much havoc on, and still more in, the body. It is greatly to be lamented that people, in order to cure this disease, have recourse to remedies which harm the body instead of healing it. Who knows all the greasy ointments containing sulphur, brandy and other admixtures. One thing these disgusting smeary remedies bring about: they thoroughly close the pores of the skin, they obstruct through greasy crusts the air and water canals so indispensably necessary for the health of the body, they force the perspiration back into the body there to poison blood and juices and to cause serious diseases, for many perhaps fatal ones. This is no exaggeration, but it must grieve everybody who knows how easily and quickly itch can be cured.

Once there came to me for help a man twenty-eight years of age; he was well built, but his appearance made me think of a piece of worm-eaten wood. He had found help nowhere; it could not be ascertained what was the matter with him. I asked him: "Have you perhaps had itch in your youth?" He answered affirmatively to my inquisitive question and added that he had been cured in three days.—God forbid that I should cure like that!

It is just with regard to such disgusting maladies which better than anything else reveal the presence of morbid matters in the body, that the cure must be based on the principle: Any matter in the body that ought not to be there must be expelled. To do the opposite of this would mean planting insects in clothes and hair, and mice in the ploughed field. According to this principle the water-applications must tend to entice, extract and remove unhealthy and poisonous matters and to strengthen the whole organism that it may aid in the proceeding.
First our patient took on three consecutive days a warm bath (100° F.) of a decoction of pine-twigs* with three-fold change.

Soap did him good service in opening the pores and removing the dirt. I cannot help calling things by their proper names, although it may unpleasantly affect the nerves of some of my readers. These baths were followed by strengthening applications: in the first week he took whole- ablutions from bed in the night and a fourth warm bath with cold ablution; in the second week he took a warm bath followed by a cold ablution and a cold half-bath with ablution of the upper body; in the third week he took a cold full-bath, later on a few warm baths every month. Should the cure not be accomplished by these applications, the two latter practices may be continued for some time. A warm full-bath taken weekly will be of good effect at all events.

In six weeks our poor patient was cured and was now able to embrace a trade. His good health continues to this day; he has never again had the least attack of the former troublesome disease.

Thus itch is treated when it has been suppressed and forced back to the interior of the body.

If any one suffers from external itch he should take a warm bath (100° F.) and rub the skin with sharp soap. The so-called green soap, which can be had at any druggist's, is best. After a bath of fifteen minutes' duration he should wash with clean water (cold or warm) and ordinary soap. It would be of excellent effect if the patient could have a second similar bath of fresh warm water directly after the first. Also this second bath should be followed by a cold or warm ablution.

Since itch is very often taken by contact, through clothes, linen, etc., it is of the greatest importance to

* Extract from pine-leaves would serve as well. For me, for farmers, and for the poor the pine-twigs are quite sufficient.
change linen and clothes after the baths. Without this precaution all applications would be of no avail.

In this manner itch can be cured in three or four days.

**Jaundice.**

The gall-bladder is situated in the liver, and thence the gall flows into two canals. Sometimes concretions are formed in these canals; they proceed from the liver and are called gall-stones. Through these indurations the flow of the gall is obstructed; the same effect may be produced by pressure, shocks or other accidents. When the gall is thus obstructed, it enters the blood-vessels and causes the disease called jaundice. It appears also after other serious diseases, as typhous fever, etc. If the complaint, however, is the consequence of a diseased liver, the blood becomes morbid or even poisoned, and in this case jaundice is often fatal. It is of less importance when it is caused by disturbances or proceeds from other maladies. The first symptoms of jaundice are seen in the white of the eye, in the skin itself, in the stools and the urine. There is generally loss of appetite and change of taste. If the liver is not affected this complaint is easily cured. For internal use I recommend especially: Daily three to four times, each time three to four spoonfuls of wormwood-tea or three times a saltspoonful of wormwood powder dissolved in six to ten spoonfuls of warm water. Sage- and wormwood-tea will do excellent service.

To consume six pepper-corns daily with the food is likewise a means for improving the digestion. Temperance in eating and drinking is to be recommended. Milk is the best food. The best water-applications are: Twice to three times a week a short package and an ablution from bed in the night. The yellow color remains often for weeks, but this is of no consequence. If the yellow hue, however, changes gradually into brown, if the appetite continues decreasing, if great irritation and burning is felt in the skin and the emaciation is progressing, there is much reason for fear of the liver being incurable and
cancer or induration of the liver setting in. It is of a particularly good effect in cases of jaundice or a diseased liver to take every morning and evening a cupful of milk with which a spoonful of coaldust and sugar has been mixed.

Kidney Complaints.

A farmer reports: "I am just as sickly and miserable as I seem strong and corpulent. I can no longer work, am constantly puffed up, breathing is often so difficult that I believe I must suffocate. I toss about in bed at night without being able to sleep. The urine is mostly very thick and mixed with blood, and I have often a very violent burning in the bladder. I have had several doctors. One said I was suffering from a liver complaint and gallstones. Another declared that my kidneys were in a bad state and that suppuration of the kidneys would set in. A third thought my stomach digested nothing, and that I was, therefore always obstructed with phlegm, because there is always a great deal of sticky phlegm in my mouth." The following applications were prescribed for the comfortless man: 1) In the week two warm baths with boiled oat-straw, with three times change, 100 to 105° F. (ten minutes in the warm water, one minute in the cold). 2) In the week two short packages, likewise with oat-straw water, for an hour and a half. 3) To drink daily two cups of tea from shave-grass and juniper-berries, brewed for ten minutes. In six weeks the man was perfectly well. His unnatural corpulence had disappeared, the yellow-brown color of the skin was removed, and as the fresh and healthy color had returned, so also had his strength.

A poor workman writes: "I became ill with complaint of the kidneys in November, 1887, but I kept to my work until the middle of January, 1888. In the meantime my strength had become so low that I was obliged to keep to my bed for eleven weeks. The doctor who attended me declared that my complaint came only from colds and
suppressed perspiration, and that it would be a tedious case. In the urine was always a great red-brown sediment. The urine was chemically analyzed, and it was discovered that this sediment consisted of blood. Through this constant loss of blood I became so weak that the doctor feared dropsy. He, therefore, examined the feet and heart day by day; but there never appeared anything like dropsy. As after a time I felt better, I went back to my work again, but after twenty weeks the suffering returned, and I had to give it up once more. As I had already taken so much medicine and all kinds of things without any permanent result, I resolved upon the advice of a few friends to go to Wörishofen. I now turned to the cold-water-cure which I liked exceedingly.” The man was cured by the following applications:

1. The first day in the morning upper gush and knee-gush, in the afternoon half-bath for half a minute.

2. The second day very early in the morning to rise from bed for a whole-ablution and return to bed immediately, then walking in water; in the afternoon upper gush and knee-gush.

3. In the morning upper gush, later gush for the thighs; in the afternoon gush for the back and walking in water in the afternoon. So alternately for three weeks further.

4. Daily morning and evening to drink a cup of tea made from ten crushed juniper-berries and a little shave-grass, each cup taken in two portions.

**Knee, Tumor on the.**

A person, thirty years old, suffered from a swelling from the ankle to above the knee. It was very painful, quite firm and hot. The patient used medical remedies for six months and among others a package of plaster of Paris for twelve weeks and a second one for eight weeks. Her condition was so aggravated that the foot could not be allowed to touch the ground; the joint of the knee was especially painful. Since nothing had brought her relief, she used infused hay-flowers by
way of trial and bandaged them around the leg from above the ankle to the middle of the thigh.—The pain gave way, the swelling decreased and when it was reduced to one half of its former size, gushes were applied to the suffering part (every second day). After about eight weeks the whole foot could be used again, and after some time the person could resume her very hard work.

Lumbago.

Lumbago is a severe pain at the small of the back. The best application is lying on a cloth that has been dipped in hot water mixed with vinegar. It is generally sufficient to renew the cloth twice or three times, each time after one hour.

Lungs, Complaint of the.

A house-wife reports as follows: "The physicians say that I have catarrh of the lungs and of the throat, that my lungs are much affected, and two physicians declared there was no help for me. I should like to make a last attempt with water; if this brings me no help, I resign myself to the will of God."

For twenty days the woman received two upper gushes daily and directly after a knee-gush, she also had a short package twice a week. She took daily two cupfuls of tea from boiled fennel-seed, common nettle and ribwort. After this time the cough had disappeared, the obstruction with phlegm was removed, the appearance healthy and the strength restored.

Lungs, Emphysema of the.

It very frequently happens that people who are still in the prime of life suffer much from difficulty in breathing, and not seldom their condition becomes so painful that they constantly fear to suffocate.

Generally such people are rather corpulent, and their mode of life helps, too, as a secondary cause, to make their condition worse. The chief cause of the evil is generally that the organism is suffering from a general
weakness, is feeble and inactive, has little blood, and on account of the inactivity and torpidity the increase of blood does not take place in such a manner as to supply the wants of the body. I should like to compare such people with a machine, each part of which is in good order, while the whole is too weak for the demands put upon it. A further cause are almost regularly the gases, which accumulate in the abdomen, and exercise a pressure on the organs of the upper part of the body. A greater strain is thereby put upon these than their task otherwise demands.

They suffer under this pressure, and a general contraction takes place. The evil is removed first by banishing the gases out of the body, and secondly by hardening the whole body and strengthening it by means of a simple, good and nourishing fare. My experience of more than thirty-five years teaches me that exactly in people afflicted in this manner Bright's disease readily gets the upper hand, i.e., that the already weakened body by this disease becomes fully broken down, fully destroyed.

A gentleman, rather corpulent, not yet forty years of age, had from time to time such attacks of suffocation that he was firmly convinced—the doctor, too, confirmed him in it—that, were the attack to return twice, he would succumb to it. The difficulty of breathing was so great that his struggles for breath could be heard on the ground floor of the house. At every attack his feeling of suffocation lasted for a considerable time and so exhausted the body that after each he felt quite ill. When, after a short time, he had recovered again, he felt well and fresh. The attacks often kept off for some days, but then their violence increased all the more.

The said gentleman professed the greatest dread of water and could only then make up his mind for the water-cure when no other remedy was left for him. For six weeks he used different applications. The cure was such a perfect one that the attacks never returned and
the gentleman has always since then—it is now about twenty-one years ago—enjoyed the best of health.

The patient took for several days together tea made from blackthorn-blossoms, which produced a very mild but copious evacuation of the bowels; then he made use of the short package, of lying on wet sheets and covering with wet sheets, and lastly, of half- and also full-baths, of one minute’s duration. Among the applications the Spanish mantle was also of good service. They proved of greater effect in the following order.

First, the short package; it begins to expel the gases and to loosen the causes of the gases;

Then the covering with wet sheets and lying on wet sheets, a continuation of the first application, which also serves to strengthen the body;

Further, the Spanish mantle; this leads out the corrupted matters through the skin;

Lastly, half-baths, to brace the organism.

Another gentleman suffered from difficult breathing to such an extent that the doctors declared dropsy of the heart had set in. This gentleman, although well nourished, was not particularly stout, nevertheless he could only with the greatest exertion ascend the stairs. Appetite he had almost none, sleep very disturbed; he was never without anxiety and fear. In his former profession he had had plenty of exercise, but afterwards he came into an office, and this sedentary, inactive life brought him by degrees into the described painful condition. For his cure but a few and easy applications of water sufficed. They are also of help still, as soon as ever the evil begins to show itself anew. It has often announced itself during twelve years, but each time it has been quickly removed. Besides the water-applications the gentleman used tea as well, of which he became fond on account of its excellent effects. This tea alone effected the regularity of the bowels and the leading out of the gases from the stomach, and at the same time spared more numerous and stronger applications of water, which the gentleman
feared, and for which the time often was wanting. This tea was the mild "Tonic laxative," and the applications were the following: If the complaint appeared in a lesser degree, lying on wet sheets three times in the week, vigorous ablution of back, chest and abdomen every morning when rising, were sufficient. If the evil appeared in a stronger degree the gentleman used the short package, or also a half-bath.—To these applications were united ablutions in the night, which were always of good service.

It is remarkably strange, and I am often astonished that people should use the strongest remedies against such conditions, remedies which can never have good results for the health; the tormented patient is, alas! often treated with poison even.*

The latter was always, and is still to this day, an unsolved riddle to me. I have always to exert myself in order to preserve my temper, when I hear of such things.

A priest got inflammation of the lungs in a high degree, after this emphysema of the lungs (expansion of the lungs, inflation of the lungs), and with it came such a cough, that it was hardly possible to listen to it. With hardly any appetite, with a countenance of sadness and ailment, he appeared to be in a very low condition. The lungs were still pronounced as curable by the doctors.

The applications were the following: For fourteen days together: 1. every day two upper gushes; 2. twice every day to walk in water for three to five minutes; 3. three times a week a shawl; 4. every second day a sitting-bath of one minute's duration. The patient took a decoction of Foenum graecum boiled with honey, if possible, every hour a spoonful.

The effects were: the gushes strengthened the upper part of the body. The cough became in the beginning still

* There is now a letter lying before me in which the patient complains of, and enumerates, the poisons he has had to swallow in different diseases. I will reserve the enumeration for another time.
stronger, but very much phlegm was thrown up. After three days the cough and expectoration decreased, and in twelve days there was only a little remainder of the phlegm left. This was removed by further applications of upper gushes, knee-gushes and tea from common nettle and ribwort. After about three weeks, perfect restoration took place.

Lungs, inflammation of the.

Margarita is lying in bed. She has a violent dry cough and much tendency to vomit; the heat increases from hour to hour. Acute pain and burning torment her chest and one of her sides. The physician declares that pneumonia is coming on. How can the patient be helped? Every child knows that a sponge can absorb and retain a great deal of water. Should there be nothing to absorb heat as a sponge does the water? Every woman in Germany knows the “Topfenkäs” (pot cheese, prepared from curdled milk).* Take some of this “Topfenkäs” and some of the “pot cheese water” and mix it to a paste, spread this paste on a linen cloth and put the plaster on the burning spot whence the fire of inflammation threatens to spread. I do not know a better means for absorbing heat; I have seen the greatest inflammations checked and extinguished by this remedy if it was applied twice to four times a day according to the degree of heat. I know many persons who owe their life to the application of this simple compress.

As internal remedy the patient should take a spoonful of Provence-oil twice a day.

Should these two remedies prove inefficient i.e. should the inflammation not be checked by them, then water may be applied. The patient should make use of the lower package twice a day. Instead of the lower package both feet to above the ankles may be swathed in cloths dipped

---

* Sour milk is put on the warm hearth. Here the curd of the milk coagulates and forms “Topfenkäs,” the liquid part of the milk is called “Topfenwasser” (whey).
in water and vinegar; they must be renewed as often as they become very warm. Wet socks may be substituted for the foot-package and dry ones put on over them.

If the sick Margarita makes use of the plaster for three to five days in the beginning of the illness, she will be well again in six to seven days or at the longest in nine to ten days.

Other parts of the body may be inflamed as well as the lungs. We speak of inflammations of the diaphragm, abdomen, etc. All these are to be worked upon according to the above mentioned principles: diversion of the blood, cooling of the inflamed part, i.e. extraction of heat through the influence of cold.

I was once called to a patient at midnight. He was almost unable to breathe. He coughed dreadfully and had a great tendency to vomit. In the chest especially on one side of it, he had a sensation as though he was pierced with knives. The patient's whole body was glowing hot. Instead of preparing him for death, for which purpose I had been called, I had a lower package applied to him and a "Topfen-plaster" placed on the painful spot. To effect internal cooling he took a spoonful of salad-oil. This did him good. For six days he continued thus, and then the man was out of danger.

If somebody dies from inflammation of the lungs or any other internal inflammation, what has there been going on in the body? The internal is reflected in the external.

You have, no doubt, seen little ulcers or perhaps you have been afflicted with such yourself. How are these ulcers formed? First you perceive a red spot on the skin, then you feel burning inside. The swelling increases, and after some time you see the uppermost part of the cone become white. Then, people say, the ulcer is ripe, and it is time to lance it or to squeeze it so as to remove the matter and with it the bad blood which has gathered there.
Such a little ulcer (carbuncle) generally causes great pain not only in the part where it originates but in the whole body. This is the best proof for the truth that the whole body has to share the sufferings of the individual part, that it is for the good of the whole body if such things are well healed, but in like manner turns to its disadvantage if they are neglected.

If a greater ulcer of this kind does not become mature, the affected spot will soon assume a blue or red-brown color, the blood decays, and the decayed blood has an effect similar to that of poison. If it mixes with the sound blood, blood poisoning will set in, which, when not arrested, always ends fatally.

The same process takes place in cases of internal inflammation, but there the poison produces its effect more quickly, its ravages are more terrible and more detrimental.

Martin, a handsome strong man, gets violent fever. First he feels chilly, then hot. His head is so hot that the physician declares his illness to be inflammation of the brain. His whole inside is in flames, as it were. The forerunners of the evil were headache, lassitude, and a sensation of chill. The patient felt no particular pain in any part, except the fever. After ten days the man died, and at the dissection of the corpse it was discovered that the poor man's brain was intact, and that he had died of inflammation of the lungs.

How would you have treated this case? I was asked. This case shows clearly how easily the diagnosis (the discriminating knowledge of a disease obtained by the examination of its symptoms) deceives. The ordinary symptoms of inflammation of the lungs are: a piercing pain and burning about the lungs, cough and tendency to vomit. Our patient had not one of them. How great a difficulty such a case presents to the allopathist. And often it is the highest time, the fire has already assumed great dimensions. The fire-engine must not fail to quench it, otherwise there is no help, nor would applications of
drops and spoonfuls be of avail; the fire would instantly consume them.

My simple maxim for such desperate cases (and I hope it will not be opposed by any one) is: Whenever there is a fire, try to extinguish it, check the mightiest flame first; if the whole body is on fire, extend your endeavors to the whole body. Perhaps you will become master of it; at all events, you will weaken it and obtain time for further consideration.

As to the above mentioned patient, I should have had his chest, back and abdomen washed every hour for three or four consecutive hours; these ablutions would have checked the fire. Then I should have continued quenching the fire with lying on wet sheets and covering with wet sheets, with wet socks, foot-packages, the latter to be renewed every hour. If the patient's lungs had been otherwise healthy—and such seems to me to have been the case since he felt no pain in the highest stage of inflammation—his cure would, humanly speaking, have been certain, i. e. if God in his infinite wisdom had not decreed otherwise.

Megrim, (Migraine.)

Megrim or migraine is a disease to which the weaker sex is particularly subject, but which sometimes also attacks the strongest men, especially those who are much given to mental labor. To comfort such patients, you sometimes hear physicians say: “Be proud, a fool never gets migraine.” The complaint originates either in a disturbed circulation or in some derangement of the stomach or the bowels. (Entire want of appetite and repugnance to all food.) If the lower body is, on the whole, weak, if there is much wind, if the bowels do not move regularly, these complaints re-act on the head and cause pain; or the blood may have a determination to one particular spot. Migraine often announces itself by a sensation as if a veil were spread over the eyes; some have great pain in the corners of the eyes, and in some the sight itself is impaired.
Migraine often appears after illnesses, when nature has not yet recovered its strength and the activity of the organs is not yet a normal one. It may also be inherited.

Migraine is easy of cure. If it proceeds from gases—and these are in my opinion the principal cause—it will be sufficient to wash the abdomen with cold water twice to four times daily for two or three consecutive days. Not only the gases will be expelled by this simple application, but it also works on the bowels and not seldom it alone will restore everything to order. The effect will be stronger still if the water is mixed with some salt or vinegar.

Should these applications prove inefficient, two or three half-baths may be taken within a week. These should suffice. Moreover the patient may take tea to evacuate the gases. Caraway or fennel is of excellent effect. Five drops of lavender-oil taken on sugar every morning and evening will render the same service. Many have been relieved by chewing six to eight juniper-berries during the day.

Effervescent powders are thought to be an unfailing remedy against this complaint. I admit that they lead off gases, but their effect must not be exaggerated. They are not unfailing remedies. Such people always remind me of the amusing story in which a hare is killed by means of a canon. The "Migrainestift" is now-a-days considered as the "non plus ultra" for Migraine. It consists of a finely worked piece of wood containing the wonder- acorn which has a strong smell of camphor. No real gentleman or real lady goes out without this little "Vade mecum." The root of the complaint is, as we have seen, in the abdomen. With the "Migrainestift" the forehead is stroked a certain number of times. I will not take the liberty of judging any further about this; but I should not be able to help smiling if a patient, to whom a clyster has been ordered, wanted to have his ear syringed instead.
Melancholy.

"For several years I have suffered from distemper of the mind, headache, cramp-like pain in the face, rheumatism, and profuse perspiration of the whole body. Several physicians have endeavored to cure me, but in vain."

In fourteen days this sad condition was removed and to brace the system for the future one half-bath and one whole-ablution weekly were sufficient. The applications of the first fortnight were: 1) Twice a week a wet shirt dipped in salt water in order to draw out morbid matters; 2) twice a week a half-bath to strengthen the lower body; 3) twice weekly a whole-ablution to rouse the whole organism to activity.

"I come to consult you about a person suffering from melancholy. A wife, thirty-eight years old, has a great dislike for all occupation, nor is she able to do anything. She lives a sad life and cares neither for her husband nor for her household. She avoids all company and never leaves the house. She is already rather emaciated, and the remedies prescribed for her have been without effect."

Applications: 1) To wash every evening when warm in bed with water mixed with vinegar; 2) twice daily a warm foot-bath with ashes and salt, for fourteen minutes; 3) to take twenty drops of wormwood extract in water twice daily. After three weeks she was in a pretty good condition. Further applications: 1) two short packages weekly; 2) two whole-ablutions weekly. These applications were to be continued for a fortnight; from that time forward the patient took one whole-ablution and walked in water three to five times every week.

Through over-exertion and worrying cares a gentleman contracted the following complaints: humming in the ears, continuous sensation of pressure in the head, debilitation of his reasoning faculty and his memory; he was, therefore, utterly unable to perform the duties of his employment. Moreover he suffered from great depression of spirits, from fear and alarm. He seldom slept well.
The bodily strength of the once robust man was dwindling fast, and there was a considerable loss of weight. The greatly dejected patient submitted to the following treatment: Upper gush, gush for the back, walking in water, two packages a week, once a Spanish mantle, and for internal use wormwood drops either pure or mixed with Arnica or centaury. These extracts had a particularly good effect. After an eight weeks' cure he felt perfectly well and able to work; his temper was raised and cheerful and has remained so ever since. His bodily weight has gained 22 pounds.

**Mucous Fever.**

If catarrh is to be compared to an infant, mucous fever is the grown-up child. Mucous fever always owes its existence to catarrh and both are sources of innumerable other complaints, as mentioned on a previous occasion. The cure, and consequently also the applications, are the same for both. Whoever wants to cure catarrh easily and quickly, should lie in bed, wash his chest and abdomen every hour and have his back washed by someone else. Three or four such ablutions cure catarrh in its first stages in one night. If parts of the throat, head, or chest become inflamed in consequence of the catarrh, we have developed mucous fever which is nothing else but catarrh tormenting the whole body. Those parts which were first attacked by the catarrh, be it throat, chest, or any other part, remain always most sensitive until the patient is completely restored.

**Nervous Complaint.**

A priest reports as follows:

"In consequence of great excitement, fear, and fright I got a complaint which in its beginning consisted in frequent palpitation of the heart, constant difficult breathing and general weakness. The attacks of palpitation ceased after some months; but other complaints appeared in their stead: now and then very violent and alarming attacks of asthma, frequent painful pressure and a feeling
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of contraction extending also to the abdomen. I felt the pressure especially in the neighborhood of the ribs, sometimes also in the spinal narrow. I often felt great weakness and lassitude in my limbs and pain in the joints. The bowels are constantly tormented by costiveness and gases. My voice is much weakened so that even simple speaking causes me pain and asthma; moreover it is utterly impossible for me to continue speaking for any length of time. My head is troubled with giddiness, pressure and violent headache in such a degree that I am sometimes unable to think. Every trifle irritates me and increases my sufferings in chest and head. My mind is plunged into unspeakable melancholy which drives me almost to despair. The physicians declare my disease to be a nervous complaint. Two of them, an allopathist and a homœopathist prescribed me several remedies (douches, particular diet, bromkali, Zincum oxydat., Natr. phosph., etc.) none of which had the desired result, but rather increased my sufferings. Cold full-baths and much exercise in the open air, which were ordered by a third physician, seemed to have a better effect. This lasted for six months, when I resolved to have recourse to cold water only."

Thus reported the patient. Let us look at him a little more closely. His appearance is unusually red, the eyeballs are somewhat yellow, ears and lips red mixed with blue. The gentleman, who is hardly more than thirty years old, has lost almost all his hair. What must we conclude from these symptoms? Certainly a very great determination of blood to head and chest. The pain in the forehead shows the violence of the afflux of blood to the head and the blood causes distension of the veins. How is there a cure to be effected? The two principal places of suffering, head and chest, require our first attention. Both are overwhelmed, as it were, by the superabundance of blood. This must be led to the extremities. Then I may proceed to dissolve whatever be abnormal in chest and head (conglomerations, distensions of veins, etc.), and finally I must work on the whole system.
A course of applications in the following order will be most suitable: foot-vapor, head-vapor, short package, Spanish mantle, walking on stones, upper and lower gushes, Spanish mantle, walking barefoot, in winter best in newly fallen snow. Within three weeks the patient’s condition was much improved. It required months, however, to effect the complete cure of so deeply rooted a disease.

The patient will learn to judge from the more or less good effect of every individual application which of them should be oftener repeated. General applications i. e. such whose effects extend to the whole organism should, however, always accompany those that aim at the cure of one particular part.

A priest from Bohemia reports: “Eight months ago I got, in consequence of over-exertion, violent palpitation of the heart, sleeplessness, rising of the stomach, swelling of the abdomen, and difficult breathing. I suffered from pain in feet and hands, restlessness and great lassitude. At last my appetite also failed, and there was no evacuation of the bowels.”

At his arrival the patient seemed very much exhausted, his complexion was pale yellow. After a seven weeks' cure he was in the full possession of health and good spirits. Also sleep had come again.

The water-applications of which he had made use were the following: In the first three weeks 1) a half-bath from bed in the night; 2) in the morning upper gush and walking in water; 3) in the afternoon gush for the back and half-bath; 4) daily much walking barefoot in the grass. Later on upper gush with knee-gush, half-baths, and twice a foot-vapor; as internal remedies he took eight to ten juniper-berrries daily and drank tea from wormwood and sage.

Nervous disorder.

A gentleman of position had so injured his body and mind through an unusual amount of business, that one
could no longer judge which was the most disturbed, mind or body.

There was reason to fear that the disturbance of the mind with its sad consequences might take a lamentable end. For months together he could find neither rest nor sleep, the most painful sufferings tormented his whole body; all medicinal remedies were without effect. The water was to rescue here, and really after thirteen weeks the patient, fresh and healthy, was able to resume his profession and begin work anew.

Such a condition can only be treated by the most simple applications: 1) Twice daily to wash the upper part of the body with water and vinegar. A knee-gush (for one minute) follows this washing. The second application is to be repeated in the afternoon. The second day: A mild gush on the upper part of the body with half a can of water. Directly afterwards to take exercise on wet stones, besides a can of water poured on the knees; in the afternoon the same. The third day: An upper gush (one canful). Afternoon: upper gush (one canful), directly afterwards to stand in water (for three minutes). This application was so painful that tears came into the patient's eyes. Thus he continued for about a week. In the second week upper gush with increased knee-gushes were ordered every day alternately with standing in water, in so far as the sensitive feet would allow; these gushes were increased during the week from one to three cans. Also the standing in water was extended as far as the knees, but always only for two, at the utmost three minutes. In the third week the upper gushes, together with knee-gushes and standing in water were further increased, and every second day a sitting-bath taken, generally in the afternoon. In the fourth week: upper gush with standing in water every morning; in the afternoon a half-bath. In the fifth week: in the morning a gush for the back with standing in water, or a knee-gush. In the afternoon an upper gush. This was continued, every half day an application: a) upper gush with
knee-gush, b) half-bath, c) gush for the back, until perfect restoration was effected.

Internally were taken: a) white powder, daily a salt-spoonful, alternately with, b) six to eight juniper-berries daily, c) tea from wormwood and sage.

**Nervous Exhaustion.**

A pastor is suffering from unbearable headache which is, whenever it gives way, followed by a sensation of fatigue and pain in the throat which renders him almost unable to speak. Also in his back he often felt a painful contraction. According to a certificate brought from his physician, he was suffering from “developed nervous exhaustion, brain and spinal marrow were in great danger of being affected.” Moreover there were great irritability and sensations of fear.

Applications: A light upper gush in the morning and in the afternoon; walking in wet grass and on wet stones for four minutes daily. Thus to continue for five days, then a more vigorous upper gush, a knee-gush and twice walking in water, daily for five other days. He also took sitting baths alternately with the aforesaid applications.

To complete his restoration to health, he made use of the gush for the back, the half-bath, the upper gush and walking in water daily for some time. These applications removed all complaints and the pastor went back to his post in perfect health and as cheerful as ever.

**Nervous Headache.**

Two students had to leave college before the end of the term. Both suffered so much from headache and rising of the blood to the head, that they were not only unable to study, but even to read for a few minutes. All remedies applied had been without effect. I advised them to spend the greater part of the day in walking barefoot especially in the dewy grass, on their rambles in the wood to stand in a rill for some minutes every hour and finally to take two upper gushes and, in warm weather, three of them daily.
The two boys followed my advice and did even more than I required. The visible improvement of their health gave them courage, and at the close of their holidays they returned joyfully to their college.

Would that so wholesome a practice as walking barefoot in wet grass might find a place among the numerous drill-exercises taught in schools, many of which cause great heat and excitement whilst walking barefoot on a damp meadow is unsurpassed in its calming effects.

A man, 45 years of age, came complaining to me and began: "The doctors describe my disease as nervous head-complaint. I am never without a head bandage; I sometimes feel an unbearable pressure on the back of my head, first on the right side, then on the left. If the pain extends to the back, I get violent palpitation of the heart not seldom for hours together. Appetite is often entirely wanting, and I suffer so much from giddiness that I can no longer walk alone, my wife had to accompany me hither. My mental sufferings, however, are far worse than those of my body. The depression is sometimes so great that I wish for death." The gentleman was rather corpulent, his complexion yellow and dull, his body much inflated.

In thirteen days the patient was completely restored. His bodily weight had decreased; headache and giddiness had disappeared; good spirits, appetite, and sleep returned in their stead.

The applications were the following:

1) On the one day upper gush and knee-gush in the morning, gush for the back and walking in water in the afternoon.

2) On the second day gush for the back and walking in water in the morning, gush for the back and knee-gush in the afternoon.

3) On the third day upper gush and knee-gush in the morning, full-gush and half-bath in the afternoon.

The natural strength of the patient allowed so many applications daily.
Nervous Prostration.

Two students came during their Easter holidays and reported: “We have head-complaint, determination of blood to the head, impaired sleep and appetite, and great lassitude; we are, therefore, unable to continue our studies. Could we not make use of our holidays to restore our health by water applications?”

I advised them to spend their holidays as much as possible in the open air, in the woods or fields walking barefoot. As it was still rather cold I told them to take brisk exercise, especially after walking in water which they should do from time to time for two or three minutes in a ditch filled with water. They also held their arms in water twice or three times a day. The young people liked these applications very much. Filled with new courage and strength, they returned to their studies and joyfully looked forward to the autumn holidays which should offer them the welcome opportunity for another course of water applications.

Be it observed that the walking in the wet cold grass must be performed at such a rate as to produce sufficient vital heat; for the same reason the standing in water ought to be followed by rapid exercise.

A seminarist came to me with the following complaints: “I have such a pressure in my head that I often scarcely know where I am, and what I do. I suffer also from giddiness and am unable for any mental occupation, I had to leave the seminary three months previous to the time fixed for my ordination.”

There was warm August weather, and the young man spent the greater part of ten days in gardens and woods walking barefoot from morning to night. Moreover he had two to four upper gushes daily. Within twelve days all symptoms of the complaint had ceased; he had recovered both his strength and his good spirits and for further bracing of the system he needs only to spend his autumn holidays in the same manner.
Perspiration.

There are people who perspire easily and profusely; at the slightest exertion they are bathed in perspiration, which condition, besides causing weakness and weariness, renders them liable to all possible colds and inflammations.

An official came to me one day and lamented about his impaired health, his difficult breathing, etc. The doctors, he said, pronounce my disease to be liver and kidney complaint. "My greatest misfortune, however, is that my stomach retains no medicine; every spoonful causes me vomiting." "Your good fortune, you mean to say," I replied to the gentleman whose complaint betrayed itself through an offensive smell of perspiration. "You perspire much when walking, also in the morning when getting up." "Yes, so it is! How do you know?" Instead of answering his question, I advised him to take a half-bath with ablation of the upper body (of one minute's duration) as often as he came home bathed in perspiration, after the bath to dress quickly without drying and take exercise in his room for a quarter of an hour. "What!" the official exclaimed, "your Reverence are joking! God forbid! I should be stricken by apoplexy at the first attempt! How often have I been warned against cold and dampness, and you tell me to enter a bath of cold water!" I remained calm but it required all my eloquence to convince the gentleman of the harmlessness of the proceeding. Amongst other things I asked him whether he ever hesitated to wash face and hands, when he came home and the perspiration was running down his forehead? "No," he answered, "I do that each time." "Has your doing so ever had any disagreeable consequence?" The gentleman, fearing the inference I should draw from his negative answer, reflected a moment, then he pronounced a decided "No." "Well," I replied, "let your whole body enjoy the same benefit; promise me to do it only once." He gave his word. After a fortnight I met him again. "Are you still alive?" I asked him.
"How grateful I feel for your advice, Father," he said, "all my fear of cold water is gone. Shall I continue the bathing, it does me so good?" Yes, it did him good and gradually cured all his complaints. The gentleman is still alive; he must be nearly eighty years old now.

So simple an application is often sufficient to give good humor and to destroy diseases in their germs. Many will laugh at this assertion. Never mind! Their derision will not impair its truth.

Another remark may find its place here. There is scarcely anything so much feared even by intelligent people as the application of water when perspiring. Their opinion may be founded on the truth that he who, bathed in perspiration, exposes himself to cold or draught endangers his health and even his life. I fully admit all this. The result depends here, as in other things not so much on "what" is done but on "how" it is done.

My maxims based on long experience and practice, are the following:

a) Whoever is wet through perspiration, rain, etc., must not expose himself to cold or draught; this would be dangerous.

b) Whoever feels chilly should not attempt any application of water.

c) Who is wet through rain, etc., should change clothing as soon as possible.

d) Who perspires, be it through disease, through work, walking or in consequence of any exercise whatsoever, should take a cold bath or a cold whole-ablution, dress without drying and take exercise until the body is dry. (Rapidity of proceeding is indispensable.) I hope this will calm and satisfy the most violent antagonist.

A gentleman of position perspired every night so profusely that the whole mattress, the pillow and feather-quilt were every morning dripping wet, a heavy nightly cross which made the gentleman dread the hours of rest. To add to his misery, he suffered from catarrh during the
whole winter, and no wrapping and muffling could protect him against it.

A rapid cure cannot be expected in such cases; it can only be effected by gradual strengthening and bracing of the system, so much weakened through sweating, and by a continued leading out of morbid matters. Such a patient must practice great patience. Our gentleman is a proof of the astonishing effects of water-applications when made use of with punctuality and perseverance. As reward he regained his complete health. But that is not sufficient for readers afflicted with a similar complaint; they will desire to know how the cure was effected and what they should do if they happened to be in the gentleman's case. This is my answer: Put on the Spanish mantle three times a week. Should your duties prevent you from doing so during the day, use it as a night-shirt for an hour and a half to two hours. Take a whole-ablution from bed twice or three times weekly, or if you have sleepless nights, as many times every night. Whenever you are perspiring, wash yourself more vigorously, but rapidly and go to bed without drying, covering yourself well. If possible, have your bed not in a cold room. Do not forget that you must begin the applications with the Spanish mantle. When you have experienced its beneficial effects you will not fail—were it but out of gratitude—to wear it at least once a week for an hour and a half to two hours, nor would a weekly whole-ablution impair your appetite for water. I could mention the names of many who, after having renounced to prejudice, have become great friends of water.

A particular and most loathsome kind of abnormal perspiration is sweating of the feet. It consists in nothing else than in foul secretions which corrupt the vessels containing them. This is the cause of the extremely offensive smell which makes men and even animals shun the presence of such poor sufferers.

The suppression of sweating of the feet is not seldom followed by sad consequences. I know of a gentleman
who was advised to wash his feet with cold water several times a day in order to put an end to the troublesome sweating. The feet, indeed, ceased to sweat but a tedious and dangerous malady set in instead. Could it be otherwise? Whoever wants to induce the fox to leave his hole must not close the hole. Such a sportsman would be laughed at by the sparrows and mocked by the hares.

How is sweating of the feet cured? All foul and decaying matters, however far they may have penetrated, must be dissolved and led out. The skin and the vessels must be healed and strengthened.

The best and safest way of curing sweating of the feet is the following. Both feet are packaged in cloths dipped in an infusion of hay-flowers or pine-twigs. These packages absorb the foul matters and have at the same time a strengthening effect which is particular to these two plants. Five or six of these packages should be taken within ten days; after this a warm foot-bath (reaching to the calves of the legs) with threefold change (the cold ablution not exceeding one minute's duration) of ten minutes each should be taken daily for a fortnight. Either of the two above mentioned applications made use of once a week, will secure the result of the cure. When this has been completely effected, walking in wet grass for a quarter of an hour from time to time will be of good service. Those who cannot do this should walk barefoot in the room for some minutes before going to bed.

Rheumatism.

Who would attempt to enumerate all the various rheumatic conditions under which people are suffering, now in the head, and in the chest, then in the toes, in the arms, in the back, etc.

The hard-working peasant, the wood-cutter and all those who literally eat their bread in the sweat of their brow know little of this complaint, and if rheumatism ever troubles these people, it is sure to be quickly removed.
It may make its appearance in the morning; in the afternoon it will flee, chased by healthy exercise.

The latter observation affords useful hints for the cure of rheumatism.

A veterinarian came to me lamenting that he was no longer able to pursue his profession because a fearful rheumatism had got hold of his right shoulder-blade and was obstinately clinging to it like a cat whose claws caused him piercing pain. He had imprudently exposed himself to cold when perspiring and expected to carry this troublesome cat for six full weeks, since the same thing had happened to him several times previously. "You will be free from pain within twenty-four hours," I replied, "provided you allow me to set my dog on your cat." He laughed, and we laid a wager on the subject. He gave me his word that he would punctually do whatever the strict master should please to order. He went home and had his back vigorously rubbed with a dry cloth, then an upper gush was applied to him. After about eight hours he had a head-vapor with succeeding cold gush. The twenty-fourth hour had not yet struck when the cat was beyond the mountains, and I had won my wager.

The reader probably desires to know why dry rubbing was applied in this case. When rheumatism is caused by sudden transition from cold to heat or vice-versa, the pain is generally occasioned by a disturbed circulation, by conglomerations, slight inflammations, etc. Applications tending to dissolve, evacuate, and strengthen the suffering parts will restore the circulation to order again. Friction aims at assisting the water in producing heat and in effecting the diversion of the blood. If the affected part were rather cool, a gush would cause the rheumatism to change its place in the body but not to leave it altogether; it is, therefore, preceded by dry rubbing.

A peasant got such violent rheumatic pain in both feet that he was no longer able to walk; his thighs were especially painful.
He took twice daily a lower package dipped in a decoction of hay-flowers and went to bed for two hours each time. Ten such applications effected a complete cure.

Another peasant could not be swathed on account of excessive pain in the hips. He was, therefore, put in a bath of oat-straw decoction (104 to 110° F.) with three-fold change and took two such baths of twenty-five minutes daily. In three days he was cured.

I could mention numberless cases of rheumatism in the head in which the cure was effected not by applications to the head itself but chiefly by foot-baths and foot-vapors.

Cold applications to the head would make things worse; warm ones would cause a conflux of blood in the affected part. The best line of applications is the following:

- the warm foot-bath with ashes and salt,
- the shawl,
- the foot-vapor,
- the head-vapor followed by a cold gush, and again the shawl.

These applications will cure the most violent head rheumatism, if one of them is made use of daily.

No kind of rheumatism should be neglected because each one can develop into many and serious diseases of the lungs, eyes, ears, etc., into inflammations, blood poisoning, ulcers, etc.

A student had indulged in much drinking, and in this condition exposed himself to the cold air. He got rheumatism in the chest. Thinking that such a trifle could do him no harm, he neglected the complaint. When a dry cough of a malignant character set in, it was too late for human remedies, and in two months the promising young man died. Had he only vigorously washed chest and abdomen four or five times a day, his chest would have been free from rheumatism, and he himself out of danger, in one or two days.

The head of a college reports: "I suffer unspeakably in my arms, shoulders and feet; I am quite enveloped in
rheumatism, as it were, and if the pain gives way in one
part, it becomes worse in another. My respiration is so
difficult that I often fear to suffocate; I am also troubled
with congestions. I have been magnetized and electrified,
I have used many other remedies but without effect. The
water-cure has freed me from pain in ten days; I am
convinced that a continuation of some easy applications
will restore me to perfect health."

The applications were: An upper gush and two thigh-
gushes daily; on the second day the Spanish mantle; from
the fourth day a half-bath instead of the upper gush daily,
and a head-vapor weekly.

A gentleman comes. His appearance is sickly. His
features are stamped with an expression of deep melancholy.
At the first glance I recognize in him a man of
great suffering. His unhealthy complexion is of an
ominous yellow hue; the hair is very scarce. The gentle-
man is not yet 40 years of age.

His own report of his health is as follows: "I frequently
suffered from abdominal pains, violent attacks of colic
and diarrhoea. Later I got disease of the kidneys, as the
doctors called it. After years these complaints left me,
and I got this rheumatism instead. It seems to me as if
a compendium of all my former pains were now torturing
every separate limb. I employed a great many medica-
ments; the result, however, was never the wished for
help, but my old suffering. It cost me a great effort to
perform my duties till now. I never complained to any
one since nobody understood me. My sufferings are only
known to Him who has promised a crown to those who
suffer. One remark I might add: I was affected with dry
perspiration of the feet, the remedies employed against
it were effectual but my general health was impaired. I
have made use of mineral baths, and they increased my
complaint. My bodily pains, however, were far exceeded
by my mental sufferings caused by the observation that
others thought my sensitiveness to play a great part in
the matter. Suffering without sympathy is double suffering."

The story is a long one, dear reader, but I trust a very instructive one, too. Let us never be hard and unjust to those who suffer!

Who will be able to detect the root of all this suffering, to disclose to us the inside of this sorely diseased body? The problem is less difficult to solve than it seems at first sight. The patient has given the premises in his account, we have only to draw the conclusion. The yellow complexion, the frequent attacks of colic, the suppressed sweating of the feet reveal the presence of poisonous matters, nor can the impaired growth of the hair be without a deeper cause to account for it. A thorough cure can only be effected when this poisonous matter is dissolved and expelled, when the whole system is strengthened in such a manner as not to allow such fatal juices to gather afresh. Is the antidote for this poison to be found in a druggist's shop? It would be well paid for if it were. Artificial means, especially when they are of recent invention, are readily purchased at a dear price whilst He from whom are all good gifts, is scarcely thanked for the natural remedies which prove the best after all.

In the limpid rivulet, in the clear fountain, there flows the efficacious remedy which I mean.

The patient had first to put on the Spanish mantle. This was followed by a head-vapor with vigorous cold ablution, then a foot-vapor was taken. I allowed the use of these vapors only at rather long intervals; for the more leniently the body is treated, the easier it is for nature to endure the applications and the more readily it will second their action in order to expel the morbid matters. Then the patient took a short package and, to strengthen the system, an upper and a lower gush. He made use of all these applications alternately, taking one daily for three weeks. In the fourth and fifth week he had weekly two half-baths, one head-vapor, one foot-vapor and once the Spanish mantle; finally in the sixth
week, he had two warm baths, each followed by a cold one, one half-bath and an upper and lower gush. As future applications I recommended the patient to take every week an upper and lower gush and two or three whole-ablations, and every month a warm bath without change.

Water did not belie my confidence even in this difficult case. The serious complaint which would, in all probability, have proved fatal, disappeared. Healthy appearance, and lost strength returned, and the patient's broken courage was replaced by renewed enthusiasm for his profession.

A man, forty years old, had such rheumatic pains in his right leg that he could only walk short distances with the help of a stick. Sometimes he had also pains in his arms and his shoulders. Having employed various remedies without result, he had recourse to water and in six days he was almost free from pain. He continued the applications and was completely cured.

The applications were the following:

1) For six days two upper gushes and two thigh-gushes daily, once a week a lower package, twice daily walking in water to above the calves of the legs for one to three minutes, every day a gush for the back and walking in the grass.

2) After these six days he took an upper gush with knee-gush alternately with a half-bath of one minute's duration.

Count X. has been suffering from rheumatism for thirty-five years. In the year 1854 he resorted to Aix-la-Chapelle and obtained relief by a course of bathing. Much camping during the Franco-German war (1870—71) brought on the old complaint, and again he used the Aix-la-Chapelle baths with good result. Only for a short time had he enjoyed his restored health, when a relapse took place. The patient consulted physicians of renown but without receiving effectual aid. After having tried in vain the baths at Aibling, he went to Aix-la-Chapelle and re-
turned not cured but much weakened by hot baths of long duration. Seeing the fruitlessness of all his attempts, he resolved on trying the water-cure.

On the 20th of June, 1887, the patient arrived here after having been confined to bed for two months. His whole body was tormented by rheumatic pains, especially the joints of the knees, the feet, the hands, and the shoulders. The right hand and the arm to above the elbow were greatly swollen, the joints inflexible; the knee was likewise swollen and could not be used. The general health of the stately, strongly built gentleman seemed to be impaired through long suffering.

The treatment was as follows:

1) Twice a week, a lower package dipped in a decoction of oat-straw, hay-flowers, and pine-needles (duration one and a quarter hour).

2) Every morning and evening a package dipped in the same decoction was applied to the swollen arm for one to two hours.

3) Two herbal full-baths with threefold change weekly.

4) Three times weekly the shawl for one hour.

After a fortnight the patient's health had considerably improved. He left Wörishofen and continued the applications at home. He took

1) the above mentioned arm-package;

2) one herbal full-bath with change weekly;

3) a cold half-bath of one half or one minute's duration three times a week;

4) a sitting-bath of two minute's duration three to five times weekly.

These applications had the effect that the swelling of the diseased arm and knees gave way, and the joints became flexible again.

To complete the cure, Count X. used the following applications in September, 1887:

1) The warm hand-bath, a hand-package of infused hay-flowers immediately followed by cold ablution of the hand;
2) the half-bath three or four times a week;
3) one herbal full-bath with threelfold change weekly;
4) one upper gush four times weekly.

The result of this course of applications was a most favorable one. The joints became perfectly free from swelling and pain and recovered their flexibility, and Count X. has ever since enjoyed excellent general health and good spirits. He is able to walk for hours without a sensation of fatigue, and after he had been obliged to renounce for years his favorite sport, hunting, he indulged in it for nine consecutive days in the autumn of this year, a fact which caused great astonishment among his noble friends.

To prevent a relapse Count X. employs one of the means of hardening every day: a half-bath, a full-bath, or walking in water.

Rupture.

A complaint very frequently met with in our days are the various kinds of rupture. They often appear overnight like mushrooms in the wood; sometimes they announce themselves through a sensation of pain. All persons thus affected may be numbered among the invalids on account of their incapability to do certain kinds of work; for every greater exertion would expose them to violent suffering and even to death.

Rupture is chiefly met with in weak natures, hence its frequency in our age of effeminacy and indulgence. I have the firm conviction that a rational hardening from childhood, and plain nourishing food would prove effectual means against the further spreading of this complaint.

Fifty years ago, there were few such "broken people" to be found in a village; in a small town they could be counted on the fingers. Now-a-days among twenty persons, three or four will be affected with rupture. To add to the evil rupture is regarded as a disgracing defect which no one likes to own; therefore many a rupture is, in its beginning, left without the necessary treatment,
and the small evil becomes a great one. Rupture is not only met with among those who have to earn their bread by means of hard labor; it also occurs frequently in the higher classes. How quickly a rupture may be got! A. jumped over a ditch and got rupture; B. suffered much from gases, and got it thereby; C. brought it down from the pulpit after an enthusiastic sermon.

I feel deeply afflicted whenever I hear that an otherwise healthy and strong man has become invalid by rupture. How many must leave their profession at the age of forty or fifty on account of the sufferings and inability caused by such a defect. I have already spoken of a rational water-cure. If water had but the power of preventing this one evil, even then the small trouble connected with its application could not be compared to the benefit derived from it.

Rupture is, as a rule, neither innate nor inherited. It is a consequence of general weakness of the system either natural or brought on by disease. Hardening by means of water-applications would have prevented this weakness or effected its cure. Will the so-called "civilized world" ever become wise? I doubt it. But you, good farmer, who reads these lines, follow my advice: Take one or two half-baths or sitting-baths every week (any tub may serve as bath). You will soon experience their strengthening effect. Any time of the day is suitable for the purpose and the whole proceeding, undressing, bathing, and dressing, will not take you more than four or six minutes. You can take the bath when coming from work, and return to work immediately after; perspiration is no impediment. After three or four such baths, you will not require to be encouraged to continue them; they will become almost a necessity to you.

A peasant once complained to me of great pain in the groins. The physician had declared that a rupture was about to appear. I advised him to make frequent use of lying on wet sheets and covering with wet sheets. The pain soon gave way. The peasant suspended for some
time the hardest labor and remained free from rupture. The case was a warning to him, and he was, henceforward, a zealous water-man.

Can rupture never be cured? I myself have cured several cases in adults where the rupture was of recent formation. The spot was vigorously rubbed with camphor-oil and a plaster of pitch spread on wax-cloth applied to it. Fox's grease has always been and is still regarded as one of the best remedies for recent ruptures. The afflicted spot should be rubbed with it every two or three days and each time again covered with the pitch-plaster. In this manner I once cured a rupture which was seven weeks old.

Children are comparatively often affected with rupture. The cause is generally to be sought in the distention of the intestines by food. Such a child should have an oat-straw-bath daily and likewise lie on wet sheets and be covered with wet sheets every day until the cure is effected. The affected spot should be gently rubbed with camphor-oil or, which is better still, with fox's grease. Unless a rupture has already assumed large dimensions, it will be cured in a short time by these remedies. If the former is the case the cure can hardly be expected and for such sufferers the only resource will be a truss which must be worn according to surgical directions.

Mothers should do everything in their power to prevent such defects in their children from the beginning. The happiness of their children and their own depends upon it. If God spares my life a little longer, I soon hope to offer them a little book containing some hints on rational hardening of infants. May they not be afraid of the cold water-man: his heart beats warmly for children and for all those engaged in education. I do not intend to address myself to those mothers who by muffling and wrapping in velvet, silk, and wool prevent their "angels" even from enjoying the fresh air. My advice is only for those who desire to contribute to the bringing up of a healthy and strong generation.
A gentleman of about forty years of age complained of giddiness, congestions, and violent headache. His appetite was good, but he could not satisfy it without causing himself pain. His complexion was as unnaturally red as his body was stout whilst his arms and feet were disproportionately thin. According to medical direction, he wore a truss because two ruptures were about to appear. The chief complaint consisted in inflation of the abdomen by gases.

As soon as the gases were expelled and the organs strengthened through water-applications, the protruding beginnings of rupture disappeared; congestions and headache also ceased, and in four weeks the patient was restored to perfect health.

The treatment had been as follows:

First day: Upper gush and knee-gush in the forenoon, upper gush and walking in water in the afternoon.

Second day: Upper gush with walking in water to the knees in the forenoon, upper gush and standing in water in the afternoon.

Third day: Upper gush with kneeling in water in the forenoon, gush for the back in the afternoon.

Fourth day: Upper gush and kneeling in water in the forenoon, gush for the back in the afternoon.

Fifth day: Half-bath, later upper gush; in the afternoon upper gush and two hours later sitting-bath.

Sixth day: Upper gush and two hours later half-bath; in the afternoon bath reaching to the armpits.

Seventh day: Walking in water to above the ankles and two hours later gush for the back.

In this manner the applications were continued for four weeks, when the patient was restored to perfect health; it is especially remarkable that his bloated face
and his unusually inflated body had resumed their normal shape, and that the ruptures had completely disappeared.

**Saint Vitus's Dance.**

A father reports: "I have a daughter, ten years old, who has never been healthy from her infancy. Teething was so hard for the girl that we believed she would die. Moreover, one of her legs became thinner than the other. Now the girl has Saint Vitus's dance; she can neither eat nor sleep and is terrible to look at when the cramps come. I have sought help from many doctors; but her condition has always become worse."

"Good man, boil aftermath in water for half an hour, take rather much so that the water may become thick and add some salt to the decoction; then dip a coarse chemise in the water, wring it out, and put it on the child; then wrap her well in a woolen blanket, and let her remain in it for an hour and a half to two hours. If the girl falls asleep, do not wake her up, when the two hours are past. Do this twice daily for eight days and then report!"

After eight days the man came and reported: "The girl has got a dreadful eruption on the whole body, especially on the back and the chest, but she is becoming quite cheerful; the cramps have ceased, sleep and appetite have returned. What shall I do further?"

Answer: "Give the child the wet chemise every third day, for a fortnight; then the child will be well. Let her also take twenty drops of wormwood extract in water as hitherto."

**Scarlet Fever.**

Scarlet fever is an epidemic which generally breaks out once or twice in every year and not seldom demands many victims. It usually attacks the children, but adults are not always spared by it. The symptoms with which it commences are headache, pressure on the stomach and chest, lassitude and alternate sensation of heat and chill. The cure of scarlet fever by water is very easy. Children are
generally out of danger after two days, for adults it will take a little longer. As soon as the symptoms of the disease appear in a child, be it still carried on the arms or going to school, it should put on a shirt dipped in hot water, with which some salt has been mixed, and lie in bed. The covering must be of such a kind as to shut out the outer air, and the child thus wrapped up should remain so for an hour. Then the shirt is taken off, and the whole body will seem strewn with crimson red spots or patches. Should the heat be very great, a rapid whole-ablation could be applied before the child is put to bed again. In serious cases in which the fever reaches a high degree, the shirt may be taken twice or three times a day; if the heat gives way, the intervals between renewing the application may be longer. Later, cold water (mixed with vinegar) is used for the shirt. By such treatment scarlet fever can be cured in four to six days, at the utmost.

A patient ill with scarlet fever has seldom appetite; it would, therefore, be imprudent to force him to take food. (The eruption is not only on the outside of the body, but also on the inside.) There is generally a violent thirst which is best satisfied by water; some sugar or a little wine may be mixed with it. Children in the country who prefer milk may take it. I do not believe that a child thus treated will die of scarlet fever.

Louis, a boy of ten years of age, can hardly speak with heat. His face is red, and he complains that everything hurts him. Since heat and anxiety are great, Louis is washed every hour for two days. On the third day he begins already to eat; the ablution is only applied twice a day. On the fifth day Louis feels well, on the sixth day he walks about the room, and soon he will play in the open air with other children.

Mary, 20 years old, can no longer walk. She has violent headache, a sensation of great fatigue in her limbs, a dry cough and pressure on the chest. Her uneasiness and restlessness are extremely great; she feels disgust for every kind of food, but her thirst is insatiable. Mary
will get scarlet fever in a high degree. Every hour she should have her back, chest and abdomen vigorously washed with cold water mixed with a little salt. After the ablution—which must be performed as quickly as possible—she should be carefully covered, but not too much.

For two days the patient was washed according to the aforesaid direction. She ate nothing but drank the more. Her neck is still burning dreadfully. The eruption begins to disappear, the thirst is less violent. The patient should still be washed twice or three times daily for two to four days.

After three further days Mary was completely cured.

John, a boy of thirteen years, seems less lively, he has lost his former love for play, his cheerfulness is gone. Suddenly his whole body begins to swell, especially head, feet and abdomen. The boy will get dropsy. Six weeks ago John has had scarlet fever; the eruption appeared only sparingly, and this is the consequence of its imperfect development.

The patient put on a shirt dipped in warm salt water six times within eight days. In ten days he was perfectly well again and had also recovered his good spirits. When scarlet fever is not thoroughly cured and morbid matters remain in the body, dropsy often follows; but even suppressed scarlet fever can be cured by the above-mentioned course of applications.

A girl, about twenty-four years old, who had always enjoyed good health, got scarlet fever. The eruption increased within eight days in such a manner as may be rare even in the most serious cases. The patient directly required that water should be used as a remedy. Her confidence was chiefly based on the fact that her sister had been cured by it from grievous illness. She was advised to have back, chest, abdomen, arms and feet washed every hour. The interval of one hour was too long for her. The heat became so violent that during five days the washing was not suspended for more than half an hour. The girl ate almost nothing and drank little in small portions.
Only on the eleventh day after a continual application of water the heat gave way, the eruption began to die; on the fourteenth day it had entirely disappeared, and the girl was completely restored to health.

Sciatica.

An official suffered for more than three months from violent pain in the left thigh and the whole leg down to the ankles. He had employed all possible remedies, at last he was advised to make use of two only: warmth and rest. Hence the gentleman sought to warm the suffering parts by warm wrappings and warm baths. But the pains increased, his strength gave way, he had lost more than fifty pounds of his bodily weight, and he could seldom sleep for a whole hour at a time.

At last he took courage to use the remedy which he had shunned more than all others, the cold water.

He received two or three applications daily. First day: gush for the back in the morning, upper gush in the afternoon. Second day: upper gush in the morning, gush for the back in the afternoon. Every second or third day he took a half-bath, he also walked barefoot sometimes.

Directly after the first gush the patient slept four hours in the night. As he slept better, his appetite and appearance also improved. In six weeks he was completely cured.

A professor from Hungary had been afflicted with neuralgia in the hips for seven years and had visited various bathing-places, Buda, Teplitz, Heviz and others, but without success; he had also used vapor-baths. For two years he had suffered from sleeplessness, his appetite was good, his bowels irregular; the patient further complained of inflation by wind, pressure on the head, but especially of extreme sensibility for changes in the weather and constant sensation of chill, in spite of woolen clothing. Moreover tallow-like secretion of the skin took place, and his hands were always moist.

He had the following applications: Every night whole-
Ablution, in the forenoon upper-gush, in the afternoon gush for the back, every two days a half-bath, knee-gushes and sitting-baths. The result of the cure was excellent. Already after the fourth day the patient slept calmly during the whole night, and he enjoyed good sleep ever since. The tedious sciatica has completely disappeared. His skin is also in a normal condition. The gentleman is overjoyed at his recovery and praises his light clothing in the following terms: "The clothing I wear is so light, also on cool, rainy days, as other people's in midsummer; I feel perfectly warm in my linen shirt and light stockings, and I am no longer susceptible to the influence of temperature. The water has effected a wonderful change in my system."

Sleeplessness.

A pastor had suffered from sleeplessness for nine weeks. His strength decreased from day to day, and he became more and more incapable for mental labor. Depression, lassitude, despondency took the place of his former diligence and cheerfulness.

Great exertion and worry had caused violent agitation in the mind of the good gentleman; his condition was that of one in continuous fever. He was reduced to complete calm by the head-vapor, the Spanish mantle, the upper gush with knee-gush, the foot-vapor, the short package, by lying on, and covering with, wet sheets which practices were continued for twelve days, two or three being taken daily. Already after the third day the gentleman slept for three hours. He enjoys the best of health to the present day.

Sleeplessness may be caused by irregular circulation, by suppressed or insufficient transpiration, by gases which torment stomach and bowels.

People who spend the whole day in mental exertion are particularly subject to this complaint.

I have had occasion to dwell on the aforesaid causes and their remedies more than once in this book; it remains
only to suggest a sleep inducer for those engaged in head-
work.

I know a gentleman who is much given to intellectual
labor. He would prefer to have neither stomach nor feet.
It is generally difficult to make such gentlemen listen
to reason. In this case, however, I was successful. The
gentleman made up his mind to bestow a little more care
on the poor companion of his soul. He made it a habit
to use the Spanish mantle once or twice a week. The
sleeplessness soon gave way and with it all the little com-
plaints by which it had been caused.

Another gentleman had a basin with fresh water put
near his bed every night. If sleep, the longed for friend,
did not appear after half an hour, he got up, took a whole-
ablution and returned to bed without drying. He became
drowsy, but the next hour perhaps found him awake again;
he then renewed the application once or twice, if neces-
sary. The effect of these nightly ablutions was so good
that the gentleman had never again to complain of sleep-
lessness.

If children are wakeful and fretful at their usual bed-
time, it is generally because they have received too much
food. The poor little body sighs under the burden, and
the gases will not allow the little head to rest. Apply a
short bandage to the child, and it will soon fall asleep.

I often heard country people say: a warm foot-bath
closes the eyes when exertion and fatigue fail to do so;
but in cases of mental fatigue, it will rarely produce the
desired effect. One or two cold sitting-baths during the
night would render better service there. I recommend
these also to such as suffer from hemorrhoids, gases and
other complaints of the lower body. The duration of a
bath should be from one to two minutes.

Sleeplessness may finally be caused by an unequal dis-
tribution of vital heat in the different parts of the body.
There is generally too much blood in head and chest and
too little in the extremities. It has been explained on
several occasions, how this is to be remedied.
I caution against artificial soporifics. They seem to me unnatural, and whatever is unnatural can never be conducive to health.

Small-pox.

Small-pox is one of the most contagious and virulent diseases, whether it appears in its milder form (varioloid) or as the dreaded confluent kind (variola). The treatment for both cases is identical. It is generally believed that the patient must die if the eruption does not appear, hence the importance of remedies which tend to promote it.

Six persons who were ill of the simpler form of small-pox were cured by ablutions applied as often as great heat and uneasiness was felt. In the beginning the washing was required every hour, later every two hours, thence twice or three times a day. On the seventh day the six patients were perfectly well. They ate nothing and drank much which can do no harm when little portions only are taken at a time. Would that all patients observed this rule. Much drinking does not appease thirst thoroughly and increases the sensation of anxiety.

I have often been astonished on seeing the eruption so quickly produced by the aforesaid treatment. Wash without the least fear. The more promptly and the more punctually this is done, the more quickly the small pustules will form, the sooner the poisonous matter will be secreted by them.

One remark more: Do not fear to admit fresh air to the sickroom. A window should always be open in order to allow the infectious breath of the patient to escape.

Four persons got small-pox. They were cured by applying twice or three times daily the wet shirt instead of the ablutions; the former might also have been substituted by the Spanish mantle. The shirt was taken off after an hour and renewed when heat and uneasiness became great. On the sixth and seventh day it was only done once or twice. The whole cure lasted eight days.
and none of the patients were disfigured by those dreadful scars so often caused by this disease.

Fred can no longer walk, he feels tired unto death, his appearance is frightening. He suffers from violent headache, frequent attacks of nausea, and pressure on the chest. The physician is sent for. He declares that the symptoms are those of small-pox, that the eruption will not appear before the fourth day, that an aperient medicine will do the patient no harm, and that nothing else can be done. Fred is not satisfied by this verdict; he has a bath, filled with water, put near his bed. Every hour he descends into the water and washes himself with a rough towel; the proceeding takes him not more than one minute each time. Within eighteen hours the patient has applied eighteen of these ablutions. Before the return of the physician Fred was well again. He ate nothing during this time, and water was his only drink.

Whilst I am writing this I hear from a friend of mine that he, following my advice, has succeeded in curing by the same application four or five persons who were suddenly attacked with fever, and whose condition gave much ground for fear of small-pox.

If the feverishness that precedes the eruption appears in any person during the prevalence of small-pox, scarlet fever and other eruptive diseases water should be applied directly. Mere waiting and observing “what may ensue” is always dangerous. The fire will spread and consume the patient’s strength only too rapidly. To quench it in its first beginning will prove an easy task whilst a few days hesitation may render all help unavailable.

As soon as a child or an adult complains of headache, uneasiness, difficult breathing, cough, broken courage and lamed strength, one may be sure that the time for water-applications has come. They will do no harm even in cases in which the above-mentioned symptoms prove deceptive.

In conclusion I give the following rules for the treatment of those affected by small-pox:
The ablutions should be performed as rapidly as possible and extend to the whole body.

The covering (closing to the outer air) after the application should be performed with care but should not be so as to be troublesome to the patient. The air must be kept pure by proper ventilation; the latter must be so arranged as not to allow a draught of cold air to fall directly on the patient.

Never urge a patient to eat. The stomach itself will not fail to announce the time when it is disposed to work. Food forced on it without the previous claim of appetite remains undigested. Such food is sometimes the principal impediment of recovery, sometimes the sole cause of a relapse.

If there is a desire for food, the simplest and most digestible kinds should be chosen and administered to the patient in small quantities. I specially recommend good preserved fruit. Water, water mixed with wine, and milk are the best beverages for such patients.

In some places water has already been employed for the cure of small-pox, but alas! in too rugged a manner. It is to be wished that it should be universally used and more gently applied; numerous lives could thus be saved. I venture to assert—and my assertion is based on experience—that death of small-pox would be of very rare occurrence if water were promptly resorted to wherever it shows itself in its commencement. Is it not a deplorable fact that every year hundreds and thousands succumb to this epidemic and to the fever which precedes and accompanies it, whilst the remedy is close at hand, and not a drop of it is employed to cool the fever and quench the heat. Who can understand this? Would that the efficacy and salutary power of the water were at length fully appreciated.

The treatment of small-pox by water has the particular advantage that it never allows the poisonous matter to do its destroying work on the surface of the body in such a manner as to cause disfigurement by scars.
The ablutions prescribed in the aforesaid cases may be substituted by the Spanish mantle which is taken for one hour to one hour and a half twice or three times a day. The mantle must be carefully washed out after each application, since it will contain much poisonous matter.

A further application consists in a twofold piece of coarse linen dipped in water and laid on the chest and abdomen. In a similar manner the same cloth can be used as a compress on which the patient lies down (s. Lying on wet sheets). This application may be repeated twice or three times in half a day, if the heat is great.

Spine, Complaints of the.

An officer had injured a vertebra of his spine when driving and, according to the verdict of several physicians, the spinal marrow was affected. The gentleman suffered atrocious pains, and only at times was his condition less unbearable. These severe sufferings had also affected his mind, and medical attendance was of no avail although the most celebrated physicians of the city had been consulted. Finally he was pronounced incurable, the comfortless declaration being added that his complaint would develop into consumption. The water cured him in six weeks, and the gentleman enjoys good health even to this day, although his recovery took place twenty years ago. His mental sufferings ceased with the bodily complaint.

I cannot tell exactly which applications I prescribed in this case; but if you, dear reader, should be similarly affected, I should advise you to make use of the following practices: Take the Spanish mantle three times a week; take a half-bath with ablution of the upper body three times a week, and an upper and lower gush twice a week. Continue thus regularly for some weeks. The whole organism must be strengthened and the complaints originating in the local injury will gradually disappear. The disturbed vertebra, too, will be restored to rest. I repeat: if one part of the body is suffering, the whole body is
affected. The whole organism participates of the pain of the individual member.

A boy, sixteen years old, was affected with curvature of the spine. He had been treated by several celebrated physicians but without result. They sent him to a medical establishment where he was bandaged in various ways. After seventeen weeks he left the hospital on two crutches, the doctors having given the verdict that nothing else could be done for him. A friend presented the sick boy’s father with “My Water-cure.” Through ablutions with water and vinegar the condition of the patient was so much improved that he could walk pretty well with the aid of a cane; then they brought him to me expecting me to complete his cure. After a seventeen days’ course of applications the boy walked like any one of his age, if not with the same vigor, yet with great safety without the help of a cane and without pain. The treatment had consisted in the following applications: A waistcoat of very coarse linen was made and dipped in water in which oat-straw had been boiled. The patient had this waistcoat put on, and another dry one over it; finally he was enveloped in a woolen blanket. He slept in these wrappings first every second night, later every third night. Every day he received two upper gushes and a knee-gush or a half-bath; the two latter applications were sometimes substituted by walking in water. As further applications, to prevent a relapse, he used two half-baths, two upper gushes and once the waistcoat weekly.

Stomach, Acidity of the.

Crescentia reports: “I am 45 years old, my stomach causes me almost daily much suffering. From time to time I feel better, but these intervals are always very short. I have sour and bitter risings of the stomach, and very often I do not know how to warm myself; the more acidity and bitterness, the greater is the sensation of chill.”

The appearance of the person was very ill. She was
emaciated, her features were sunk; there was, no doubt, great poverty of blood caused by defective digestion.

The applications prescribed to her were the following:
1) To pour boiling water on hay-flowers, to fill with them a small bag and place this on the stomach and abdomen. The hay-flowers should be as hot as can be endured and the bag bound around the body with a cloth; the application is to last an hour and a half and to be taken for three consecutive days. 2) To take every night for three days a warm foot-bath with ashes and salt—fourteen minutes—and later every third or fourth day. 3) To take a whole-ablution from bed in the night three or four times weekly. 4) To take twice daily four to six spoonfuls of wormwood-tea. Continue thus for a fortnight; after this time it will be sufficient to take a foot-bath and a whole-ablution from bed or a half-bath weekly.

Stomach Complaints.

Poor stomach, of what mischief and evil art thou supposed to be the cause! Next to heart and nerves, thou art truly the principal scape-goat. Ask a hundred people if they be not troubled with stomach complaint! Very few will answer with a decided "No." And yet in most cases the stomach is as innocent as a new-born infant and as healthy as a merrily playing boy. Examples may prove the truth of my statement.

For a whole year Amalie vomited most of what she took. Her stomach would retain nothing but three to four spoonfuls of lukewarm milk. Several celebrated physicians were consulted. The apothecary at last declared that in his whole pharmacy he had no remedy which she had not tried. The patient was brought to my dwelling in a cart. Although her coming had not been previously announced to me, I could not send the poor people back. The patient was emaciated, her features sunk, her voice broken, a picture of misery. There was, however, no cough (the most important thing for me), only a dreadful stomach complaint and I was asked to give her something
for the stomach. I told them to be quiet and not to complain so much about the stomach which was one of the healthiest organs of the person. Some of them grew angry, others laughed; the sick woman herself seemed to be doubting as to whether I was speaking in earnest. To have travelled so far, she may have thought, under such pains only to hear this absurd statement! But this made no difference to me.

What brought me to such an opinion?

The person did not cough but the air (gases) forced itself out of her mouth. Stomach and abdomen were filled with gases to excess. The otherwise so patient stomach would no longer bear these surroundings and suspended his activity entirely, or at least the greater part of his functions. The evil was aggravated by the dryness of the skin and a complete want of transpiration.

The course of applications was the following:

Lukewarm water packages, ablution of the upper body, short package, whole-ABLUTION, knee-gush (half a minute), again lower package, upper gush, kneeling in water up to the pit of the stomach (half a minute), whole-ABLUTION, covering with wet sheets, and lying on wet sheets. Every half day the patient should make use of one application in the above-mentioned succession and moreover walk on wet stones several times a day.

Through the lukewarm lower packages I first sought to make the skin warmer, moister and softer, then I acted on the lower body by means of whole-ABLUTIONS and other practices. I succeeded; the air, the gases sought their proper outlet, and the skin resumed its normal activity (perspiration). The gases were expelled, the appetite returned, blood and juices were improved, and in five weeks the patient was well again.

For long years Rose has suffered from stomach complaint and for some months especially from stomach cramps. She has often to keep to her bed and can only with great difficulties attend to her duties. Several physicians have declared that her disease was nothing but
stomach complaint. The poor sufferer used a great deal of remedies, liquid and solid, powders and pills.

Her appearance tells of great suffering; her features are sunk, her complexion is pale, her body only consisting of skin and bone. The lower body was greatly inflated, and even the touch of the dress caused her pain. She had often been troubled with vomiting, and her feet and hands were always quite cold.

My opinion of the case was the same as in the preceding example. The complaint had its root in the lower body and had been caused by frequent rapid transition from great heat (near the kitchen fire) to extreme cold (ice-cellar). The girl bore what seemed to her a small discomfort as long as she could until finally the pressure of the bowels on the stomach became so violent that the latter, confined and compressed as it was, was literally forced to return whatever food was conveyed to it.

Besides the general applications, which had to rouse the whole body to activity, partial ones had to be used for the purpose of dissolving and evacuating what had collected in the abdomen, especially the gases. Each day one of the following applications was used:

- The Spanish mantle (general application).
- Compresses of infused hay-flowers on the abdomen, every day for two hours.
- The lower package (dissolving and evacuating).
- Covering with wet sheets and lying on wet sheets.
- Cold whole-ablutions twice every night from bed and again the Spanish mantle.
- Walking on wet stones or in wet grass and sometimes a knee-gush served as secondary applications. After four weeks an alternate application of the Spanish mantle and the short package, every second day, was sufficient. Moreover the patient continued to brace her system by walking barefoot. She became quite well and has been so to the present day. I met her not long ago and she assured me that she enjoyed such good health as never before in her life.
Frederick vomited in the beginning much acid matter; later whatever he ate or drank. No remedy was available, and the doctor defined the complaint as hardening and obstruction of the stomach.

The appearance of the patient was by no means bad, his features were somewhat aged, his complexion yellow. Much air was expelled from the stomach, the abdomen was so inflated that it often resembled a drum, and this symptom was regularly accompanied by violent headache. Here we have again inactivity of the lower regions, indolence of the bowels.

Hence the irregular stools, the accumulation of gases, the pressure on stomach and head. The patient had to lay a cloth, dipped in water and vinegar, on the abdomen for two hours daily; to take, likewise daily, a warm foot-bath with ashes and salt, and to have his back washed with cold water twice every night. After six days the patient's condition had improved. After ten days he employed twice weekly the short package, once the Spanish mantle and every second day a foot-bath with ashes and salt. The third prescription ordered for the last two weeks three upper gushes, three lower gushes and two half-baths (to the pit of the stomach) weekly. In six weeks the patient was completely restored.

I could quote innumerable such cases; these few, however, may suffice.

I readily admit that if such complaints are not cured in time, if the continuous pressure on the stomach and its inseparable attendant, the inflammation of the stomach are not removed, then, of course, the dreaded and dangerous stomach tumors will form and finally degenerate in the terrible stomach cancer.

Even with regard to this, deceptions and errors may occur. I was once told that according to the verdict of several professional men, a person had developed stomach cancer. The people only required me to indicate to them the best means of precaution to be taken in order to prevent the disease from attacking other members of the family. I
gave them some rules among which there were also some for the patient. In four weeks he was completely cured. The remedies consisted in simple infusions from common yarrow, wormwood and sage and in short packages used alternately with foot-baths.

A woman, 64 years old, has violent burning in the stomach, rising of the stomach and vomiting, often cold fever and sometimes profuse perspiration. The evil increased in spite of all remedies applied. The best effect will be obtained by the following remedies: Twenty drops of extract of wormwood in a small cup of hot water, twice daily; lying on sheets dipped in warm water, for one hour daily; every second day a twofold cloth dipped in warm water and laid on the abdomen for one hour; every second day a warm foot-bath with ashes and salt for fourteen minutes.

A person, forty years of age, complained of frequent pain in the stomach and the abdomen, want of appetite, rising of acid and enervation. Especially hands and feet were always cold. The applications were as follows:

1) Every morning and every evening to rub chest and abdomen vigorously with water and vinegar (mixed in equal quantities).
2) To take six to eight juniper-berries daily.
3) To take a whole ablution from bed three times weekly.

In fourteen days the patient was completely restored; in order to preserve her good health she would do well to take a whole-ablution once a week for some time.

“For a long time I have suffered from a severe stomach complaint. After food I become dreadfully inflated, and often I am obliged to vomit under great pain. My feet ache frequently, my lips are always white, my whole body is emaciating. I have had several physicians; they gave me nothing but laxatives, which have reduced me to a great state of weakness.”

Applications: 1) Three times weekly to apply a compress of infused hay-flowers to the abdomen for one hour.
2) To take a whole ablution from bed every second night.
3) To take twenty-five drops of extract of wormwood in water every morning, and twenty-five drops of extract of rose-hips every afternoon.

A housewife complains: I am never free from pain in the bowels, the abdomen is often inflated, and when it is very bad, I feel a pressure on the stomach, much acid matter rises from it, and often I am obliged to vomit. I also suffer from pressure on the head and great giddiness. There are days when I have to make water every half hour, and then again days when I cannot do so but once. Three physicians declared my disease to be stomach catarrh.

This patient was cured within four weeks in the following manner:

In the first week she had only two upper gushes and two knee-gushes daily; she took daily one cup of tea from juniper-berries and shave-grass.

In the second week: one upper gush and knee-gush daily and twice a lower package.

In the third week: Once the Spanish mantle, three times a sitting-bath and once a half-bath.

In the fourth week half-baths, three times the Spanish mantle and walking in water daily.

Stomach Cramp.

Mr. X—suffers from pains in the abdomen through catching cold; an accumulation of gases caused him frequent vomiting. When much air had been expelled, and he had had violent vomiting, he felt well again and had very good appetite. In the course of time the evil increased, and after every meal his pains became so violent that they made him scream. His hands and feet were ice-cold and the whole body chilly.

In such cases the stomach is generally quite innocent, and it is only the pressure of the air on it which causes a tendency to vomit and actual vomiting. By the latter the sufferer is relieved, but only for a short time. The complaint can only be completely removed by restoring
to the whole body equal warmth and transpiration and by regulating the circulation. In our case this was effected by the following applications: On the first day the patient took three whole-ablations of hot water and vinegar in bed, and, without drying, was well covered after each ablution. On the second day it was done only twice and from thence once daily. This proceeding is sufficient in all cases when a person through cold has got a fever combined with rising of the air and vomiting.

**Stomach Tumors.**

Much vomiting, burning in the stomach, etc., are not always positive signs of the existence of stomach tumors, although such cases occur sometimes.

Such sufferers should avoid salt, pepper, and spices or spiced food in general. Very simple diet and especially simple beverages have proved the best remedies for the beginning tumors; milk is of particularly good effect.

The treatment of external tumors gives us excellent hints for the cure of internal ones. A boil on the finger is easily cured by wrapping it in a little rag frequently dipped in water; the water cleanses and heals. Why should not internal tumors heal if a spoonful of water is taken every half hour for some time, or if from salutary herbs tea is prepared and taken in the aforesaid manner instead of drinking the usual cup at a time? Only try this simple remedy. You may take tea from wormwood or from sage or from both herbs (mixed in equal quantities). Or take a small saltspoonful of aloe powder, dissolve in half a pint of water, and take of the medicine a tablespoonful every hour. The latter remedy should only be taken for a half day at intervals of two or three days.

An excellent house-remedy, easily to be got, even by the poorest, is the water obtained from Sauerkraut (pickled cabbage). A sufficient supply of it can be taken from the water which rises above the cabbage in the tub. This water cures the oldest sores. One spoonful of it should be
mixed with six to eight spoonfuls of ordinary water, and one tablespoonful of the mixture taken every hour. As a rule this remedy will be efficacious, and should it not be so, it will never harm any one. Such medicines are always much more safe and advisable than those which contain poison.

Tea from ribwort is also not to be despised.

As external application I recommend to such patients a twofold compress of linen to be worn on the abdomen for two hours every second day. Water is sufficient for the compress, but a decoction of hay-flowers, shave-grass or pine-twigs is greatly to be preferred.

Large and malignant tumors in the stomach cannot be cured. They will do their work of destruction until the ruin of the whole system is accomplished in death.

**Stone Complaint.**

It often occurs that gravel and stone form in the bladder and in the kidneys. Whoever has seen a person afflicted with this complaint, or suffered from it himself knows how fearful these pains are. The cure by water is infallible and painless; it is, therefore, the easiest and best.

Among the various remedies for this disease, oat-straw-baths hold the first place. Oat-straw (if this cannot be had, shave-grass or sour hay may be taken instead) is boiled for half an hour, and the infusion poured into a warm bath of 100°F. In this bath the patient remains for one hour. The bath should be followed by a vigorous cold ablution. Three such baths may be taken in the week. Two or three short packages or compresses on the affected parts (a fourfold linen cloth and the usual covering to prevent the entrance of the air). It is understood that both applications are only to be taken in bed. They dissolve gravel and stone in the bladder and the kidneys and expel them. There are also several kinds of tea which occupy a prominent place among the remedies against this disease. Tea from oats is prepared by boiling oats for half an hour in water. Two cups of the infusion are
taken daily. If the tea is prepared from oat-straw, it is of still greater efficacy. Shave-grass tea is scarcely excelled by any other. Rose-hips, too, will make a very efficacious tea; this, however, must be taken for some time. Experience taught me that it is particular to the latter kind of tea to prevent further formation of such stones. The above mentioned applications should be taken in the given number for two or three weeks; then they should be made use of half as frequently for three or four more weeks. The blessing of the heavenly physician will be the most powerful medicine also for this malady.

A gentleman who proceeded according to my direction, told me that he had expelled many thousands of small stones within a few weeks.

Another gentleman suffered so much from gravel and stone that the acrimonious juices penetrated even to the feet where they produced innumerable small boils. Sometimes a sensation of itching and burning tormented his whole body. Thirty baths within a year, the Spanish mantle twice or three times a week, tea of the aforesaid kinds, completely cured the disease, and all its painful consequences.

In conclusion I wish to say a word to the younger generation who, ever ready to do away with what is old just because it is so, or because they suppose it to be based on prejudice and ignorance, grasp with eagerness whatever is new as the only good.

For all sufferings of particular frequency and painfulness—and among these the one in question must be counted since the number of those tormented by its maddening pains is legion—remedies have been provided by the all-wise and all-kind Creator. The whole earth is strewn with herbs great and small, to relieve pain and heal disease. Men have cancelled the names of many of these salutary plants from their dispensatories as unscientific and obsolete; but they preserve their place in the book of nature and will never be effaced from it. They are made for man, and destined to afford him pleasure.
and relief. Led by its instinct, the irrational creature, especially the wild animal, finds the salutary herb for every pain, for every wound. Our ancestors, and many who will soon descend into the grave and whose opinions are regarded as old-fashioned, did the same.

I rejoice in the progress of science, but I do not call progress everything that is stamped with this label.

My book has been written chiefly for the poor, for patients in the country, and to them I say: "Thank your Creator for these good gifts, and do not envy the rich!"

Keep quietly to your innocent herbal remedies. Whether they be applied internally or externally, you have (even if by chance they were not chosen rightly) the assurance that they can do no harm.

It would grieve me if you also would tread under foot the gift of God, the salutary little plants, which grow near your house, in your field, or on your meadow. Then, even I who love you so well, should be no longer able to help you.

A gentleman in his best years became ill. He had violent pains in the kidneys, and could not make water. The doctors declared that there was a stone in the bladder which could only be removed by operation. To this the patient would not submit himself.

The gentleman was visited by a friend who inquired about his complaint. When the patient had described his condition, he received the following advice: To take in the morning, at noon, and in the evening a warm sitting-bath of shave-grass decoction, and to drink a cup of shave-grass tea before each bath. In thirty-six hours a stone of the size of a hazelnut was expelled. Suddenly all pain was gone, and the man was cured.

Mr. K—in D—writes: "For six months I have been very ill and was treated for stone and kidney complaint, I also suffered much from piles. The three physicians who attended me, could not help me. As I was absolutely unable to see to any business, I got somebody to take my place for six months. Meanwhile I learned from others
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that the doctors had pronounced me incurable. Another physician advised me to go to Heidelberg in order to undergo an operation for stone; but I thought, I would rather die at home than in another town. My sufferings increased, and instead of urine two pints of blood came from me.

"At length God heard my prayer. After I had spent a small fortune in medicines and mineral waters, I heard of your book, ordered it, and commenced the cure immediately. In eight days I no longer felt my pain, my urine was as clear as spring-water (it had been as dull as bad beer before) and today after four weeks, I am, in spite of my age of sixty years, as healthy and merry as a youth of eighteen. Although the physician despaired of my recovery I am perfectly well. If your book had not fallen into my hands, I should now be in my grave."

Tetters.

Thousands of men are tormented by tetters, whether they own it or not. These troublesome parasites and vampires like to lodge themselves under the hair, on the back, the chest, etc. Sometimes they do not shun the light of day, and fasten themselves like leeches on the arms, the feet, and more especially between the fingers. These eruptions may be either hereditary or caused by bad food and beverages which corrupt the juices; they may also be consequences of a disordinate mode of life.

It is very dangerous to attack this unclean guest with sharp remedies, be they for external (green soap) or for internal use (quicksilver, arsenic, etc.). Tetters are easily suppressed, but in that case the last things will be worse than the first, not to mention the destructive influence of corrosive remedies on the skin.

I give the following rules for the treatment of tetters:

Externally nothing should be applied except lukewarm water to wash away the dirt. Everything else can be of evil consequences.
Food and drink for such patients should be digestible and simple, but yet so as to increase and improve the juices. Sour, salt or spiced food as well as all ardent drinks should be avoided since the blood already contains plenty of acrimonious substances. The water-applications to be made use of by such patients are the following: On the first day, a head-vapor and the Spanish mantle; on the second day, a foot-vapor and a lower package; on the third day, in the morning the Spanish mantle and in the afternoon a short package. Then the applications may be suspended for a day. On the fifth day, the patient should keep to his bed and take a cold whole-ablution every two hours. If he cannot remain in bed, he should take the whole-ablution out of bed in the morning, at noon, and in the evening; it must then, of course, be followed by exercise. The applications should decrease in number in proportion as the secretion of impure juices ceases and the formation of a new skin progresses.

One further remark may find its place here. Tetters may be wet or dry according to the amount of moisture secreted by them. Dry tetters secrete so little of it that it readily forms a crust on the surface of the skin, whilst wet tetters are running constantly and are, therefore, more troublesome, more dangerous and more difficult of cure.

The consequences of suppressed tetters are incalculable. Serious diseases, the immediate result, often lead to slow decline and an early death, or, which is worse, to insanity.

A student had on his left cheek a round crust which covered the raw flesh like a lid and opened very frequently to let two or three drops of matter flow out. The face of the gentleman was full; on his head several little pustules could be perceived. The patient had consulted several physicians and applied various remedies but without effect.

He answered my question, whether the injury had been caused by an accident, in the negative and said it had
come spontaneously. Now everything was clear to me. The pale sickly complexion, still more the quantity of matter flowing from the spot on the cheek left no room for doubt. The poisonous matter came from the body.

Till about fifteen or twenty years ago, people made for themselves artificial openings in an arm or a leg. These so-called fontanels were never allowed to close, and they were indeed, what their name indicates, little fountains from which bad matter of the body flowed, keeping the spot in constant suppuration. In our case vigorous nature itself had formed the opening and supplied it with a suitable lid.

For a fortnight the patient applied the head-vapor and the foot-vapor every second day. He also took the short package and the Spanish mantle so that he had two and often three applications a day. Tea from sage, wormwood and mint helped internally to promote the cure. Under the crust a delicate skin began to form, the surest sign of the accomplished dissolution and evacuation i. e. of the cure. After three weeks it could not even be seen on which cheek the crust had been.

A girl, 25 years old, reports: "My whole head is covered with eruptions. I have numerous little pustules under the hair, my ears are full of large flakes, and when these fall off from time to time, the place remains without skin. I have also violent headache sometimes, my eyes burn like fire and secrete a sticky fluid. I can no longer breathe through the nose and a sensation of violent itching and burning extending to my whole body disturbs my sleep in the night."

Applications: 1) Weekly two warm baths of oat-straw decoction, 100° F., with twofold change, the warm bath of fifteen minutes' duration, the cold one not exceeding that of one minute; a cold whole-ablation may be substituted for the latter. 2) Two head-vapors of twenty to twenty-five minutes' duration weekly. 3) Two whole-ablutions weekly. 4) Twenty-five drops of wormwood tincture in eight to ten spoonfuls of water twice daily.
In four weeks the tetters and the unhealthy matters in the whole body were removed and to complete the cure, it was sufficient to continue the applications for a fortnight halving their number.

A tradesman, rather corpulent and about forty years old, reports: “I have tetters on my arms and hands, the fingers excepted, also on the thighs, on the back and chest, I spend many nights in which I can only sleep for one or two hours at the utmost. I have good appetite and strength.”

The applications are the following: 1) Every night whole-ablution from bed. 2) Weekly two warm baths of oat-straw decoction, 94° F. with twofold change. The rest as in the previous example.) 3) Every day an upper gush immediately followed by a knee-gush. 4) Two salt-spoonfuls of white powder daily.

After four weeks the man returned in perfect health; to prevent a relapse I advised him to take a whole-ablution in the night twice a week, and every month a bath as aforesaid.

A peasant’s daughter reported: “For about two years I have always eruptions on the head, also in the face, now more, now less; under the hair many smaller and larger boils form and secrete a corrosive fluid. I have frequently violent itching all over the body and great heat inside. I have taken a great deal, especially purgatives, but without success.”

The water-cure restored her to health in six weeks. She made use of the following applications: 1) Three whole-ablutions from bed weekly. 2) Twice a week the wet chemise dipped in salt water. 3) A head-vapor weekly. 4) Twenty drops of extract of broom in a glass of water twice daily.

**Throat Complaint.**

Andrew begins to report as follows: “I can scarcely speak; sometimes I am quite unable to utter a word. I had a very bad finger. It was then that I first lost the
power of speech; now my finger is getting bad again. My appetite is very good, and there is nothing else the matter with me. The doctor says the uvula is too long and must be cut; but I will not let him do that."

The man's head is somewhat inflated; the left side of it from the ear downwards is a little swollen. Greater is the swelling inside, hence the contraction of these parts, hence the throat complaint. No doubt, the diseased finger has not been thoroughly cured, the poisonous matter has not been expelled. He who now strives to lead off the morbid matter and to purify the juices will bring the most efficacious help to the throat. First the whole body must be acted upon, then the head particularly. The former is done by the application of the sack (lower package) and the shawl. A sack is always at a peasant's command. Let him slip into it after having dipped it in a decoction of oat-straw. The sack should be taken for an hour and a half on three consecutive days, and after these only every third day. The shawl should be worn for one hour daily. These applications having been made use of for a fortnight, others should be substituted for them. The patient may take two whole-ablutions and once the Spanish mantle weekly, and, if necessary, a few head-vapors. The complaint was thoroughly cured.

A priest reports: "In the course of this summer of 1887, I sometimes felt a slight passing pain in the throat combined with a tendency to cough. Whenever I had to speak at length, in school, on the pulpit, or in the confessional, my voice became gradually weaker and threatened to refuse its service altogether. The evil increased during the months of September and October, I got violent catarrh of the throat and the doctor declared the lungs to be affected. A three months' stay at Meran, gargling and painting the throat, mountain-climbing were of no avail against my complaint. About new-year's day one of the doctors proposed a little operation, but it was never undertaken. On the 25th of January I left Meran to seek help at Woerishofen. The water-applications, walking in water and two
upper-gushes daily soon brought relief; the pain gave way, my voice grew stronger and more sonorous, and on Candlemas day I was able to sing High Mass and to deliver a short homily at D—. But the tone of my voice was still hoarse and a slight sensation of pain followed the exertion. From week to week I felt improvement. After three weeks my voice was as strong and as clear as formerly, and I was able to perform the duties of my vocation.

**Typhus.**

As in small-pox the morbid matters penetrate the skin and appear as external eruption, so in typhus eruptions form in the internal part of the body. According to the seat of this disease, we speak of typhus of the head or of the abdomen. In some cases of typhus tumors form on the outside of the body, but these do not attain development. This kind of typhus has a peculiar name which I do not give, because it is of no importance for country people to know it.

Regarding the treatment of typhus three points are to be observed:

1) Do not let the heat of the fever reach too high a degree.

2) Tumors, if already existing, should be dissolved, or their formation prevented.

3) Poisonous matters should be expelled as soon as possible.

No remedy will be more efficacious for this threefold object than water; it cools, it dissolves, it cleanses.

John went near the corpse of his brother who had died of typhus. He imprudently put on some of the clothes that had belonged to the deceased, and got typhus in its highest degree. Great was the heat, greater still the uneasiness of the patient. He had a tub of water put near his bed. As soon as heat and anxiety became very sensible he went into the water for one minute at the utmost. He sat in the tub, the water reaching as far as the pit of the stomach, and rapidly washed the upper body with
a coarse towel, put on a clean shirt and returned to the warm bed. These baths made him feel like one born anew. For three days he continued thus, taking three, five or six baths daily. The fever-heat was his clock: on the first day it indicated the necessity of a bath six times, on the second day three times, on the third day once. In five days all danger was past. Now the wife of the convalescent was attacked by typhus. She employed the same remedy, the same tub as her husband, and in a few days she, too, was cured.

The beverage of both patients consisted in water and curdled milk. They ate nothing until sharp appetite set in. Then they took bread-soup, milk-soup, and a few potatoes. After a few days they were able to partake of their usual fare.

Max, a man of extraordinary strength, visited his brother-in-law who was ill of typhus; such a disease, he thought, would not attack him. After eight days he felt his strength broken as well as his courage. "I can no longer stand, nor walk, I feel pressure and pain all over my body." He had caught typhus.

Max did not possess a bath, but he had a large wooden tub. In this he knelt and washed his whole body with a coarse towel and the coldest water as often as the heat reached a high pitch. He continued this cure for eight days. Already on the sixth day he asked for soup, on the tenth day he got up, and in a short time he recovered his former strength. He was later an experienced teacher for others likewise attacked with typhus.

At a time when within five weeks twenty persons were cured through the aforesaid applications, an infant two years old, also caught the disease. Nobody believed that the delicate little creature would escape death. As often as the baby began to cry the mother plunged it in water which had been warmed a little, washed it quickly and swathed it in linen dipped in lukewarm water. After twelve days the little one was perfectly well again.
Although I willingly permit the use of lukewarm water to patients who would be caused too much fright by the cold element, I cannot help asserting again that the coldest water is generally the best for applications.

A girl is sent home from a boarding-school. She complains of violent headache, rapid change of heat and chill and diarrhea; the child is unable to work or to walk.

On the first day the sick girl had back, chest and abdomen washed three times, and a wet towel was applied to the latter for two hours. On the second day she took half-baths with ablution of the upper body as often as the fever-heat demanded it. On the third day two such half-baths were sufficient, on the fourth day one sufficed. The child was out of danger and soon completely restored to health again.

I could quote more than a dozen cases of patients who being treated after allopathic and other methods, eventually became so weak, so poor of blood and juices that they never recovered their former health.

I generally advise such extremely weakened typhus-convalescents to take three or four times a day a little cup of tea from wormwood; this remedy will assist the formation of good and abundant stomach juices; besides this they may have back, chest and abdomen vigorously washed with water and vinegar three or four times a day.

Great anxiety befalls the head of a school if typhus or any other contagious malady breaks out in his establishment. Without exaggeration I assert: If of ten children sleeping in a dormitory one is attacked with typhus and treated according to my system, no other child will catch the disease. Contagion is generally caused by unhealthy exhalations of the sick body. Where my method is adopted these exhalations are absorbed by the wet cloths; the breath of the sick person will do no harm if the air is kept pure by ventilation. It is self-evident that the excrements of such patients must be removed as quickly
as possible and emptied at a place where no danger of contagion can arise.

Ulcers.

A poor day-laborer had for many months an open sore on a leg, the opening being of the length of a finger and three times as broad. The man, still in his best years, had always great pain and could seldom sleep for a few hours. His appearance was very bad, and all his courage gone. I advised the patient to spread boiled fenugreek on a rag, and apply this to the wound like a plaster, to bandage the leg from above the ankle to above the calf of the leg in fresh leaves of colts-foot, and then to put on the stocking to cover the whole. Every morning and every evening plaster and package had to be renewed; besides this the patient had to take every two hours two spoonfuls of tea made from fenugreek. He could attend to his work without interruption. A fortnight after he commenced the applications two thirds of the sore were healed; the man had a healthy appearance, had no longer pain and slept well. Three weeks later the foot was completely healed. Tea from fenugreek is prepared by boiling a little spoonful of it in half a pint of water for one minute.

An official complains of an open sore on the calf of the leg: “It is rather large and secretes much dirt; the color of the leg which is of a blackish hue seems even more frightening than the sore and the inflammation. I consulted several doctors. Besides other remedies they prescribed much mineral water, but all in vain.” The man, about forty-five years old, is strongly built and pretty corpulent. His rather flushed complexion reveals the beer-friend. The corners of the eyes were dull, the eyes themselves somewhat yellow, the ears red. On my question about his general health he answered: “There is nothing the matter with me: I have the best of appetite, nor am I a drinker; but I relish two or three glasses of beer daily. My complaint is a purely local one.”

All patients of this kind—an exception is as rare as a white raven—complain of the one painful or ulcerating
spot, believing that, if this be healed, their health must be perfect. Only the reverse treatment will cure them. First cure the body, expel all impure matters, and the sore will heal spontaneously. In my opinion there can be no blindness more dangerous, no folly more laden with consequences than healing an aperture, closing an issue through which alone the body can be saved. Nature shows how it will and can help itself. We bind it, so to speak, hands and feet by obstructing its safety-valves. Is it to be wondered at if such proceedings lead to the destruction of nature?

I advised the official to take a lower package an hour and a half daily for a fortnight, to vigorously wash the upper body twice a day, and to apply the head-vapor once a week for twenty minutes. These applications were intended to purify the body and strengthen it for the secretion of the morbid juices. After a fortnight the patient came back. His first words were: "At our last interview I told you I was not ill, but now I know that I have been very ill. I could only with difficulty mount the stairs, so heavy was my breathing; I was always unusually inflated. When I told the physician so, he ascribed everything to my becoming always older. Now, however, I feel like born anew. My respiration is easy, and I feel so well. Formerly I suffered very much from ill-humor, now I am always in good spirits, and I enjoy my meals more than ever. During these two weeks," the patient concluded, "I discharged much urine. I feel much easier, especially in the lower body; the pains in the leg give way, and the sore begins to heal. What must I do in order that it may be completely healed like the lower body."

The official took twice weekly a lower package for half an hour and daily a vigorous upper gush. To the sore he applied a linen rag which was three or four times daily re-dipped in lukewarm water. Nothing else he was allowed to employ for its healing. Two weeks had passed again, when the official returned to me. His leg was healed. He has never since ceased to praise the salutary power
of the water. A person thus cured should (this is of great importance) continue one or the other of the tested applications for some length of time. He may select the practice whose effects have proved most beneficial for him.

Agatha suffered for years from a sore on the leg which from time to time opened and healed again spontaneously. On the inevitable ointments I forbear to speak, it would only irritate me. A physician promised to cure her if she consented to faithfully follow his advice for some time. The leg was brought in a position (in bed) somewhat higher than the rest of the body. Almost immediately the pain gave way. Some trifling remedy, I don't know what, was applied to the sore, then it was well bandaged. The patient felt no longer pain in the diseased limb, and the cure progressed in an astonishing way until the sore was closed. Suddenly Agatha feels heaviness in the head and giddiness, but she cares little. In the night, however, her weakness became so great that the doctor, who had been speedily called, declared marasmus would set in and bring the girl to an early grave. The last sacraments had to be administered to her that very night, and for five days she lay motionless. On the sixth day she recovered her senses and spoke with difficulty a few words. Of her own accord she applied wet bandages to her body and the diseased leg. On the second day the leg swelled considerably and began to pain violently, whereas the head was relieved. Agatha continued bandaging abdomen and leg. One half of the leg was inflamed and opened after five days. The cure, as described in the case of the official, was an easy task. Agatha regained her former health.

But how had the attack in the night been caused? If a boy stands on his head, the blood naturally flows to that part. The morbid matters led away from the leg (by the higher position) found their way to chest and head, and effected those frightening symptoms. The packages led them down again, the water opened the sore, and the
morbid matters, finding their former passage and exit re-opened, left chest and head.

I know that many physicians of the new school hold a different opinion, but that will not alter mine, nor that of many others. I call every open sore caused by vigorous nature in order to throw off what is unhealthy, a health-preserver and life-guard. Who does not know that the healing of such sores has often been fatal, and that spontaneous healing of them in old age is always regarded as a sign of approaching death?

In a letter which is lying before me I read literally: "My sore leg begins to grow worse again. The rheumatic toothache and headache which greatly tormented me, have entirely ceased since my leg commenced to be more painful. These two complaints continue to trouble me alternately, and whenever neither of them causes me particular suffering, I feel a decline of general health."

There are complaints that leave one part of the body only to attack another. Gout and one kind of erysipelas are such wanderers. The complaint in question also belongs to their number with the difference, however, that its wanderings lead through hidden paths which prevent it from being so easily recognized as the two afore-mentioned maladies.

A successful attack against these wanderers can only be made by the use of threefold applications.

In our case the lower package removes all unhealthy matters which are on their wandering from the head to the feet and vice-versa. Often applied it deprives them of all inclination for a wandering life. As a secondary means it acts on the suffering part impeding the return of matters that had left it. The foot-vapor followed by a lower gush is directed against the painful spot. It dissolves morbid matters and expels them. Cold ablutions or the Spanish mantle are destined to strengthen and invigorate the whole body in order that it may lend ready aid in the healing process.
Hence the sequence of applications would be the following: The short package, two whole-ablations from bed in the night, again the short package, the foot-vapor and finally the Spanish mantle.

As internal remedies tea from centaury, sage and mint will render good service: the two former act in a purifying manner, whilst the latter improves the stomach juices.

I will indicate two other kinds of treatment for open sores, one of which may be useful to people who have no accommodation for bathing.

A peasant short of stature and rather stout came and said: "Your Reverence, I have such an open sore on the leg; have you no water-remedy for me?" "O yes, my friend," I replied. "Look here, peasant, go home, and spread over your mattress a woolen carpet, or any other coarse cloth. Then take an old worn out sack, dip it in water, wring it out, and slip into it. Then jump into your bed and cover yourself well first with a woolen blanket and over this put the feather-quilt." The peasant's eyes, the curious twinkling of which had amused me till now, looked at me with astonishment; my prescription seemed to cause him considerable fright. "And this," I continued, "must be done daily for a week and each time you will stay in the sack for two hours." The peasant was perspiring with fear of the proceeding as he went; nevertheless he did as he was told. Within fifty days he slipped into the sack no less than twenty-five times, and then his sore was healed. Joy made him jump not so much on account of the cured leg as on account of the good spirits obtained in the sack. I advised him to make use of this practice from time to time; but this was not necessary with him. "Out of gratitude and for my own pleasure," he exclaimed. "I will continue this sack-proceeding for a whole year." And he kept his word.

Another course of applications for the healing of open sores is the following:
Take: 1) Twice weekly a warm bath of oat-straw decoction with threefold change; 2) twice weekly the lower package for an hour and a half or the Spanish mantle for the same time.

As a warning I give the following case:

A gentleman pretty corpulent but very healthy received an open sore on the leg which was very troublesome to him. He had recourse to the water-cure and made use of it for twelve days, after which he felt remarkably easy and well. "But this troublesome open sore," he said, asking me to heal it. "Whoever cures your leg will shorten your life, I shall not do it," was my decided reply. My answer vexed him, and he went away. This happened in autumn. In spring he went to a bathing-place and took mineral baths; on his return home he employed several other remedies and succeeded in closing the sore. Six or eight weeks he enjoyed his healed leg, then a great tumor began to form on his upper back. The physicians thinking it to be a carbuncle opened it, but instead of matter they found a hard substance. In twelve days blood-poisoning had put an end to the gentleman's life.

I could quote similar instances in great number.

I came into a house. A son of the family was just taking a foot-bath of hot water after the direction of the doctor. He was to take the bath as hot as he could endure it. His pains, very great already, were considerably increased by the hot water. The leg from the ankle to the calf of the leg was dreadfully swollen, and the swelling was so colored and inflamed that the bursting of it seemed imminent.

It is incomprehensible to me how such a thing as hot water can be ordered as remedy for a limb already containing so much heat, hot water which would almost scald a healthy leg. The gentleman grew excited during the bath, declared that he could bear it no longer, and required that the water should be removed from his sight. His order was obeyed and I advised him to apply a soft rag dipped in "Krautwasser" (water from pickled cab-
bage) to the most inflamed spot, to bandage the leg from the ankle to the calf of the leg in a larger very soft cloth dipped in cold water, and to cover the whole with a dry wrapping. Both compresses should be repeated as often as heat and pain are felt in the leg. The young gentleman followed my advice; in two days he was able to walk. The boil burst. To promote its healing he applied a bandage (a small linen bag) of infused hay-flowers. In ten days the leg was completely healed.

A gentleman of distinction relates: “Every year I get a complaint from which I have to suffer for three to four weeks. First I feel heat and a piercing pain in my legs, then they begin to swell as far as the knees. When the swelling appears the pain gives way, but I am unable to do any work. Can this not be prevented?” The answer is: “Yes, by the following applications.” 1) Once or twice a week put on a pair of linen stockings dipped in warm oat-straw decoction. Swathe the feet in a dry cloth and keep this foot-package for two hours. (This can be done in the evening.) 2) Once a week take a short package for an hour and a half.

A countryman comes and shows his swollen legs, which feel quite hard up to the knees and are covered with blackish-blue spots. He suffered great pains so that he spent whole nights without sleep. Since his legs were thus affected he had also been subject to great mental suffering, and so low-spirited was he that he often wished for death. He had no appetite, and his appearance was very ill.

The applications were the following: 1) In the first week two foot-vapors and in every succeeding week one. 2) Twice weekly a shirt dipped in oat-straw decoction for an hour and a half. 3) Twice weekly a lower-package for an hour and a half. 4) During the night the foot should be swathed in a cloth dipped in water in which two spoonfuls of fenugreek have been boiled. It was just this package which brought great relief of the pain and effected
the necessary dissolution. As internal remedy the patient took two saltspoonfuls of fenugreek boiled in half a pint of water, in three or four portions during the day.

**Urinary difficulties.**

I was once hastily called to a carpenter, 70 years of age, to prepare him for death. He suffered, I was told, terrible pain and was unable to make water. When I arrived at the patient’s house I saw that I could do nothing in my capacity as pastor; for the man was running around the room and screaming with pain; his wife was likewise crying and lamenting. I told her to boil a handful of shave-grass in water and prepare a close-stool. The physician lived at a distance of six miles, and, had he been called, would certainly not have found the man alive. The woman came and poured the boiling water in the close-stool. The patient sat on it and allowed the shave-grass vapor to fumigate the painful spots. I ordered him to remain on it for twenty to thirty minutes and then go to bed. In an hour, I added, I should come back and prepare him for death. On my return after an hour I found the man quiet in bed and bathed in perspiration. He had discharged four pints of urine and felt no longer the least pain. The preparation for death could be omitted. On the following day the man took again a vapor for twenty minutes; on the third day he rested and on the fourth day returned to his usual work.

The man had caught cold, and this had caused the complaint. It is incredible what help so simple a herb can bring in hours of bitterest suffering, if promptly and rightly applied.

A day-laborer had a similar complaint. He applied shave-grass vapors, but they failed to produce the desired effect. They had to be assisted by another application. Shave-grass was boiled, a fourfold linen cloth dipped in the hot decoction, wrung out a little, and laid on the suffering part. One shave-grass vapor and one such compress for two hours daily sufficed, and in a few days the
man was cured. In this case also the complaint originated in a cold although there were other secondary causes. The discharged urine showed that a deal of morbid matters had been dissolved in the interior.

In a similar case I employed warm water mixed with vinegar instead of shave-grass with the same good result. Besides the external applications I recommend tea from shave-grass a cupful of which may be taken in two or three portions daily.

A mother had been confined to bed and under medical treatment for nineteen weeks. The physicians declared her disease to be cancer of the bladder. Her pains were so great that her cries could be heard by the neighbors. All hope for her recovery had long been given up. I advised the poor woman to have shave-grass boiled, to dip a cloth in the decoction, to place the decocted shave-grass in the cloth (previously wrung out a little), and to apply this compress to the painful spot. The patient felt relieved even after the first application. She continued making use of it three or four times daily for five days, the duration of each application being two full hours. On the fifth day a salt-stone was expelled under unspeakable pain. The complaint was thoroughly cured; the fatal cancer had been caught.

A man, 64 years old, otherwise strong and healthy could no longer discharge urine. The physician used the catheter and declared that there was no remedy for this disease. Indeed, the doctor had to be fetched every twenty-four hours for this unpleasant operation. After four days the man's whole body was glowing with fever-heat, but he was not allowed to drink. Thus the poor man was tormented by twofold suffering. The physician gave little hope for recovery. I was consulted and advised the patient to lie on a wet sheet folded several times and dipped in warm water, for three quarters of an hour. The same sheet was then to be re-dipped and applied to the abdomen for one hour. After the first application three pints of water were discharged. In the beginning it was
renewed twice a day, later once daily. The patient took daily a cupful of tea from shave-grass, juniper-berries or dwarf-elder (boiled in water for five minutes). Rosmary-wine or even juniper-berries only, boiled in water and taken as tea would have, likewise, rendered good service. The first complaint with its pains gave way, the fever, too, disappeared. The man felt much better after this cure than previously to his illness.

A peasant, about 42 years old, reports: “I have been suffering for four years, and my sufferings increase from month to month; I have difficulty in making water. Every half hour I get violent cramps followed by a very scanty discharge of water. I have consulted many physicians; according to the direction of a medical man at Munich I drank eighty bottles of mineral water, this relieved me a little, but the disease is not removed. During the night I have to rise every half hour to make water and if I omit this, it makes my sufferings worse. I am otherwise healthy, have, as everyone says, a good appearance, and I seldom drink beer. What is to be done?”

Applications: 1) In the week two warm baths of oat-straw decoction (100 to 104° F.) with threefold change. 2) On the remaining days of the week a short package likewise dipped in oat-straw decoction, for one hour; these applications are to be continued for twelve to fourteen days. 3) Daily three small cups of tea from shave-grass and juniper-berries, boiled for ten minutes.

A man-servant had great difficulties in making water. Under great pain a small and slow discharge took place. The physician declared it necessary to draw off the urine by means of the catheter which was done every second day for some time. The evil, however, increased and with it the pain became greater.

The man-servant took twice daily twenty-five to thirty drops of tincture from juniper-berries and rose-hips in a wineglassful of water. He immediately noticed an improvement; in ten days the complaint had almost disappeared. Every other day he took drops of wormwood
tincture before taking the aforesaid remedies, and in a short time he was completely freed from the complaint.

For all complaints of the bladder, gravel, etc., an infusion of black currant leaves is very recommendable. Such tea has rendered excellent service in the most difficult cases.

Vaccination, bad effects of.

A gentleman reports: "I have been healthy all my life. Ten years ago when smallpox was raging in my neighborhood I had myself vaccinated. I got no pustules, but the vaccinated spot on the right arm remained of a somewhat reddish hue and a slight eruption appeared round the openings made by the lancet. Through eight years I only noticed that the inflamed spot grew in extension, and now after ten years the eruption has the appearance of wet tettes and is so troublesome that it sometimes deprives me entirely of my night's rest. These eruptions are stronger now on the one arm, then on the other, and the same change takes place in the feet. I have employed a great deal, even the most poisonous ointments, on the surface of the skin; I have also taken much medicine, but without success."

Here blood and juices are evidently corrupted, and the eruption only serves as outlet for unhealthy secretions. It is therefore necessary that the whole body should be acted upon in order to dissolve and evacuate the morbid matters.

Applications:

1) Weekly three whole-ablutions from bed.
2) To wash the eruption with an infusion of fenugreek twice or three times daily. Instead of infused fenugreek, aloe may be used. (One teaspoonful of aloe dissolved in two pints of hot water.)
3) Twice a week the Spanish mantle. These applications are to be continued for a fortnight or three weeks.

Further applications: Every week or every fortnight a warm bath followed by a cold one. (See Part the first.)
It would also be good during this cure to drink wormwood tea, three or four spoonfuls twice daily.

**Voice, loss of the.**

It frequently occurs that people lose their voice partly or entirely, without apparent cause.

Twelve years ago there came to me a priest who was obliged to carry about with him paper and pencil in order to communicate his thoughts to others by writing. Utterly unable to perform the duties of his vocation he had sought help everywhere. Gargarisms, magnetism, electricity, scarification had been employed in vain; fourteen times lapis infernalis had been applied to his throat and caused so much havoc in it that a physician declared he would never regain his voice. At last cold water became the remedy to which the priest, next to God, owed his recovery. His complexion was rather sickly, but he felt particular pain in no part of his body; he was lacking nothing but his voice, so he thought. How can the organ of speech be unfit for use if it is not injured, if no pain whatever is felt? If I bandage a person's mouth, no organ is injured and yet he will be unable to speak. It would be folly to seek for the cause in the throat. I must remove the bandage and his voice will be heard. The organs of speech may be perfectly sound but various influences, bandages, as it were, may impede their action. Which are these influences?

When shepherd boys amuse themselves by throwing stones into the rill that flows through the valley they impede its regular course and force it to leave its bed and either to run in another direction, or to fill with its water ditches and hollows that may be near. The same process often takes place in the human organism. If we could but look into this many-veined river basin we should see how often the circulation is disturbed by such obstacles, and that agglomerations, swellings of mucous membranes, etc., must be the consequence. Who has not seen a so-called kernel (a hard concretion in the flesh) on
a hand or a foot? Imagine now what pressure such a swelling, or whatever it may be called, must cause if it is formed on an internal part. Must not the activity of a thus pressed organ be impaired and disturbed? Muffle the most high-sounding bell and it will be mute, and all burning and hammering will be of no avail.

Let us now return to our speechless gentleman. Already the first upper gush showed me the dreadful agglomerations, almost tumors which had bound the organs of speech like as many fetters. The removal of the agglomerations was effected by dissolving and evacuating water-applications. Among the former the head-vapor holds the first place. It produces perspiration over the whole upper body; a cold gush immediately succeeding it will wash away what has been dissolved, and strengthen the system. Since the patient is rather stout and such persons generally suffer from determination of blood to the head, a foot-vapor with following cold gush should be applied to lead the blood downwards. These two applications may be taken once a week, and if the corpulence is very great, twice weekly.

A second application which acts in a dissolving manner on the whole body is the Spanish mantle. To this are added cold baths (one or two weekly for one minute), half-baths reaching to the arm-pits with vigorous ablution of the upper body; one upper and one lower gush may be substituted for the half-bath. These applications punctually taken and combined with a regular mode of life, much exercise in the open air, and light manual labor, restored the whole machine to its proper motion and the little wheel of the voice ran without burning and electricity spontaneously and as well as it had formerly done. Nobody had believed that this priest would ever regain his voice. In six weeks he was completely restored and to this day, after twelve years, his voice has so sonorous and powerful a tone that it gives pleasure to all who hear it.
A priest had lost his voice and had consulted the most renowned physicians for five years. He inhaled much, he had the parotid glands cut, all in vain. The seat of the complaint was always considered to be in the neck until the last physician who examined him declared that there was absolutely nothing the matter with his neck but that he could not discover by what else the loss of his voice might be caused. This declaration induced the patient to have recourse to the much feared water-cure. He regained his voice before six months had elapsed, and it was of so mighty a sound that he thought half of it would have sufficed him.

Also in this case the loss of the voice did not originate in the organs of speech. The gentleman’s neck, however, was unusually thick, and the upper body disproportionately stout compared to the emaciated hands and feet. He had formerly often suffered from attacks of colic. Nature sought in this manner to help itself but failed in throwing off all morbid matters.

Later these attacks ceased, and the patient felt from time to time contractions of the chest which, however, did not trouble him much. The tenant which had formerly dwelled on the ground-floor was now lodging in the upper story. No inhalations, no cutting of the glands or even of the uvula, would here effect a cure. If the whole organism is restored to order the voice will return spontaneously.

The patient took in the week a head-vapor and a foot-vapor, an upper and a lower gush. To contract the bloated parts of the body, he descended four times weekly into the cold water (to the arm-pits) remaining in it for one minute during which time he vigorously washed his upper body. He also took the Spanish mantle once a week. After four weeks the applications were reduced to one upper and lower gush and one half-bath weekly. The patient was not allowed to discontinue the applications suddenly. He had to make use of them for some length of time in the same succession as during the actual
cure. It generally requires no urging on my part to induce patients to continue the applications.

The desire for, and the trust in, the application of water hold pace with the sensation of increasing strength.

Our gentleman's voice was restored to its former strength. The old complaint never returned although eleven years have elapsed since the cure.

A professor in his best years was unable to attend to his vocation of teacher; he had lost his voice. He first consulted the doctors in his neighborhood, then other celebrated physicians who made throat complaints their special study. After inhalations and electricity had been applied in vain he was told that the vocal ligaments had lost all elasticity, that seeing the inefficacy of all remedies nothing could be done at present to cure him, and finally that he should let his organ of speech enjoy rest from all activity for a whole year. This verdict did not satisfy the gentleman and he resolved on making use of the water-cure. In six days he regained his voice, in six weeks it was so strong and sonorous as it had scarcely ever been before. This happened five years ago and the gentleman need have no fear; his voice will remain as it is. I will now answer the question: What had there been the matter with the gentleman? His appearance was not sickly although his complexion lacked the freshness of health, his appetite was excellent, he possessed plenty of natural strength; should only the vocal ligaments have been treated so unkindly by nature as to lose all elasticity and refuse their service altogether? That is not probable. The gentleman was somewhat vexed at my assertion that nothing was the matter with the organs of speech and when the neck was entirely passed over in my examination, he was on the point of losing all confidence in my treatment. I, however, wished to prove to the gentleman that, the complaint not originating in the neck, I was right in ordering no remedy to be applied to it. Where was the root of the evil? The gentleman had on the upper part of the back, on both sides of the seventh
vertebra small elevations like little cushions. They exercised a pressure on the organs of speech. Vigorous gushes were applied to the young gentleman, he received the shawl, half-baths and the Spanish mantle. Later half-baths with ablutions of the upper body were sufficient. The fear of water soon gave way to such a desire for it that the applications became a necessity to him. Not a week passed without some applications which preserved him in good health.

Countess X., 15 years old, reports: "Two years ago I had diphtheria in its highest degree. After this malady I got a terrible headache and some weeks later, after a hot bath, I lost my voice and was therefore obliged to converse with others by writing. My parents consulted the most celebrated physicians. I had to inhale, to take divers mineral remedies, I was electrified every day for several weeks; leeches were applied to my neck which often caused me to faint; I can only think with terror of the details and will not even attempt to mention all the medicines I took. Thus I continued for more than two years and finally the doctors declared that I should die of consumption. On this they all agreed that I should never recover my voice. The whole year through my hands, feet, and my head are ice-cold. I cannot eat nor does any food do me good; I am often tempted to despair. I am only 15 years old, but there can be no more unfortunate being than I am."

The girl is suffering from extreme poverty of the blood; this is proved by the sensation of chill; only in the chest she still feels a certain warmth. She must be swathed in order that formation of blood may take place and the circulation may be regulated. The patient should live on a simple fare and take twice or three times daily a cold arm-bath reaching to the elbows and a foot-bath reaching over the ankles, or better still she should walk barefoot in wet grass or on wet stones. This may seem contrary to reason, but these are excellent means to produce vital heat in the system, especially in the bloodless
extremities. To effect the same in other parts of the body, back, chest and abdomen should be vigorously washed with cold water twice daily. The first attempts cost a great effort on the part of the patient but the awakening vital heat gave her new courage. Duration and height of the two baths could be increased. These practices were continued for eight or ten days. Then followed light knee-gushes and upper gushes; they were taken every second or fourth day, one in the morning, the other in the afternoon. After a fortnight these applications were replaced by a half-bath reaching to the pit of the stomach, taken for one minute, and an upper gush, daily. The diet should be of such a kind as to promote the formation of blood and juices, hence it should consist in simple food not spoiled by spices, etc. Milk is the best drink, but nothing ardent should be taken. To brace her system she had to continue the aforesaid practices for some time.

A girl, of 16 years, lost her voice without any apparent cause and could only with great difficulty make herself understood. She consulted physicians; these ordered medicaments, but they had no effect. The girl had a blooming appearance and good appetite; her head was full and round, her short neck rather thick, her breathing somewhat difficult. Her feet were always cold. In six weeks the girl was completely cured. By which applications? The blooming complexion, the full hot head, the cold feet showed clearly that there existed a determined rush of blood to the head. Hence the disproportionate development of the upper parts of the body, perhaps also agglomerations of blood. Equality of vital heat was the first object to be aimed at. The girl took twice or three times daily a cold foot-bath (of one minute’s duration at the utmost) followed by brisk exercise in the open air; she also walked barefoot in the wet grass or on wet stones. The practices tended to draw the blood downwards to the extremities; others had to be made use of in order to dissolve and remove the agglomerations in the head, neck,
and upper body. To effect this the Spanish mantle was applied daily during the first week, three times during the second week and twice during the third, later only once a week. After a fortnight one half-bath with washing of the upper body was taken in the week, to brace the system. The same result might be obtained by one upper and lower gush. Thus the three objects, production of equal vital heat, dissolution and evacuation of superfluous matters and strengthening of the whole system, were attained by the respective parts of the healing process. The girl increased in strength and her voice became clearer and more sonorous than it had ever been before and was thus excellently adapted for singing, which art is the object of the girl's particular study.

Worms.

Among the vermin apt to weaken the human body and cause disorder in the organism the ascarides and other kinds of worms are especially injurious. Little children are frequently troubled with them and, if a mother be not careful, they may do much harm. They form in the rectum; indigestible farinaceous food and especially black bread are particularly favorable to their formation and growth. Worms are generally expelled from the rectum, but sometimes also from the mouth. Symptoms of their presence in the body are: great appetite, uneasiness and pain in the abdomen. Children afflicted with worms are apt to put their fingers in the nose and have a sickly appearance due to the deprivation of nourishment through the worms.

Remedies against worms are:

1. Cut up an onion and put it overnight in two pints of water. In the morning the juice should be well pressed out of the onion and the water drunk fasting. If this remedy has been used for three or four days the worms will certainly be killed and expelled.

2. A spoonful of honey is boiled in two pints of water and this water taken. The worms drink themselves full
of this water and a cup of wormwood tea, which is poison for them, taken later, will kill and expel them.

3. The strongest effect is produced by wormseed, the seed of a plant which has the property of expelling worms.

Three thick long worms came one day out of a woman's mouth. She had been ill for some time and was taking medicine. Two spoonfuls of wormseed taken two hours before breakfast on two successive days effected that within three days no less than seventy-eight long worms were expelled.

Wormseed is not expensive and can be had at any druggist's.

Among all worms the tape-worm is the most dangerous. To expel this, a very safe remedy with directions for use may be obtained in every druggist's store.
OUR illustrations show how the gushes, vapor-baths and packages should be given, and how the operator and the patient should stand.

The greatest exactitude is indispensable in the administration of the gushes, vapors and packages, for on this depends one's success, that is, the cure of the disease. Therefore the operator while gushing must allow nothing to escape his notice so as to be able to report to the doctor, and give him a correct statement which will help him in treating his patient.

In administering the gushes the operator must always proceed very carefully, for the more equably the gush is given so much the better can the patient bear it. He should not be splashed but gushed.

The operator must also take special notice of different attacks which may occur to the invalid while he is being gushed.

All patients are not equally strong, therefore a slight difference must be made; again, with some the re-action, the flushing of the skin, does not set in very quickly, whereas with others it may be observed as soon as the water touches the body.

In these cases one judges according to the prescribed duration of time.
For the head-, ear- and face-gushes the patient need not be undressed.

For the knee-gush only the lower part of the leg up to above the knee need be bare.

For the upper gush only the upper part of the body is stripped.

For the hip-gush the shirt may be kept on.

For the arm-gush and breast-gush the trousers need not be taken off.

To stand about much with no clothes on, whether before or after the gushes, is harmful in the highest degree.
The patient being in a receptive, stooping attitude the head is gushed, not in a single spot as this would hurt too much but, as the illustration shows, in a circle.

This is continued for five or six times.
In this gush one begins, as shown in the illustration, at No. 1, and continues with the jet, which need not be very broad, round to the point of commencement again, repeating this five or six times.

The patient stoops forward so that the water has a good flow. For the head- and face-gush he remains clothed.
This gush is applied by directing the water round the ear four or five times with the hose or the can.

The attitude of the patient is a bent one so that the water can run off.

Complete undressing is not necessary.
The Breast-Gush.

After the patient has assumed an attitude as if for the upper-gush, he raises either his right or left arm as high as is convenient and bends somewhat sideways, so that the water flows broadly over the chest as in the upper-gush.

One first gushes the arm, which is leant on, continuing slowly upwards to the chest and so on to the spot which is the best for allowing the water a broad flow.

The length of the gush is from one to two minutes.
The Arm Gush.

One begins at No. 1, proceeds slowly upwards to No. 2, and remains stationary here for some time.

Care must be taken that the water runs into a vessel.

The gush lasts from one to two minutes.
The Upper-Gush.

A. For the strong.

B. For the weak.

This is rather difficult to give and requires some practice.

The position of the patient is a stooping one.

One begins with the right hand, gushes from No. 1 upwards to No. 2, proceeds from No. 2 along the side to No. 3 (the red point), remains stationary on it and lets the water flow, so that the whole surface of the back is covered with water at once.

One can easily discover this point No. 3 whence the water most easily flows broadly over the whole back. For weak people, when the right arm and right side have been gushed, one can pass first to the left arm and left side and then seek right or left (3 or 6) the spot whence the water can flow in a nice broad stream over the back.

The chest is not gushed.

The stream of water must not fall directly on the spine.

The length of the gush is from one to two minutes.

For the upper-gush the lower part of the body may naturally remain clothed.
The Hip- or Thigh-Gush.

For this one begins as for the knee-gush at the heel of the right foot, as the picture shows in No. 1, continuing up the centre of the calf to above the knee and letting the stream of water at the thigh fall somewhat sideways, so that a sheet of water washes the whole thigh; one then gushes slowly upwards, to No. 2, that is, to the waist and goes back to No. 1; then one begins at No. 3 and gushes the left thigh or hip in the same way; this process is repeated three or four times.

Make the patient turn round and begin again at the right foot up to the height shown in the picture, and proceed exactly as already described.

The more equably the parts to be gushed are washed by the water so much greater the benefit.

The length of the gush is from one to three minutes.
The Knee-Gush.

One begins, as indicated, at the heel of the right foot at No. 1, continues slowly up the middle of the calf No. 2, and lets the water flow so that the whole calf is covered with a sheet of water.

Then begin on the left foot at No. 3, and continue in just the same manner as on the right foot up to No. 4.

After one has been up and down both calves four or five times, make the patient turn round and begin on the toes of the right foot and continue slowly upward to above the knee, remain stationary some time and begin on the left foot, and gush that as already explained.

The gush lasts from one to two minutes.
The back-gush begins at the heel of the right foot; one gushes up, as is indicated (from No. 1 to No. 2), then down to No. 1. One then begins on the left foot at No. 3, proceeds upward to No. 4, crosses over to No. 2, up to No. 5, back again to No. 2 and 4 and from No. 4 up to No. 6.

For the back-gush one does not gush too high upwards lest the water flows down over the breast. The fore-part of the body is not to be gushed.

The length of the gush is from one to two minutes.
The Full-Gush.

In this gush one begins as in the back-gush at No. 1 on the right foot, proceeds upward to No. 2 and back to No. 1. Then begin on the left leg at No. 3, proceed upwards to No. 4, cross over to 2, up to No. 5, back again to 2 and 4 and so upwards to points 6 and 7. After some time the patient turns round and (with strong people) one begins at once on the chest, whilst seeking a place whence the water spreads over the chest in a sheet as well as over the abdomen and thighs.

For weak people one can begin below as shown in the illustration.

The length of the gush is three minutes.
For the lightning-gush the stream is narrow as it is given from a distance of three and a half yards and the mouthpiece of the hose should have a small opening.

*One begins behind on the heel of the right foot at No. 1, ascending to No. 2, and going back again to No. 1.

*Note. For the sake of greater clearness I have represented the separate processes of this somewhat complicated gush in the following series of three illustrations: in Fig. 4 the whole Lightning Gush is represented.

The gushing in front is, as the figures show, exactly similar.
After this begin on the left foot at No. 3, proceed up to No. 4, down again to No. 3, then up again to No. 5, cross over to No. 6, proceed up the right side to No. 7, go down the arm to No. 8, ascend again to No. 7, and then proceed corkscrew fashion up and down and obliquely over the back.
The Lightning-Gush.

(Continuation.)

Figure 3.

The numbers are merely to show the directions in which the jet is to be turned.
The lightning-gush is not administered at home, but in the bath-establishment, for in private houses the appliances for it are never, or at least very seldom, obtainable and moreover the lightning-gush requires great skill as it is impossible to apply it without having seen it done.

After one has completed the designated manoeuvres with the jet in the lightning-gush, there is still the "whipping" to be accomplished; it is done by whipping with the jet upwards and diagonally rapidly as with a lash.

This whipping cannot be shown in the illustration.

The lightning-gush should last from three to five minutes.
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Brain, disease of the, 251.
— inflammation of the, 253.

Breathing, difficult, 239.

Breath, offensive, 195.

Bran, 167.

Bran-bread, 223.

Bran-decoction, 167.

Brier (Rosa canina), 168.

Burning in the bladder, 216, 347.

Burns, 254.

Camomile (Matricaria chamomilla), 169.
— bags, 169.
— tea, 169.

Camphor oil, 137, 170.
— spirit, 170.

Cancer, 256.

Canine madness, 98.

Caraway (Carum carvi), 170.

Career of the author, 1.

Caries, 257.

Catarrh, 142, 259.

Centauury (Erythraea centaurium), 170.

Chalk-dust, 171.
Charcoal, 173.
Chest, phlegm in the, 178.
Chicory (Cichorium intybus), 213.
Chinks, 156.
Chlorosis, 50, 112, 260.
Cholera, 263.
Cholerine, 265.
Close-stool vapor, 94.
Closet, 152.
Clove-oil, 172.
Clove-oil (Eugenia caryophyllata Thunb.), 172.
Coal-dust, 173.
Cod liver oil, 173.
Colic, 265.
Clysters, 321.
Dissolution of morbid matters 13.
Drinking of water, 143.
—— of hot water, 147.
—— during meals, 145.
Drinks, spirituous, 334.
Dropsy, 177, 180, 290.
Dwarf-elder (Sambucus ebulus L.), 180.
Dwarf-elder tea, 181.
Dysentery, 294.

Ears, cramp in the, 156.
—— diseases of the, 294.
—— humming in the, 89, 295.
—— running, 89.
—— vapors for the, 98.
Ear-wax, obdurate, 156.
Effervescent powders, 357.
Elder berries, 177.
—— flowers, 177.
—— roots, 175.
Emetics, 276.
Emphysema, 349.
Epilepsy, 296.
Eruptions, 297.
Eruptive diseases, 387.
Exercise after applications, 17.
Extracts, 152.
Eye-bath, 78.
Eye-bright (Euphrasia officinalis L.), 181.
Eyes, cataract of the, 303.
—— catarrh of the, 305.
—— inflammation of the, 90.
—— running, 159.
—— vapors for the, 98.

Feather-quilt, 18.
Fennel, 182.
Fennel-powder, 183.
Fenugreek (Foenum græcum), 184.
Fever, 309.
Fistulas of the rectum, 52.
Flour-sack, 133.
Foot-package, 129.
—— bath, cold, 42.
—— bath, warm, 43.
—— vapor, 90.
Full-bath, 52.
Full-gush, 103.
Gall, 346.
Gargles, 184, 188.
Gases, 50, 137.
General cause of every disease, 6.
Gentian (Gentiana Lutea L.), 185.
Giddiness, 192, 310.
Glands, 160.
Goitre, 160.
Gout, 52, 313.
Gravel, 52, 191.
Green-sickness, 260.
Gripes, 169.
Gushes, 99.
Half-baths, 46.
Hand bath, 74.
Hardening, means of, 20.
Hay-flowers, 43.
Hay-flower decoction, 43.
—— bath, 68.
—— foot-bath, 43.
—— sitting-bath, 51.
Headache, 356, 364.
Head-bath, 75.
Head complaints, 322.
Head-gush, 112.
Head, inflated, 90.
Head-package, 122.
Heart-burn, 171.
Heart complaints, 326.
—— dropsy of the, 291.
—— organic defects of the, 327.
—— palpitation of the, 331.
Heat, extraction of, by water applications, 55.
Hemorrhoids (Piles), 51, 319.
Hempen cloth, 18.
Herb dumplings, 179.
Home apotheca, contents of a little, 222.
Honey, 187.
—— eye-water, 188.
—— mead, 188.
—— ointment, 188.
—— wine, 188, 226.
Hoarseness, 331.
Horse-cures, 4, 57.
Hot diseases, 61.

Hypochondriasis, 48, 332.
Hysteria, 48.
Ice, 30, 36.
Incense, 159, 187.
Indigestion, 36, 145.
Indurations of the gall, 346.
Inflammation, 334.
Influenza, 336.
Inhalation, 194.
Injuries, 43.
Insanity, 338.
Insects, sting of poisonous, 98.
Itch, 344.
Jaundice, 346.
Jugular glands, 90.
Juniper berries (Juniperus communis L.), 189.
—— sprouts, 190.
—— vapor, 189.
Kidney complaints, 347.
Knee-gush, 30, 99.
Kneeling in water, 47, 48.
Knee, tumor on the, 348.
Knot-grass (Polygonum aviculare L.), 191.
Lard, 137.
Lavender-oil (Lavandula vera), 191.
Leeches, 38.
Legs, hardening of the, 30.
Lime-tree blossoms (Tilia grandifolia), 192.
Lindenwood, 173.
Linseed (Linum usitatissimum), 193.
Liver complaints, 173, 346.
Lower package, 130.
—— gush, 101.
Lumbago, 349.
Lungs, complaint of the, 349.
—— emphysema of the, 349.
—— inflammation of the, 353.
Lungwort, 200.
Mallow (Althaea rosea), 193.
Malt husks, bath of, 46.
Medicinal herbs, 155.
Megrim (Migraine), 356.
Melancholy, 127, 358.
Migrainestift, 357.
Milk, curdled, 353.
Milt, 213.
Mind, disturbance of the, 338.
Mineral baths, 71.
—— waters, 71.
Mint (Mentha), 194.
—— tea from, 195.
Mistletoe (Viscum album), 196.
Mixed baths, 70.
Morning walk, 22, 116.
Mothers, 24, 68.
Mucous fever, 89, 359.
Mullein (Verbascum Schraderi Meyer), 196.

Nails grown in the flesh, 45, 94.
Nausea, 186.
Neck-package, 124.
Nervous complaint, 359.
—— disorder, 362.
—— exhaustion, 364.
—— headache, 364.
—— over-excitement, 366.
—— prostration, 366.
Nettle (Urtica doica), 178.
Nettle-root, 179.
Nose bleeding, 209, 248.

Oak, bark of the, 160.
Oats (Avena sativa), 197.
—— tea from, 198.
Oat-straw, 68.
—— bath, 69.
—— decoction, 45.
—— foot-bath, 45.
—— sitting-bath, 52.
Obdurations on the feet, 43.
Old people, 167.

Packages, 122.
Palate, 204.
Part-ablations, 122.
Pectoral fever, 127.
Peppermint (Mentha peperita), 194.
Perspiration, 367.
Piles, 319.
Pine-sprig bath, 69.

Pitch-plaster, 379.
Podagra, 68.
Powder, black, 165.
—— grey, 166.
—— white, 165.
Powders, 154.
Priessnitz compresses, 336.
Provence oil, 204.
Purging, what it is, 214.
Putridity between the toes, 43.

Rectum, prolapse of the, 161.
Refreshing drink, 177.
Resin granals, 187.
Respiration, difficult, 238.
Rheumatism, 46, 370.
Ribwort (Plantago lanceolata), 199.
Rickets, 166.
Rose-hips, 168.
Rosemary wine, 201.
Rubbing, why not employed, 18.
—— dry, when employed, 371.
Rue (Ruta graveolens), 201.
Rue-oil, 203.
Rupture, 379.
Russian vapor baths, 81.

Sage (Salvia officinalis), 203.
Saint John’s wort (Hypericum perforatum), 210.
Saint Vitus’s dance, 381.
Salad-oil, 156, 204.
Salt, 72.
Salt water, 72.
Sandal (Santala), 204.
Sauerkraut, 204.
Scalds, 254.
Scarlet fever, 381.
Sciatica, 384.
Secretive oil, 205.
Secret Remedies, 148.
Shave-grass (Equisetum arvense), 207.
Shave-grass decoction, 96.
—— sitting-bath, 51.
—— tea, 209.
—— vapors, 209.
Shawl, 127.
Shivering, 16, 57.
Short package, 135.
Silver-weed (Potentilla anserina), 209.
Sitting-baths, 50.
— in the water, 47.
Skin, diseases of the, 199, 297.
Skin, dropsy of the, 291.
— impurities of the, 297.
Sleeplessness, 51, 385.
Small-pox, 142, 387.
Snow walking, 26.
Sores, old, 204, 207.
Sour hay, 133.
Spanish mantle, 139.
Spinach, nettles prepared as, 179.
Spine, complaints of the, 393.
— curvature of the, 391.
Sprains, 170.
Spring-cure, 175.
Spring diseases, 175.
Standing in water, 28.
Stomach, acidity of the, 391.
— complaints, 392.
— cramp, 397.
— juices of the, 145.
— tumors, 398.
Stomachs, 185.
Stomachic bitters, 182.
Stone complaint, 52, 96, 399.
cal, 211.
Stout people, 84, 109, 142.
Strawberries (Fragaria ves-
Strawberry leaves, tea from, 211.
Strength-giving soup, 224.
Strokes impending, 41, 142.
Succory (Cichorium intybus
L.), 213.
Sun-whirl, 213.
Sweating, see perspiration, 367.
— closets, 80.
Teas, 153.
Teeth, 157.
Temperature, change of, 259.
Tetters, 404.
Thigh-gush, 100.
Thirst, violent, 143.
Throat, complaint of the, 467
— inflammation of the, 125.
Tinctures, 152.
Tonic laxative No. I, 214.
— No. II, 216.
Toothache, 218.
Topfenkäs, 353.
Truss, 377.
Tumors, 156, 160.
Typhus, 60, 142, 469.
Ulcers, 159, 412.
— gangrenous, 207.
Upper gush, 106.
Urine, secretion of the, 178.
Urinary difficulties, 209, 419.
Vaccination, bad results of, 422.
Valerian, common (Valeriana
officinalis), 217.
Vapors, 78.
Varixes, 46.
Ventilation, 11.
Vinegar, 120.
Violet (Viola odorata), 217.
— leaves, 219.
Voice, loss of the, 423.
Vomiting, 276.
Walking in water, 28.
Water-application in hospitals, 5.
Water-mint, 194.
Weariness, 130.
Wet sheets, covering with, 32.
— lying on, 34.
Wet shirt, 137.
— socks, 130.
Whitlow, 45, 231.
Whole-ablation, 114.
Whooping cough, 218.
Wild Angelica (Angelica sil-
vestris L.), 219.
Windpipe obstructed by
phlegm, 127.
Wine, 120.
Wire-brushes, 71.
Woodroof (Asperula odorata)
212.
Woolen clothing, 11.
Worms, 429.
Wormwood (Artemisia au-
sinthium), 220.
Wounds, putrid, 207.
Insure Your Child's Health
FOR 50 CENTS
THROUGH

“BABY'S KNEIPP CURE”

The American version of the German work that originally brought from German mothers a whole railroad car load of grateful letters. An actual fact—Father Kneipp filled an express car with the loving messages of mothers blessed through this little book.

Of course, you might not want your child to be German all through. But you certainly can't improve on the splendid German sturdiness of the youth born and reared under the Kneipp regime.

Ella Wheeler Wilcox eulogized this system in the New York Evening Journal, September 5, 1901—and she ought to be good enough company for ordinary folks.

You won't have any conception of what ideal childhood means, till you read this book. It is not enough to prevent absolutely the possibility of all the so-called "Diseases of Children," to rescue your little one from the frightful mortality that threatens child-life, to save the mammoth doctor-bills that croup and measles and whooping-cough entail.

That would seem to be your money's worth—for 50 cents.

But that's only a fractional part of what this book includes. A perfectly strong, active, vigorous babe, all sunshine and sweetness and smiles, cooing and crowing, with never a tear or wail till it learns the perpetual laugh that a healthy child can't repress; a beautiful body, glowing with radiant life, the keenest of brains discriminating truth in a way that makes education a delight, and a divine little soul, longing to unfold into the power and peace of ideal manhood—is this a faint picture of your dream for your child?

If you read, understand, and follow the teachings of this "Baby's Kneipp-Cure," and fail to realize your dream, you get your money back, and pay for the time you've wasted.

Send for detailed table of Contents. Roughly it is thus:—Part I, Advice to prospective parents, mother's food, dress, baths, etc., soul-culture; Part II, Care for children in health; all about sleeping, eating, clothing, teething, playing, working, studying, maturing—from hour of birth to period of puberty. Part III, Care of children in sickness; Nature treatment of 100 diseases of Babyhood, Childhood, and Youth, from Toothache to Scarlet Fever. Part IV, Ideal food for children, recipes and rules for natural, nourishing, inexpensive meals. What to Eat and What to Avoid.

Paper Edition ..............................................................50c, by mail 60c
Board ...............................................................................75c, by mail 85c
Cloth (Elegant) .....................................................$1.05, by mail $1.75

If you're merely curious, perhaps the paper cover will be durable enough. But if you want to use the book, we suggest the stiff binding. The Elegant Edition would make a most sumptuous and sensible Betrothal or Wedding Present.

Kueipp Magazines Publ. Co., 111 E. 59th St., N. Y.
NEW YORK KNEIPPPIANUM
OPEN ALL YEAR.

GENUINE KNEIPP WATER CURE

1931 MADISON AVENUE,
Corner 124th Street,
NEW YORK CITY

SUMMER BRANCH:
OPEN FROM MAY 1ST
TO NOVEMBER 1ST.

NORTH AVE., POUGHKEEPSIE, N.Y.
FINE LARGE HOUSE, BEAUTIFUL SURROUNDINGS,
EXTENSIVE GROUNDS, FRUIT ORCHARD, etc.

Ideal place for overworked business people to recuperate.

PATIENTS EXAMINED BY SKILFUL PHYSICIANS,
COMPETENT AND EXPERIENCED ATTENDANTS.

Many ailments cured where every other remedy failed.

NUMEROUS TESTIMONIALS
PROSPECTUS ON APPLICATION

E. AMEND, Proprietor,
Accredited Graduate of Woerishofen.

BILZ' Natural Method of Healing
One Million German Copies Sold.

The best and most complete hand book of the entire Natural Method of Healing and the Kneipp Cure, also Massage, Curative Gymnastics, Magnetism, Hypnotism, etc. Gives complete cure and prescription for each disease.

Containing 2046 pages with 718 Illustrations, 30 Colored Plates and 9 Superimposed Anatomical Colored Plates (which may be taken apart). The male body, the female body, the head, the eye, the ear, the nose, the lungs, the heart and the oval cavity with the pharynx and larynx. Also an artistic plate containing 40 portraits of the most eminent representatives of the Natural Healing Method. Price. Elegantly bound, $7.50; by Mail or Express, prepaid, $8.00. To be had only through the Kneipp Magazines Publishing Co., 111 East 59th St., New York.

This work is the first and best book on Natural Methods of Healing, and cannot be reached in its present form, by any other publication.

It contains everything about the Kneipp Cure. Every disease alphabetically treated and all applications and herbs illustrated in colored plates. In buying this book you have the whole Kneipp and Naturopathic Literature in 2 volumes. Circular free. Address:

Kneipp & Naturopathic Pub. Co., 111 East 59th St., N.Y.
BENEDICT LUST’S
Kneipp & Naturopathic Institute
111 East 59th St., New York

NO MEDICINES
NO OPERATIONS

Radical Cures
By the Latest
Natural Healing
Methods

SUMMER BRANCH:
Kneipp
and
Naturopathic
Sanitarium
“Youngborn”
BELLEVUE, BUTLER, N. J.

BENEDICT LUST
Naturopathic Physician
Proprietor

BENEDICT LUST, NATUROPATHIC PHYSICIAN,
EDITOR OF NATUROPATH AND HERALD OF HEALTH
PRINCIPAL OF NATUROPATHIC SCHOOL OF REGENERATION

Here will be found all the latest improvements of the Modern
Healing Art. The Bathrooms are large and airy, and are furnished
according to our own system with every comfort.

In this Institute will be admitted all Invalids, Reconvalescents and
Sufferers from Chronic Diseases of the Nervous System, Diseases of
the Breathing Organs, Diseases of the Digestive Organs, Diseases of
the Kidneys, Liver and Heart, Diseases of the Genital Organs, All
Children’s Diseases, Female Diseases, etc., etc. Mrs. B. Lust, a
graduated Naturopathic Physician, has been a specialist for five years
treating all Female Diseases. She treats all cases without operations
or vaginal rings, and has always had the best success in treating
Female Disorders.

The Healing Treatment consists of Dietetics, Massage and Phys-
sical treatment.

Special healing factors are: Kneipp-Cure, Hydro-thermo-therapy,
Massage, German and Swedish Healing Gymnastic Movements, Light,
Air and Sun-Baths, Diet, Electrical Treatment, Suggestion, Psycho-
therapy, Osteotherapy, etc., etc.

The physicians of the Institute are Naturopathic Physician B.
Lust and another medical practitioner.

Consultation hours daily from 9—12 a. m. and from 2—8 p. m.;
Sundays, 9—12 a. m. Institute is open from 6 a. m. to 9 p. m. daily;
Sundays, 7 a. m. to 1 p. m. Outside patients treated and visited.
Anything and Everything

pertaining to the Kneipp Cure or Naturopathy can be had from the Headquarters of this movement. Literature, Natural Remedies, Health Foods, Hygienic Underwear, Sandals, Air Shoes, and all other Naturopathic Supplies always on hand. Mail orders promptly attended to.

Our Whole-Wheat Bread and Zwieback are renowned all over the City for their excellence.

Naturopathic Supply Store, 111 E. 59th St., New York.
THE INTERNAL BATH
BY MEANS OF THE
"J. B. L. Cascade" Treatment

A Household Necessity. 150,000 already in use

A treatment not only for every person but of value in every disease. The record of its cures and benefits reads like a revelation to those hitherto unacquainted with it, but it not only cures—it prevents disease.

It is known that all diseases come from the retention of waste matter in the human system, which indicates that Nature's drainage is out of order. The colon is the main sewer and on its condition your health depends. Nine-tenths of all illness starts from its being clogged, among which are the following: All stomach and intestinal disorders, appendicitis, dyspepsia, colic, piles, peritonitis, Bright's disease, etc., etc.

Hence, the flushing of this sewer removes the cause, cleanses the system, and Nature cures the disease. The only possible harmless method of cleansing this sewer is by means of the

"J. B. L. CASCADE" TREATMENT.

A scientific treatment administered by an appliance that is anatomically correct in its construction and the only one of its kind in the world. This treatment is now being used by thousands of the best-known people in this country and abroad. Is endorsed and prescribed by leading physicians everywhere.

We have thousands of grateful letters from those who have used it.

We want to send free to every person, sick or well, a simple statement setting forth this treatment. It contains matter which must interest every thinking person. If you live in New York you are earnestly invited to call, but if you cannot call, write for our pamphlet "The What, The Why, The Way," which will be sent free on application, together with our Great Special Offer.

The following letter is from one of the prominent merchants of Cambridge, Md.


Prof. Chas. A. Tyrrell:

Dear Sir: I deem it a duty I owe you, as well as my fellow men, to say, I have been restored to perfect health by the use of the flushing treatment so easily accomplished by the "J. B. L. Cascade." Previous to its use I was in very bad health, suffering from dyspepsia, nervousness, constipation, insomnia, and in fact was almost in despair of ever getting well, but thanks to you and your wonderful invention, and the loving kindness of a merciful God, I am now in splendid health. Gratefully yours

H. A. JOYCE.

TYRRELL'S HYGIENIC INSTITUTE

1562 Broadway, Dept. 99 New York.
We Want to Correct a Misconception
and declare that
The “Naturopath and Herald of Health”
Has NOT Forsaken
the Principles of Father Kneipp, as formerly expounded in
THE “KNEIPP WATER CURE MONTHLY”

We still believe in the Kneipp-Cure. We practice it in the Naturopathic
Sanatorium, teach it at the Naturopathic College, and preach it through the
“Naturopath and Herald of Health.”

But we have broadened out to include Diet, Massage, Electrotherapy,
Osteopathy, Physical Culture, Sun-Light-Air-Cure, Just System, Therapeutic
Suggestion, New Thought, Mental Regeneration, and all phases of Naturopathy—the Science of Return to Nature.

In short, the natural, true, ideal life that Nature-lovers live has no place
for Pain, Disease, Fear, Sorrow, Gloom, Death. In the doctor-language,
Prophylactics surpass Therapeutics—its better to be consciously superior to
Disease than to depend on even a Naturist physician for cure.

Of course, we include cure—have a special “Naturopathic Adviser,” giving
each month free prescription and instruction to all subscribers.

If you refuse to accept a good thing just because it isn’t Kneipp’s, then
keep your little dime, and let us keep our 84 pages of naked truth—we can’t
clothe it just to suit your style.

The “Naturopath” includes contributions from the leading Scientists, Physi­
cicians and Naturists of Germany, England and America; it advocates the
best in every therapeutic system that discountenances drugs and operations;
it exists to perfect YOU.

10 Cents would satisfy your doubts. Subscription $1.00 a year. Back
Volumes Kneipp Water-Cure Monthly, 1900 and 1901, each $1.00, bound $1.50

NATUROPATHIC PUBLISHING CO.
111 East 59th Street, New York City

HENRY MILLER’S
German Unexcelled Malt Coffee

Used by Kneipp-adherents and Sanitoria all over the world.

Warranted Pure and Genuine.

SOLD BY
HENRY MILLER, 176 Fulton St., New York

From United States Health Report, Vol. XXIV, No. 20,
November 29th, 1895.

“Common justice impels us to say that the result of careful in­
vestigation stamps Henry Miller’s Malt Coffee as being of highest
value.”

Price: 5 lbs. 50 Cents, 10 lbs. $1.00.
On receipt of Postal Card we will send to any where within 100 miles
of New York.

Agents wanted in all parts of the United States.

Also GERMAN GLUTEN GRAHAM FLOUR.
Whole Wheat Flour. Send 10 Cents for Sample.
Kneipp Normal Linen

The Normal Linen Underwear of braided texture answers fully to the requirements of sanitary underclothing, as has been scientifically investigated and proved by prominent medical authorities, and especially by the Rev. Seb. Kneipp, who pronounces such linen underwear as a fundamental condition of a healthy body.

Prices for Linen Cloth.
Normal Linen A, gray, not bleached .......................33 inches wide 45c
" B, bleached, for shirts ..................33 inches wide 50c
" C, col'd stripes, for shirts or out'g shirts, 33 in. wide 50c
" Extra porous, bleached, or cream, 33 inches wide 70c

The following kinds of imported Linen are especially suitable for bathing purposes and water applications, for wrappings, Spanish mantle, shawls, etc., because they are coarser and thicker than the Normal Linen; they are also used for bed clothes, being substantial and durable.

Quality D, 32 inches wide ...........................................$0.50
" D, 38 inches wide ................................................. 90
" D, 44 inches wide ........................................ 1.00

Linen for Bathing Purposes.
Spanish mantle ....................................................$3.50, $3.75, $4.00
Short wrapper (short bandage) ........................................... 2.00
Large wrapper (lower bandage) ...................................... 3.00
Under and upper compress (Aufschläger) ..................... 1.00
Shawl ..........................................................small 75c; large 1.50
Bandage for the head ................................................ 50
Bandage for the neck ................................................... 25
Bandage for the abdomen ............................................. 50

Prices for Ladies' and Gents' Underwear.
Undershirts, natural gray (Normal Linen) .....................$1.70
Undershirts, bleached ............................................. 1.80
Drawers, natural gray ................................................ 1.80
Drawers, bleached ...................................................... 2.00
Shirts, with or without collar and bosom ..................... 3.00
Night Shirts ......................................................... 2.50
Tourist Shirts (Outing Shirts) ...................................... 2.50

Measure for Underwear.
Undervests and Shirts: 1. Total length. 2. Circumference of breast (full measure). 3. Length of sleeve from middle of back to wrist (bend your arm when taking the measure). For shirts one must add width of neck wanted.
Drawers: 1. Circumference of body. 2. Length of leg from crotch to ankle. 3. Total length of drawers.
Socks. When ordering socks give length of foot by inches.

Kneipp Health Store, 111 East 59th St., New York
“Thus Shalt Thou Live!”

Hints and Advice for Healthy and Sick People, suggesting a plain, rational Mode of Living and a natural Method of Curing

by the Very Reverend SEBASTIAN KNEIPP.

II. Popular Edition. Price, Stitched (sewn and cut): 50 Cents, by mail 60 Cents. Solidly bound 75 Cents, by mail 85 Cents.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.


Kneipp Health Store, 111 East 59th St., New York
MY WILL
A Legacy to the Healthy and Sick

With Directions for the correct Application of the Water Cure at Home by FATHER KNEIPP.

With twenty-nine Photographs taken from Life, and numerous Illustrations in the text.


By mail 60 Cts. Solidly bound: 75 Cts. By mail 85 Cts.

CONTENTS:


Kneipp Health Store, 111 East 59th St., New York
CODICIL
Of My Will for Healthy and Sick People
By Mgr. Sebastian Kneipp
Privy Chamberlain to the Pope, Parish Priest of Woerishofen.

8°. VIII—376 pages. With Frontispiece (prelate Kneipp's legacy to Woerishofen), eight colored plates and numerous illustrations inserted in the text.


CONTENTS.

"HYDROPATHIC TREATMENT of Pfarrer Kneipp," by L. Geronmiller. From the German, with 26 illustrations......................$ .50

Kneipp Health Store, 111 East 59th St., New York
Kneipp’s Health Foods

“Pure Food Means Good Health.”

Lust’s Kneipp-Whole Wheat Bread ........................................................................10c
“ “ “ Rolls .......................................................1c, doz. 10c
“ “ “ Zwieback ........................................................................per package 15c
“ “ “ Strength giving Soup, “Kraftsuppe”..............................................15c
“ “ “ .............................................imported, 35c
“ “ “ 2 lb. packages ..............................................25c
“ “ “ imported, small, 15c, large, 25c
“ “ “ Fruit Loave ..........................................................25c
Kneipp’s Imported Baby Food .................................................................40c
“ Roasted Flour Soup ..........................................................per package 15c
“ Oat Meal Biscuits ........................................................................per package 15c
“ Honey Ginger Bread (Honiglebkuchen) ...........................................25c, 35c, 45c
“ “ Nuts (Honig-Pfeffernüsse) ..................................................½ lb. 20c, 1 lb. 35c
“ Oat Flour, ..............................................large package 25c, small package 15c
“ Barley Flour, ........................................................................per package 15c
“ Grünkorn ........................................................................per package 15c
“ Oat Grits, ........................................................................per package 15c
“ Lentil Flour, ........................................................................per package 15c
“ Pea Flour ........................................................................per package 15c
“ Bran Flour, ........................................................................per package 15c
“ Malze Flour, ........................................................................per package 15c
“ Rice Flour, ........................................................................per package 15c
“ Potato Flour, ........................................................................per package 15c
“ Oatmeal Bonbons .................................................................per box 15c
“ “ “ Sweet Acorn Coffee, ..................................................½ lb. packages 35c
“ “ “ Seelig’s small packages 10c
Ulm Mutschel Flour .................................................................large package 25c, small package 15c
Genuine Egg Noodles ........................................................................1 lb. 20c, ½ lb. 10c

All above mentioned Health Foods are imported, except Lust’s Specialties and Egg-Noodles.

Genuine Kneipp-Kathreiner’s Malt Coffee, 1 lb. 15c, 4 lb. 50c, 8 lb. $1.00, 12 lb. $1.50, 25 lb. case $3.00, 50 lb. case $5.75, 100 lb. case $11.00.

Domestic Malt Coffee, 1 lb. 10c, 5 lb. 50c, 10 lb. $1.00. (Special prices on larger quantities.)

Kneipp Whole Wheat Flour, 1 lb. 5c, 5 lb. 25c, 10 lb. 45c, ¼ barrel $3.50, 1 barrel $6.50.

Selected Washed Wheat in Grains, 1 lb. 5c, 5 lb. 20c, 10 lb. 40c, 100 lb. $3.50, 200 lb. $6.50.

Rye Graham Flour, 1 lb. 5c, 5 lb. 20c, 10 lb. 35c, ¼ barrel $3.00, whole barrel $5.25.

Kneipp Health Store, 111 East 59th St., New York
Other Health Foods (Imported)

Dr. Bilz’ Nutritive Salt Cocoa. (Nährsalzkakao.) 1/2 lb. 20c., 1 lb. 50c., 1 lb. $1.00. — Bilz’ Chocolate No. 1, 1/2 lb. 20c., 1 lb. 35c., 1 lb. 70c. No. 2, 1/2 lb. 15c., 1 lb. 30c., 1 lb. 60c. — Bilz’ Eating Chocolate, small tablets, per package 25c. — Bilz’ Automatic Chocolate, per package 10c. — Bilz’ Mandelmilch (Almond Milk) Biscuits, per package 12c.

Dr. Frager’s Nutritive Salt Cocoa with Oatmeal 1/4 lb. 25c., 1/2 lb. 45c., 1 lb. 90c. Dr. Frager’s Nutritive Zwieback, per package 15c.

Dr. Lahmann’s Vegetable Milk (Pflanzenmilch), 1/2 can 60c., doz. $6.50.

Dr. Lahmann’s Nutritive Salt Cocoa, 1/2 lb. 30c., 1 lb. 50c., 1 lb. $1.00. Nutritive Cocoa with Oatmeal Addition, 1/2 lb. 45c.

Dr. Lahmann’s Chocolate No. 1, 1/2 lb. 35c., 1 lb. 70c. No. 2, 1/2 lb. 30c., 1 lb. 60c. Eating Chocolate in small tablets, 25c per package. Dr. Lahmann’s Nutritive Oatmeal Biscuits 12c.

Nutritive Extract, per jar $1.00; in powder form, 80c.

Japan Soya (Mushroom Sauce), per bottle $1.00

Kneipp’s Imported Honey Wine, bottle 80c; Domestic, 50c; by the dozen 10 percent cheaper. Grape Juice, 1/2 pints 15c, pints 25c, quarts 50c. Cider, Elderberry Wine, Fruit Juices, extra price list.

Health Foods (Domestic)

Plasmon ................................................................. 1 lb. $1.00, 1/2 lb. 60c, 1/4 lb. 35c.

“ Cocoa ............................................................... 1/2 lb. boxes 40c

“ Biscuits ............................................................... tins 30c and 50c

“ Chocolate ............................................................. per tablet 2c

Tropon ................................................................. small boxes 50c, large boxes $1.00

Iron Tropon .......................................................... per box 75c

Mokka Coffee Jel (Substitute for Coffee)....small can 25c, large can 50c

Dr. Lange’s Lactated Tissue Food (Condensed Milk)......per can 20c

Horlick’s Malted Milk......small can 25c, large can $1.00, Hospital jars $3.75

Malt Creamlet Cocoa, per package 10c.

Cereals.

Oat-Nuts.............................................................. 2 lb. package 15c, 2 packages 25c

Ralston Breakfast Food ........................................ 15c

Nameless ............................................................. 15c

Malta Vita ............................................................. 15c

Shredded Wheat Biscuits ........................................ 15c

Gum Gluten Preparations.

Plain, Ground Flour……1 lb. 15c, 5 lb. sacks 70c, 10 lb. $1.35, 25 lb. $3.25

Self-Raising ……………1 lb. 18c, 5 lb. sacks 80c, 10 lb. $1.50, 25 lb. $3.50

Gluten Breakfast Food……1 lb. 20c, 5 lb. sacks 90c, 10 lb. $1.70, 25 lb. $4.00

Gluten Crackers ................................................... per package 30c

Gluten Macaroni ..................................................... “ “ 25c

Gluten Cracknells .................................................. “ “ 10c

Friedrichsdorfer Zwieback ..................................... 10c

Lust’s Hygienic Honig Lebkuchen …………………… 5c and 10c

Dr. J. Thomas Uncooked Sunbaked bread, ……………… box 50c, doz. $5.00

India Digestive Biscuits ……………large box 50c, small box 25c

Dahl’s Dyspepsia Cakes …………………large box 50c

Whole Wheat Biscuits ………………… large box 50c

Ko-Nut for shortening and frying, .3 lb. cans 50c, 5 lb. 80c, 10 lb. $1.50

Scheel’s Celery Table Oil, ………………… per bottle 40c
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RETURN TO NATURE!

By AD. JUST.

Translated from the German by B. LUST, Editor Kneipp Water Cure Monthly, Naturopath and Herald of Health.

EVERYBODY HIS OWN PHYSICIAN. Paradise Regained.

THE BEST BOOK FOR THE HOUSEHOLD.

The true natural method of healing and living and the true salvation of the soul.

Vol. I. The Care of the Body. Water, human curative power, light, air, earth, food, fruit culture. Stiff paper cover, $1.50; eleg. cloth bound, $2.00, in English or German.

Vol. II. The "Jungborn." Further additional, practical directions, and Just's extreme supplementary aims. Stiff paper cover, $1.25, eleg. cloth bound, $1.75, in English or German.

Vol. I contains everything necessary for a complete cure, and Vol. II contains the most important and useful supplementary directions. The author is the founder and owner of the well-known Sanitarium "Jungborn," Germany.

Since the short time that the work has been published it has received an exceedingly warm and enthusiastic reception.

Adolf Just presents his severe views very logically; he brings us at last the whole and entire truth, and tells us sharply and concisely what the ultimate aims in the progressive movement of the Natural Healing Methods and of Vegetarianism should be.

The book teaches:

A simplified, true, natural method of healing,

a very simple, thoroughly natural bath, the greatest possible healing influences exercised through human healing powers, the correct use of light, air and earth (loam), which have till recently been overlooked altogether, as well as the true natural diet and the great healing power of nuts and other fruit.

Just's healing method is just as plain and simple as Nature itself and to follow it, no costly apparatus, instruments, counsellors, researches and long explanations are needed.

Every body shall become his own physician, and there are no cases where Just's methods are not easily applicable, be these either acute or chronic diseases, wounds or burns, cutaneous affections, general pains or sudden accidents.

All those many thousands of invalids (and especially those suffering from nervous complaints) should have recourse to Just's Methods, and they are sure of a speedy recovery, even from those so-called incurable diseases, as consumption, cancer, syphilis, etc.

Besides the above this book also contains a plain but natural Healing Method for animal-diseases

and the only correct solution of the agricultural question, and a complete cookery book for a simplified, true and natural diet, with transitional and additional by-dishes.

It also teaches how to bake a healthy and nutritious bread.

Adolf Just is thoroughly original in all his ideas, and does not offend anyone (no single person, nor class, nor party, nor creed); on the contrary, he recognizes fully the high value of the previous Natural Methods (Priessnitz, Kneipp, etc.), and tries to reconcile them all.

This work is so arranged that under some circumstances (i.e., considering the price) the Vol. I will suffice to begin with, and the Vol. II may be procured later. It not only contains mostly practical things (e.g., the cookery-book, etc.), but also some very important theories and ideas.

A Third Volume: "The Soul's Life," will soon appear, and be very important.


Price, Vol. II, English or German, bound in cloth, $1.75, stiff paper, $1.25. Send postpaid on receipt of price. Address orders to BENEDICT LUST, 111 East 59th St., New York.
MESSRS. Oberhäuser & Landauer of Würzburg, Germany, are the Sole Manufacturers in the World of the Only Genuine Rev. Seb. Kneipp's Remedies.

Customers are therefore kindly requested to observe closely that all such remedies are done up in stamped wrappers bearing the signature of Oberhäuser & Landauer, Würzburg, as also the registered Trademark (the picture and signature of Rev. Kneipp) on every package. And if the packages are marked differently, our customers are warned that they are fraudulent imitations.

General Depot for the United States of America:
KNEIPP HEALTH STORE CO., 111 E. 59th St., New York

All the following Herbal Remedies and Specialties are prepared in accordance with Rev. Seb. Kneipp's own directions, now under the supervision of his successors, from the very best herbs to be obtained.

Rev. Father Kneipp recommended in conjunction with the Water Cure Treatment for all diseases the simultaneous use of the hereunder mentioned specialties:

Kneipp's Eye-bright (Augentrost)
has proved itself most beneficial for diseases and inflammations of the eyes, caused either by purulent lesions or by weakness. To be diluted with 5 parts of water and applied 3 times a day to the sore eyes with a clean linen rag or absorbent cotton.
Price, 50 Cents, postage, 7 Cents.

Kneipp's Arnica Salve,
used with excellent results, in soreness of the skin, eczema and recent small wounds.................Price 35 Cents, postage 3 Cents.

Kneipp's Depurative Tea (Blutreinigungsthee).
Is the best depurative; it rids the blood of morbid matter and acts slightly upon the bowels. For a radical depuration of the system in cases of eruptions, itch, lupus and cancerous affection, this tea must be used for quite a long while and suitable applications of water be made at the same time to insure a radical cure. Each package contains directions for use..Price, 33 Cents; postage, 5 Cts.

KNEIPP DEPOT, 111 East 59th Street, New York.
Kneipp's Cholera Drops (Choleratropfen),
are an excellent remedy for diarrhoea and diarrhoea with vomiting, cholera, or cholera. One tablespoonful 4 or 5 times a day.
Price, $1.00; postage, 10 Cents.

Kneipp's Pine Sprig Honey and Kneipp's Fir-cone Honey
(Tannen- und Fichtennadelhonig).
Excellent for all ailments of the throat, coarseness, cough, colds, etc., etc. Price per bottle 50 Cents; postage, 10 Cents.

Kneipp's Frangula Extract,
a most excellent remedy in cases where persons object to taking pills, but where a regular stool is desirable. Children should take about \( \frac{1}{2} \) a teaspoon-full, adults from 1 to 2 teaspoon-full.
Price, 55 Cents; postage, 2 Cents.

Kneipp's Gout Embrocation (Gicht- und Rheumatismusmittel)
is the best embrocation for gouty and rheumatic pain. Apply 3 times a day..............................................Price, $1.00; postage, 10 Cents.

Kneipp's Antidiabetic Pills (Heidelbeerblätterpilien).
Made from the extract of leaves of Bilberry. It is both an efficient remedy and easy to take. Used for "Diabetes mellitus" 3 pills 3 times a day ............................................Price, 50 Cents; postage, 2 Cents.

Kneipp's Antidiarrhoeal Pills (Heidelbeerfruchtpillen).
Made from the fruit of the bilberry. Used in diarrhoea, catarrh of the bowels or of the stomach. For adults and children, 3 pills 3 times a day .............................................Price 50 Cents; postage, 2 Cents.

Kneipp's Cough Drops (Hustenbouhons).
These cough drops are made from the extracts of Father Kneipp's best herbs and prove very salutary for coughs, hoarseness, catarrh of the throat, etc., etc..................................Price, 20 Cents; postage, 3 Cents.

Kneipp's Cough Tea (Hustenthee).
This is an excellent remedy for all cases of catarrh of the respiratory organs; it cannot be too highly recommended to those who suffer from the chest, throat or lungs. We have seen the most obstinate cases of catarrh disappear in a few days, especially when the appropriate applications of water were made at the same time. Full directions inclosed in each package.
Price, 35 Cents; postage, 5 Cents.

Kneipp's Pomade of Marigold (Calendulalasche)
for the cure of sores and wounds of all kinds. Directions for use on the box.................................................Price, 35 Cents; postage, 3 Cents.

Kneipp's Whooping Cough Extract (Kenehhusensaat).
This excellent remedy is prepared from Thyme and Chestnut extract and is mixed together with other coughstilling herbs. It gives immediate relief and effects wonderful cures in the most obstinate cases..........................Price, 50 Cents; postage, 10 Cents.

Kneipp's Bone Powders.
Nourish the blood and the bones, strengthen the nerves. There is no powder used in any ailment which is as easy to digest as this one, so that even little children and adults with the weakest stomachs can take it without disturbance. From this property may be attributed the marvellous cures often produced in anaemic persons, scrofulous and rachitic children and in cases of nervousness, nervous headache and vertigo. Kneipp has three kinds of Bone Powder: 1. The White Powder is the best remedy for nervousness, nervous headache, anaemia and vertigo.
Price, 50 Cents, postage, 5 Cents.
3. The Black Powder is the best remedy for scrofulous and rachitic children. Price, 50 Cents; postage, 5 Cents.
Children take a small pinch of powder; adults a quarter of a teaspoonful 3 times a day during meals.

Kneipp’s Cramp Drops and Cramp Tea (Krampsthee und Krampftropfen).
The best remedy for cramps of all kinds, especially of the womb, and a good anti-hysteric remedy. Three times a day one teaspoonful of the drops in a cup of cramp tea.

Price, 40 Cents each; postage, 5 Cents.

Kneipp’s Magentrost (Stomach Elixir).
This excellent stomach-elixir is prepared from the choicest and purest of Kneipp’s herbs, and is used to great advantage in all stomach disorders. Will effectually cure Dyspepsia and Indigestion, Loss of Appetite, Acidity, Vomiting, Diarrhoea, Spasms, Wind, Colic, etc. Sold in three sizes of bottles.

Prices, 50c., postage 7c.; $1.00, postage 10c.; $2.00, postage 25c.

Kneipp’s Nerve Tonic (Nerventropf).
for nervousness and sleeplessness, according to prescription by Dr. Baumgarten, Wörishofen. Price per bottle $1.00; postage, 10 Cts. The celebrated essay on sleeplessness and nervous affections by Dr. Baumgarten, in English or German, will be given away with each order.

Kneipp’s Tincture for Travellers (Reisetropfen).
Recommended by all who have used it. Price $1.00; postage, 10 Cts.

Kneipp’s Pectoral Syrup (Hustensaft).
Made from the juice of the plaintain and extract of malt. A splendid remedy for coughs, sore throat, and all affections of the respiratory organs. Three times daily a teaspoonful.

Price, 50 Cents; postage, 10 Cents.

Kneipp’s Pocket and Travelling Apotheke (Haus- und Reise-Apotheken)
contains, practically arranged and prettily fitted up (in the shape of a cigar case), 8—16 articles with exact directions for using all of them, ready and convenient for immediate use. Almost indispensable at home and abroad.

Prices, $1.00, $2.00, $3.00; postage, 5 Cts., 15 Cts., 25 Cts. Larger ones for home use in elegant cabinets from $10 to $25.

Kneipp’s Diuretic Tea (Wassersuchtsthee).
A highly pronounced diuretic hydragogue. Its virtues have often been proven in cases of dropsy, diseases of the kidneys, (Bright’s disease), and diseases of the bladder (stone, gravel). Each package contains directions for use...........Price, 35 Cents; postage, 5 Cents.

Kneipp’s Wormwood Eye Salve.
This honey salve was used by Father Kneipp with the greatest success in cases of cataracts, weak eyes, etc. etc. Price 40 Cents with accurate directions for use. Glass rod to apply the salve with, 10 Cents.............Price, together, 50 Cents; postage, 6 Cents.

Kneipp’s Wörishofen Herb Tea.
or dietary nourishing and strength giving tea (Wörishofener Nähr- und Kraft-Thee). This very valuable nourishing and strength giving tea was used by Father Kneipp to a great extent and with constant success for weak patients, convalescents, anaemic persons, for improving the appetite and physical strength. The best substitute for any breakfast tea........Price, 35 Cents; postage, 5 Cents.

KNEIPP DEPOT, 111 East 59th Street, New York.
Kneipp's Health Tea (Kneipp's Familienthee).
Is the very best substitute for China tea. It is prepared from the choicest herbs, is guaranteed not to be injurious to the nerves and is much cheaper than the other. It is mixed and prepared to taste similar to Chinese tea and is served in the same way. We cannot recommend it enough to all house-wives and dyspeptics.

Prices, sample package, 5 Cents, postage 2 Cents.
1/4 lb. package 35 Cents, postage, 5 Cts.
1/2 lb. package 50 Cts., postage, 10 Cts.

Kneipp’s Liver Regulator No. 1.
(Tonic laxative I., or Wühlhuber No. 1).
This is a strong purgative which cleanses the stomach and bowels of all morbid matters. It must be rarely used, that is only in cases of necessity. Put one half to one tablespoonful in a cup of boiling water, let it draw during a quarter of an hour. This tea is taken either hot or cold at bed-time....Price, 40 Cents; postage, 5 Cents.

Kneipp’s Liver Regulator No. 2.
(Tonic Laxative II., or Wühlhuber No. 2).
This tea has less purgative properties than No. I., but acts especially upon the kidneys and the bladder. It is employed with great success in the beginning of dropsy and in affections of the urinary canal, also in acute pains of the bladder and the kidneys. It is prepared and taken in the same manner as No. I.

Price, 40 Cents; postage, 5 Cents.
Made up in pill form.........................50 Cents; postage, 2 Cents.

Those persons who cannot take the Liver Regulator on account of its bitterness, may take instead:

The Pfarrer Sebastian Kneipp’s Pills,
they are free from all injurious aperients, being exclusively composed of herbal ingredients, and are universally considered the best for keeping the bowels open without weakening the stomach. These same herbal ingredients were used by Rev. Sch. Kneipp at Wörlishofen in his treatments. The pills may be taken for years without injury to the system, and with only beneficial results. It is therefore easily explained why our Kneipp Pills are recommended by celebrated professors, medical men, the followers of the Kneipp treatment and by the public at large, and that they are preferred to any other pills or laxatives. The Kneipp Pills are the best and most pleasant laxative of the world. On account of their efficiency in most stubborn cases of constipation, indigestion, piles, giddiness, and all complaints of the liver, Pfarrer Sebastian Kneipp has given to Oberhäuser & Landauer of Wurzburg the exclusive right to denominate same with his name and to attach his picture and signature registered as a trade mark.....Price, 50 Cents; postage 2 Cts.

Directions for Use:—
1. To procure a regular opening of the bowels, which is particularly desirable with women, take 2 pills at bed-time (for the first time 3 or 4 pills are often necessary).
2. To prevent wind and spasms take one pill in the morning.
3. To procure a thorough cleansing of the bowels take two pills at bed-time and 3 or 4 pills in th morning.

Persons of very strong constitution require in these 3 cases 1 or 2 pills more. The pills usually act after 12 hours, in some cases after 24 hours.

The best way of taking these pills is to swallow them as they are, or wrapped up in a wafer with some water.

KNEIPP DEPOT, 111 East 59th Street, New York.
Kneipp’s Celebrated Toilette Articles.

For Preserving the Hair —
and to prevent falling out of the hair and formation of dandruff, Kneipp recommended the daily use of his celebrated CAPILLARY EXTRACT OF NETTLE-ROOT, to be had in three sizes:
bottles containing about 4 oz., $1.00; postage 10 Cents,
bottles containing about 16 oz., $3.50; per Express only,
bottles containing about 40 oz., $7.50; per Express only.

In addition to using the Extract of Nettle-Root Kneipp recommended the occasional use of either the Kneipp’s CAPILLARY OIL of Nettle-Root or Oil of Sweet Almond, or Oil of Burdock-Root (to be applied once or twice a week only).

Price, 50 Cents; postage, 10 Cents.

Full directions are enclosed in each package.

Kneipp’s Gargle and Toothwash,
made of shave grass, scurvy grass, peppermint, etc., etc. Excellent for removing bad odors from the mouth and is a refreshing and restorative mouth wash for the different diseases of the gum, of the cavity of the mouth and the pharyngeal cavity. One teaspoonful in one wineglassful of water three times daily for gargling and washing.................................Price, $1.00; postage, 10 Cents.

Kneipp’s Herb Tooth Powder.
This really excellent tooth cleaner removes the bad odor from the mouth, strengthens the gums and preserves the teeth.

Price, 40 Cents; postage, 5 Cts.

A good servicable tooth-brush ................................25 Cts.; postage, 3 Cts.

For Care of the Skin we recommend

Kneipp’s Pure Herb Soaps.

To improve the effect of the soap one may use hot water and allow the lather to be partly absorbed by the skin, the rest you wipe off with a towel.

Kneipp’s Foenum graecum Soap,
used for all impurities of the skin, like exanthemata, grubs, pimples, freckles, etc., etc..........Per piece 25 Cents; postage, 4 Cents.

Kneipp’s Hayflower Soap,
used for Rheumatism, gout and scrofula.

Per piece 25 Cents; postage, 4 Cents.

Kneipp’s Shavegrass Soap (Zinnkrautseife),
used with great success for severe affections of the skin, serpigo, deepseated grubs, pimples, freckles, liver-spots, etc., etc. This soap contains shavegrass pulverized very fine in large proportions and therefore possesses all qualities of the same.

Price, 25 Cents; postage, 4 Cents.

Kneipp’s Tormentilll Soap,
for general toilet use......................Price, 25 Cents; postage, 4 Cents.

Kneipp’s Pure Salutary Soap (Reine Heilseife),
with arnica and marigold, absolutely pure, a neutral soap answering all purposes. It does not prickle but keeps the skin fresh and soft.................................Price, 25 Cents; postage, 4 Cents.

Any 3 pieces of above soaps for.......60 Cents; postage, 12 Cents.

For bathing purposes we can recommend the following:

Plant Extracts:
Shave-grass Extract ..................Price, 50 Cents; postage, 10 Cents.
Hay-flower Extract ....................Price, 20 Cents; postage, 10 Cents.
Oats-straw Extract ....................Price, 20 Cents; postage, 10 Cents.
Pine-sprigs Extract ....................Price, 50 Cents; postage, 10 Cents.

All the above extracts are manufactured from the very best herbs and are used for packs, poultices, vapor baths, Sitzbaths, etc. They are imported from Germany, as the plants themselves would arrive here in a damaged state from their long transport.

KNEIPP DEPOT, 111 East 59th Street, New York.
Oils, Powders and Tinctures

Imported in tin boxes or bottles, containing 100 grams each, packed by the only authorized manufacturers of Kneipp Remedies, Messrs. Oberhauser & Landauer in Würzburg, Bavaria, Germany.

Price 50 Cents per Bottle or Tin.
Smaller Quantities in tin or glass, packed in New York.

Always in stock:

**OILS,**

at 20 Cts., by mail 25 Cts., and 50 Cts., by mail 60 Cts.

Almond, Anisseed, Burdock, Camphor, Caraway, Cloves, Fennel, Fir-cone, Juniper Berries, Lavender, Peppermint, Rue, St. John's Wort, Wormwood, Salad (Olive).

**POWDERS,**

at 15 Cts., by mail 20 Cts., and 50 Cts., by mail 60 Cts.

Agave, Aloe, Alum, Angelica, Anisseed, Bone Dust (white, gray and black), Caraway, Chalk Dust, Lime-tree wood Coal Dust, Coltsfoot, Dwarf Elder Root, Eyebright, Fennel, Fenugreek (Foenum Graecum), Gentian Root, Juniper Berries, Linseed, Peppermint, Rosemary, Red Saunders (Sandal), Rhubarb Root, St. John's Wort, Sweet Flag Root (Calamus), Sage, Sanicle, Tormentill Root, Valerian and Wormwood.

**TINCTURES,**

at 15 Cts., by mail 20 Cts., and 50 Cts., by mail 60 Cts.

Arnica, Angelica, Bilberry, Bogbean, Bearberry, Burnet (Pimpernello), Beanshell, Calamus (Sweet Flag), Common Camomile, Centaury, Eyebright, Gentian, Geniste (Broomherb), Hip, Hound's Tongue, Juniper, Peppermint, Rue, Rosemary (also wine, large bottles $1.50, excellent remedy for liver and kidney diseases), Sage, St. John's Wort, Scurvy Grass (Spoonwort), Succory, Shave Grass, Tormentill, Valerian, and Wormwood.

Kneipp Health Store, 111 East 59th St., New York
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**Hypnotism Explained**

By Rev. L. F. Schlatthoeffer.

This is a practical book, teaching you how to use the Suggestion Method in curing diseases. The profession of regular physicians has come to recognize the great influence and power of Suggestion as a Therapeutic Agent. Its influence in every day life is so great, hat no one should be without the knowledge of how to use it. "Hypnotism explained teaches you how you may hypnotize successfully in relieving the sick," says "The Medical Brief."

Send 60c. in Stamps or Money Order to this office, and we will mail you postpaid this unique and eminently practical book, bound in cloth (in German same price). To many patients it is worth its weight in gold.

KNEIPP AND
NATUROPATHIC
SANATORIUM

Youngborn

Bellevue, Butler, N.J.

Located in a hillside park overlooking the most beautiful part of the Ramapo Mountains. Clear, dry mountain air, free from fogs and malaria. ESPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR QUIET AND REST. The only institute where Naturopathy in its entirety is applied, suited to the individual requirements. KNEIPP CURE and JUST METHOD SPECIALTIES. Every appliance for comfort, health and good cheer. Light-, Air- and Sun baths. Beautiful Camping Grounds. Careful individual treatment of all diseases. Chronic cases treated successfully. Open all the year. For particulars and prospectus address:

BENEDICT LUST, Naturopathic Physician,
111 East 59th Street, New York City.

or MRS. B. LUST, Naturopath. Sanatorium "Youngborn"
BELLEVUE, BUTLER, N.J.
HERBS

Commonly prescribed with the Kneipp Water Cure and Naturopathy
Selected Qualities of Last Season’s Gatherings.

If ordered by mail add 16c to the lb price, and 5c to box price, for postage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>lb price</th>
<th>box price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>Agave, Agave (Amerik. Aloe)</td>
<td>$0.60</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>Agricot Leaves, Welchselblätter</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120a</td>
<td>Althea (Marsh Mallow), Eibischwurzel</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192a</td>
<td>Angelica Root, Angelwurzel</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191b</td>
<td>Aloe (Aloe)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193</td>
<td>Anise Seed, Anis-Samen</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194</td>
<td>Arnica Flowers (G. Leopard’s Bane), Arnika-Blüthen (Wohlerlehen)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>Aromatic (nourishing) Tea, Diätetischer Nähr- und Kraftthee (Wörlishofer Kräuterthee)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130b</td>
<td>Asarum, Haselwurz</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123a</td>
<td>Ash Leaves, Silber-Eschen-Blätter</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14c</td>
<td>Balm Mint, Melisse</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>Bark of Oak, Eichenrinde</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124b</td>
<td>Bark of Black Aldertree, Faulbaumrinde</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145a</td>
<td>Bark of Buckthorn, Kreuzdornrinde</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117a</td>
<td>Barberries, Berberitzen-Beeren</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111a</td>
<td>Basil, Josephs-Kräutlein</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106a</td>
<td>Bearberry Leaves, Bärentrauben-Blätter</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>Berries of Buckthorn, Kreuzdorn-Beeren</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117b</td>
<td>Betony, Betonie</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>Bilberry Leaves, Heidelbeer-Blätter</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>Blessed Thistle, Kardobenediktenkraut</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td>Blind or Dead Nettle Flowers, Taubnesselblüthen</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111a</td>
<td>Borage, Boretsch</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>Bilberries (Blueberries), Heidelbeeren</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>Birch Leaves, Birken-Blätter</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114a</td>
<td>Birch Bark, Birkenrinde (Birkenbast)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>Blackthorn Blossoms, Dornschele-Blütchen</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162a</td>
<td>Black Currant Leaves, Johannisbeer-Blätter</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>Bramble (Blackberry leaves) Brombeerblätter</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>Brier Hip, Hagebutten</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>Brier Hip Seeds, Hagebutten-Kerne</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>Broomherb (Geniste), Ginster</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>Buckhean, Bitter-Klee</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147a</td>
<td>Buckthorn Bark, Kreuzdornrinde</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>Buckthorn Berries, Kreuzdorn-Beeren</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>Burdock Roots, Kletten-Wurzel</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>Calamus (Sweet Flag), Kalmus-Wurzel</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143</td>
<td>Camomile, Kamille</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149a</td>
<td>Caraway, Kümmel</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>Carline Thistle, Eberwurz</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167</td>
<td>Centaury, Tausendguldenkraut</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144a</td>
<td>Cherry stalks, Kirschen-Stiele</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178a</td>
<td>Chicory (Succory), Wegwart</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>Chilicweed, Hühnerdarm (Sternmiere)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>Clubmoos, Bärapp-Kraut</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138a</td>
<td>Colts Foot, Huftattich</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>Commock, Hauhechel-Wurzel (Garnkraut)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>Common Nettle, Brenn-Nessel</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115a</td>
<td>Common Nettle Roots, Brennnessel-Wurzel</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>Cough Tea, Husten-Thee</td>
<td>large box 35</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
16 Cramp Tea, Krampf Thee .................................................. large box 40 1.00 25
15a Dandelion, Löwenzahn-Wurzel ............................. 50 15
112 Depurative Tea, Blutreinigungs-Thee ....................... large box 35 1.00 20
177 Diuretic Tea, Wassersuchts-Thee ......................... large box 35 1.00 25
105 Dwarf Elder, Attich-Wurzel ................................... 80 20
135a Elder Berries, Hollunder-Beeren ...................... 90 20
136a Elder Flowers, Hollunder-Blüthen ...................... 75 20
136 Elder Leaves, Hollunder-Blätter ......................... 50 15
137 Elder Roots, Hollunder-Wurzeln ......................... 75 15
101a Elecampane, Alant-Wurzel ............................ 80 20
124 Eucalyptus, Eukalyptus ...................................... 90 20
106 Eyebright, Augentrost .......................................... 50 15
124a Fern (Polypody), Farnkraut ........................... 60 25
126a Flax Seed (Linseed), Leinsamen ...................... 50 15
126 Fennel Seed, Fenkel ................................................ 30 15
113 Pennugreek, Foenum Graecum, Bockshornklee .... 40 15
149b Gallium, Labkraut ................................................ 89 20
122 Gentian, Enzian ....................................................... 40 15
183 Grains of Incense, Weihrauch-Körner .............. 80 40
127b Ground Ivy, Gundel-Rebe .................................. 50 15
134 Hay Flowers (imported), importierte Heublumen .. 25 10
164a Hearts Ease, Stiefmütterchen (Dreifaltigkeits-Thee) 60 15
181a Heather, Heidekraut (Erika) .......................... 65 20
106a Horchound, Andorn .............................................. 80 20
140a Iceland Moss, Isländisches Moos .................... 55 15
162b Iris, Schwert-Lilie .......................... large box 35 75 20
172 Juniper Berries, Wachholder-Beeren ............... 30 10
172b Juniper Berries, Extra Quality ....................... 50 15
174 Juniper Sprigs, Wachholder-Spitzen ................ 50 20
183a Knotgrass, Wegtritt (Knöt erich) ................. 90 15
165 Laxative Tea, Stuhlgangs-Thee ......................... 80 25
150a Linden Flowers (Lime tree), Linden-Blüthen ...... 60 15
150 Liverwort, Leberblümchen ................................ 28 20
170 Loam (clay), Thon-Lehm (Polar-Erde) .............. 25 10
152 Lungwort, Lungen-Kraut ...................................... 50 15
129a Male Speedwell (Veronica), Ehrenpreis ........ 70 15
153a Mallow Flowers (Hollyoke), Malve ................. 75 15
156b Marigold Flowers, Ringel-Blumen ................. 1.00 15
153 Marjoram (Sweet), Majoran ............................. 90 20
147 Milkwort, Bittere Kreuzblume ......................... 80 20
154a Mistletoe, Mistel .................................................. 50 15
134 Mouse Ear, Maus-Oehrchen ........................... 1.00 20
180 Mullein Flower, Woll-Blume ............................ 1.75 20
180a Mullein- (herb), Wollblumen-Kraut ................. 80 15
128 Oat Straw (Imported), importiertes Haferstroh .... 23 10
117 Pectoral Tea, Brustthee ....................................... 1.60 20
136a Penny, Päntstrose .................................................. 75 20
155a Pepperwort, Pfefferminze .................. large box 35 75 15
155 Pepperwort, Pfefferkraut .................................. 50 15
140 Periwinkle, Immergrün ......................................... 80 20
109 Pimpernel (small burned), Bimbernelle-Wurzel (Gauch- heil) ............... large box 40 1.00 20
125 Pine Sprigs, Fichten-Sprossen ......................... 40 15
161a Primrose (Cowslips), Schlüsselblume ............... 1.25 23
149 Pumpkin Seeds, Kürbiskerne ............................ 45 20
156 Quassia Wood, Quassia ....................................... 75 20
164 Ribwort, Spitzwegerich ...................................... 50 15
157 Rosemary, Rosmarin ................................................ 30 15
156a Rue, Raute ............................................................... 60 15
158a Sage, Salbei ............................................................. 50 15
158 Sallow, Zahlweide-Rinde .................................... 30 20
159a Sandelwood (Red Saunders), Sandelholz ......... 90 25
159a Sanicle, Sanikel (Heildolde) .......................... 65 15
169a Sarsaparilla Roots, Sarsaparilla-Wurzel (Riedgras) 75 15
160a Sassafras, Sassafras ................................................ 80 15
151a Scoury Grass (Spoonwort), Löffelkraut .......... 80 20
151b Sea Onion, Meerzwiebel ...................................... 60 20
186 Shave Grass (Common Horse Tail, Pewtergrass), Zinn- kraut, .......................... large box 40 1.00 20
135 Shepherd’s Purse, Hirtentäschchen ............................................ 60 15
103a Silverweed, Anserine oder Gänsefingerkraut ....................... 50 15
163 Soapworth, Seifenkraut ............................................................. 80 20
161 Sorrel, Sauerampfer ................................................................ 60 15
141 St. John’s Wort, Johanniskraut ................................................ 80 15
151a Stomach Cure, Magenthee ..................................................... 1.00 20
123 Strawberry Leaves, Erdbeerblätter ......................................... 45 15
168 Thyme, Thymian (Quendel) ........................................................ 50 15
181 Tonic Laxative I., Wühlhuber I., (Stomach Cure) .............. 50 15
152 Tonic Laxative II., Wühlhuber II., (Kidney Cure) ............. 50 20
169 Tormentil, Tormentille (Blutwurz, Fünffingerkraut)........ 50 20
108 Valerian Root, Baldrianwurzel ............................................. 65 20
120a Veronica (Male Speedwell), Ehrenpreis........................... 70 15
121a Vervain, Eisenkraut ................................................................ 70 15
171 Violet Leaves, Veilchen-Blätter ............................................. 60 15
176 Wallworth (Comfrey), Beinwell (Wallwurzel) ..................... 50 15
184 Walnut Leaves, Walnussblätter .............................................. 50 15
176a Watermint, Wassermünze .................................................... 50 15
116a Watercress, Brunnenkresse ................................................. 75 15
114 White Beanpods, Bohnenhülsen .......................................... 50 15
175 Woodroof, Waldmeister .......................................................... 60 15
137a Wood Ashes, Holz-Asche ...................................................... 25 15
183 Wormwood, Wermuth ............................................................ 40 10
182 Wormseed, Wurmsamen ....................................................... 40 15
162 Yarrow (Milfoil), Schafergarbe ............................................. 40 15
165 Ysop, Ysop .................................................................................. 50 20

N. B.—We do not sell less than a pound, except in boxes, at the prices, mentioned.

Directions: How to use herbs in different ailments are given in Kneipp-books and in the booklet: Kneipp’s and Naturopathic Herbs and their Use. Price 10c.

Kneipp Health Store, 111 E. 59th St., N. Y.

B. Lust’s Naturopathic College

The only Institution of its kind in the United States.

For the entire Natural Method of Healing, including the Kneipp Cure.

POLICLINIC COURSES

are given in the English and German languages in the following ten branches:

1. Hydrotherapy (Kneipp Water Cure)—Theory and Practice. —
2. Massage and Gymnastics—Theory and Practice. —
3. Thure Brandt Massage (Female Treatment)—Theory and Practice. —
4. Electrical Massage—Theory and Practice. —
5. Vibratory and Membranous Massage—Theory and Practice. —
6. Other Factors of the Natural Healing System (Dietetics, Hypnosis, Suggestion)—Theory and Practice. —
7. Anatomy. —
8. Physiology and Hygiene. —
9. Pathology—Theory and Practice. —
10. Diagnosis (Inspection, Palpation, Percussion, Auscultation)—Theory and Practice.

Each student (male or female) has, after completing above courses, to pass an examination before a Board of Examining Physicians, and, if able to pass, will receive a Diploma.

B. Lust who is a graduated Naturopathic Physician of Germany, has occupied himself for several years with giving instruction in all the different branches, as also in the entire system of Naturopathy, and has numerous references from many of his former pupils, ladies as well as gentlemen, which graduated by his help, and who are mostly now earning a living as Masseurs and Masseuses, or as Naturopathic Physicians.

All further information about the choice, duration and fees of the several courses, or application, enclosure stamp.

NATUROPATHIC COLLEGE, 111 East 59th St., New York.
The Kneipp=Cure

AT HOME

is what the American public has demanded ever since the founding of the New York Kneipp Institute and Kneipp-Store. This need became so urgent that a number of skilled physicians, Hydro-pathic, Naturopathic, and others established a School for Correspondence Treatment, whereby the Kneipp Cure could be employed at the home of the patient with as much effect as if at Woerishofen, or at a Kneipp-Sanitarium.

The Director of the faculty was a personal friend and pupil of Sebastian Kneipp, and had ten years' successful practice. The School gives both prescription and instruction, and covers also Dietetics, Physical Culture, Massage, Just-Cure, Clay-Cure, Suggestive Therapeutics, Mental Regeneration, New Thought, and other phases of 20th Century Therapy. Perfection—in body, mind, and spirit, is the purpose, and only those will be interested who long for Health, Strength, Beauty, Power, Success, Opulence, Attainment, Unfoldment.

The School is in touch with all the leading Health movements in Germany, England, and America, and gives advice on such subjects as Raw Food, Vegetarianism, Fast-Cure, Phrenology, Pre-natal Culture, Care of Children, Rejuvenation, Breathing, Health-Habits, Mental Science, Physical Immortality.

The Correspondence Courses are specially adopted to the prevention and cure of the following Diseases: Headache, Neuralgia, Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Heartburn, Liver Troubles, Constipation, Kidney Complaints, Sex Disorders, Skin Affections, Rheumatism, Neurasthenia, Muscular Weakness, Slow Circulation, Anaemia, Chronic Weariness, Fear of Failure, Dread of Future, Bashfulness, and Worry.

You will learn how to eat and drink and sleep and bathe and exercise and dress and work and rest and think—as God commanded and Nature approves.

A Prognosis Blank of 230 Questions—the most comprehensive in the world, comes for a stamp. It doesn't cost much to investigate—and if you add a brief letter and another stamp, you'll receive a personal reply.

Naturopathic School of Regeneration

Department K 135 East 58th St. New York City
PETRY'S NATUROPATHIC SANITARIUM
ROCKLAND AVENUE, MAMARONECK, N.Y.

SCHROTH CURE
JUST'S METHOD
LIGHT, AIR AND SUN BATHS

The above are the most appropriate ways of treating the following acute and chronic diseases:

NEURASTHENIA, HYPERTENSION, NERVOUS HEADACHE, NERVOUS DEBILITY, CATARRH OF THE LUNGS, CONSTIPATION, PILES, DIABETES, GOUT, RHEUMATISM, SKIN DISEASES, NERVOUS AND HEART TROUBLES, PAINFUL MENSTRUATION, ACUTE AND CHRONIC INFLAMMATIONS, etc.

OPEN FROM MAY TO NOVEMBER
PRICES REASONABLE. PROSPECTUS FREE

For further information kindly address the proprietor,

P. PETRY, Naturop. Physician
MAMARONECK, N.Y.

The White Bread Curse
AT ONCE EXPLAINED BY ADOPTING THE USE OF THAT FAMOUS AND ORIGINAL

KNEIPP WHOLE HEAT BREAD

Made of the Natural WHOLE WHEAT FLOUR IS ABSOLUTELY FREE from Fat and Sugar Therefore THE IDEAL BREAD

For the Dyspeptic Invalid as well as for the Muscular Athlete in Fact for Everybody Sick or Well.

100 lbs. of Original Whole Wheat Flour, with recipe (in detail) $3.00
Whole Wheat Zwieback per lb. 15c
Grains per lb. 6c
Soup Meal... 15c
Gluten Crackers
Cereal for Diabetics
Flour Kneipp Malt Coffee
Pure Honey Peanut Butter Pecan and Almond Butter

LUST & CO'S HYGIENIC BAKERY
832 Eighth Ave., NEW YORK
Telephone, 1623 B-Col.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR FREE DELIVERY IN NEW YORK CITY
NATUROPATHY

Natural Method of Healing.

F. E. BILZ

The Conpendium, par excellence, of the Naturopathic School. Every rational measure, from Massage to Magnetism, is discussed in detail, both theoretically and practically. The Kneipp Cure, Nursing, Dietetics, Curative Gymnastics, Medicinal Herbs, Hydropathy, Heliotherapy, Hygeiotherapy—every conceivable phase of the Natural Regime; Disease, particularly chronic, sexual, and youthful, with their symptoms, origin, purpose, and specific treatment; Anatomy, as pictured in 9 adjustable colored models; Hygiene and the Art of Keeping well. These are a few of the themes developed.


The New Curative Treatment of Disease

M. PLATEN

The therapeutic thought of the scientific world translated into the American vernacular. The book is written by a German, but it breathes the American spirit; the “atmosphere,” to borrow an artist’s term, is pellucid, you don’t have to grope through mazes of archaic circumlocution and technical terminology, to reach the point. To begin with, Anatomy is not presented in the diffusely didactic orthodox style, that instructs a trifle, bewilders much, interests not at all. It is crystallized into eight anatomical plates, separable and dissectible, picturing the organs and systems of the human body in their entirety. With this as a basis, the author goes straight into the vital problems of everyday life—Eating, and Drinking, and the other unrealized potencies that twentieth century thought is investigating. In a word, Prophylaxis is the key—not the dreading of the beneficent germ-scavenger, but the forbidding and the clearing of the corruption-mass that feeds him.

Diseases, particularly those incident to children and to womanhood, are treated in detail and by various methods of Nature Cure. Given the knowledge this book imparts and the spirit that radiates from it, and one should never know what it means to be weary or weak or diseased. About 2000 pages, many illustrations, 17 colored plates, 8 anatomical models. Two Volumes, handsomely bound, $7.50. Full descriptive matter mailed on application.

Return to Nature

AD. JUST

Beauty, simplicity, directness, power, a book not written, but evolved, not a treatise, but a life-experience. Years of the severest bodily ills, utter failures on the part of all the Schools of Therapeutics, despair that instinctively turned to Nature herself, the dawning of the Truth, the realizing of its power, and the telling of it out of a full heart—such is the story of this plea for selfhood. You are not ready to read until you have studied the portrait of the man: most Nature Curists are materialists, but you feel, intuitively, that this man is an etherealist, and that the mental motive is back of the purely physical means.

The opening pages soothe rather than startle, breathing a peace and a conscious poise that are very essential before the radical truths that follow. Then with kaleidoscopic swiftness the thought becomes revolutionary, iconoclastic-sensational, the ultra-purist would call it. For the sex organs are
mentioned as plainly and as reverently as the lover tells of the lips of his betrothed.

The Just Bath is perhaps the distinguishing feature of the different physical measures. Based on a personal study of animals in their native habit, it is absolutely without analogue in all the previous range of Hydropathy. Unlike any other single water-application it has a direct effect on Digestion, Sex, Circulation, Secretion, Exertion and Nerve Power—the elements most needing vivifying.

In the opinion of the publishers "Return to Nature" is the simplest and the strongest work ever brought out in any language. Not so much the actual facts and treatments and proofs, though they are unique and invaluable, but the insight into the New Century thought is what makes the book indispensable to the thinker. If you possess, in every particular, pulsating, energizing, empowering Health, you might not be interested—for yourself, and at the present. But not one man in ten thousand does. And at whatever stage you may be, simply locate yourself in the pages of a life-history like your own, and follow the book to the close.

If you once get in touch with this man who has suffered, his vision will clarify yours, his heart-beats will quicken your own, and you will have the spirit of Mental Healing with the measures of the Physical. Which is the ideal. $2.00 postpaid.

The New Doctor; or, Health and Happiness
I. M. BIDDLE

Therapeutic truths in every day garb; Nature teachings in story-form. Attractive, convincing, inspiring, this book is essentially a help in the home, where the tyro, whether child or adult, needs a bit of sweet persuasion, along with solid instruction. 255 pages. $1.00.

The Educator; Cause and Cure of All Diseases
Dr. M. E. ROSE C. CONGER

Twenty-four chapters of terse facts and telling statements. A bold assertion of the bolded beliefs, backed by the proofs of half a lifetime in the healing vocation. Wholly antagonistic to Drugs, Druggists and Druggers. Includes studies of organs, systems, diseases general and special, causes and remedies, baths, gymnastics, dress, recipes, tobacco and alcohol, pregnancy, child-birth and child-culture. Testimony of 100 eminent physicians, etc. etc. 650 pages. Price, $3.00.

The New Method in Health and Disease
Dr. W. E. FOREST

Naturopathy from a physician's viewpoint. But particularly Hygeiopathy, for the individual and the family. The demand for twelve editions is sufficient comment on the merits of the work. $1.00.

The New Science of Healing
LOUIS KUHNE

A convincingly concrete exposition of the oneness of all Disease, and the consequent basal uniformity of treatment traces ailments from the embryo to the corpse, and shows just how impure blood retains its deadly character through infinite multiplicities of external form. The work is a detailed account of Pathological Genealogy, set forth in colloquial phraseology, and appealing to the reason of layman and physician. The author is an acknowledged pioneer in the field of German investigation, his methods have been imitated by innumerable plagiarist Hydropathists and "The New Science of Healing" is his most representative book. Translated into 26 languages. 420 pages. (3d Ed.) Price, $2.65.
Nature’s Household Remedies

Dr. FELIX OSWALD

A manual and a plea. Disease is Fear, Fear is Ignorance. The appropriating of the thoughts in this book will banish Ignorance, rout Fear, and eradicate Disease. And a conscious applying of right conditions, with a restful waiting on the workings of Nature, will take the place of those wrong habits and that feverish impatience. $1.00.

The Natural Cure

Dr. C. E. PAGE

The gist of the whole matter presented in concise, forceful, tactful style, “by a prominent member of the medical fraternity—the house divided against itself.” An embodiment of the newest researches in the New Therapeutics. Price, $1.00.

Nature versus Drugs

A. F. REINHOLD

The classic Drug-Denunciation of modern times. Revolution, Renovation, Reconstruction, are the clan calls from every page. Not a book for the tradition-blinded, mealy-mouthed, convention-bound, hibernator in antiquity. Not cold-type dissertation, but a live, throbbing, thrilling appeal for knowledge and freedom and health and nature.

The author eats microbes, sleeps head down, courts “catching cold,” and makes habits of other fatal feats. Moreover, he tells you exactly why, and how it is that unthinking, perverse modes of life trisect a man’s earthly span. As an animal, man should live to 125; he dies at 35. The why and the how not are most ably discussed. The book goes to the extreme of radicalism, but that it reaches the depths of realism is attested by many statements from the very physicians it so scathingly araigns. (546 pages, 174 illustrations.) $2.50.

Murderous Fads in the Practice of Medicine

Dr. M. J. RODERMUND

Written by the man who dabbled in the most virulent virus and then shook hands with family and friends, to the consternation of press and public. Vaccination is termed the “Prince of Frauds,” and $1,000 is offered to the first man who can demonstrate its accord with Nature and its beneficence in a single case. Expensive laboratories, a life-time of research, and unwavering convictions are the background for this bold defiance of professional ostracism. Other fads, fancies and faibles commonly accepted without question are stripped of their antediluvian foggery, their mystic chicanery, their authoritative setting, and the scanty remnants of Truth are a pitiful witness to the world’s perversions. (654 pages.) Price, $3.00.

The Hygienic Handbook

Dr. I. R. TRALL

Mention of the author’s name is ample certificate for the character of the work. Discriminating knowledge, a humanitarian spirit, common-sense handling with a technical touch, comprehensiveness and minuteness, such factors make the manual foremost in practical utility. Price, $1.25.
Golden Age Cook Book
BY HENRYETTA LATHAM DWIGHT

This new work embraces all that is essential to a bountiful and luxurious table, with the most nutritious adoption of all natural food products. It comprises all kinds of bread and rolls, with over thirty recipes for delicious, dainty and nutritious soups, more than eighty ways of preparing vegetables, an unusual number of attractive entrees, salads, fruit desserts, etc., not found in any other book. The recipes have all been carefully tested and are so concise and plain that a child can follow them.

In the chapter of miscellanies there are many recipes, any one of which is worth in itself more than the price of the volume. The tooth powder, for instance, which is contributed by one of New York's famous dentists—easily prepared and at small cost—shows the economy and excellence of home made articles.

There is also a hard soap that is no trouble to make; the blackest grease can be utilized and by this recipe converted into soap that is pure and white and floats in water and is equal to any in the market for kitchen and laundry purposes, and being made from what is usually thrown away is a great economy to the housekeeper. The other recipes are equally good, and so carefully given that the most inexperienced can prepare them and have perfect success when the directions are conscientiously adhered to. There is no book on the market from which so many dainty and original dishes can be prepared.

While there are no recipes for meat given, the book is indispensable to meat eaters as well as to vegetarians. It is altogether the very best book on the subject on the market. No kitchen is complete without it. Progressive housekeepers who have it wouldn't be without it, as testimonials received bear evidence.

It is in large clear type, on good paper, well printed and beautifully bound in extra cloth. Price, $1.00, by mail, postpaid.

A Comprehensive GUIDE-BOOK
TO NATURAL, HYGIENIC AND HUMAN DIET.

BY SYDNEY H. BEARD,
Editor of "The Herald of the Golden Age."

A Vegetarian Cook book containing valuable recipes and published to lessen the amount of pain and suffering that exist in the world, both human and sub-human. It is committed to the exaltation of humane ideals and advocates the rights of animals to just and kind treatment, showing how their slaughter for food may be discontinued to the betterment of the race.

The up-to-date Hygienic Cook-book. Over 100 pages. Cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cents, post-paid.

Kneipp Publishing Co., Ill E. 59th St., New York

Kneipp Cure & Naturopathic Supplies
of every description can be obtained from
KNEIPP DEPOT, 111 East 59th St., N. Y.

Write for complete catalogue on Literature, Remedies, Herbs, Tinctures, Oils, Clay, Apparatus, Bath Tubs, Self Doucheurs, Rubber Hose, Sprinklers, Sandals, Linen, Bandages, Health Underwear, Linen Socks and Stockings, Syringes, Massage Rollers, etc. Health Foods. Honey, Mills for making Whole Wheat Flour and Nut Butter, etc. etc.
THE KNEIPP APOTHEKA
BY BENEDICT LUST.

Its usefulness in every household. Father Kneipp's gleanings from Nature condensed for Man. Plain directions for the use of Healing Herbs in all diseases, pertaining to childhood, adolescence, maturity, senility. The Kneipp Medicine Chest is packed with ounces of prevention; it is destined for those who prefer a might of forethought and a certain relief to the worry, and waiting, and expense, and experiment involved in calling a physician. The Kneipp Apotheka means defiance of disease, from whooping-cough to gout. It cost a life-time of research, it means a life-time of health, it sells for ten cents, post-paid.

EVERY WOMAN SHOULD OWN TOKOLOGY A COMPLETE HEALTH GUIDE
BY ALICE B. STOCKHAM, M. D.

Nearly Half A Million Sold

Teaches possible painless pregnancy and parturition, giving full plain directions. Treats of disease of women and children; contains the first practical teachings on Change of Life.

Lizzie N. Armstrong writes: "If I knew I were to be the mother of innumerable children it would have no terror for me, so great is my confidence in the science of "Tokology." Dr. C. B. Willis: "Tokology" is doing more for women than all other books put together."

Circulars of Health Books and Sexual Science free.

Price, Cloth, prepaid, $2.25; Leather, $2.75. German, English and Swedish Editions.

DIET VERSUS DRUGS
BY SOPHIE LEPPLE

Perfect Health.—Nature cures all ailments. Read "Diet versus Drugs," and master perfect health through a proper diet. A complete list of Beauty, Health, Mind, and Youth Renewing Foods, foods which pronounce the highest physical and mental vitality and foods which conquer premature ageing, dyspepsia, constipation, colds, obesity, thinness, irritability, and troubles of sex, liver, and heart. With 2 essays on diet for 25 cents. With 8 essays on diet for one dollar bill.

The New Naturopathy

Broader than the Nature Cure, higher than Physical Culture, deeper than Dietetics,—and yet including them all, with Hydropathy, Kneipp-Cure, Just-Cure, Life-Habits, New Thought, Success, Self-Culture,—in short, the first Manual of Naturopathy ever published. That's what we call "Health Incarnate," now in press, and to sell for 25 cents. Just a plain, truthful, realistic picture of Health as you can embody it, when you know how. You'll have to study it in sections—the Light of Truth was mixed in the painting, and darkness-dwellers may be blinded.

First edition limited—advance-orders honored first. MONEY BACK IF YOU WANT IT.

Health, Lung or Muscular GYMNASTICS with Hints on Right Living
BY W. M. J. CROMIE, PHYSICAL DIRECTOR

Illustrated with 18 half tone cuts. The author recognizing the great need for Exercise amongst the masses, and knowing that most books on this subject are too expensive or too difficult to comprehend, has felt it his privilege and duty to publish one which is simple and the price of which is within the reach of all. Price 25 cents, postage free.

KNEIPP & NATUROPATHIC SUPPLY CO., 111 E. 59th St., New York
Okic’s Woerishofen Gout Cure.

Is an unfailing safe remedy for Gout, Rheumatism (Joints and Muscular Rheumatism), Sciatica (hip pains) and Sick Headache. Two years ago I made a trial on myself and other patients and every time with the best results. The Gout-Cure is based on Prelate Kneipp’s principles and is in the eyes of the law neither a medicine nor a secret. It is used externally. Full directions with every bottle.

Large bottles, $3.00; small bottles, $2.00. Can be sent only by express.

J. OKIC, Editor “Kneipp-Blätter,” Woerishofen, Bavaria.

The Finest and the Best in the World.

Okic’s Woerishofen Tormentilla Soap.

Okic’s Tormentilla Woerishofen Soap is the best Toilet Soap of the age. It is not only cleansing but also medicinal. It cures eruption of all kinds, chapped or rough skin, comedones, black-heads, dandruff and especially salt-rheum and eczema. A sure cure for Itching Piles. It makes the skin soft and tender and is also very economical.

To obtain quick and certain results in cases of freckles, salt-rheum and all other skin diseases let the lather dry on the afflicted parts. Price 25 Cents.

The Okic’s Woerishofen Tormentilla Soap is unadulterated and perfectly neutral, i. e., it is free from Carbonic Acid and caustic alkalies. It has the qualities of a good and mild toilet soap. Dr. C. HUGGENBERG, Examining Chemist for the Soap M’f’rs Union.

P. S. My hand was very badly swelled, the result of a painful bruise. I saturated a piece of wet linen with the soap and tied it on overnight. Next morning the swelling had all disappeared. S. M. W.

Okic’s Improved Hair Invigorator (Lotion)

Okic’s Improved Hair Invigorator is a sure remedy to prevent the hair falling out; it produces a luxurious growth of hair; it keeps the scalp clean and healthy, strengthens and invigorates the roots. It is compounded of pure vegetable extracts and cannot be injurious under any circumstances.

Price per bottle with directions for use 35 cents.

Okic’s Tooth Powder (Dentifrice.)

Okic’s Dentifrice is prepared of pure vegetable matter. It has all the qualities of good tooth-powder, containing nothing injurious to the teeth or gums. Price 25 cents.

Okic’s Antirldine.

This is a beautifier which banishes freckles, corrugations and wrinkles, makes the skin soft and smooth. Where other means fail, this often helps. It has the property of never destroying the tissues, or irritating the skin. Only genuine when the box bears the names of the inventor and manufacturer. Price and directions for use, 25 cents.

Okic’s Tormentilla Cream.

Best salve for all kinds of wounds, sores, rough skin, friction, etc. Price, 35 cents.

Okic’s Mosquito Cure.

10 cents, postpaid.

Address all orders to:

KNEIPP AND NATUROPATHIC SUPPLY CO.,

And from the Agencies thereof. 111 East 59th St., New York.

(AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.)